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ABSTRACT

Following the educational reforms which have taken place over the last fifteen years, 
emphasis has been placed upon the development of University-School links. This research 
charts the development, design and re-iteration of a simulation game which was operated by a 
university and offered to 177 core learners aged 13-14 from 10 secondary schools within 
South East Wales.

The Media Simulation for Universities and Schools (MESUS) activity introduced learners to 
the simulated environment of newspaper production. Participants divided themselves into 
editorial teams, assigning roles such as editor, sports writer or photographer. They then 
worked together to produce a 'newspaper' that was available in both electronic and hard copy. 
MESUS sought to develop participant confidence in using technology by using ICT as a 
vehicle for the production of newspaper editions. Thus, the emphasis was placed upon group 
work and the development of communication and literacy skills with ICT kept in the 
background.

MESUS adopted a flexible format so that it could be implemented alongside the National 
Curriculum. In so doing participants' experiences varied as a function of their school's 
method of delivery; from those who participated on an extra-mural initiative to those who 
worked upon MESUS within their normal classes. The research findings suggest that 
participants responded favourably from this shift away from their more usual passive learning 
styles towards active application and enquiry. Participants developed a wide range of 
academic and vocational skills with preferences in modes of delivery emerging as males 
opted for technology use and females displayed the tendency to choose face to face 
interactions. Yet when independently evaluated, no differences were found in the academic 
level of the work they produced. Moreover, the research highlighted that when given the 
opportunity to shape their own learning experience, all participating pupils developed 
confidence in themselves, their abilities and their interpersonal skills.

In developing the use of experiential learning within the classroom, the main finding 
presented was that of the value of social interaction within teaching and learning. Whilst low 
levels of confidence were noted at the outset, the sample began to thrive on the opportunities 
presented throughout the simulation game. Rather than simply learning 'concepts' they learnt 
about their behaviour, values and identity.

The research highlights that simulation gaming can provide both academic and vocational 
skill development and draws upon the academic disciplines of education, symbolic 
interactionism, psychology, communication and research methodology in order to interpret 
the findings presented. Based on these findings, a contemporary and original contribution to 
the field of simulation gaming is made; the development of a multi-perspective model for 
simulation gaming research and practice.



CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The thesis began with an exploration of the design and implementation of a 

simulation exercise with 13-14 year old pupils situated in South-East Wales.

The initial project bid was prepared in response to the Bearing Review of 

Higher Education (1997). This review emphasised the regional differences in 

student attainment as well as the lack of Higher Education participation by the lower 

socio-economic groups. In response to this, Dearing recommended that universities 

should add to the school curriculum in order to raise pupil motivation and interest in 

higher education study. Following this recommendation, the 'Media Simulation for 

Universities and Schools' (MESUS) proposal was submitted to British 

Telecommunications for the 1998 University Development Award by the then 

Educational Development Unit at the University of Glamorgan. Whilst this Unit had 

run special one-day events for local pupils, a longitudinal simulation exercise had 

never been attempted. Thus, the successful MESUS bid was seen to be a novel 

experience that would provide interesting insight into how University-School links 

could be established and maintained through their involvement in an exercise that 

called for high levels of commitment from both parties. Fortunately, the MESUS 

proposal proved popular with the BT panel, and it won the 1998 Development 

Award.

During the course of this simulation, a number of key changes occurred 

which directly affected the original project outline. The first of these was the 

appointment of this researcher, who was responsible for designing and running the 

simulation along with analysing data. In taking up this position, the researcher's own 

interpretations of the project outline served to modify and change the original 

proposal. Secondly, the launch of the National Grid for Learning (NGfL, DfEE, 

1997) called for the upskilling of pupils in Information Communication Technology 

(ICT) as this was seen as paramount in gaining future employment and prosperity for 

Wales. Finally, such factors as access difficulties and ambivalence within schools
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towards completing research questionnaires all shaped how the project was 

implemented as well as the research measures that could be collated.

Therefore, this thesis charts the development, design and reiteration of a 

simulation exercise that operated over a twelve month period. In so doing it 

highlights the experiences gained from a university working with its surrounding 

schools and yields insight into which factors worked whilst exploring those that did 

not. Participants thoughts about the exercise were also examined.

1.2 INTRODUCING UNIVERSITY - SCHOOL LINKS

1.2.1 EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT

A number of key educational changes have served to influence, or indeed 

initiate this project. A more detailed discussion of exact features of the National 

Curriculum will be included in chapter three. The discussion begins with the 

introduction of the 'National Curriculum' and considers how this integrates with 

Curriculum 2000, before detailing the National Grid for Learning and its plans to 

link universities with their local schools.

In 1976 educationalists and MPs began a lengthy debate about the school 

curriculum. At that time the school curriculum was determined through partnerships 

between each individual school and their local education authorities, as well as with 

central government. This debate was initiated by James Callaghan's (then Prime 

Minister) Ruskin College speech (Ball, 1990). Callaghan prepared the ground for 

change by broaching the issue of changing the nature of curriculum management. 

Yet it was not until 1988 that actual change occurred in the form of the Educational 

Reform Act. The time lag can be attributed to the many discussions that took place 

about the advantages and disadvantages of changing the status quo between the 

Department of Education and Science Ministers, officials and schools inspectorate. 

According to Ball (1990), the appointment of Kenneth Baker as Secretary of State 

for Education and Science was significant in creating the political climate open to 

such change. As such, the Education Reform Act provided the legislation whereby
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the school curriculum became subject to statutory regulation. A 'National 

Curriculum' was proposed.

Despite initial conflict as to what the National Curriculum should include, 

then Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher insisted that it should be a narrowly defined 

and rigorously tested core curriculum. The National Curriculum, it was decided, 

would include the core subjects of English, Mathematics and Science. Whilst the 

early announcement of the National Curriculum completely discounted Wales 

(Daugherty and Elfed-Owens, 2000), its language and culture, the 'Welshness' of the 

National Curriculum has since been rectified. Without attempting to downplay the 

significance of including Wales within a centrally governed school curriculum, this 

research is more concerned with the concept of a narrowly defined, rigorously tested 

school system.

For the first time, teachers were responsible for teaching an exact syllabus 

and over time, their teaching methods became influenced by the curriculum and 

associated assessments (Hargreaves, 200la). Thus, the 'rigorously tested1 National 

Curriculum involved externally set and marked tests in English, Mathematics and 

Science at set times during the pupils school life; 7 years, 11 years and 14 years of 

age (Quinlan and Scharaschkin, 1999). The schoolteacher, who had once enjoyed 

professional autonomy now found that they had to read and conform to detailed 

guidelines. Moreover, educational reform brought with it the 'naming and shaming1 

of schools that did not produce good test scores; test scores that were published 

nationally so that parents were able to select which school to send their children to. 

As Principle 5 of the Building Excellent Schools Together (BEST) white paper 

states, 'there will be zero tolerance of underperformance' (Welsh Office, 1997:18). 

Thus, it was not only schools that were subject to inspections but also their local 

authorities.

The Building Excellent Schools Together paper also stated that '[the] truth is 

that young people who fail in the education system are likely to become 

marginalised' (Welsh Office, 1997:1). So against this backdrop of a standardised 

education system that must enable all pupils to achieve success in a number of set 

tests, came the realisation that pupils must also achieve the ability to become 

employable, hi what seems to be in direct contrast to the rigorously tested National
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Curriculum (NC), 'key skills' and Curriculum 2000 emerged as other concurrent and 

key educational considerations.

Curriculum 2000 was aimed at providing clearer teaching requirements and 

to provide greater flexibility for schools to develop their own curriculum in order to 

meet the needs of their pupils and local communities. Thus, the "New Curriculum1 

consisted of five main changes (Curriculum 2000, 2000). The first of these was a 

'new look' curriculum where the layout and structure of the materials were changed 

so as to provide standardisation across each subject. A rationale for the curriculum 

was given at the beginning of every separate subject booklet and a stronger emphasis 

was made upon inclusion and flexibility for each subject. Finally, new flexibility 

was given for key stage 4 in order for schools to provide work experience and 

alternate modes of study for statutory subjects. Thus, whilst no changes were made 

to standards, schools were given greater flexibility in the methods available to them 

to achieve these levels.

The consideration given to key skills was highlighted in 'Towards 

Employability' (Industry in Education, 1996) and echoed the Dealing Report's 

finding that key skills were measurable qualities that were necessary for an effective 

workforce (Bearing, 1997). Thus, it was noted that employers were sceptical about 

the competence and practical abilities of school leavers. It was not the traditional 

academic qualifications that they valued, but rather personal qualities such as 

initiative, motivation and communication skills (Chaplain, 2000). Key skills were 

defined as 'skills that are commonly needed for success in a wide range of activities 

in education and training, work and life in general' by the Curriculum and 

Assessment Authority for Wales (ACCAC, 2001:1). These skills were not simply 

important for pupils but for everyone, even chief executives in large companies. In 

order to develop employable young people, the key skills of communication, literacy 

and numeracy had to be incorporated across the NC in a manner that allowed pupils 

to apply them in a variety of contexts. Teachers were now faced with providing a 

highly constrained test led curriculum with practical activities that taught new skills 

in addition to subject-specific topics. This new educational policy seems to stand in 

direct contradiction to previous legislation in that on the one hand a prescriptive and 

academic curriculum (Cullen, 1999) was proposed whilst on the other, schools were
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encouraged to offer a more practical curriculum for key skills tuition. Zero tolerance 

called for an atmosphere of competition where pupils had to work against each other 

to gain high marks. Key skills on the other hand, called for collaborative work where 

pupils had to learn such skills as negotiation and teamwork. Indeed, the 

Qualification and Curriculum Authority's (QCA) review of Curriculum 2000 called 

for more flexibility and student-centred focus towards the key skills qualification 

(Hargreaves, 200 Ib).

Not satisfied with developing the academic and key skills abilities within 

pupils, government legislation went on to develop a new curriculum of 'Citizenship' 

(DfEE, 2002). "The plain fact is that training and education are equally and 

intimately related to successful community development..." (Welsh Office, 2001:7). 

Indeed, the BEST white paper (Welsh Office, 1997) devoted an entire chapter to the 

development of 'life skills' before moving on to signal it's intent to make lifelong 

learning the norm. Indeed, the notion of lifelong learning became an increasingly 

politicised concept, reflecting the government's desire to 'up-skill/re-skill' it's 

workforce (Marks, 2002). However, whilst policy claimed to address lifelong 

learning, it tended to focus almost entirely on schools. Thus, 'The Learning Country' 

(Welsh Office, 2001) document which claimed to provide a comprehensive lifelong 

learning programme also included a call for improvements within primary education 

provision as well as smoother transitions from primary to secondary education. 

Nevertheless, as Jane Davidson, Minister for Education and Lifelong Learning in 

Wales stated, "...my vision...is that Wales should become internationally renowned 

as a Learning Country..." (Welsh Office, 2001:1). Yet, as Marks (2002:8) asks, 

"why should adults actually want to return to learning?" (authors italics). As 

Davidson (Welsh Office, 2001) admits, the skills base is low in Wales and yet the 

increase in electronic industries as well as information and leisure sectors (Welsh 

Development Agency, 1997) begs the question of whether adults desire 'lifelong 

learning' or merely want short term re-training (Marks, 2002). However, the 

introduction of lifelong learning is out of the scope of this research suffice to say that 

schools became responsible for providing the foundations of learning, learning that 

would continue throughout their lives. Pupils would now find that the curriculum 

would include the development of community understanding. This included the 

Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme as well as the teaching of parenting skills,
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nutrition and health. In this manner, schools would not only deliver an academically 

prepared generation but also young adults who could take responsibility, grasp 

opportunities and contribute effectively to their society (Welsh Office, 1997). This 

has been encapsulated within the curriculum theme of citizenship (DfEE, 2002,)

Much of this legislation was concerned with encouraging pupils to remain in 

school and to prevent young people becoming marginalised. Indeed, the United 

Kingdom's (UK) attempts to raise standards via the NC came from the realisation 

that the country lagged behind many of its European contemporaries. In the early 

days of the NC the Government Statistical Service figures highlighted that Britain 

had only 40% of its 16-18 year olds remaining in full time education. Belgium, 

France and Germany's figures were double this number (Istance and Rees, 1994). 

The publication of these figures attracted political attention with the then Prime 

Minister, John Major acknowledging that whilst Britains top achievers received 

much attention, the majority of young people did not.

Just as a gap emerged between UK high achievers and the rest of the youth 

population, Wales too had been guilty of focussing less attention upon its less able 

majority (Istance and Rees, 1994, Smith et al, 2000). Despite the high regard with 

which Wales traditionally hailed education, it still produced higher numbers of 

school leavers with no formal qualifications than in the rest of the UK (Welsh Office, 

2001). Added to this, Wales also displayed the highest numbers of unqualified 

female school leavers (Istance and Rees, 1994).

Within Wales itself, there were substantial variations. According to the 

'Statistics of Education and Training in Wales: Schools' 1992 figures (cited by 

Istance and Rees, 1994) Mid Glamorgan exhibited the highest concentration of 

under-qualified school leavers, with South Glamorgan not far behind and Powys the 

least (19%, 14.3% and 6% respectively). It was interesting to note that the more 

industrialised areas displayed the highest levels of underachievement. These areas 

were later identified as 'Educational Action Zones' due to the high concentration of 

socio-economic problems associated with them (Welsh Office, 1999). Many of these 

socio-economic problems can be attributed to the closure in recent years of many 

coalmines and steel mills: Wales' main industries. These closures led to high levels
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of male unemployment in once prosperous communities. As such, career aspirations 

and attitudes towards schooling had to change, as there was no longer the guarantee 

that sons would follow their fathers into heavy industrial manufacturing. The 

numbers of school leavers who failed to join training initiatives, find work or remain 

in education were growing. Deemed 'Status 0 (zero)' citizens, between 16% and 23% 

of 16 and 17 year olds found themselves in that position for six months or more 

(Rees et al, 1996). Within their study of status 0 citizens in South Glamorgan, Rees 

et al (1996) found that the majority of their cohort had rejected school at 12/13 years 

of age, with attendance ceasing completely at 14/15 years. The main reason for this 

was disinterest; they 'couldn't be bothered' (1996:95) to attend school, they could find 

'... better things to do' (1996:96). Rees et al conclude,

The motivation of these young people to participate in school 
would be greatly enhanced if the relationships between 
education and jobs were made more transparent to them.

(Rees et al, 1996: 231-232)

In order to motivate these pupils to participate and remain in school, they 

must first be identified. This was a somewhat complex task as underachievement 

does not simply affect low attainment, but rather any pupil who is not fulfilling their 

potential (Jones, 1989). Thus, status 0 citizens are not simply low attainers who have 

slipped from the system. In Bell and Kerry's (1982 cited by Jones, 1989) profile 

checklist of the underachieving pupil, both negative and positive characteristics are 

given. These pupils may appear bored, restless and poor in their written work. They 

may also be creative in motivated directions, able to solve problems and inventive in 

open-ended activities. As Rees et al (1996) argue, pupils must be motivated to 

participate in school. This can be achieved by encouraging them to become actively 

involved in their own learning (Jones, 1989).

This employment-school link was then incorporated into educational policy 

as a way to enhance the curriculum and to encourage pupils to remain in education, 

both compulsory and post-16. The implementation of work experience placements 

for 14-16 year olds have produced mixed results. Whilst the Department for 

Education and Employment (2001) stated that placements raised standards of 

attainment and attendance at school, Hall and Raffo disagree (2001). In their study 

of non-participation, truancy and underachievement amongst 14-16 year olds in
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Greater Manchester, Hall and Raffo found that work experience placements did not 

always allow for the transfer of skills. Indeed, many of the skills used in the 

workplace were simply not rewarded in school based performance. Hall and Raffo 

give the ability to develop and manage relationships with customers as an example of 

this. Hall and Raffo also noted the greater pressures placed on pupils. Throughout 

their placements these pupils were still expected to complete their NC work. No 

time allowances were made, meaning that the pupils had to 'catch up' on all the work 

that they had missed, which may have adversely effected their performance. 

Furthermore, whilst these pupils were treated like adults in the workplace (by, for 

example, calling adults by their first names and having more autonomy in their 

completion of tasks), on return to school many felt that they were treated like 

children again. In this respect, work experience served to reinforce their negative 

attitudes to school (Hall and Raffo, 2001). Perhaps the most positive reported 

experience was not increased school participation, but the opportunity to form new 

relationships outside of the school environment.

Despite these initial findings, the BEST framework introduced work-related 

learning and placements as a method of promoting pupil motivation and 

performance. Thus, pupil reluctance to attend school would be eradicated via a 

rigorously tested, academic and vocational curriculum that encouraged employability 

and pupil experience within the workplace. Finally, as indicated in the Bearing 

Report (1997) universities would also help to contribute to the NC in their local 

schools. It was in this environment that a simulation exercise was proposed. 

However, as this review has illustrated, schoolteachers had experienced many 

changes to their profession and were now at the mercy of external monitoring. 

Therefore, the simulation would have to add value to the curriculum but minimise 

disruption to the teacher and school environment.

1.2.2 TECHNOLOGICAL CONTEXT

The last section has provided a perspective into the educational environment 

in which this research was conducted. As the school system changed from a largely 

teacher led approach to a statutory concern, increasing pressure was placed upon 

league tables and pupil / teacher performance. However, changes within education
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provision did not end here. Technology and its integration into the NC and the key 

skills programme, became crucial additional considerations.

Within months of coming into office, the Labour Government announced the 

National Grid for Learning (NGfL). Indeed, the educational significance of 

technology use had been adopted as a key part of their manifesto for the 1997 

General Election and they planned to have the NGfL implemented before the next 

General Election in 2002. The NGfL initiative emerged from the independently 

commissioned Stevenson Report (1997) which sought to guide the future 

governments Information Communication Technology (ICT) direction and priorities 

for both secondary and primary education. Once elected, the Labour Party used the 

NGfL as the basis for all of their ICT policies until additional funds and the green 

paper 'Connecting the Learning Society' (DfEE, 1997) identified the objectives 

behind this initiative. In so doing the British Government reflected numerous 

governments around the world and their belief in the potential of ICT for learning as 

well as later commercial trading (e.g. US Department of Education, 1996; Korea 

Multimedia Education Centre, 1997; Malaysian Ministry of Education, 1997; 

Singapore Ministry of Education, 1998; Ruttgers, 1996 cited by Furlong et al, 2000).

This belief can also be seen in their level of investment in this initiative. 

Thus, at the NGfL launch £700 million was to be used to connect the 30,000 British 

schools to the internet, £59 million to develop online content and £230 million for 

training teachers how to use the technology. Investment did not stop here, as £50 

million was allocated to providing a historical artefact database covering all of 

Britains museums, 10,000 teachers and headteachers would receive a free laptop and 

a 'Virtual Teachers Centre' was proposed.

This high level of investment was expected to deliver a 'curriculum without 

walls' (Bentley, 1998), where learning was not confined to the classroom. Every 

individual would have access to the world's intellectual and cultural information and 

furthermore, could tailor this knowledge to their own interests and schedules. 

Analogous to the electricity grid, NGfL proposed to link schools, colleges, 

universities, museums, libraries and private sector organisations to the Internet. 

According to Prime Minister, Tony Blair, producing an ICT able generation was "...
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the key to helping our businesses to compete" (Blair, 1997:1). The Grid looked set 

to revolutionise learning as it would help to tackle educational disaffection, give 

teachers access to more materials and underpin the University for Industry (Welsh 

Office, 1997). The NGfL quickly became a vehicle for the continuation of raising 

skills throughout the population at large.

Two years after the NGfL was announced, the Annual Report of Her 

Majesty's Chief Inspector of Schools stated that ICT was the least well taught subject 

in both secondary and primary schools (Johnston, 1999). Fifty per cent of secondary 

schools still had inadequate computer access with which to teach the curriculum and 

that many teachers still lacked the confidence and skills to teach ICT at all (Johnston, 

1999). These findings highlighted the fundamental problem behind the NGfL: it 

dictated results without clear indications of how they were to be achieved. For 

example, 'By 2002 serving teachers should generally feel confident, and be 

competent to teach, using ICT within the curriculum' (DfEE, 1997). Exactly how all 

teachers, regardless of subject specialism should reach this standard was not 

stipulated. Rather, each Local Education Authority (LEA) had the discretion to 

determine how the schools in their area were to be equipped for the Grid. This has 

led to huge differences between regions and indeed, by schools, as ultimately, 

members of staff who understood personal computer networking, software and 

installation were able to take their schools forward, subject to the release of capital 

from the LEA. In many instances, only one or two teachers within each school found 

themselves responsible for purchasing equipment, teaching pupils and either training 

colleagues themselves, or identifying appropriate training courses. As stated above, 

all teachers whether maths, geography or english are expected to introduce ICT into 

their curriculum-led lesson plans.

Against the backdrop of raising educational standards and tackling pupil 

underachievement, computer technology was hailed as some kind of saviour. 

Linking pupils to the internet was expected to widen their educational resources and 

skills as well as providing time saving administrative functions so that teachers could 

spend more time with their classes. As the green paper, "Education and Teaching - 

The BEST for teaching and learning in Wales" states,
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The challenge that now faces every teacher is that of integrating the 
technology into their teaching so as to have the biggest impact on 
pupils' learning. (Welsh Office, 1999:5.6)

1.3 SUMMARY

The environment within secondary schools has changed dramatically over the 

last fifteen years. The ethos within schools has changed to one in which the 

production of high attaining pupils and reaching top positions within school league 

tables is paramount. Alongside a statutory-led National Curriculum, the value of 

producing employable school leavers has also emerged as a challenge for the 

teaching profession. In this respect, compulsory education has become divided 

between academic and vocational goal attainment, where it is not only academic 

qualifications but key skills qualifications that are sought after.

Against these largely government driven educational reforms, the 

acknowledgement of a clear divide between high and low achievers has also taken 

place. Within Wales, the industrialised areas once embroiled within the coal industry 

have become associated with large numbers of pupils underachieving or in danger of 

underachieving and leaving school many years before the minimum age of 16. 

Despite the prevalence of young people not in education or employment training, 

Bell and Kerry (1982 cited by Jones, 1989) have argued that these young people have 

both negative and positive characteristics. Indeed, young people who appear 'bored' 

with school lessons have also illustrated that they can be creative and inventive in 

motivated directions and good problem solvers. The instigation of work placements 

has attempted to encourage work-school links and to encourage young people to 

remain in school. Yet early indications suggest that work experience can only serve 

to reinforce negative teacher-pupil relationships and place pressure upon pupils to 

catch up on the lessons that they have had to miss whilst out in the so-called real 

world. The NC seems to take precedence over vocational training as pupils are not 

given the flexibility to suspend classroom study whilst embarking upon this method 

of learning. Moreover, many of the vocational educational opportunities do not take 

place until pupils are 14-16 years of age. This represents a two year delay from the 

period where Rees et al (1996) have identified that pupils begin to disappear from the 

school environment.

11
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The appearance and acceptance of Information Communication Technology 

(ICT) has also impacted on the school environment. It is claimed that a flexible 

curriculum which cannot be constrained by conventional timetables and set texts will 

emerge for the 21 st century (Bentley, 1998). School pupils, and indeed everyone, can 

learn at home as well as school. The formal boundaries and constraints of time and 

space have been removed. The National Grid for Learning proposals have further 

imposed upon teacher time, again seemingly to push more creative student-centred 

activities aside. Although still in its relative infancy, the ability of teachers to use 

ICT within lessons has been greatly overestimated. As such, teachers themselves 

have had to return to the classroom in order to learn how to use ICT and how to 

integrate it successfully into their lesson plans. The end result is that the lifelong 

learning agenda has recently acquired an appendix: staff development. It is perhaps 

for this reason that Lloyd (2000) argues that ICT has not been used to its full 

potential. In many instances, pupils merely read information from a screen as 

opposed to a book.

A consistent theme that has emerged from these educational changes has been 

the linking of external partner organisations with school environments. Universities, 

which have clear vested interests, are the obvious choice. Whether it has been to add 

value, share ICT resources or help to tackle underachievement, the message has been 

clear; universities must start to consider and help their surrounding schools. Whilst 

this message has reached some universities, it has brought a number of problems. 

The introduction of the National Curriculum has left teachers little time to liaise with 

university staff, and lecturers in higher education may not always be informed or 

sympathetic when it comes to understanding the school environment. The teaching 

profession has undergone such immense changes that it would be easy for a 

university to charge in and inflict more pressure upon pupils and teachers. The 

notion of 'adding value' has also posed problems as many universities are simply 

unaware of what the National Curriculum entails, or the skills and abilities of this 

much younger age group. As such, in order to add value, universities must seek to 

understand and work with their local schools. With this in mind, the following 

chapter addresses teaching and learning methods and puts forward the notion of 

simulation as an ideal tool for implementing rather than replicating National 

Curriculum provision.
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1.4 AIMS

Following the educational reforms that have taken place over the last fifteen 

years, universities have been called upon to interact with their local schools 

(Bearing, 1997, Welsh Office, 1997, DffiE, 1998, Welsh Office, 2000, Welsh Office, 

2001). Universities have been encouraged to add value to the National Curriculum 

and to address regional differences in student attainment as well as the low Higher 

Education participation rates by the lower socio-economic groups. Rather than 

merely visiting local secondary schools in annual recruitment drives, universities 

have been challenged with the task of providing some form of support to schools 

which not only add value to the curriculum, but would ideally encapsulate both key 

skill and ICT skill development. As such, this research aimed to explore the design 

and implementation of a simulation activity for secondary school pupils in South 

East Wales. The activity sought to address the following objectives:

  The simulation will provide an effective method of establishing university-school 

links

  A university's information and communication resources will be shared 

effectively with its local schools

  A university organised activity will add value to the National Curriculum

  The activity will be associated with improved studying rates for young people in 

school

  Integrated ICT Learning will be enhanced

  Employability awareness and vocational skills will be enhanced

  Career and educational aspirations will be improved

1.5 ORGANISATION OF REMAINDER OF THESIS

Having briefly described the educational and technological contexts in which 

the research took place, the thesis will begin by examining the traditional approach to 

teaching and learning before looking at the use of simulation. Chapter two will 

introduce simulation and discuss the strengths of simulation use and the weaknesses 

that have occurred in past presentations of simulation activities. This chapter will go 

on to explore communication theories and computer-mediated theories, as

13
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communication is a core element of simulation (Cox and Saunders, 1998). The 

exploration of communication processes are identified in order to help shape the 

design of the activity and to consider how this key skill will be served via a 

simulation. Finally, the use of ICT within the classroom will be considered.

Careful consideration was given to the design of the activity and as such, 

chapter three provides the framework used to guide this process. Using Ellington, 

Addinall and Percival's (1982) framework for the simulation design process, each 

step is described in detail. The specific educational objectives of the simulation are 

discussed with reference to the National Curriculum. This description will focus 

upon key skills objectives as these areas represent the central requirements of the 

activity. However, the discussion will also include a brief look at the English 

Curriculum as well as the ICT teaching objectives. These two areas are included 

because they represent the core subjects contained within the National Curriculum 

and as such, it can be assumed that they will benefit the majority of learners within 

secondary school. Moreover, ICT and literacy are closely linked with ICT providing 

the process whilst literacy yields the content.

An alternative activity (Appendix One) is described in order to illustrate one 

exercise that was not deemed suitable. Having completed the activity with a small 

number of participants, this exercise was then found to contain limitations in its 

ability to engage learners and to provide a sufficient timescale where learners could 

reflect and modify their actions. Therefore, Ellington et al's framework was revisited 

in light of these limitations and the decision to modify an existing exercise was 

taken.

The Media Simulation for Universities and Schools (MESUS) is then 

described in detail in chapter four. This methodology chapter provides a thorough 

examination of how MESUS was implemented, before chapter five looks at the 

results of how the exercise was perceived by its participants and how independent 

judges rated the work produced. This chapter also presents participant attitudes 

towards computers as a product of their involvement within the simulation.

14
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The discussion section (chapter six) draws together the design and 

implementation of MESUS and discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the 

activity. The lessons learnt by a university working with its surrounding schools are 

explored and the use of simulation as a tool will also be included in order to ascertain 

whether participants gained from this experience and if this mode of delivery was 

beneficial to the teaching and learning of key skills. Finally, chapter seven provides a 

summary of the overall research before positing the introduction of a conceptual 

framework for simulation gaming. This framework endorses the need for a 

multidisciplinary approach to simulation gaming and calls for greater emphasis to be 

placed upon the evaluation of simulation games with reference to the issues of utility, 

reliability and validity. A summary of the main reserch findings and original 

contributions of this thesis is also presented.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF 
_____________SIMULATION_____________

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous section desrcibed the educational environment in which the 

research took place. The move from a teacher-led to a statutory governed National 

Curriculum took place along with new developments such as Curriculum 2000 and 

the growing need to produce employable school leavers. In this manner, government 

intervention led to the introduction of both an academic and vocational focused 

education. However, the associated standardised testing and publication of school 

league tables has given teachers little time in which to develop classroom activities. 

With government encouragement for universities to add value to the school 

curriculum, this section reviews literature for simulation use. As will become 

apparent, this experiential learning technique allows for academic and vocational 

teaching and learning and as such, seemed to be an ideal method for linking a 

university with its surrounding schools. Therefore, this section will begin by briefly 

reviewing school improvement research based upon school context and learning 

before moving on to define what is meant by the term 'simulation'. Simulation use 

and design is then discussed, as well as its contribution to communication. Finally, 

technology and the links between ICT and learning are explored with particular 

reference to constructivism.

2.2 SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

As noted in chapter one, James Callaghan's 1976 Ruskin College speech 

initiated a debate in education. The so-called 'Great Debate' centred upon 

determining the contribution that education made to national well-being. In so 

doing, schools became subject to 'intensified surveillance and interest' (Gray and 

Wilcox, 1995:3) and as a consequence, accountability measures such as 

centralisation of the curriculum and standardised testing were introduced. Alongside 

these accountability measures, interest in improving schools also developed (James 

and Connolly, 2000). School improvement encompasses a number of different 

strands including school effectiveness, management of change, and educational 

leadership. Yet at its core, the school improvement movement provides the vehicle
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for investigating what schools do and identifies ways in which practice may be 

improved (James and Connolly, 2000).

In what Hopkins and Reynolds (2001) call 'The Third Age of School 

Improvement', the focus of school improvement research has recently shifted 

towards such factors as context specific considerations and the processes of teaching 

and learning in schools (James and Connolly, 2000). The focus upon school context 

includes consideration as to catchment area and socio-economic environment as it is 

argued that the move towards standardisation has been based upon the assumption 

that all schools are the same, regardless of the contexts in which they operate 

(Hopkins and Reynolds, 2001). Whilst school improvement discourse does not 

merely contain itself to these two areas (context and learning), it is these areas that 

are of most relevance to this particular research topic. As such, this discussion will 

be limited to context specific and learning level school improvement, as opposed to 

detailed discussion of such areas as organisational change, school self-evaluation or 

school ownership of change.

2.2.1 CONTEXT SPECIFIC SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT.

As discussed in chapter one, substantial variations were noted across Wales 

in regard to the prevalence of under-qualified school leavers, with the more 

industrialised areas exhibiting the highest levels of underachievement. Identified as 

'Education Action Zones' (Welsh Office, 1999), these areas were noted for their high 

concentrations of socio-economic problems. Indeed, the mere presence of Education 

Action Zones highlights the impact of school context and the variability of different 

schools in different locations. Yet in what Harris (2000) deems the 'mechanistic 

category' of school improvement, some projects aimed at improving schools, tend to 

assume that all schools are the same and that by adopting a particular approach, the 

school will improve. Harris (2000) cites Caldwell and Spinks' Self-Managing 

School as an example of this mechanistic approach. Based upon resource 

management and planning, Caldwell and Spinks identify a six-phase management 

cycle that provides transferability across schools and guidance for those faced with 

increased financial control (Hopkins, Ainscow and West, 1998). Yet, whilst the Self 

Managing School model has been adopted both in Canada and the UK (Hopkins et
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al, 1998), Harris (2000) notes that such step-by-step approach 'presuppose 

uniformity' and fail to account for school differences and environments.

Drawing upon their research into school effectiveness, Teddlie and 

Stringfield (1993) identified differences between effective schools within middle 

socio-economic status (SES) areas and those from low socio-economic areas. 

Middle SES schools tended to foster parental involvement more than low SES 

schools, placed more emphasis upon extra academic rewards and included an 

expanded curriculum as opposed to the basic skill focus of low SES schools. In 

addition, Teddlie and Stringfield noted that low SES headteachers tended to be 

'initiators' whilst middle SES headteachers were described as 'effective managers'. 

Indeed, James and Connolly (2000) note that leadership has a special role for school 

improvement and that the appointment of a new headteacher can be a trigger for 

improvement.

In looking at the differences between middle and low SES schools described 

as 'effective' it appears that a range of factors are influential and that the factors 

present in one school will not necessarily guarantee another school's success. 

Indeed, Gray and Wilcox (1995) provide an interesting account of the factors 

involved in turning around ineffective schools. They note that following inspection, 

Newall Green High School, situated within a low SES area of Manchester, 

successfully addressed many of the problems identified by tackling five main issues 

of concern. These included, school development and planning, the introduction of 

regular reviews, quality control, dedicated staff and the sharing of aspirations with 

pupils. Gray and Wilcox (1995) identify three key factors for the change process; 

timescales, ownership, and prioritising. Rather than assuming homogeneity between 

schools, these three factors enable each individual organisation to address their own 

problems, prioritise them, identify relevant staff to work on them, and allocate 

sufficient time to devote to this process. As Louis and Miles, (1990) state, the school 

should have a shared vision of what improvements it is trying to make. Within this 

framework it is necessary to consider the catchment area, culture, and context of the 

school (Harris, 2000); what will effectively 'turn around' one school may not 

improve another. As such, consideration of the variation and context of the school 

must be considered alongside multi-level interventions where classroom level,
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department level and school level are necessary for improvement (Harris and 

Hopkins, 2000).

2.2.3 LEARNING LEVEL SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT AND VYGOTSKY

Whilst consideration of the wider social environment surrounding the school 

is necessary for school improvement, so too are the teaching and learning methods 

adopted within each school. In a review of 60 UK school improvement projects, 

Barber (1994) found that the main goals of these projects tended to be to increase 

pupil attainment, raise expectations and enhance the self-esteem and morale of 

pupils. Pupils can then be seen as the main beneficiaries of school improvement 

initiatives (Ruddock et al, 1996) and as such, classroom level considerations as to 

teaching and learning methodology are a vital ingredient for improving schools. 

According to Joyce et al (1999) the school should become a 'Centre of Inquiry' 

whereby pupils should not merely learn what is on the curriculum but also be made 

aware of themselves, their situations, and the progress that they are making. In this 

sense, Joyce et al place 'constructionism' firmly within the school improvement 

arena.

In order to understand what Joyce et al (1999) mean by this, it is useful to 

consider what is meant by 'constructionism'. Put simply, constructionism expands 

'constructivism', where constructivism views the individual as an active constructor 

of knowledge and not just a passive absorber of information. In so doing, 

constructivism attempts to describe how this building process takes place (Piaget, 

1954) and argues against the use of passive teaching styles. Constructionism takes 

this notion further, in that,

The word with the v expresses the theory that knowledge is built by the 
learner, not supplied by the teacher. The word with the n expresses the 
further idea that this happens especially felicitously when the learner is 
engaged in the construction of something external or at least shareable ... 
a sand castle, a machine, a computer program, a book. This leads us to a 
model using a cycle of internalization of what is outside, then 
extemalization of what is inside and so on. (Papert, 1990:3)

Constructionism supports creative and recreative action where the use of 

creative discovery can be used as the basis for further development (Shaw, 1995).
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Importance is given to social learning as a precedent for development. In this 

manner, Vygotsky's work is of interest in that (unlike developmentalists such as 

Piaget), Vygotsky highlights the role of teaching.

For Vygotsky, learning is a social and collaborative activity. Development 

should not be seen in terms of what the child or pupil can do independently, but 

rather what they are capable of doing with assistance. Thus, the zone of proximal 

development refers to potential ability rather than actual ability. According to 

Vygotsky, the higher mental abilities are developed through social interaction and as 

such, are socially or culturally mediated (Wersch, 1991). Intellectual development is 

seen as inextricably linked to culture as every child develops within the cultural 

context. Thus, 'every function in a child's cultural development appears twice; first, 

on the social level, and later on the individual level; first, between people 

(interpsychological), and then inside the child (intrapsychological) ...' (Vygotsky, 

1978:57).

The zone of proximal development refers to the potential that the child has 

for learning, with the social environment shaping the learning which takes place 

(Nicholl, 2002). Learning is facilitated by more knowledgeable others in the first 

instance before the child becomes able to work independently. In applying this 

approach to teaching and learning, teaching in the form of 'scaffolding' (Bruner, 

1975), where assistance is modified in line with the child's level of performance, 

enables the transition from assisted learning to independent enquiry, or the move 

from potential ability to actual ability. Therefore, Vygotsky deems the teaching and 

learning process as a social exchange. As such, the teacher has much influence on 

how the pupil perceives the world, 'A good teacher may spark off in a pupil a desire 

to discover new things and try out new ideas' (Jones, 1989:82). Indeed, as Hopkins 

and Reynolds (2001) note, new models of teaching and learning have emerged based 

upon the notion that learners are active, responsible learners as opposed to passive 

retainers of information.

Whilst evidence of the effectiveness of school improvement initiatives at the 

classroom level remains unclear (Hopkins and Reynolds, 2001), the introduction of 

accountability measures within schools has provided the means for standardisation.
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Yet, Gray and Wilcox (1999) call attention to the fact that there are areas of 

educational experience which performance indicators cannot reach. Such 'moments 

of quality' (cf. teachable moment, Stretch, 2000) where pupils are able to reach their 

potential are not always amenable to standardised testing procedures. Classroom 

variables lead to variation in terms of student outcomes yet as Harris (2000) 

emphasises, the need for school improvement to focus upon this level is clear. 

Therefore, this chapter is devoted to the analysis of one such teaching and learning 

strategy aimed at enabling learners to become active constructors of knowledge: 

simulation.

2.3 DEFINING SIMULATION

Before proceeding, it is perhaps prudent at this point to pause and consider 

the term 'simulation' and to what it refers. According to The Collins Dictionary and 

Thesaurus (Collins, 1992), the term 'simulate1 involves three main concepts including 

'pretence', 'reproduction' and 'appearing like'. At its most basic, the term simulate can 

be defined as pretending to appear like, or reproduce, an event, object or 

phenomenon (Stretch, 2000). However, as Shirts (1975:76) states, "[traditionally], a 

simulation is something more than which simulates..." Thus, simulation is not 

simply a static reconstruction of the event, object or phenomenon, it is an operating 

representation of the central features of reality (Guetzkow, 1963). In this manner, 

the term simulation refers to the replication of specific or central features of a real or 

proposed situation in an ongoing or dynamic manner. As Greenblat (1988) states, 

the referent system may be a business firm, neighbourhood council or national 

government, yet for each system the principles remain the same. Thus, the central 

features of the system are identified, represented and modelled in a dynamic manner.

For teaching and learning purposes, simulation enables background 

knowledge to be taken forward and applied to realistic settings in order to enable the 

development of new skill and knowledge (Stretch, 2000). Simulations allow social 

systems, for example, to be represented and experienced by learners. Thus, many 

simulations also involve the use of'role-play'. According to Greenblat, (1988) the 

nature of role-play differs within simulation in the extent to which structure and 

formalisation are prescribed to the roles and also by the emphasis placed upon
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interaction process as opposed individual role. The simulation, or representation, 

serves to define the roles with which participants adopt. Rather than simply being 

assigned a role of 'local councillor' and allowed to freely make decisions and behave 

in isolation, within a simulation the social system is replicated with the local 

councillor constrained by both the system as well as the other roles such as 

constituents and opposition etc. Moreover, where entire classes of pupils are 

engaged within a simulation, all learners become participants within the social 

representation. Therefore, simulations are social in that they require social 

interaction (Jamieson et al, 1988, cited by Stretch, 2000) with the instructional 

technique of role-play yielding an ideal tool for this form of learning experience.

However, the term 'simulation' is often used synonymously with 'game' 

(Greenblat, 1988). Indeed, whilst some authors refer to 'gaming-simulation' (e.g. 

Armstrong and Hobson, 1975; Duke, 1975), others prefer instead 'simulation games' 

and use this term to refer to simulations that are used for educational purposes (e.g. 

Shirts, 1975, Greenblat, 1975, Pozos, 1998). Yet, whilst many authors may simply 

use both terms interchangeably (e.g. Elder, 1975) or adopt the shorter term of'game' 

to refer to 'gaming-simulation' (Greenblat, 1988), it should be noted that 'simulations' 

and 'games' refer to different techniques. Moreover, as Elder (1975) states, 

simulations and games can be discriminated against in terms of content and whilst all 

simulations are games, not all games are simulation. By this, Elder means that 

'games' such as 'Scrabble' or football do not serve to replicate or represent reality and 

as such, are not simulations (Ellington, 2000).

Games can be distinguished from simulations in that they can be defined as 

"...an activity in which people agree to abide by a set of conditions (not necessarily 

rules) in order to create a desired state or end" (Shirts, 1975:77). In order to illustrate 

this definition, Shirts describes getting a golf ball into a cup. Whilst the most 

efficient method would be to walk over to the cup and place the golf ball inside by 

hand, the players agree to adopt the use of the inefficient method of using a metal 

stick instead. Thus, by agreeing to the set of conditions of using a metal stick in 

order to achieve the desired end of getting the golf ball into the cup, people become 

players within a game. Shirts' (1975) definition is of interest in that 'game' need not 

refer to 'winning' or Victory' as in other definitions (e.g. Abt, 1988; Percival and
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Ellington, 1984). Rather, Shirts acknowledges the use of set conditions to achieve a 

goal which seems more conducive to the nature of educational games. Indeed, 

educational games may serve to assign learning outcomes to every individual by way 

of set activities within the constraints as to what can be done with both positive and 

negative payoffs given as a result of their actions (Greenblat, 1988). In this respect, 

as Greenblat (1988) includes, the 'game' can be applied to simulation when the 

activity is based, either partly or entirely, upon participant decisions.

Whilst the preceding discussion has not explored the full complexity of the 

many different kinds of exercises which can be designed using simulation and 

gaming, it has merely sought to identify the terminology used within this thesis. 

Thus, the educational activity referred to here, refers to a game where roles, goals, 

activities, constraints and consequences are introduced within a representation of a 

real-world system (Greenblat, 1988). Strictly speaking, a simulation game is used, 

however, following Elder (1975) the terms simulation and game will be used 

interchangeably.

For present purposes, the important point is that the difficulties in both 
the design and use of simulation exercises increase enormously as one 
moves from training to more generalised education. (Elder, 1975:293)

2.4 LEARNING AND SIMULATION

The use of simulation dates back to the 1960's when authors such as Duke 

(1974) and Greenblat (1988) acknowledged their power in providing a flexible and 

diverse teaching and learning approach. Within this approach, simulation provided a 

unique opportunity for learners; they were able to 'practise' or rehearse their actions 

and behaviours to a variety of situations (Saunders and Smalley, 2000) before 

modifying and refining them, if appropriate. Whilst the notion of simulation was 

seen in the writings of Aristotle and Socrates it was not until much later that "... 

simulations have changed from being the preserve of a small number of ... 

enthusiasts to being mainline instructional techniques..." (Ellington, 2000:13). 

Defined as an operating representation of central features of reality (Guetzkow, 

1963), simulations provide a solution to what Ruben (1999) calls the 'teaching and 

learning paradigm.'
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The teaching and learning paradigm encompasses the traditional view of 

learning whereby the learner adopts a passive position. The teacher, in turn, takes 

the active role of 'knowledgeable person1 who transmits what they deem to be 

appropriate information to the learner (Ruben, 1999). Within this process, the 

learner merely absorbs the information that they are given. This method of teaching 

and learning is the predominant position both traditionally and currently taken. 

Indeed, classroom lessons, university lectures and recommended reading lists all 

appear within this framework as learners are expected to retain the information with 

which they are given. However, Ruben (1999) argues that the teaching and learning 

paradigm is based upon a number of assumptions. The first is that teaching and 

learning only take place within the classroom context. Experience and knowledge 

gained outside of the classroom such as from relatives, friends and books is 

disregarded. Learners merely learn within the classroom and so, learning is subject 

to the confines of time and place. Ruben also notes that the paradigm does not 

regard learning as a social or collaborative process. Teaching and learning reflects 

the relationship from knowledgeable teacher to passive learner discounting the value 

of discussion or peer assisted learning. Indeed, the prevalence of the teaching and 

learning paradigm may well represent a consequence of the results-qualification 

educational framework. Teachers may readily adopt this low-risk high-predictability 

strategy of teaching and learning because of standardised testing and the 'naming and 

shaming' of schools with low GCSE pass rates at grades A-C.

In light of these assumptions, Ruben (1999) argues that the teaching and 

learning paradigm offers a predictable, unchallenging environment where there is a 

clear danger of learners becoming bored. In this respect, the notion of active 

learning, where learners become involved in their own learning, is not deemed to be 

beneficial. However, as Ruben goes on to argue, "...the ultimate test of the 

knowledge and skills gained is usually not in the knowing but in the ability to use 

knowledge and skill sets appropriately..." (Ruben 1999:502). Indeed, the ultimate 

aim of education and training is to foster expertise within the learner so that they may 

apply what they have learnt. Passive learners taught under the paradigm are not 

introduced to this aspect of learning as their learning experiences are structured 

around listening to and retaining the information that they have been given by the 

teacher. However, learners who have been encouraged to discuss and interact with
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each other have illustrated that this active learning technique can aid both the 

retention and application of knowledge (McKeachie 1980).

In order to develop expertise in learners, the learning process must go further 

than merely transmitting facts and figures to a passive audience. Indeed, Stemberg 

(1998) identifies five key elements that are present within this process. It is these 

elements which simulation attempts to address, as they are based upon "...the central 

role that experience plays in the learning process" (Kolb, 1984:20). Therefore, a 

detailed discussion of each of the five elements will now be given.

The first element that Sternberg (1998) identifies is that of metacognition. 

Metacognitive skills refer to the learner's ability to recognise that a problem exists 

and that in order to solve it, it must first be defined. To begin the process of applying 

knowledge and skills the learner must form a mental representation of the problem, 

formulate a strategy and allocate the necessary resources needed to successfully 

resolve the problem. Metacognitive skills reflect Kolb's (1984) learning cycle which 

views learning as the ongoing process of concrete experience, reflective observation, 

conceptualisation and active experimentation. In this manner, it is not simply the 

regurgitation of facts and figures but rather an active process of problem solving as 

well as the monitoring and evaluation of the strategies employed.

Simulation provides a teaching and learning environment that is conducive to 

this kind of active problem solving. Based upon the theoretical position of Symbolic 

Interactionism, simulations replicate reality within a safe environment. Regarded as 

the founder of Symbolic Interactionism, George Herbert Mead described the self as 

"... something which has a development; it is not initially there, at birth, but arises in 

the process of social experience and activity..." (1934:135). Mead saw play as a 

crucial element in the development of the self with the young child moving from 

isolated and disjointed play where behaviour is regarded simply in terms of whether 

it is 'good1 or 'bad', based on the remembered words of adults, towards pretend play. 

It was this stage of pretend play that served to develop the skills needed to evaluate 

and guide behaviour via 'role assumption'. Thus, role assumption enabled the child to 

develop their understanding of different social viewpoints and perspectives. Mead's 

notion of role-taking within play underpinned the development of the self as the
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individual acts and reacts in response to how they believe they are seen by what 

Mead termed the 'generalised other1 . This concept can be compared with Piaget's 

description of play as assimilation in that the child consolidates and strengthens the 

roles that they have observed by re-enacting through play (Ratcliff, 2002). Just as 

individuals take on others roles in order to interpret meaning and intention, they view 

themselves from the generalised others viewpoint in order to reflect upon the self. 

Simulations enable learners to experience situations in which they may not ordinarily 

have the opportunity to engage in socially, or even physically dangerous activities. 

New roles can be experimented with. As in Mead's 'game stage' (1934) which takes 

place at school age, the learner must not only consider their own role but also 

anticipate the actions of others and use this information as a basis for deciding what 

they must do (Ratcliff, 2002). This is why, as Greenblat (1988) stated earlier, that 

when role-play is used within simulation, the emphasis is placed upon interaction 

processes rather than simply focusing upon the individual in isolation. The self is 

socially developed (Mead, 1934) and so role experimentation cannot be viewed 

within a vacuum but instead must be considered within the wider social context. 

Thus, the imaginative taking of roles can be a continuous process which individuals 

undertake throughout their interaction.

The reaction of the individual in this conversation of gestures is one that 
in some degree is continually modifying the social process itself ... He 
[the individual] takes the attitude of the other toward his own stimulus, 
and in taking that he finds it modified in that his response becomes a 
different one, and leads in turn to further changes (Mead, 1934:179)

Simulation provides the vehicle with which learners can be introduced to 

different kinds of problems, even when there is little likelihood that the learner will 

ever be faced by them. Simulations provide student-centred learning where 

participants are able to work at their own pace and have ample opportunity to 

consider their actions, reflect upon alternative approaches and ponder over the 

possible consequences of these actions. Within this environment, learners are able to 

modify their behaviour and so leam by trial and error. Metacognitive skill 

development is encouraged within this protected environment, as learners do not 

have to suffer the consequences of inappropriate problem solving. Rather, they 

merely return to their initial definition of the problem and formulate a new strategy.
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In contrast to the teaching and learning paradigm, Sternberg (1997) stressed 

that learning skills call for selective attention. Unlike the traditional method of 

teaching and learning, which assumes that learners absorb all of the information with 

which they are presented, Sternberg offers the notion of selective attention as the 

third element. Learning skills encompass the active process of sifting through 

information in order to identify relevant pieces of data that are to be retained before 

discarding the irrelevant information. Learning skills require the learner to take an 

active stance so that they are able to collate and relate new information to the 

knowledge already stored within the memory. As Schanks (1997) states, people 

learn about things in which they are interested and so the notion that they will better 

attend to information they deem to be relevant follows this position. Moreover, 

information presented in a more interesting manner may also be given more attention 

and processing time. Thus, simulations ".. .are intriguing ways of communicating as 

a learning tool: they provide appeal and excitement" (Petranek, 1989:116). By 

appealing to learners, even information with which they are not particularly 

interested can be presented in a manner more conducive to encouraging attention and 

retention.

hi order to identify and use knowledge in meaningful ways, learners must 

adopt critical, creative and practical thinking strategies (Sternberg, 1997). Indeed, 

for skills to be transferable, creative thought is a necessary ingredient. However, this 

is perhaps an ideal time to stress that it is not simply an 'either-or1 situation between 

traditional teaching methods and simulation use. Simulation can act as a 

complement to traditional methods as they can be used to reinforce learning or to 

demonstrate how their knowledge can be applied (Percival et al, 1993). Simulations 

can signify the relevance of learning particular concepts to real world situations or 

indeed, to other subjects. In this manner, information that has been selectively 

chosen and retained can be critically evaluated, creatively used and practically 

applied to a variety of problems. Real learning cannot take place until the learner 

can adequately employ different thinking strategies. So too the ability to both 'know 

that' and 'know how' is necessary for the application of knowledge. As Sternberg 

(1998) includes as the fourth element, knowledge may be divided into declarative 

facts, figures and principles and the procedural strategies.
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Finally, for any of these four elements, to take place, the learner must be 

motivated to learn. Without the desire to retain and apply knowledge, the learner 

will simply not attend to the information given. As Ruben (1999) stated, traditional 

teaching methods within the classroom can become unchallenging and as such, 

boring to the learner. That is not to say that the teaching and learning paradigm 

should be discarded however. Moreover, if simulation use was the only teaching 

method employed that too could become tiresome for a learner constantly expected 

to experience new roles and characters within endless simulation exercises.

For learning to occur the processes of 'acquisition' and 'interaction' must take 

place (Klabbers, 2000). Learners cannot be expected to apply knowledge that they 

do not have, or at least the understanding necessary to locate the information that 

they need. Similar to traditional teaching and learning methods, learning as 

acquisition regards the learner as a container who must be filled with knowledge. 

Once reception, acquisition and internalisation (cf. Piaget's assimilation and 

accommodation) have taken place, learning as interaction becomes possible as the 

learner is ready to embark upon an 'apprenticeship in thinking' (Rogoff, 1990 cited 

by Klabbers, 2000). Practice, discourse and communication or active learning, may 

begin as the learner is able to participate in activities that will serve to inform their 

learning. Or as Mead (1934) puts it, learners become able to shape reality out there 

on the basis of learning in here. In this respect, traditional methods and simulation 

use are able to work together in order to enable learners to both learn new things and 

apply this knowledge.

In order for a simulation exercise to complement traditional learning 

methods, designers must carefully consider exactly which elements to include. 

Whether a simulation has been used to replicate hospital casualty scenarios for triage 

instruction (Collingwood and Cameron, 1999) or inform about the experience of 

unemployment and homelessness (The Street Life Group, 1988) the simulation 

designers have had to make a number of careful decisions as to what to include. As 

Goosen, Jensen and Wells (2001) argue, simulation designers must ask themselves 

whether one area should be weighted more than another, whether some parts should 

be excluded and whether the exercise should be kept simple or made more complex. 

The simulation must contain 'mundane realism' where it closely replicates reality as
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well as 'experimental realism1 so that it is challenging enough for learners to take 

seriously (Aronson, 1995). In this respect, simulations are very closely linked with 

mundane realism whereas games are much more like experimental realism. This 

demand for realism must be carefully balanced with the students willingness to 

devote their time and attention to it (Goosen et al, 2001). Moreover, where 

simulations have been used within the classroom, sufficient time must be allocated. 

If not, the exercise may become little more than detailed instruction before the lesson 

comes to an end and the opportunity is lost. All simulation value is then lost and 

learners are merely 'walked through' the simulation with little time for active learning 

to begin (Millans, 1999). Thus, the value of debriefing is a very important element 

of the simulation yet it is often a neglected feature. Whilst designers undoubtedly 

make decisions as to content and duration, Goosen et al (2001) note that these 

choices are seldom acknowledged or justified.

The extent to which simulations replicate reality must take into account 

content fidelity and process fidelity. Content fidelity refers to the extent to which the 

materials used within the simulation match those used within the real world 

(Jamieson et al, 1988 cited by Stretch, 2000). For young learners content fidelity 

must be high as it is not simply enough to ask them to market a 'pretend' company. 

For the student experience to be rich and informing they must have access to content 

whereby the company can take on meaning to them in a concrete manner (Stretch, 

2000). The extent to which participants live with the consequences also adds value 

to their learning. Process fidelity refers to the extent to which interactions within the 

simulation correspond to interactions which take place within the real-world 

(Jamieson et al, 1988 cited by Stretch, 2000). In order to achieve process fidelity, the 

inclusion of role-play enables learners to take on characters which they would not 

normally be able to. Moreover, learners are able to experience new characters and 

the associated role behaviours. For process fidelity, the opportunity to role-play 

enables learners to experiment with new roles and to experience the consequences of 

actions undertaken whilst within the role (cf. Goffman, 1970). It is not simply 

enough for their marketing campaign to be accepted without question. For high 

process fidelity, the campaign could be mapped to how well it has been designed and 

to what extent sales had been effected. Whilst simulations mirror reality, the learners 

involved will experience real problems, real roles and selected features of
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responsibilities. In this respect, learners must be able to deal with 'real' consequences 

and as such, process fidelity requires that simulation output reflects real life. They 

may come to ".. .know themselves and others from their communications during and 

after the simulation" (Petranek, 1989:116). Thus, the extent to which they feel that 

they would have to live with their actions and decisions is an important element of 

the simulation (Stretch, 2000).

The level of support given to participants is important. Many individuals feel 

vulnerable when role-playing and look to the facilitator to provide protection or 

prompts that will help them (Elsam, 2000). Whilst Schanks (1997:61) believes that 

"real thinking never starts until the learner fails", careful consideration must be given 

to avoid participation frustration, fear and the desire to escape (Elsam, 2000). The 

degree to which the simulation is structured by the facilitator may vary. For some 

simulations the participant may take charge with the facilitator happy to be led by the 

emergent roles and interactions. However, as Ruben (1999) notes, this distinction 

between externally (structured by facilitation) and internally (structured by 

participant roles and interactions) parametered simulation design is seldom 

examined.

Ruben (1999) also notes that simulation evaluation has largely excluded 

measures of reliability, validity and utility - the essential bastions of research 

methodology. While simulations generally strive for validity in replicating the real 

thing, their reliability is not as clearly defined. Indeed, the extent to which the 

activity is structured and shaped by the facilitator or participant will undoubtedly 

affect its ability to be replicated. The fact that simulations allow for flexible delivery 

and that they can be designed and tailored around specific requirements of any target 

group (Ellington, 2000) also begs the question of how valid they can be. Finally, the 

issue of utility or whether they are the most efficient method of learning takes us 

back to the teaching and learning paradigm. In order to effectively assess utility, 

learning outcomes have to be defined and measured alongside the estimation of the 

effectiveness of other teaching and learning methods as compared with simulation.

Simulations may serve to engage the learner and provide insight and 

experience to the concepts and theories that they learn within the classroom. They
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enable discussion and contemplation which may lead to deeper levels of 

understanding than traditional teaching and learning methods (Shakarian, 1995). 

However, it is difficult to assess participant performance or the effectiveness of the 

learning undertaken, other than on a subjective basis (Ellington, 2000). Therefore, in 

response to the question of whether simulations are an efficient method of learning 

the response can only be "[simulation] is not necessarily 'bad1 - sometimes it is 

necessary ... simulation offers a practical addition to available methods of 

assessment" (Mansfield, 1995:6).

2.4.1 SUMMARY

This section has noted several limitations to the traditional method of teacher 

and learner. Most notably, learning has been seen as something which occurs within 

the classroom setting, from a knowledgeable teacher to a passive learner. However, 

as Sternberg (1998) has illustrated, in order to foster the ability to apply knowledge, 

or to develop expertise, learning goes beyond mere retention of key facts. Indeed, 

active learners who interact with the teaching materials and undertake discourse with 

their peers have been found to both enjoy these techniques and displayed enhanced 

learning (Lawson, 1995, cited by Hamer, 2000). This also reinforces educational 

research on deep - surface and active-passive learning styles. The use of the 

experiential learning technique of simulation provides a method by which learners 

are able to actively apply their learning to 'real life1 situations; albeit within a 

simulated and thus, protected environment.

2.5 COMMUNICATION AND SIMULATION

The flexibility of simulation use can be seen by its prevalence across many 

disciplines such as Psychology (Perry et al, 1996), Mathematical modelling (Laptev, 

2000) and Business Management (Goosen et al, 2001). Simulation designers have 

been able to apply the features of 'learning by doing' to a variety of courses and 

syllabus material in order to encourage and support knowledge application. 

However, by their very nature, classroom simulations are social and collaborative as 

opposed to alternative simulation traditions associated with such disciplines as 

economics or engineering. Classroom simulations encourage peer-based learning
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and as such, the notion of communication is an important aspect of simulation design 

and later evaluation.

Based upon the theoretical underpinning of Symbolic Interactionism, 

simulations enable learners to socially interact with each other. By taking roles 

within a simulated environment, learners experience new behaviour and reflect upon 

how their actions and reactions are perceived. This self-appraisal is what Cooley 

referred to as the 'looking glass self, where the individual imagines how the 

generalised other views their appearance, personality, actions and intentions (1902 

[1992]). Yet, within simulation learners do not have to live with any real 

consequences should they make mistakes. In this manner the safe environment 

yielded by simulation fosters a valuable contribution to communication and the 

development of interpersonal skills (Ellington, 2000). To this end the design of 

simulation must consider the communication processes which learners will use (cf. 

Crookall and Saunders, 1989). Therefore, an overview of communication process 

theories has been included as a key design consideration.

2.5.1 LINEAR MODELS OF COMMUNICATION

Shannon and Weaver's "Mathematical Theory of Communication" does not 

allow for evolving styles of communication as it is not concerned with 

communication acts but rather views communication as a whole. This linear model 

(Figure 2.1) begins by stating that the term 'communication' is used in its broadest 

sense encompassing all "procedures by which one mind affects another" (1971:3). 

For this theory of communication, a one way process is described with the 

information source transmitting the message; the message being transferred into a 

signal that must be adapted in order to reach the receiver before the message reaches 

its final destination. The model suggests that the only problem is that of 'noise', 

which distorts the message away from what is meant by the sender. In this respect, 

Shannon and Weaver emphasise the informational aspect of communication and 

concentrate on the accuracy of transmission. They use 'information' to refer to what 

could be said rather than what is said and use probability calculations in order to 

determine the exact amount of information that can be conveyed. Thus, the 

mathematical analysis of communication focuses upon the extent to which English
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language provides for probability with Weaver estimating that around 50% of the 

English language is in fact, redundant (1971). It is this statistical structure of 

language rather than the meaning of interactions, which is of significance.

Information 
Source Transmitter Receiver Destination

Message
———— *
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Signal ___ Signal 
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Figure 2.1: Shannon and Weaver's Mathematical Theory of Communication

Whilst it can no doubt be fruitful to understand how much information the 

communication system can handle, the development of simulation does not generally 

concern itself with the volume of communication undertaken. The social nature of 

simulation invokes meaningful interaction whereby learners discuss, negotiate and 

undertake collaborative learning. As such, Shannon and Weaver's mathematical 

model does not yield sufficient insight into the intentions and meaning of 

communication acts and interactions.

In order to allow for the social nature of simulation, a social model of the 

communication process is needed. Gerbner provides just this in his linear process 

model (1956) by taking both the perception and meaning involved with 

communication acts into account (Figure 2.2). Gerbner's approach is very similar to 

that taken by symbolic interactionism, as it encompasses the notion that individuals 

act towards events and objects based upon the meanings that they have for them.

Following on from Mead (1962) it is argued that interaction takes place via 

the use of symbols, which not only describe objects, but also define them and 

indicate an appropriate response. For communication to be successful, the meanings 

behind these acts must evolve as a result of the social interaction. Moreover, these 

meanings must be shared between the communicators for interaction to occur. Under 

this rationale, Gerbner allows communication and interaction to be viewed as the
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active interpretation of interaction as opposed to the passive absorption of 

information.

Perceptual dimensions
Relationship between communicating 

agent and world of events

Selection
Context
Availability

0) —
is S 
SSSo;

Means and controls dimensions
Relationship between communicating 

agent and communication product

Figure 2.2: Gerbner's linear process model.

Whilst Gerbner's linear process model seems to echo the active learning 

approach of simulation, the theory tends to describe communication without 

illustrating or explaining the process. Furthermore, this model deems all 

communication acts the same, whether face to face or via technology. Differences in 

the nature of the interaction as a product of the medium used are unaccounted for. 

Thus, the fact that email interaction can evolve over time whilst telephone 

interactions are limited to the time that both parties are on the line, are treated 

equally. For a simulation exercise to be of value, learners must be able to 

communicate with each other over time. The ability to engage in discourse 

distinguishes simulation participants from mere recipients of information to 

instigators of communication acts (Cox and Saunders, 1998). In this respect, a 

cyclical process of communication becomes necessary as learners embark upon self- 

appraisal both after and during interaction.
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2.5.2 CIRCULAR MODELS OF COMMUNICATION.

Simulation activities do not need to employ "role play" where each learner is 

assigned a character. However, for some instances such as casualty simulations 

(Collingwood and Cameron, 1999), it is necessary to take on the role of a casualty 

nurse in order for real experiential learning to occur. The degree to which learners 

adopt these roles is dependent upon the nature of the simulation and so is a matter for 

design. Whilst Collier (1999) discusses the highly affective nature of role play and 

calls for greater guidance from facilitators, Goffman (1970) believes that people take 

roles as part of their everyday lives in order to interact and communicate 

successfully.

Following the Symbolic Interactionism perspective, Goffman (1970) views 

humans as actors whose social interactions are "performances" directed in behaving 

in accordance with the definition of the situation. "The performer who is to be 

dramaturgically prudent will have to adapt his performance to the information 

conditions under which it must be staged" (1970:216). In this light, communication 

becomes a process whereby all aspects of the situation must be considered. This 

includes the medium used for communication as well as the relationship and past 

experiences of the interactions. The Osgood-Schramm model acknowledges this 

circular view of communication as it encompasses the role of feedback and as such, 

communicators who both send and receive messages. Unlike the linear models 

presented, Osgood-Schramm deem the communicators as equals within the process. 

Individuals must therefore, encode, or transmit, decode, or receive and interpret the 

message. (Figure 2.3).

Schramm (1970) deems communication as susceptible to the situation and 

relationships of the communicators and as such, feedback from receiver can serve as 

a 'looking glass self where the sender self-appraises their actions from the actions 

and reactions of the receiver. "Thus the circumspect performer will adjust his 

presentation accordingly to the character of the props and tasks out of which he must 

build his performance" (1970:217). Communication does not occur in a vacuum.
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For Schramm (1970), the message, prior relationships, feedback and the method used 

to communicate all serve as important features of this process.

noise

feedback

Fig 2.3: Schramm's Circular Model of Communication

Within simulations, props and costumes can be employed in order to heighten 

reality and provide context fidelity (Jamieson et al, 1988, cited by Stretch, 2000). 

Their use can aid the learners experience of an 'authentic environment1 and can be 

used to frame both the situation (Goffrnan, 1970) and interaction. The learning 

experience can be reinforced by their careful use. However, Schramm's positive 

model of communication suggests that all interactions will be favourable and does 

not consider the role of negative feedback. As Schanks (1997:61) states "real 

thinking never starts until the learner fails", this reflects the rationale behind 

simulation. Simulations encourage learning from experience and as such, learning 

from mistakes. They are not concerned with competition and rules like games (Abt, 

1988) but rather provide a safe place where learners can experiment with new 

situations. Schramm's (1970) model may be too circular in that positive feedback is 

not always given and whilst the model emphasises the role of societal norms, in 

novel situations learners may not be aware of them or indeed, misapply them. One 

norm with which learners would be familiar with though, is that of appropriate 

behaviour whereby individuals do not generally opt to upset, embarrass or ridicule 

each other. Even if communication mistakes are made, a carefully designed 

simulation will encourage collaboration and safety where learners learn together and 

from each other.

Cohen and Metzger (1998), Mead (1962) and Maslow (1970) support this, as 

they argue that communication is motivated by the basic human need for social 

affiliation. As a social animal, humans understand themselves within the context of 

social life. Communication aids social affiliation as it helps individuals to 

understand themselves in relation to the world around them. In this manner, role-play
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and group-work are popular, as they appeal to this need. In their strive to achieve 

ontological security (Silverstone, 1993, cited by Cohen and Metzger, 1998), 

individuals communicate with others in very different ways. The need for security 

provides the basis for an integrative theory of communication which is not dependent 

upon media, content or contexts. Instead, the need for intimacy, accessibility, 

control, relaxation and identification are met in different ways by each different 

mode of communication. With the introduction of technology, the number of 

possible modes of communication have been increased. Thus, in the 1990's "[we] 

have proclaimed ourselves an 'information society', sensing that information is the 

'stuff of communication, the blood that flows through the arteries of civilisation" 

(Ritchie, 1991:412). Again, the issue of information and its application is prudent to 

the nature of both learning and communication. Therefore, it is necessary to address 

the issue of how we sift and carefully select which information we must attend to 

from the wealth of data received.

2.5.3 RELEVANCE THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION

Sperber and Wilson's (1995) theory is based upon the notion that individuals 

only comprehend that which is relevant to them. Their theory contains two main 

claims. The first claim is that human cognition is in fact geared towards the 

maximisation of relevance. Whilst they acknowledge that individuals can share a 

physical world or indeed a simulated environment and may receive similar 

information as to this environment, their mental representations will, and do, differ. 

It is the narrower physical environment in addition to each individuals cognitive 

abilities and their past experiences which give rise to these differing mental 

representations. According to Sperber and Wilson it is these differences of physical 

environment, cognitive ability and past experience which make up their individual 

cognitive environment. Moreover, a fact about this environment is manifest to an 

individual if, and only if, they are capable of representing it mentally and accepting 

its representation as true. This poses significant implications for simulation design in 

that learners must be provided with a simulated environment that both elicits realism 

and that can be understood by them.
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It should be noted that Sperber and Wilson stress that the individual must 

accept the fact as true, regardless of whether the fact is indeed true or false. Thus, 

the issues of mundane and experimental realism (Aronson, 1995) come into play so 

that participants are able to accept simulation. Whether the simulation activity is 

indeed a false experience or one in which learners would not ordinarily find 

themselves is not the issue. Rather, the simulation environment must contain enough 

realism and relevance to learning so that participants can accept the situation and 

interact within it via their mental representation of it. The cognitive environment 

reflects all of the facts that individuals are aware of in addition to all of the facts of 

which they are capable of being aware of. Learners may know that they are not 

involved in a real life situation yet if designed properly, they will experience the 

simulated environment and activity as though it were real. One example being 

Zimbardo's (Haney et al, 1981) prison simulation. In this simulation exercise 

participants were randomly assigned to the roles of 'prisoner' or 'prison guard' with 

no direction given as to how to behave. The prison guards enthusiastically took their 

roles without question and began a regime of oppression and aggression toward the 

'prisoners'. Thus, even though the participants knew that they had been randomly 

assigned to these roles and that the situation was not 'real' they adopted the roles of 

either prisoners or prison guards and behaved according to their perceptions of these 

roles. A good simulation distorts, controls and manipulates reality for the purposes 

of learning (Jones, 1985). Therefore, the simulation must yield an environment 

where learners may share the same assumptions despite not sharing the exact 

cognitive environment. For example, if two people are in the same room, they share 

a 'mutual cognitive environment' which means that all manifest assumptions are 

mutually manifest (Sperber and Wilson, 1995).

Under this theory the speaker 'leads' much like in dancing, and is responsible 

for reducing communication misunderstandings. In order to highlight this, Sperber 

and Wilson give the example of Mary and Peter surveying a landscape. Mary says, 

"I've been inside that church". Although Mary does not know whether Peter has 

seen this building, they share a mutual cognitive environment and so Mary can safely 

assume that it is manifest to Peter. Her utterance will then lead Peter to not only look 

at the building but to define it as a church into which Mary has been (1995:43). For 

simulation, this places responsibility upon the facilitator to lead learners into what
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may be a new form of learning and a new environment where they will be expected 

to apply both declarative and procedural knowledge to an ongoing situation. If the 

facilitators do not involve themselves into the simulation, then it cannot be expected 

for learners to do this. Indeed, the facilitator plays a crucial role (Ruben, 1999). At 

the outset the facilitator should encourage what Harapnuik (1996, cited by Stretch, 

2000) calls 'inquisitivism1 which refers to natural curiosity within the learners. 

Guiding questions serve to evoke searching behaviour as the facilitator encourages 

learners to explore the mutual cognitive environment and to use their prior learning 

to make sense of the task. In short, by sharing assumptions learners may come to 

accept the simulated environment before embarking upon the task of applying their 

knowledge and skills.

For relevance theory, the cognitive environment can be seen as a set of 

assumptions that can be made, thus rendering the question of how a particular 

representation is made from all of those that are capable of being made. In answer to 

this question, Sperber and Wilson believe that human cognition is relevance 

orientated. Therefore, if a sender knows the cognitive environment of the receiver, 

they can infer which particular assumptions will be made (cf. Cooley, 1902 [1992]). 

Furthermore, information processing tends towards improving or expanding upon the 

knowledge of ones world in an efficient manner throughout the lifetime. For 

example, the inclusion of certain pieces of information within the simulation may 

illustrate the intention to make them manifest to the learners. The fact that the 

facilitator included these materials and not others, reflects the intention to make 

something manifest, which Sperber and Wilson term 'ostension'. That is, the 

relevant information must be picked out and also, that this was intentionally pointed 

out. As information-processing requires effort it is only done when there is a reward 

or relevant information to be gleaned. Ostensive behaviour implies a guarantee of 

relevance. This is Sperber and Wilson's second claim in that every act of 

communication communicates a presumption of it's own optimal relevance.

This second claim is concerned with the content of the message. For a 

message to be given cognitive processing time, it is assumed to be relevant. 

Relevant information is information worth having. Whilst false information is 

generally not worth having, it does enable everyday communication and can be
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difficult to identify. Thus, if an assumption is perceived from the environment it is 

accepted, and if an assumption is inferred by the system it is accepted. Moreover, 

information is subject to later consideration and so while at the outset it may not be 

deemed relevant, at a later date the message may become increasingly relevant. 

Although we may desire truthful knowledge and may attempt to check this, 

ultimately, we must trust ourselves to deliver knowledge. In this respect, learners 

may infer that all the information given within simulation instructions are relevant. 

The fact that it has been presented will indicate its importance to the activity. The 

facilitator must then be trusted to deliver only that information, which will serve to 

enable the learners to begin the simulation and to guide learners towards learning 

they have acquired, which will enable them to successfully apply themselves to the 

task.

Sperber and Wilson acknowledge the importance of gaining relevant 

information quickly and effectively. Their theory states that individuals assume a 

message to be relevant if it gives information-processing time. This claim may be 

problematic in that learning by doing and the experimentation of new roles may 

serve to invoke behaviours and interactions that are not relevant. Indeed, the notion 

of learning by experience may mean that learners employ irrelevant actions in their 

quest to apply relevant knowledge in a meaningful manner. As such, the process of 

sifting information must be considered as learners strive to organise and apply what 

they have learnt. Whilst Sperber and Wilson's claims encompass learners differing 

mental representations and the implied relevance of communication acts, it does not 

sufficiently explain the process individuals employ to ensure that their assumptions 

are relevant.

2.5.4 SUMMARY

Simulation design therefore, must consider the implications of 

communication on both the design and experience of the activity. Whilst simulation 

design is reliant upon providing an environment which elicits learning, the learning 

process may result in interactions evolving over time as learners come to apply and 

modify their actions. Thus, trial and error may lay at the heart of experiential 

learning. "Simulations ... have a clear communication role alongside their 

pedagogic outcome and the more explicitly this is addressed in design, the more
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likely that the resulting simulation ... will achieve its educational goals" (Cox and 

Saunders, 1998:172).

2.6 TECHNOLOGY AND SIMULATION

All of the communication models considered thus far have assumed a base of 

social interaction which is typified by face to face interaction. Following 

communication as a design strategy, the use of technology within simulation contexts 

must also be considered. This research began at a time when computer use was 

being advocated by government. All secondary schools were encouraged to use 

technology within the classroom both as a lesson in itself and as a supplemental aid 

to other National Curriculum tuition. As such, the integration of technology within 

simulation was considered.

Crookall et al (1986) identify a four quadrant matrix which categorises the 

relationship between computers and simulations according to two dimensions (fig: 

2:4). The first dimension refers to the level of interaction between participants and 

computers whilst the second refers to the degree of control that participants have 

over the computer. The matrix illustrates that it is not simply the inclusion or 

exclusion of computers, but rather the degree of interaction and control with which 

learners have with the computer that is of issue. Four separate kinds of relationships 

are given ranging from computer controlled simulations where participants interact 

via the computer, to computer assisted simulations where participants control the 

levels of computer interaction. According to this categorisation, the simulation 

designer can select the level of computer integration. Crookall et al conclude that 

when learning objectives are geared towards social interaction, the most effective 

computerised simulations are those where technology facilitates but does not 

dominate. As such, it is worthwhile exploring technology and its communication 

functions before designing the simulation.
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Participant 
control

CBS
(based)

Computer 
Interaction

CDS
(independent)
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Computer
control 

Figure 2.4: A matrix for control and interaction variables after Crookall et al (1986)

2.6.1 TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION.

The last decade has witnessed a period whereby computer and software 

designers have constantly strived to produce higher computer functionality and faster 

systems. To use a computer is not as simple as it may sound given the number of 

functions that they include. When using a computer, individuals may word process, 

design graphics or send messages via electronic mail, as computers become 

networked entities linked to the worldwide web. Whilst the actual packages used 

may vary, all computer use shares one common component, that of communication. 

This feature has produced two main classes of communication; computer-mediated 

communication (CMC) and non-mediated communication (NMC).

The major differences between CMC and NMC are social in origin. NMC 

such as face to face or telephone communication, enable the transmission of the 

message along with the exchange of additional information such as intonation, facial 

expression and mannerisms. It is the combination of these factors that enable 

communicators to assess the meaning of the message, or frame the interaction 

(Goffman, 1970). Conversely, CMC does not contain these non-verbal or linguistic 

cues such as eye contact, head nodding or tone and as such, it may become difficult 

for the communicating partners to frame the interaction. CMC communication is
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simply written text, which can lack individuality, and so become depersonalised 

(Kiesler, Siegal and McGuire, 1984).

Social Presence Theory encompasses depersonalisation as it proposes that 

each communication medium possesses a varying degree of social presence (Short, 

Williams and Christie, 1976). Social presence is defined as a quality of the medium 

itself, which is important in determining the way in which individuals interact. It is 

this medium quality that must be considered when designing a simulation as each 

individual will possess a 'mental set1 of the social presence of each medium. This 

mental set is not fixed from user to user but is a 'subjective quality of the medium 

itself (Short et al, 1976:66). Individuals will then carefully select which medium 

they wish to use depending upon the type of communication they wish to engage in. 

In a similar manner, Short et al believe that social presence is particularly relevant to 

Weiner and Mehrabian's (1968, cited by Short et al, 1976) concept of immediacy. 

Immediacy or psychological distance can be illustrated in many ways. For example, 

the use of 'Let us...' or 'We...' may serve to promote closeness whilst 'I...' or 'You...' 

highlights separation. Immediacy is not restricted to speech as physical proximity; 

eye contact and tone of voice can all effect psychological distance. When applied to 

communication media, 'technical immediacy' refers to the use of one medium over 

another. For example, a formal letter is more psychologically distant than a 

telephone conversation. In this way, technical immediacy is not that dissimilar to 

social presence. For example, a telephone communication may have relatively high 

social presence yet; an aggressive tone or aloofness can yield greater psychological 

distance.

The notion of depersonalisation is not merely limited to CMC, however. 

Indeed, in Milgram's now famous studies, the extent to which individuals will 

become uninhibited and depersonalised is remarkable. Such were the findings of 

Milgram's (1963) conformity study that it never left Yale University. In this study, 

Milgram constructed an environment whereby individuals believed that they were 

administering near fatal electric shocks to a helpless individual. The study was 

successful in proving that on the request of an authority figure, a subject would 

consciously harm another person, even if the individual witnessed the pain and 

suffering they had inflicted. In this example, uninhibited behaviour was justified by
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attributing blame to a third person: an 'authority' dressed in a white coat. The extent 

to which individuals will behave in an uninhibited manner is simply confined to the 

'orders of authority'. Indeed, preconceived notions of how to behave can be derived 

from socialisation or stereotypical media representation. Milgram's obedience and 

conformity studies concluded that the closer the individual is to the authority figure 

the more obedient or compliant they are, and the further the individual is from the 

victim the harsher the actions. CMC yields a powerful mechanism by which 

individuals are not at risk from retaliation from others as they may hide behind their 

computer terminals.

Whilst Short et al did not include CMC within their social presence scale, it 

can be rated as low in social presence. The lack of social context cues serves to 

reduce the risk of rejection for the communicator yet still allows them to interact 

with others. If positive feedback is received the communicator is able to reduce their 

psychological distance and despite low social presence, may heighten technical 

immediacy by adopting a more friendly, casual style. Therefore, even though 

communication media may vary in their degree of social presence, it is the subjective 

appraisal of the medium by the individual, which is significant. Personal preference 

must then be considered when attempting to facilitate learners, for whilst a 

gregarious character may actively seek face to face encounters, a shy learner may 

prefer a less socially present mode of communication. By enforcing CMC on 

learners it is possible that the learning experience and outcomes will be effected.

Matheson and Zanna (1990) provide insight into this. In their study, they 

divided participants into either a face to face group or a computer-mediated group. 

Participants believed that they were being tested for their communication styles and 

were given a writing task and choice-dilemma problems. Following these activities, 

self-awareness indices suggested that CMC involved high private self-awareness, a 

finding that has implications for simulation design.

High private self-awareness refers to the individual's tendency to focus 

inwards. When completing tasks individuals who score highly on this scale may not 

acknowledge other participants as they concentrate upon their own personal 

motivations. Group tasks can become adversely affected via CMC as the self-aware
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learner is unlikely to negotiate or alter their views in light of others comments, "... 

an escalating cycle of conflict and disagreement..." (Matheson and Zanna, 1990:9) 

may ensue. In this respect Matheson and Zanna suggest that CMC does not lend 

itself to group-work. However, Sproull and Keisler (1986) suggest that CMC yields 

creativity as it enables individuals to work collectively. In their study of an informal 

organisation, Sproull and Kiesler illustrate how subject-led discussion groups 

enabled workers to brainstorm with both colleagues and strangers. Thus, 

collaboration and sharing of ideas may be a viable use of CMC, whilst group-work 

poses the risk of self rather than public awareness, (Matheson and Zanna, 1990), 

aggressive writing styles (Sproull and Kiesler, 1986) and depersonalisation (Kiesler 

et al, 1984). Moreover, the propensity for uninhibited behaviour across CMC 

(Kiesler et al, 1984) increases with electronic mail rather than the use of computers 

to present information.

2.6.2 SUMMARY

Therefore, personal preference of communication media should be considered 

in the design of a simulated activity. Where communication is subject to varying 

degrees of social and non-verbal cues learners may seek to employ their own 

preferred style. Experiential learning should consider this, as technology becomes an 

ever-popular medium. Where simulation via electronic mail is necessary, designers 

must consider and be prepared for more open and aggressive writing styles and the 

possibility that interactions can become hindered as participants exclude each others 

viewpoints. Despite it's limitations, Sproull and Kiesler's work suggests that within 

a learning environment that encourages creativity, CMC can add value to this 

objective, not least via the diverse range of information presentation options which 

computers offer.

2.7 ICT, LEARNING AND CONSTRUCTIVISM

Thus far, this chapter has discussed the limitations of the traditional teaching 

and learning paradigm. In so doing it has proposed that simulation and gaming 

provides the means by which many of these limitations can be solved. The use of 

communication within simulation gaming has been highlighted with consideration
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given to the role of technology included within government recommendations as to 

the integrated use of technology across the curriculum. Finally, this section attempts 

to explore the relationship between ICT and learning with particular reference to the 

constructivist approach to learning.

As noted earlier, the traditional teaching and learning paradigm is based upon 

the transmission of information from the knowledgeable teacher to passive pupil. 

The pupil responds to this stimulus by behaving in a particular way (Williams and 

Burden, 1997) whether by completing classroom assignments or recalling this 

information for examination purposes. The danger of this approach is that it may 

encourage '...a passive mentality which seeks only the 'right' answers, thus stifling 

children's motivation to seek out underlying reasons...' (Bonnett, 1997:157-8). In 

many respects, the traditional approach to teaching and learning reflects behaviourist 

notions in which operant conditioning seeks to reward good behaviour and punish 

bad behaviour. Thus, gaining high marks within the classroom will be positively 

reinforced whilst obtaining low marks may result in possible punishment.

Under a behaviourist approach, the introduction of technology into the 

classroom can enable 'drill and practise' style teaching. The computer provides the 

means by which learners can be repeatedly exposed to different stimuli. As 

Warschauer (1996) notes the computer will not tire and is not capable of making 

subjective judgements as to pupil performance. Moreover, the teacher may 

incorporate the computer within a low-risk teaching strategy whereby the machine 

simply presents information or questions to learners before providing objective 

feedback. Used in this manner, the computer is adopted within a 'tutor model of 

educational computing', yet it cannot provide the social interaction yielded by the 

teacher. Feedback based upon previous shared experiences is not possible nor is the 

gradual development of resources geared towards the individual learner (Crook, 

1994). Thus, the limitations presented earlier, as to the traditional teaching and 

learning paradigm hold true for the behaviourist approach to ICT and learning.

Just as the school improvement movement has noted, the need for new 

teaching and learning methods based upon the notion that learners are active 

participants has become necessary (James and Connolly, 2000). The inclusion of
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integrated ICT use across the NC has served to reinforce this notion. Yet, as Cox et 

al (1999) conclude, despite the NC, increased teacher ICT training and school 

policies on using ICT, there has been relatively low ICT uptake within schools. 

Indeed, whilst 'textbooks and chalkboards have been widely accepted, ... networked 

computers may not be' (Russell, 2000:396). According to Desforges (1995), the 

reason for this is that if teachers do not perceive the need to use ICT, they will not 

incorporate it within their teaching. Fullan (1991) supports this contention in that if 

the reasons for change are not understood, change will not occur.

The introduction and integration of ICT into the school curriculum yields the 

potential to move away from the traditional teaching and learning paradigm (Russell, 

2000). Indeed, support has been given to the link between constructivist learning and 

ICT (e.g. Papert, 1980; Crook, 1994; Selwyn, 2002). As stated earlier, 

constructivism is based upon the notion that learners construct knowledge as opposed 

to merely absorbing the information with which they are presented (cf. Ruben, 1999), 

and technology provides the means to do this. The computer provides the 

environment by which learners may 'experience' different learning contexts (Papert, 

1980), where knowledge can be constructed as the learner engages within 

meaningful tasks (Pahl, 2002). This is what is known as 'activity theory', a 

development of Vygotsky's (1978) work where learning develops as a function of 

the meaning given to interactions arising from social encounters (Ravenscroft, 2002). 

As Nardi encapsulates, 'you are what you do' (1996:7). Thus, ICT provides the 

means by which exploratory study can take place where learners are able to construct 

hypotheses, make decisions and discover new principles (Kearsley, 1994). Learning 

moves beyond retention of facts and figures as learners become able to go beyond 

the information with which they are presented (Bruner, 1975). Used in this manner, 

technology can be used to scaffold learning.

Following Vygotsky (1978), the construction of knowledge can be linked to 

the use of artefacts, or tools, as a means of assisting learning experiences. In order 

for learners to become self-reliant, 'tools shape the way humans interact with reality' 

(Pahl, 2002:741). The interactive use of ICT can enable learners to develop new 

skills and to practise them in order to make the transition from having the potential to 

learn, to having the actual ability or skill (cf. Vygotsky's zone of proximal
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development). Thus, a teaching and learning environment is a tool that enables 

learners to access the reality of the course subject. However, for Vygotsky, language 

was the most important and powerful tool available (Ravenscroft, 2002), as he 

believed that it was through language that culture is transmitted (Vygotsky, 1978). 

According to Vygotsky, development takes place on a social level before it is 

internalised. The influence of other people is a crucial factor leading Crook (1994) 

to question whether ICT inhibits scaffolded social encounters. Thus, as discussed in 

the last section, computer-mediated communication has an important part to play. 

Without this, insights and learning yielded by social interaction are limited. 

Information Communication Technology provides the environment by which 

constructivist learning can take place, the learner is able to construct the world 

around them based on their own personal meanings, yet strategies by which ICT is 

introduced into the classroom must be carefully considered. Moreover, Cox et al 

(1999) demonstrate that the majority of teaching training courses, aimed at 

introducing teachers to technology, tend to be based upon technical difficulties as 

opposed to technology focused pedagogical practices; teachers are being equipped 

with the skills to open software or troubleshoot printing problems, rather than how to 

integrate technology into the NC in a meaningful manner (Bitner and Bitner, 2002).

According to Anderson (2000), e-learning refers to internet-enabled learning 

where ICT provides a range of tools that can be exploited by educationalists for the 

purposes of teaching and learning. Mahadevan et al (2002) envisage a scenario 

whereby teachers take the best features of the traditional teaching and learning 

paradigm and pair these with the best features of ICT in order to provide integrated, 

or 'blended' learning. However, constructivists have criticised current e-learning 

models for favouring content over context (Linser and Ip, 2002). By focusing upon 

the "...accumulation, organisation, and delivery of content" (Gilroy, 2001:1), e- 

learning has become in danger of simply replacing the traditional paradigm where 

knowledge is simply transmitted to a passive audience (Fetherston, 2001). As Lytras 

(2002) states, one of the main difficulties of e-learning lies in the static approaches 

used in the delivery of materials. To overcome these difficulties, developments must 

be made to e-learning that draw upon constructivist principles, in order to "[knit] 

together ... content, pedagogy, and community into a unique learning experience" 

(Gilroy, 2001:2). Rather than merely recreating traditional modes of learning and
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adding social interaction, ICT yields an environment whereby teaching and learning 

materials can be brought to life by way of such tools as simulation (Linser and Ip, 

2002). "...[Very] few citizens want to or can leam alone" (Ravenscroft, 2002) and 

so current developments in e-learning have been focused upon providing engaging 

and social learning environments (Ravenscroft, 2002; Linser and Ip, 2002; 

Mahadevan et al, 2002; Lytras, 2002) which encompass a blend of both face to face 

and online learning (Mason, 2002). Indeed, such blended approaches may also 

exploit newer technologies, such as wireless networking where computers and 

peripherals do not need to be in physical contact yet can still be used to 

communicate. Thus, 'm-leaming' (or mobile learning), is the latest technological 

development which provides educationalists with more opportunities for teaching 

and learning outside of the classroom (McManus, 2002).

According to Mason (2002:1) "e-leaming is being re-defined as 'enhanced' 

learning or even 'experiential' learning. As such, this research seeks to describe a 

simulation activity that adopted a computer assisted approach whereby learners were 

able to control the level of computer interaction whilst teachers were able to 

experience one method of using technology as a tool (Crookall et al, 1986). Thus, 

the constructivist learning approach was encompassed, with the computer used as a 

tool in order to assist learners as and when required because, '[it] is psychological 

tools that enable us to bridge the gap between lower and higher mental functions' 

(Nicholl, 2002:2).

2.8 SUMMARY AND EMERGING THEMES

This research sought to address the issue of how a university could establish 

links with its local secondary schools and how best it could add value to the teaching 

and learning process (cf. Dealing, 1997). In order to investigate a strategy by which 

a university could do this, a review of teaching and learning as well as 

communication models was completed.

Whilst this chapter has proposed that simulation provides an alternative 

method which addresses the limitations identified of the traditional teaching and 

learning paradigm, there are several points which must be considered. Indeed, the
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successful use of simulation rests upon the notion that learners will interact within 

the simulation environment, actively applying their knowledge. By adopting this 

method it has been suggested that even information that learners are not particularly 

interested in, will become appealing when adapted to simulation format. However, 

as Sternberg (1998) stressed, learners must be motivated to learn. Arguably, it must 

follow that learners must be motivated to participate within the simulation as well as 

motivated to apply their knowledge and to role-play. Whilst careful design can be 

used to ensure that teaching and learning outcomes are included, and that the 

simulation provides both mundane and experimental realism in order to provide an 

interesting and appealing activity, how is learner motivation maintained? Having 

reviewed this literature, it is not clear how participants are encouraged to take 

ownership of the activity and to absorb themselves into their roles, especially for 

simulations which are operated over time. Therefore, consideration must be given to 

whether there is a 'critical period' where learners are able to fully engage and 

experience the activity as though it were real. Further to this, there may be times 

when participants are unable to maintain this absorption.

The social and collaborative nature of simulation emphasises the need to 

consider communication. Indeed, when simulations foster the use of role-play, 

learners are expected to self-appraise their actions and reactions. In this manner, 

learners become 'natural psychologists' (Mitchell, 1997) as they collect evidence 

about other learners' behaviour and contemplate their own behaviour. This process 

of 'theory of mind' can be used to make predictions about how others will behave, 

suggesting that learners will develop their communication skills and understanding 

of others, as well as themselves. Indeed, as Karmiloff-Smith (1992) suggests, the 

individual will observe behaviour and ascribe mental states to themselves and others. 

Therefore, by encouraging increased communication acts (as learners are not simply 

passive receivers of information within the classroom) it would be expected that 

learners' communication skills and understanding of others would increase as a result 

of their simulation experiences.

A final theme that has emerged within this review concerns computer- 

mediated communication (CMC). Whilst the internet represents the fastest growing 

communication tool available (Alexa Internet, 1998), many communication theories
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do not include it in its full complexity. The internet may be described as a complete 

departure from other communications media yet it may also be described as similar 

in that it adopts many common properties. Whether individuals use the telephone, 

letter or a webpage, they all share the common concern as to how they are perceived 

by others. Yet, the depersonalised nature of CMC would suggest that electronic 

communication would not involve concern as to the generalised others viewpoint 

(Mead, 1934). Therefore, whilst individual preference for communication media will 

be considered, so too will the nature of communication made using CMC. 

Moreover, the increased use of electronic communication has served to increase the 

amount of information with which individuals are bombarded. As such, for a 

simulation that uses ICT to facilitate the construction of knowledge, it would be 

expected that participants would need to employ strategies for identifying relevant 

information. In this respect, information retrieval strategies would emerge as another 

learning outcome.

This research seeks to address the limitations of previous simulation 

descriptions by discussing how decisions were made as to what to include within the 

simulation and how to weight each area. The decisions as to the duration of the 

simulation will also be addressed and how this impacted upon the allocation of 

classroom time and whether this called for facilitator interference or natural 

progression via participant role taking. The simulation will also be considered in 

terms of whether it maintained participant interest as well as whether learner 

communication and information retrieval strategies were developed. Therefore, the 

next chapter will deal with the design process.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In order to design an appropriate simulation Ellington, Addinall and 

Percival's (1982) framework for the simulation design process was used (Figure 3.1). 

This framework provides a decision chart whereby the designer is able to consider 

the objectives for designing an exercise and use these as a basis for preparing an 

activity. This 'bottom up' process provides insight into how and why decisions were 

made. Therefore, this chapter brings together the educational and technological 

context (chapter one) with the experiential leaning technique of simulation (chapter 

two).

This chapter also seeks to respond to Millans criticism of past university 

initiatives with schools. In his article Thirty Years and More of simulations and 

Games', Millans (1999) reflects upon the poor implementation of simulations within 

schools and notes that even when universities do work with schools it is rare that 

classroom teachers are involved within the process. He calls for researchers and 

designers to work with and invite teachers to participate within the design and 

implementation of simulations. As such, whilst universities have run simulations 

with schools in the past, this research has attempted to include teachers within the 

design and implementation of a suitable activity.

3.2 WHY Do You WANT To DEVELOP A SIMULATION GAME?

As chapter two outlined, the traditional teaching and learning paradigm is 

based around the presentation and dissemination of information from teacher to 

pupil. Under this teaching and learning method, pupils are passive recipients of 

information that has been defined within the subject syllabus. As Percival and 

Ellington, (1984:27) state, this paradigm "...is geared towards the smooth operation 

of the teaching institution with little or no attempt being made to cater for the 

different learning styles and particular difficulties of individual students". The 

school timetable determines how long each lesson should last and in turn dictates to 

the teacher how much information can be covered within that timeslot. Thus, time 

constraints can restrict the communicative aspects of teaching and learning. For
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example, Olsen (1988) believes that the use of open-ended discussions within the 

classroom can serve to encourage pupils to interact and engage within their own 

learning; or to become 'playful'. However, Olsen goes on to present the example of a 

teacher who invites the class to become 'playful1 and yet does not want them to use 

the classroom to 'play'. This illustrates a crucial contradiction where the teacher's 

professional approach to teaching and learning is in conflict with the use of play or 

games to learn. Indeed, "[perhaps] the most important aspect of games as 

communicative structures is found in their instructive value; ... games help children 

to 'take on the world of adults' and to learn to use their culture..." (Watson, 1975:45). 

Therefore, the decision as to why develop a simulation game was based upon this use 

of communication within learning, as well as consideration of the target audience. 

To this end it is worthwhile considering the location and history of the area within 

which the University responsible for developing the exercise is situated.

The University of Glamorgan is located within the South Wales valleys; an 

area that has witnessed the decline in recent years of the coalmine industries and the 

subsequent unemployment and low educational attainment rates in its surrounding 

population. The university has also noted a rise in inward investment linked with the 

high technology sectors (Welsh Development Agency, 1997). The area has attracted 

electronic industries in addition to a variety of information services and leisure 

industries. This change in economic and social infrastructure within Wales has had 

direct implications for the University. As high technology sectors have moved into 

the area, the need for a workforce experienced in technology use has increased. 

Following Blair's statement that competitive businesses will need an ICT literate 

generation (1997), the University identified a growing need to encourage secondary 

school pupils to apply themselves to ICT learning.

The recommendations contained within the Dearing Report (1997) and the 

following NGfL objectives provided the University with the opportunity to work 

directly with its local school pupils. In this manner, the University used compacts to 

strengthen its links with surrounding schools (Woodrow et al, 1998 and 2002) and 

share its information and communication resources with them. The notion of adding 

value to the National Curriculum (NC) had been a clear objective. This suggested 

that it was inappropriate to merely ask university lecturing staff to teach within
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STAGE ONE
(establishing basic design criteria for exercise)

Whv do vou want to develoo a aame?

For fun ake money For al or training

For what sort of people do
you want the game to be

suitable?

TARGET 
POPULATION

With what specific
group(s) is the exercise to

be used?

What sort of things do you 
want to do in the game?

DESIGN 
OBJECTIVES

What specific educational
or training objectives do

vou want to achieve?

STAGE TWO
(establishing need for exercise)

Are you sure that what you
are trying to achieve is not

already catered for by
existing games?

Is an exercise of the game / 
simulation / case study type

likely to be the most
effective way of achieving

these objectives?

v YES YES,

Do you want to try to design
a game for the purpose you

have in mind?

Does a suitable game 
already exist?

NO
YES

Proceed to phase 2 of the 
design process

Could an existing exercise 
be adapted to meet your 

needs? -

NO

Do you want to try to design
an exercise capable of
meetina vour needs?

YES

NB: The shaded boxes denote research stages for the thesis.

Proceed to phase 2 of the 
design process

From: Ellington, Addinall and Perdval, 1982

Figure 3.1: Simulation Design Framework
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schools. In order to 'add value1 to teaching and learning within secondary schools, 

some form of activity that would enable learners to build upon the knowledge that 

they had gained under the NC was necessary. This activity would also have to 

appeal to learners uninterested in school lessons. The vocational nature of key skill 

tuition seemed to lend itself to this form of exercise. Moreover, the notion of 

producing employable school leavers seemed to be a promising aspect of secondary 

education on which knowledge application could be based.

Therefore, the University wanted to develop a game in order to:

  Involve and motivate learners

  Strengthen links with its surrounding schools

  Share information and communication resources

  Encourage ICT learning

  Encourage young people to remain in school

  Add value to the NC

  Raise career and educational aspirations

  Build upon key skill education

  Develop employability awareness and skills

  Generate research data

3.3 TARGET POPULATION

Ellington et al's design criteria clearly distinguishes between games that are 

for fun or for profit, and those that are for educational or training purposes. Based 

upon the objectives for wanting to develop a game, the target population was clearly 

defined as educational. Yet, whilst the university was aware of the need to target 

secondary school pupils, it did not know which age group to work with. It was at 

this point that secondary school teachers were first sent a letter of invitation to attend 

a workshop held at the University. The purpose of this workshop was made clear as 

they were told of the intention to design an activity and asked for the guidance on 

which age group would most benefit. Thus, whilst five teachers accepted this 

invitation, every compact school had received an invitation and had been made aware 

of the University's intentions.
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The teachers were unanimous in identifying year nine as the target group: 

pupils aged between 13-14 years. Having had the excitement of beginning secondary 

school in year seven, and applying themselves in year eight, teachers identified year 

nine as a somewhat stagnant period before the pressure of GCSE coursework in years 

ten and eleven although they were involved in key stage three assessment tests at the 

end of the year. They had all experienced the difficulties of encouraging year nine 

groups to 'settle down1 and acknowledged that this was probably the best time to 

attempt a new activity within the NC constraints. In addition to this, year nine was 

the period whereby pupils selected their subject specialisms for GCSE. It is these 

specialisms which will influence later post-compulsory educational choices. As 

such, in order to attempt to encourage ICT learning and specialism this age group 

seemed ideal. It should be noted that the NC was divided into four key stages. 

However, following teacher guidance the exercise was aimed at learners aged 

between 13 and 14 and therefore, it was based upon key stage 3 (KS3).

Interestingly, within their work on status 0 citizens, Rees et al (1996) also 

identified this age group. With the appearance of 16 and 17 year olds receiving no 

educational support or employment training, Rees et al had noted the prevalence of 

children leaving school informally at the age of 12 through truancy. It was therefore 

decided that following teacher recommendation and Rees et al's research, the 

exercise would target year nine's 13-14 year old pupils.

3.4 WHAT SPECIFIC EDUCATIONAL OR TRAINING OBJECTIVES Do You WANT To 
ACHIEVE?

Before designing a suitable activity it was necessary to determine exactly 

which elements of the NC to include for every curriculum area. The DfEE in 

partnership with the QCA publish a detailed subject guide available in both hard and 

electronic copy. This guide details how the subject fits into the overall NC, the 

programme of study and the attainment targets. Teachers are given the general 

teaching requirements as well as information as to how each requirement links with 

other NC subjects. For every subject, 'learning across the curriculum1 is stressed so 

that pupils spiritual, moral, social and cultural development can be encouraged and 

key skill opportunities can be provided. "Getting the National Curriculum right
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presents difficult choices and balances" (DfEE, 1999:3) which each individual 

teacher must determine. Indeed, in designing a simulation exercise for the NC, this 

activity must seek to determine the NC requirements and identify clear learning 

outcomes and teaching objectives. Without a clear strategy of teaching and learning 

aims it would be difficult to claim that such an activity did, in fact, add value to the 

curriculum and that it justified impinging upon pupils' time. Therefore, this section 

provides an overview of the features of the NC which the simulation attempted to 

address. As such, this section will only include the relevant areas of the curriculum 

as opposed to a detailed breakdown of each and every subject.

3.4.1 WHICH SUBJECTS?

Having discussed the changes made to the educational system and some of 

the available teaching and learning methods, the question of what to include within 

the simulation was posed. Whilst the core subjects of the NC were given as English, 

Mathematics and Science, the value of designing an activity which added value to all 

three areas was doubtful. Within each different curriculum area lay the teaching of 

knowledge, skills and understanding as well as the recommended breadth of study. 

The notion of including aspects of all three subjects seemed to lend itself to a 

somewhat complex and diverse activity. Moreover, the design workshop with 

teachers noted that in attempting to produce a simulation based upon the core 

curriculum it would have been necessary to consider the pace and order with which 

teachers in a number of different schools approached the curriculum. The simulation 

exercise would have been reliant upon in-school teaching methods and have posed 

the risk of disrupting lessons if, for example, the exercise dealt with topics which the 

teachers had yet to cover or that were part of a year long lesson plan arrangement. 

The purpose of designing the exercise was to add value to the curriculum by causing 

the least amount of disruption to lessons. It was decided that the English curriculum 

was sufficiently flexible and adaptable; this was therefore the ideal subject to base 

the exercise upon. Within this subject pupils built upon their existing English skills 

in a programme of study which evolved throughout their academic careers. For 

example, on beginning secondary school pupils were taught to '...speak with 

confidence in a range of contexts...' (Key Stage 2, DfEE, 1999:22) before the next 

level of study required them to develop this skill so that they may '...speak fluently
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and appropriately in different contexts...' (Key Stage 3, DfEE, 1999:31). In this 
respect, the simulation game would not disrupt the teaching of algebra, for example, 
but rather would help pupils to develop their existing skills and introduce them to 
new contexts in which to use these skills.

Following the NGfL's recommendations, the simulation also sought to 
include ICT skills. Although the NGfL stressed the need for ICT to be included 
across the entire curriculum this notion was very new at the time the exercise was 
designed (DfEE, 1997). The scope of ICT to aid the teaching of other subjects had 
not been realised, with many teachers only just beginning to use ICT themselves. 
Therefore, the simulation sought not only to enhance ICT lessons but also to 
encourage pupils to use ICT for their other lessons. Moreover, the research sponsors 
were a telecommunications company 1 (British Telecommunications pic) with a 
vested interest in encouraging secondary schools to exploit technology and to use the 
company's products and services. Whilst the simulation was not designed to 'market' 
a commercial company it did receive its funding from a company who provided their 
support due to the inclusion of ICT tuition within the original proposal. Whilst it can 
be argued that the research sponsors were not altruistic in giving their financial 
support, it should be noted that the NGfL openly invited commercial organisations to 
pledge their support to the Grid by becoming partners. Indeed, without private 
support the public sector would not gain access to the technology at all. The issue of 
private sector involvement within education is out of the scope of this discussion, 
with Selwyn (1999a) providing a detailed review of the NGfL and its construction. 
Suffice to say, the inclusion of ICT within the simulation was timely with the 
introduction of the NGfL and the emergence of high technology services and 
information industries in Wales. Despite the sponsorship of this research by a 
private company, BT pledged its support because of the inclusion of ICT within the 
activity but did not in any way prescribe how the exercise should be designed or 

implemented.

Therefore the exercise was based upon a linking of the curriculum areas of 
English and ICT. For every subject in the curriculum, the guidance booklet provided

1 The author would like to thank BT for their support through the 1998 BT Development 
Award.
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advice for how the subject could be used to develop key skills. Thus, the simulation 
aimed to enhance English, ICT and key skill development. The following sections 
provide the programmes of study for each subject for KS3.

3.4.2 RELEVANT FEATURES OF THE ENGLISH CURRICULUM

The English curriculum is divided into the promotion of learning through 
speaking, listening and writing. In order to develop the simulation game each area 
was considered with the designer responsible for determining which elements to 
include and which requirements to exclude. These decisions were made in light of 
the need to enhance teaching and learning and with the emphasis upon work 
experience and gaining the skills required by employers. In so doing, key skills, the 
NGfL, economic change within Wales, and the application of knowledge to realistic 
settings could all be included within the simulation game. Thus, the reading of a 
Shakespeare play was excluded. Although such a task was amenable to simulation 
activity, the re-enactment of scenes could foster communication skill development 
and contribute to the NC in a meaningful way, but it did not enable experience of 
employment skills, such as working to deadlines or organising their own workload or 
applying technology. The need for transferable skills was taken as a yardstick when 
determining which areas to include. In addition to this, the simulation game aimed to 
provide a setting whereby participants could see the explicit links between the skills 
used within the simulation and those used in the workplace.

The opportunities provided within this subject for spiritual, moral, social and 
cultural development were conducive to employability and personal development. 
The subject guide encouraged the exploration of ideas - both generating ideas and 
exploring other people's. Using a discussion format, the curriculum recommended 
that teachers encourage their classes to reflect upon their own and others' views and 
to consider the notion of what constitutes right and wrong. Personal values and 
conflict between these values were to be explored through the prescribed reading 
lists. However, this section of NC policy appeared to be particularly interesting in 
relation to developing a practical exercise where learners could reflect upon actual 
events and the courses of action they and their peers had taken. The importance of 
listening, negotiating and awareness of others' cognitions were illustrated by their 
inclusion within this section as well as the key skills section, and were highlighted as
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design objectives for the simulation game. Therefore, the promotion of spiritual, 

moral, social and cultural development as given within the English subject guide was 

adopted.

In a similar vein, the key skill recommendations stressed the need for learners 

to be given the opportunity to experience group work. However, two points are 

worthy of note. The first involves the tendency for key skill literature to refer to 

'experience' and 'awareness' rather than 'learn' or study'. The use of such terminology 

suggests that they are not firmly on the NC agenda but rather are to be 'added on'. 

Thus, pupils do not seem to be expected to learn how to work in groups but should 

experience a group, no matter what it's nature. Moreover, key skills have been 

introduced to an already crowded curriculum without clearly defined objectives as 

learning outcomes. This is the second criticism as 13 and 14 year old pupils are 

expected to learn skills suitable for the workplace whilst they are at least two years 

away from leaving compulsory education. In this respect, the period for reflection is 

too great. The key skill literature also appears contradictory at times, for example 

pupils are expected to learn leadership skills whilst they are learning how to work 

collaboratively with others. Furthermore, they are expected to criticise each other's 

work again while establishing good group work practices.

The key skill recommendations also require that learners be presented with a 

variety of different media such as on-screen as well as books, and radio broadcasts. 

The guide informed teachers of the need to allocate pupils time for reflection after 

activities such as reading, writing, discussion and collaborative work. In this respect, 

the use of simulation was identified as being an ideal tool for the teaching and 

learning of key skills where learners contributed to group work, contemplated their 

actions, considered other viewpoints, used many different sources of information and 

reflected upon their experiences. Rather than simply adding key skill lessons onto 

other activities or attempting to include them wherever possible, developing an 

overall exercise provides a more meaningful learning experience. Thus, simulation 

games are able to provide the 'integrated curriculum' which NC policy recommends.

The speaking and listening requirements for KS3 stressed the need for 

learners to be able to speak fluently and appropriately across a variety of different
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contexts, whether formal or informal. The requirements included the need to 
structure speech as well as the use of tone, inflection and the speakers posture. 
Pupils were expected to be able to distinguish the tone used by different speakers and 
to identify both the implicit and explicit meaning. The required breadth of study 
highlighted the use of classroom debates as well as live talks from visiting speakers 
and experiencing many different speakers and environments. The explicit instruction 
for pupils to experience a variety of speakers and environments gave rise to a clear 
route by which an external organisation could enhance the curriculum. The 
opportunities for pupils to engage in discussions could be heightened. Within the 
school environment, there are high levels of familiarity where there was a risk of 
learners becoming accustomed to collaborating with their classmates or become 
confined to previously defined roles, such as the 'good speaker1 , the 'quiet pupil' or 
the 'reluctant team worker'. The use of simulation gave learners the opportunity to 
explore new worlds by participating in something different; they could experience 
new roles and collaborate with others in unusual and atypical ways. Therefore, the 
entire speaking and listening KS3 requirement section was used as a basis for the 
design of a simulation game activity.

The reading requirement for this level called for the understanding of a 
variety of printed and ICT-based texts. Although the 'breadth of study' section 
clearly indicated a reading list of plays, poetry and novels, pupils were also required 
to read non-fiction and non-literary texts such as newspapers, magazines and ICT- 
based information and reference works. In reviewing each requirement, the decision 
as to whether to base the simulation upon a recommended text had to be made. This 
issue posed a number of questions as to how well an exercise could be designed to 
encompass the level and depth required by a 'non-teacher'. It was anticipated that the 
emerging activity would not be a mainstream part of the NC due to the need to teach 
each subject in accordance with the NC requirements. Furthermore, at the end of 
year nine, pupils underwent their KS3 SATS examinations. Therefore, it was 
unlikely that teachers would want to use class time for the activity. This illustrates 
the difficulties with which external organisations are faced when attempting to offer 
school-based activities. Despite educational policy, which welcomes these 
relationships and supports the development of high risk and creative key skills 
activities, standardised testing and cross-school comparisons based on key stage tests
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and league tables prevent this. Thus, teachers do not have the time within their 
lessons to support such ventures. Rather, teachers adopt low-risk teaching practices 
in order to prepare for these tests. Therefore, the simulation game was designed so 
that it could be an additional or supplemental activity and as such, concentration 
upon one key text was seen to be too specific. In only using one text it would have 
been necessary to opt for a core text where it was likely that teachers already had a 
preferred method of teaching and applying their own activities. Therefore, the 
simulation would consider the reading requirements but would not specify which 
texts learners had to read.

It was decided that the comprehensive writing experience required for this 
key stage would provide an ideal base for the simulation. Whilst correct punctuation, 
grammar and spelling were emphasised, these skills could only be developed by 
actual writing experience. During year nine, pupils were required to write to explore, 
entertain, inform, describe, persuade, argue and advise through writing. In order to 
do this, pupils were required to write such pieces as campaign literature, poems, 
editorials, articles, information leaflets and letters. Moreover, writing had to be used 
for thinking and learning by, for example, noting, summarising and paraphrasing. 
On reviewing the scope given by these writing tasks, several simulation designs were 
suggested. The writing of memos and accounts suggested a business-based 
simulation whilst playscripts, autobiographies and screenplays suggested the 
formation of a drama company. Therefore, the writing requirements were taken as a 
basis whereby spiritual, moral, social and cultural development could be explored 
whilst also incorporating the key skills of speaking, listening and reading.

3.4.3 RELEVANT FEATURES OF THE ICT CURRICULUM

The ICT curriculum emphasised the need for pupils to become independent 
users of ICT tools and information sources. The notion of ICT as a tool was 
highlighted through the identification of where ICT could be used appropriately. The 
guidelines also emphasised that ICT lessons should equip learners with an 
understanding of how ICT could be used within other NC subjects. In the light of 
these very general requirements, it was difficult to ascertain exactly what activities 
learners were engaged in within their ICT lessons. For example, if using ICT as a 
tool was the aim of a particular lesson, exactly how was this taught? Therefore, this 
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section focuses upon the teaching and learning requirements of the ICT syllabus 

(DfEE, 1999) and places particular emphasis on the breadth of study and the tasks 

and exercises used to teach ICT use.

ICT provided the opportunity whereby pupils could consider what it means to 

be human. The ability and development of creative thought can be explored through 

demonstrating that whilst computers can be used creatively they are not capable of 

creative thought on their own. Exploring imagination and individual responsibility 

for actions incorporated notions of spiritual and moral development. Pupils had to be 

taught about the ethical issues of information misuse as well as the capability to send 

one piece of information to multiple receivers at the touch of a button. Thus, as 

Olsen illustrated at the beginning of this chapter, teachers have had to reflect upon 

their teaching methods as computers encourage pupils to 'play', "...computer 

experiences can act as a basis for reflection on just what is important in teaching" 

(Olsen, 1988:107). Computers by themselves, cannot encourage learners to reflect 

upon moral and spiritual issues, "...computer experience has the potential to be a 

powerful stimulation for reflection, but only in the hands of a teacher who can help 

others explore the significance of experience; to recover meaning from experience" 

(Olsen, 1988:107). Whilst the NC guidelines provide these notions of development, 

it is the teacher who must bring together subject requirements, spiritual, moral, social 

and cultural development as well as key skill recommendations. In so doing, the 

teacher is face with a huge task where they must translate these paper-based 

requirements into lesson plans whilst ensuring that each class is fully prepared for the 

standardised tests. Therefore, the extent to which these connections are made may 

vary across school and indeed, teacher. Percival and Ellington (1984), note as a 

criticism of the traditional teaching and learning paradigm, the quality of teaching is 

extremely dependent on both the teacher's interpretation of the vague terms used 

within the syllabus as well as their own skills and ability to teach.

In this manner, the ICT curriculum provided that learners could be 

encouraged to use ICT to communicate and to share information. As discussed 

earlier, the communication opportunities within the school environment can be 

limited. Information Communication Technology enabled learners to communicate 

with people away from the school environment. Indeed, the power of email provides
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that pupils can interact with people from anywhere in the world. However, the issue 
of pupil email accounts was ensconced within controversy throughout the design and 
implementation of the simulation. Whilst the ICT curriculum required learners to 
use email the unmonitored and uncensored nature of the internet and the anonymity 
of users led to a number of concerns regarding pupil safety. The teaching profession 
became concerned about the possibility of strangers communicating with pupils 
within school and engaging in ongoing dialogue with the under 16s without their 
knowledge. This feature led to concerns as to the abuse of ICT by society at large 
but also by pupils. Pupils were effectively representing the school whilst using email 
or the internet thereby leading to many concerns as to whether they could be relied 
upon to use this new technology responsibly. In effect, the ethical and spiritual NC 
objectives have backfired on the secondary education system; pupils are not trusted 
by teachers when it comes to ICT.

The key skill of communication was not confined to email use but included 
analysis of the presentation of websites from all over the world as well as the 
analysis of writing styles and critical evaluation of their own and others' work. 
Reviewing and editing work for later modification could be conducted easily with 
the 'cut and paste' computer tool. Thus pupils were required to develop work within 
groups and to reflect upon the groups output.

The key skill requirement also included an opportunity to model real life 
situations and the development of negotiating techniques. This development of 
entrepreneurial skills along with the knowledge of many different applications lent 
itself to the development of employability skills. Unlike the broadly defined English 
curriculum, ICT provided similar objectives to the original simulation proposal. 
Therefore, the ICT curriculum was closely adhered to for the design of the activity. 
The aim was to develop an activity that had the potential to 'fit' into ICT classes. 
Whereas analysis of the English curriculum led to the belief that the simulation 
would have to be a supplement to the school day, in reviewing the ICT syllabus this 
view was challenged.

The ICT programme of study identified the need for learners to 'find things 
out'. Systematic information analysis and the selection of appropriate information
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sources linked directly to the English syllabus. However, the ICT requirement 

extended information gathering to include fieldwork in order to conduct surveys. 

This information could then be used to solve problems and to derive new information 

by calculating totals from raw data and exploring these findings.

Learners were required to develop their ideas and to test their predictions in 

order to identify patterns and relationships before evaluating the model that they had 

designed. The presentation and order of information was changed using ICT with 

pupils required to automate the tasks they used frequently, e.g. macros and to 

produce high quality work. The ICT syllabus involved independent ICT use where 

learners were able to identify which tools to use, and to then reflect critically and 

share their own and others' experiences.

When reviewing each requirement it became clear that learners needed some 

form of task on which to learn these new skills. Indeed, for the requirement of 

exploring email and web publishing, learners would need substantial access to 

information. The breadth of study section within the NC ICT guide outlines the need 

to work with a range of information such as club memberships and finances. The 

exploration of a variety of sources and evaluation of existing material all demanded 

the presence of reference material. In comparing their use of ICT with the wider 

world, pupils would need to identify some kind of comparable knowledge base.

Although the ICT curriculum provided a comprehensive programme and 

breadth of study requirements, it did not prescribe which information to use. The 

curriculum demanded the use of ICT across all subjects suggesting that materials 

used in other classes could be taken to the ICT lesson to be inputted into an 

appropriate application and analysed. However, the extent to which this form of 

collaboration between lesson teachers actually happened was not widespread. 

Therefore, the simulation was designed to focus on links between the ICT 

requirements and reading, listening, speaking and writing skills within the English 

curriculum.
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3.5 Is A GAME / SIMULATION / CASE STUDY LIKELY To BE THE MOST 
EFFECTIVE WAY OF ACHIEVING THESE OBJECTIVES?

The literature review explored the usefulness and nature of simulation 

exercises and so, in response to this query, the following main points from chapter 

two can be given.

Simulations allow:

The flexibility to work within secondary schools alongside the NC
Student-centred learning
Transferable skill development
The application of prior knowledge within real-life environments
Experimentation with different roles to enhance communication and
interpersonal skill development
Reality replication and so allow creativity in motivated directions and they
encourage inventiveness in new situations (Bell and Kerry, 1989 cited by Jones,
1989)
Social and collaborative learning
Experimentation with new roles, such as that of 'employee1

3.6 DOES A SUITABLE EXERCISE ALREADY EXIST?

Returning to Ellington, Addinall and Percival's (1982) framework for the 
simulation design process, the next step involved identifying whether a suitable 
activity already existed. In this light, an activity was available which seemed to 
encompass the nature and breadth of the subjects identified (English, ICT and key 
skills). This alternative activity posed a new way of viewing the design of the 
simulation game in that it offered a radically reduced format whereby the entire 
activity could be run in only one day. In light of the pressures placed upon teachers 
with the introduction of the National Curriculum, Curriculum 2000 and the key skills 
agenda, it was decided that this one-day alternative should be explored. In addition, 
thus far the decision making process had relied upon teacher consultation and the 
collation of NC subject guides. By offering a one-day activity, it became possible to 
gain direct experience of the target population and to consider whether the initial
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design plan of offering a more complex activity across a longer timescale was 
necessary.

3.6.1 CAN THE OBJECTIVES BE MET BY A SHORTER ACTIVITY?

The alternative activity had been developed by a colleague within the 
Educational Development Unit (University of Glamorgan) in order to encourage 
social and collaborative learning and addressed the issue of encouraging learners to 
use ICT in a productive manner. It took the form of an enjoyable computer-based 
simulation entitled 'TREASURE HUNT'. TREASURE HUNT was designed to 
improve face to face communication, build team working skills and problem solving. 
Fifteen pupils were invited to the university campus for one day to play the computer 
game.

Rather than detract from the central tenet of this chapter, the process by 
which the design of the simulation was determined, the complete TREASURE 
HUNT study can be therefore be found in Appendix One. Suffice to say, three main 
findings were considered to be worthy of increased consideration: longer duration, 
gender differences and the taking on of roles. The shorter activity did not give pupils 
enough time to learn new skills, consider them, reflect and put them into practice. 
TREASURE HUNT highlighted a pupil tendency to become involved in the activity 
and to take on the roles and direct their actions accordingly, with little or no 
consideration of the potential consequences. The study suggested that in terms of 
role-play there were subtle differences in the ways that girls and boys behaved; yet 
both tended to enjoy the opportunity to experience new personae. Thus, it was found 
that simulation games do offer an appropriate methodology as they generate 
experimental realism, motivation and arousal. The lack of ecological validity in 
TREASURE HUNT suggested the need for a more relevant and employability 
oriented activity. Therefore, the exploration of a shorter already available activity 
supported the original notion that a longer simulation activity was more conducive to 
teaching this age group ICT skills as indicated within the NGfL.
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3.7 ADAPT AN EXISTING EXERCISE

Having attempted a shorter activity based upon an existing exercise, key 

findings emerged. The exercise duration of one day was too short a time period 

although the taking on of roles proved beneficial. The study findings also suggested 

that in providing a computer-based simulation, an artificial environment was made. 

Thus, whilst participants were able to embed themselves within TREASURE HUNT 

and take the activity seriously, the playing of a game does not reflect ICT use within 

schools. Therefore, the search for a suitable methodology continued.

In acknowledging the limitations of the shorter activity, computer use within 

the actual school classroom had to be explored. The introduction of computers into 

the classroom is by no means new. Indeed, Norway faced this problem fifteen years 

ago when the Ministry of Education launched a five million pound project which 

introduced computers into the classroom. This government initiative grouped 

telematics, multimedia, IT and computers with media, thus forcing media teachers to 

work alongside maths teachers. At this time "[the] computers reputation was 

questionable. Most teachers regarded it as a calculator and as a piece of office 

equipment. So what had computers to do with media studies?" (Dahl, 1992:48). In 

answer to this question, Dahl began to develop computer usage from the basic 

typewriting activities teachers generally opted for, to using the computer as a 

medium in its own right. Thus, news production became a central activity for 

computer work within the classes of thirteen-year-old pupils. In this manner, the 

computer was used as a tool for journalism activities rather than merely as a glorified 

typewriter.

The popularity of the pairing of media studies and ICT has been explored by 

Saunders and Powell (1997). This project targeted adult learners in four member 

states of the European Union who participated on the European Newspaper 

Simulation for Adult Learners (TENSAL). TENSAL followed a similar format to 

the Norwegian initiative above, in that published stories were collected, edited down 

and then collated. Participants were able to produce electronic and hard-copy 

magazine papers as well as a video programme (Saunders and Powell, 1998). 

Therefore, this clear link between media and ICT illustrated that learners can get
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directly involved in journalism activities with ICT acting merely as a tool for 

producing the final copy. Unlike computers, journalism is viewed more positively 

by both males and females and as such, is an ideal theme for raising ICT awareness 

and expertise without alienating learners. Furthermore, by involving learners in this 

project area a positive link can be made linking classroom-based activities to the 

production of a 'real 1 newspaper by way of a simulation. Therefore, TENSAL 

became a 'frame game' for the new simulation game as "[the] basic rules, once 

learned, persist for use after use, even though the subject matter changes..." (Duke 

and Greenblat, 1979:2)

In applying a simulation activity to media and ICT, school pupils can be 

invited to participate on the production of a 'real' newspaper within a protected 

environment whereby success is not determined by sales. In adopting this approach, 

disinterested young people may be tempted to participate. This is not a curriculum 

led school lesson but rather it constitutes involvement in a real editorial team which 

works together to produce copy which will be read by peers and not just the English 

or Media teachers within the school. Participants may not view their experience as a 

simulation once they become more and more involved in the editorial team and 

running of the newspaper. In fact, pupils do not have to realise that they are role- 

playing at all because they bring their own personalities to playing the parts of editor 

or sports writer based upon what they deem these roles to be, within the simulation 

(cf. Crookall and Saunders, 1989). They may then develop their skills and abilities 

throughout the simulation through what they perceive to be real experience. In this 

manner, ICT becomes a tool, as advised by the NC guidelines. The prevalence of 

ICT within the workplace, leisure industry, school and home is based upon applied 

purposes and desired outcomes, whether it is sending email, surfing the Internet or 

communicating via a video conference. Therefore, pupils experience technologies as 

a means to an end whereby ICT is an enabler to the main task of producing attractive 

and good quality copy. The emphasis away from ICT in its own right towards 

writing skills may serve to alleviate anxiety or reduce 'technophobia'. It is exactly 

this type of computer assisted learning (Crookall et al, 1986) which the University 

deemed most conducive to both encouraging and teaching young people the skills 

needed to exploit the opportunities given by an Information Society. Therefore, a 

simulation activity was developed based upon the media-IT links described by Dahl
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(1992) and extending the TENSAL (Saunders and Powell, 1998) journalism 
activities to a younger audience (Smalley and Saunders, 2001). With this in mind, 
the Media Simulation for Universities and Schools (MESUS) was developed.

3.8 SUMMARY

In order to identify a suitable design for the simulation, Ellington et al's 
(1982) design framework was used. In following this structure, the design phase was 
separated into eight main stages. The first stage posed the question of why develop 
an activity. Without a clear understanding of the rationale behind designing a 
simulation, later decisions as to focus and content could not have been made. 
Therefore, the transition from an industrial to an information society within South 
Wales provided the impetus for developing a simulation. The growing demand for a 
computer literate workforce echoed the NGfL's (DfEE, 1997) objectives and as such, 
reflected a national call for secondary schools to teach ICT skills and to produce 
employable young people. Designing a simulation would not only cater for this 
demand, but also enable a higher education institution to strengthen it's links with 
the surrounding population.

Following teacher recommendation and research findings (Rees et al, 1996), 
year nine pupils of 13-14 were identified as the target audience for the activity. This 
age group came under the KS3 level of the NC. Thus, the KS3 teaching and learning 
requirements for the subjects of English and ICT were used as a basis for the 
simulation. Within these subjects, the key skill requirements were also given, 
providing further scope for the activity. This third stage of the design phase enabled 
the identification of both the process (ICT) and the content of the activity (English) 
whilst key skill development would be used to link them together and to engage 
participants within the exercise. Indeed, the use of simulation reflected the 
vocational nature of key skill development thus providing an ideal vehicle with 
which to combine prescribed learning targets to a practical task where the 
transferable nature of these abilities could be made explicit to learners.

During the design phase, a shorter activity came to the attention of the 
designer. This activity incorporated elements of competition and invited participants 
to work together using ICT to reach a pre-determined goal. The game seemed to
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target many of the central objectives identified along with the added bonus in that it 

was ready to be used. Therefore, the game was trialled with a small number of 

participants.

The shorter activity revealed that whilst participants enjoyed the taking on of 

roles, the game was not long enough to allow participants to reflect upon their 

actions. Conducting a one-day activity meant that there was not enough time for 

participants to play the game again based upon their prior learning experiences and 

the new knowledge that they had acquired. In order to incorporate these limitations, 

substantial modification was needed. However, this was not what the game had been 

originally designed for and detracted from its main objectives. Therefore, it was 

deemed unsuitable to modify the activity. Further research was then undertaken in 

order to identify if there were any alternative tools available.

The final stages of the design phase revealed a strong link between media and 

ICT. Moreover, a simulation using journalism as a vehicle for ICT tuition had been 

conducted previously (TENSAL). This simulation had enrolled adult learners from 

four European Union Member States to participate on the exercise. Whilst this 

simulation had been successful in teaching ICT and developing journalism skills, the 

activity was too advanced for learners of a much younger age range. Following the 

design aims given for each of the eight stages of Ellington et al's framework, 

TENSAL was adapted for 13-14 year old learners situated in South Wales. The 

following chapter provides a detailed account of the design and implementation of 

the Media Simulation for Universities and Schools (MESUS).
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CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGY

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Thus far, this thesis has explained the educational environment and 

technological changes affecting secondary schools. It has explored traditional 

teaching and learning methods and examined the strengths of using simulation within 

the classroom. The central aims and design features to be addressed by this research 

have also been outlined and a shorter activity that sought to achieve these aims were 

discussed in detail.

This section will describe the main simulation exercise, the Media Simulation 

for Universities and Schools (MESUS). In order to address the limitations, as noted 

in chapter two, this section will particularly focus upon how the simulation operated 

and how decisions were made as to what to include and what to exclude.

4.2 DESIGN

4.2.1 DESIGN FRAME

The aim of the activity was for individuals to work in groups in order to 

develop their confidence in using technology as well as their communication and 

literacy skills. A crucial initial position also involved keeping information 

technology in the background based on the tenet that if introduced too quickly it 

could be counterproductive and frighten people away. For this reason, MESUS 

began with simple paper-based creative writing and journalism exercises inspired by 

the WHATS NEWS simulation (Gamson, 1984) and the exercises used by the 

Newspapers in Education team at the Belfast Telegraph (1998).

Introduction to the entire activity was based on limited access to information 

technology within some of the participating schools and the need to raise awareness 

about fundamental literacy skills prior to the use of ICT. The age range of MESUS 

participants meant that they were only just beginning to learn about different writing 

styles and many were unused to computer technology or even newspaper reading.
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Therefore, a series of activities and games were implemented during the early 
workshops, relying on nothing more than paper and pencil exercises and viewing an 
internet page. In this manner, the first workshop began with headline and caption 
writing, where participants were given a paragraph of text or photograph and simply 
asked to produce a suitable headline or caption. As these literacy skills developed, it 
became possible to move into more detailed and intricate journalistic competences 
associated with journalism. This included learning how to construct stories that 
served to catch the readers attention. Thus, participants were presented with a series 
of pictures and asked to write the story in a journalistic style (Belfast Telegraph, 
1998). Technology was introduced slowly as a means of making these initial tasks 
easier. For example, it was possible to send responses to the headline activity to the 
facilitator quickly and easily. Moreover, when writing articles, participants were 
able to use various word-processing and desk-top publishing packages in order to 
experiment with the layout of their work. Through simply playing around with these 
packages, students were able to compile their own headlines and layout, eventually 
putting together complete pages of a newspaper, achieving impressive and 
professional results.

These complete newspaper articles were sent via email to the facilitator. 
Once work had been received from a number of participants within each group, the 
facilitator compiled the work into one complete newspaper edition, before uploading 
it onto the MESUS website and producing an A3 laminated copy. Once the 
workshop activities had been completed, each team began to develop their writing 
skills and to experiment with the layout of their work. Figure 4.1 illustrates the 
MESUS design frame used. A final development of the project involved initiating an 
inter-school sub-editing process whereby participants forwarded their completed 
newspaper article to another school group. Once this work had been received, the 
new school would be responsible for editing and creating a suitable layout for the 
newspaper. In this manner, it was anticipated that once participants were able to 
produce their newspaper editions within the 4-week cycle, sub-editing would be 

introduced.

The actual run through for MESUS was approximately ten months, with the 
activity offered over the period of two years. The number of participants varied
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across each school, with the smallest team comprising only 4 participants whilst the 
largest team had over 30 participants. It must be stated that some teams withdrew 
from the activity. The reasons given included the lack of technological resources, as 
well as the increased teaching commitments given to the co-ordinating teacher within 
the school. Overall, MESUS involved 177 core learners.

4.2.2 DESIGN ISSUES

The simulation was designed so that each teacher responsible for 
implementing MESUS had autonomy in how it would operate within their particular 
school. This characteristic highlights the importance with which the teaching 
profession was regarded in the design and operation of the simulation. In adopting 
this approach, the exercise was placed within the participant's social world; the 
secondary school. As such, the simulation aimed to add value to participants 
secondary education, with particular emphasis on the key skills of literacy and 
communication along with ICT skill development.

Participation on the simulation was expected to be for one academic year 
(September to July). However, due to National Curriculum constraints and the 
occurrence of school inspections throughout Welsh schools at that time, all schools 
opted to fade in and out of the activity as and when required. In this respect, each of 
the 12 groups from 10 schools reflected different conditions. The nature of 
implementation meant that each group had different experiences of the simulation 
and varying levels of involvement. The use of teachers within each school to co 
ordinate, or link MESUS to each other and the University, also led to differences in 
how the simulation operated on a day to day basis. Despite standardised exercises 
and materials, each teacher was given discretion as to how to approach the activity so 
that it could conform to school timetables and curriculum provision. Again, this 
decision was made in light of the pressures placed upon the teaching profession and 
in recognition of the fact that each teacher was not responsible for just one class of 
pupils.

The simulation operated over a period of two years, with groups invited to 
participate for one academic year. Following this period, the next year nine group of
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13-14 year olds were invited onto the simulation. In this manner, each group 
consisted of participants at the same educational level and they were subject to the 
same NC syllabus. Two groups did however, experience different educational 
environments in that two Welsh-medium schools participated. For these schools, all 
lessons were conducted in the Welsh language, with pupils expected to speak Welsh 
at all times. The simulation, whilst conducted in English represented an addition to 
the English curriculum and as such, was not in the participants' first language. It 
should be noted that both of these schools were informed that they would be 
welcome to conduct the entire simulation in the Welsh language. It was their 
decision not to do this; the link teachers felt that MESUS provided a good 
opportunity for participants to practise and use the English language. This decision 
was also in part due to link teachers not wanting to segregate their pupils from the 
other MESUS participants.

4.2.3 RESEARCH METHODS

Impact assessment was used in order to measure the effects of the simulation 
on learners as well as the implementation and nature of the simulation itself. Within 
the context of this research, 'impact' was defined as any effect of the simulation 
upon the individual or group. Following Brophy and Woodhouse (2002), the impact 
could:

• Be positive or negative
• Be either intended or different from the intended aims
• Result in changed attitudes, behaviours or work outcomes

• Be long or short term

• Be critical or trivial

In adopting an impact assessment approach, it became possible to explore 
whether the intended aims of the simulation (as discussed in chapter three), had the 
anticipated effects upon the target audience. In addition, insight into the responses 
made by participants and method of implementation could be explored. In order to 
do this, a 'multi-model approach' was adopted so that data could be gained from a 
variety of different perspectives (figure 4.2). Whilst Wildman (1990) states that
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impact assessment may never have an accepted standardised methodology, it often 

draws upon a combination of both objective and subjective methods (Barrow, 2000). 

Therefore, using a multi-method approach allowed, '... findings to be corroborated 

or questioned by comparing data produced by different methods" (Denscombe, 

1998:85, italics in original). In this manner, the simulation was explored using a 

variety of different approaches and as such, a richer source of data was collected. 

Therefore, a quasi empirical-qualitative method was employed using two 

questionnaires, an interview, content analysis and independent review. Thus, the 

effects of the simulation were not merely subjected to participant self-ratings or 

researcher bias but were open to in-depth analysis using each different research 

method. In so doing, triangulation of data was possible, thereby enabling 
comprehensive analysis of the simulation.

RESEARCH 
METHOD 1: 

Questionnaire

RESEARCH 
METHOD 3: 
Interviewing

RESEARCH
METHOD 2:

Content Analysis

Figure 4.2: The multi-model approach for MESUS 

4.2.3.1 The Pupil Evaluation Questionnaire

As Denscombe (1998) states, questionnaires are at their most productive 

when used with large numbers of participants across different locations. As MESUS 

was conducted across a number of different secondary schools it was deemed 

appropriate to collect baseline measures using this method. Thus, by using a 

questionnaire, standardised data could be collected from each participant and as such, 
this data could be subjected to comparison across each school as well as before and 

after participation. Moreover, the questionnaire was designed in order to collect 

participant perceptions of their key skill abilities as well as their impressions of the
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activity, both before participation and after they had experienced the simulation. It 
was anticipated that the generation of honest ratings of skills as well as likes and 
dislikes towards the activity would be more conducive to a self-administered 
questionnaire where participants were able to remain anonymous. Whilst enabling 
participants the freedom to provide their true opinions, this design decision did serve 
to reduce the comparisons that could be made. For example, participants could not 
be 'tracked' through the simulation. However, the value of gaining true accounts of 
MESUS experiences was deemed preferable to following each individual 
participant's self-rating scores. Furthermore, in order to produce data on skill ratings 
as well as thoughts about the simulation, the Pupil Evaluation Questionnaire (PEQ) 
incorporated both open and closed questions.

The PEQ was designed to explore two main research themes: participant skill 
ratings and their experiences of the simulation. Participant self-ratings of their skills 
were collected using a five-point Likert scale. In using the pre-coded Likert scale, 
both the comparability of responses and the ease with which the data could be 
collated was enhanced (Bryman, 2001). Alternatively, the second aim was achieved 
by adopting a number of open-ended questions. In allowing respondents the freedom 
to provide their own response, the researchers own beliefs and opinions about the 
simulation could not serve to bias the data received. Indeed, by allowing respondents 
the opportunity to add their own thoughts about the activity, the collation of unusual 
responses, or responses that the researcher may not have contemplated could be 
gained (Bryman, 2001).

The PEQ employed a repeated measure design in that participants were asked 
to complete this scale both prior to, and following participation. The PEQ consisted 
of 15 items where participants were invited to self-rate their skills using a five-point 
Likert-type scale and 10 open-ended items on which to explore participants 
perceptions as to the benefits and disadvantages of the simulation (Appendix 6). In 
distributing the scale both before and after participation, comparisons could be made 
as to participant skill levels as well as their views about participating on this type of 
activity. The interval data collated for the 15 Likert-type scale items was analysed 
using the Kruskal-Wallis test (the non-parametric equivalent of the one-way between
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subjects analysis of variance test), whilst the open-ended items were analysed using 
Chi Square.

4.2.3.2 Content Analysis

...content analysis describes a heterogeneous domain of 
techniques which are focused (more or less) systematic, objective 
and quantitative description of a communication or series of 
communications. Crano and Brewer, 1973:170

It offers the means by which participant output can be analysed in a 
systematic and replicable manner without the danger of what Webb et al (1966) 
refers to as the 'reactive measurement effect'. This effect refers to where "the 
research subjects knowledge that he is participating in a scholarly search may 
confound the investigator's data" (Webb et al, 1966:13). Thus, the participant may 
wish to create a good impression or attempt to adopt a role where they may attempt 
to ascertain the research aims and adjust their responses accordingly (Bryman, 2001). 
Content analysis provides a non-reactive measure whereby participant 
communications may be quantified in terms of themes or categories at a distance 
away from the participant. Thus, the articles that participants produced purely for 
inclusion within the MESUS activity were subjected to this research method.

A second point to note was the researcher's involvement as facilitator to the 
simulation. In taking this role the researcher became absorbed within the activity 
having developed relationships with participants and established a deep 
understanding of how each group operated and the issues faced by different 
participants, e.g. lack of computer access or problems with their writing skills. As 
Denscombe (1998) states, within qualitative data, the researcher is the crucial 
measurement device for the construction of data bringing with them their 
experiences, values and identity. In this manner, the researcher's position had been 
compromised with preliminary attempts at classifying the data providing further 
evidence of this. Therefore, the research team collaborated in the design of coding 
criteria for participant output.

The research team performed an 'eyeball test' (Coolican, 1999) of all 
participant output in order to gauge the level of ability, topics included and visual
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appearance of the work. From this review of the materials, the team conducted a 
brainstorming session whereby subjects and themes were identified, or a 
categorisation of the 'phenomena of interest' (Bryman, 2001) was collated. On 
reviewing the list, four main categories emerged with which the items could be 
logically grouped; these were intelligence, behavioural, emotional and format. 
Finally, the polar opposite for each item was generated before the same was piloted 
in order to clarify its ease of understanding, relevance and understanding. Once the 
scale had been found to be satisfactory, three independent judges were employed in 
order to quantify the participant output objectively.

All three independent judges were aware of the simulation but were unaware 
of the research objectives and underlying theoretical context. The judges were given 
standardised instructions to rate each piece of work according to their own 
judgements and they were reminded that there were no right or wrong answers. Each 
judge was also assured that their ratings would not be given to participants or their 
teachers. Despite information as to participant age being made known, all three 
judges were unsure as to what to expect from 13-14 year olds in terms of their 
academic abilities. This finding was taken as a control measure because the work 
would not be rated in terms of school standards to pupil ability levels, but rather 
purely upon the content of the article. In this manner, the judges did not have prior 
perceptions or expectations of year nine participants.

On reviewing the original materials submitted by participants to the 
facilitator, it was noted that some articles had not included the author's name. 
Indeed, when comparing this paper copy with the online copy, no name could be 
ascertained. Further to this, some materials represented teacher-produced work 
rather than participant's own articles, a fact that had come to light through teacher 
discussion or by the facilitator reviewing other school materials such as Newsletters 
produced by teachers for parents. Eight articles were excluded as they were 
'Personal Profiles' of the participants, completed as part of their in-school English 
lesson. It was deemed appropriate to exclude these materials as they were all 
produced within the same format and could not be defined as 'newspaper articles'; 
instead they reflected employment applications. The profiles were not included on 
the MESUS website due to their personal nature and in line with the NGfL (DfEE,
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1997) guidelines about excluding pupil details on the internet. It should be noted that 
each school provided their consent for pupil work to be included upon the MESUS 
website and for their name and school to be given. For articles where author name 
was not provided it has been assumed that the school, or individual did not want their 
name and work to be presented in this manner.

In light of this, 50 articles from a pool of 90 were retained for analysis as 
these represented pure participation work that could be related to an exact author(s). 
A standardised measure was designed which incorporated the four main themes of 
intellectual, behavioural, emotional and format/style. Each judge received this 
measure and indicated, using a seven-point scale, where they thought each piece of 
work related. The scale consisted of 40 items with 15 in the intellectual component, 
5 in the behavioural component, 6 in the emotional component and finally, 14 in the 
format/style section. This task took each judge approximately, 4 hours to complete as 
each individual article, out of a total of 50 articles, had to be rated across the 40-item 
scale. Due to the number of articles included, they were divided into separate packs 
of 10 articles per pack with each article randomly assigned. Counterbalancing was 
employed with each judge receiving the individual packs in different orders. Factual 
information as to word count, colour use and presence of graphics was also collated. 
Results were analysed using one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) 
tests across both gender and school for each of the four categories.

4.2.3.3 The Revised Computer Attitude Scale for Secondary School Students

A second questionnaire was also used to collect research data. The Revised 
Computer Attitude Scale for Secondary School Students (Smalley et al, 2001) 
enabled participant attitudes across many different levels of participation to be 
collected. The scale incorporated a tripartite measurement framework for cognitive, 
affective and behavioural components of attitudes. A control group of participants 
not actively involved within the simulation were also asked to complete the scale. 
The control group consisted of participants who were familiar with the simulation 
but who had not produced their own articles for inclusion. The scale was based upon 
a five-point Likert-type attitude scale with a one-way ANOVA used to analyse 
results. The number of articles participants worked on was taken as the independent 
variable and attitudes towards computers became the dependent variable.
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4.2.3.4 Interviews

The fourth research tool used was comprised of a semi-structured interview. 
This method was adopted in order to further corroborate and explore the responses 
collated from the PEQ. Interviewing yields a rich source of data whereby 
participant's experiences, opinions, aspirations and feelings can be gained (May, 
1993). By including this approach, participants were asked a series of questions 
relevant to the subject of the research (Ackroyd and Hughes, 1983). However, rather 
than simply administering the PEQ within a face to face situation, a semi-structured 
interview schedule was devised. This served to give the interviewer flexibility in 
terms of the order of the items, as well as enabling participants the opportunity to 
develop their own ideas and to speak more widely about their experiences 
(Denscombe, 1998). Moreover, the items included within the PEQ were extended 
within the interview schedule.

The semi-structured interviews were conducted with participants three 
months after participation. The time delay reflected the summer holiday period 
following completion of year nine. Moreover, this delay enabled participants to 
reflect upon their experiences of the simulation over the summer months and to settle 
into a more pressurised year (the start of GCSE's). Therefore, the interviews were 
undertaken in the months of October and November of year ten when it was deemed 
that participants had had enough time to settle into their new subject groupings but 
before the school workload had increased substantially.

Following Moser and Kalton's (1983) identification of three necessary 
conditions for successful data collection, the notion of accessibility was considered. 
This condition refers to the extent to which the interviewee has access to the 
information that the interviewer requires. As such, the interview design brief 
identified a target population of respondents who had written at least one MESUS 
article. Thus all interview respondents had contributed output to the simulation. 
However, it was found that one respondent interviewed had not, in fact had their 
work included on the MESUS website. It was decided that this respondent's 
interview data would be retained as they had participated on the simulation for the 
entire year and it was unclear as to whether email difficulties or whether teacher 
intervention was the reason for the respondent's work not reaching the facilitator. A
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second matter for consideration arose as it was noted that problems were encountered 
both in arranging suitable interview times as well as that pupils had to miss lessons in 
order to attend the interview, a factor which was deemed as detrimental to these 
participants and unpopular with the teachers. It was therefore agreed that Phase Two 
participants would not be interviewed. Thus, the data collected from the 44 Phase 
One interviews formed the basis of analysis.

The second condition with which Moser and Kalton (1983) refer to is that of 
cognition. This refers to the social nature of interviewing whereby the information is 
not passively offered but rather is generated through interviewer-interviewee 
interaction. Thus, the interviewee must understand what is expected from them as 
well as what information the interviewer is seeking. As the interview was designed 
to explore participant perceptions of the activity, honest answers were needed as to 
what each participant had enjoyed about the exercise as well as which features they 
had not enjoyed. As such, an independent interviewer with whom the participants 
had had no previous contact with was employed. This action sought to control 
facilitator bias and possible influence upon participant responses due to their prior 
relationships throughout the simulation. Moreover, it was considered that 
participants would feel more comfortable discussing their thoughts and opinions with 
an interviewer who had not been actively involved within the activity. In this 
manner, Moser and Kalton's third condition of motivation was met. The interviewer 
was able to make each participant feel that their contribution was fundamental to the 
research. By offering them the opportunity to contribute to the evaluation of the 
simulation, their motivation was enhanced by an interviewer who had not 'been there' 
and so welcomed their insight.

Once collated, all interview responses were coded via two independent judges 
into the three main themes of literacy, communication and ICT. These judges were 
also employed to categorise the open-ended PEQ data in these three themes. Whilst 
Chi Square tests of association indicated that there was no relationship between 
school or gender and response for each item, a series of Chi Square goodness of fit 
tests illustrated that these responses did not occur merely by chance.
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4.2.3.5 Key Stage Assessment Test Results

The National Curriculum dictates that all pupils must sit a key stage 
assessment test at the end of year nine. These tests yield an overall score for each 
pupil's test-assessed competencies, a result that is taken with them to GCSE. As 
these compulsory school tests coincided with the end of the simulation, each school 
was asked if the participants' marks could be collated for research purposes. Three 
schools agreed to this request with one school providing the results for a comparable 
group that could be used as a control group for analysis. All schools were 
uncomfortable with this request and regarded the KS3 data as confidential. They 
also stated that access to the participants' previous scores from tests undertaken in 
Primary School at key stage two would not be possible. It was deemed inappropriate 
to provide these scores as well as difficult for the teachers to locate them. 
Importantly from a research perspective, the three-year gap between both tests would 
have made it very difficult to ascertain the relative impact of MESUS because of the 
confounding variables resulting from three years educational experience. For 
example, the simulation ran alongside formal National Curriculum-led English 
lessons, meaning that any improvements in the KS3 English Test results could not be 
solely attributed to the MESUS activity. Indeed, the simulation may have produced 
effects too subtle to provide a noticeable impact upon these tests. Moreover, the 
MESUS activity did not merely include curriculum defined areas but included such 
opportunities as the development of verbal communication skills as well as ICT- 
based information retrieval; features which would not appear within the pen and 
paper based tests.

4.2.3.6 Independent Review

Finally, research method triangulation was attempted by way of the 
production of an independent review of MESUS. An independent reviewer was 
appointed from the Society for the Advancement of Games and Simulations in 
Education and Training (SAGSET) and as such, was not familiar with the research's 
geographical location nor the researcher. The evaluator conducted detailed 
examination of MESUS materials, the website, progress and held interviews with 
participants. In so doing, an Independent Review was produced, a full copy of which 

can be found in Appendix 7.
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4.3 PARTICIPANTS

Forty-four secondary schools were invited to participate in the MESUS 

activity. These schools reflected the schools which the university had a special 

relationship with under the 'Compact' agreement (Woodrow et al, 1998 and 2002). 

As the simulation was conducted over two years, each school was given two 

opportunities in which to participate.

From the 28 responses, only one school expressed their desire not to be 

included within the activity. Interestingly this school later expressed its desire to be 

included within MESUS activities on a number of occasions before committing to 

the simulation as a participant in year two. Of the remaining 27 schools, 14 were 

able to attend the initial Planning Meetings (held at the beginning of both years), 

with apologies received from the final 13.

Teachers who attended the planning meeting were called on to comment upon 

the inclusion of a participant base of pupils identified as 'underachieving' within their 

schoolwork. In accordance with the initial design objective, pupils who were at risk, 

or were currently underachieving or on the verge of leaving school were identified as 

prospective participants. The teachers argued that in practice, adopting this target 

population meant asking schools to label or stereotype young people and to 

discriminate against those who are seen to be doing well, or at least applying 

themselves to their schoolwork. It was suggested that the NC would not allow this 

selection and 'weeding' out of certain pupils even if they supported this rationale. As 

such, participant recruitment was left to the discretion of each teacher responsible for 

co-ordinating MESUS.

In response to teacher recommendations and the number of schools who had 

accepted the University's invitation, a purposive sample was adopted, whereby 

schools willing to participate were included. This involved a sample of as many year 

nine pupils from as many secondary schools in South East Wales as possible. In 

following this sampling method and in honouring the university's relationship with 

all of its Compact schools, participants were from a number of different locations. 

MESUS incorporated schools situated within the South East Wales valleys as well as
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those located in the City of Cardiff. In this respect, the poorer 'Education Action 
Zones' (Welsh Office, 1999) appeared alongside the more affluent areas.

It is difficult to ascertain the exact number of pupils who participated in 
MESUS. Whilst the simulation began in year one with 14 interested schools, only 8 
went on to register their desire to participate. The activity began with 8 participating 
schools of 171 participants, but this number fell to 5 schools of 100 participants 
within the first two months. A similar pattern was noted for the second year. Added 
to this, the nature of implementation within each school was not conducive to 
identifying exact participant numbers. For example, where MESUS was offered as a 
voluntary after-school club, attendance was sporadic making it virtually impossible 
for the teacher to forward numbers. Furthermore, some teachers involved complete 
classes of 30 or more pupils in MESUS activities and yet only forwarded 5 or more 
pupils work for inclusion and only allowed this core group full access to the 
simulation materials. In this sense, many more pupils participated in the simulation 
than the facilitator ever had contact with. As such, the number of participants who 
completed the simulation's attitude scales was taken as an approximate figure. Thus, 
a population of 177 participants was taken as 'core learners'. Of this number, 94 
were boys and 83 were girls.

SCHOOL GIRLS BOYS NO. OF GROUPS TOTAL
A
B
C

1" D
E

-:•••:. p

G
H
1
J

TOTAL

2
17
17
13
2

.-:•••.. g,- -•

8
0
12
6
83

10
22
22
3
2
8
13
10
4
0
94

2
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
12

12
39
39
16
4
14
21
10
16
6

177
Table 4.1: School and gender participant breakdown

4.4 MATERIALS

As the simulation was offered across 10 different locations, a Viglen 'genie 
P3 600' networked computer was purchased. This computer contained a high enough
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technical specification for a complete MESUS website to be designed using 
Microsoft FrontPage and Adobe PhotoShop. The use of Microsoft FrontPage 
reflected the prevalence of Microsoft software at that time and so was deemed to be 
compatible with the majority of software packages used within secondary schools 
such as Microsoft Publisher and Word. The websites 'homepage1 can be seen in 
figure 4.3, and was uploaded onto the internet using the University's web servers.

The MESUS website contained all of the simulation information needed by 
each group of participants. In order to reflect the journalistic theme of the 
simulation, the site was designed using a newspaper metaphor. Across the top of the 
site, general information as to writing guidelines, available roles and how to design 
particular sections such as cartoons and crosswords were given. Teachers were 
informed that they were welcome to use these materials within lesson plans or as a 
resource for participants involved in independent study for the simulation.

The general information was produced by the facilitator using reference texts 
such as 'Subediting: A handbook of modern newspaper editing and production1 
(Hodgson, 1987) as well as the material gained from the Newspapers in Education 
section of the Belfast Telegraph (1998) who acted as initial mentors for the 
simulation. The facilitator also used Microsoft Word in order to design crosswords 
and cartoons and noted down the tools used and the steps followed. This information 
was then used to create detailed instructions of how to use the package for these 
specific design purposes. Teacher feedback gained immediately following the initial 
planning meeting provided support for these materials, with the link teachers 
expressing their intentions to utilise this resource with participants.

The vertical cells down the right hand side of the website contained four 
workshop materials. These exercises were designed to introduce participants to 
journalistic tasks such as headline writing and caption creation. Examples from each 
workshop are given below.

The central section of the MESUS website contained the headline 'South East 
Wales: Schools Work Together in New Newspaper'. This headline encapsulated the 
simulation theme before going on to provide more information about the exercise.
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The educational disclaimer included towards the bottom of the page was an 
important addition, made a few months into the exercise. The disclaimer stressed the 
educational nature of the activity and called for internet surfers to be considerate 
when reviewing the work included. Thus, the educational disclaimer was intended to 
enhance the protective environment of the simulation so that whilst output was open 
to all internet users, participants would not be subject to any harsh consequences or 
comments about their work. The disclaimer also provided protection for participants 
who disregarded the facilitator's instructions about using pictures and text that were 
under copyright restrictions. This also safeguarded the university in an activity 
where the level of output sometimes made it difficult to carefully check all of the 
pictures included. Indeed, all participant newspaper articles were compiled into 
group newspapers and made available on the website. By clicking on the 'MESUS 
Newspapers' text at the bottom of the homepage, surfers were freely available to 
view all participant content.

In producing the MESUS website, each individual participant and school 
group were given open access to the simulation materials. This served two main 
purposes. The first was that of providing standardised information about the 
simulation to 10 different geographical locations. The second objective was to allow 
both link teachers and participants to access the materials at times when it was most 
convenient for them. Thus, the MESUS website could be freely viewed whatever the 
time of day or night. Finally, the site gave participants a virtual space for the activity 
and enabled them to experience the sensation of being involved in an exercise which 
extended beyond their school walls.

In order to participate, each group required access to an internet-linked 
computer. The use of school computers led to great variability in the types of 
machines used and software packages available. So as not to discriminate between 
schools and their technology resources, participants were able to use whichever 
packages were available to them. In some circumstances, this led the facilitator to 
have to actively search through University resources and colleagues' computers in 
order to open participant files. However, the main packages used by the majority of 
participants were Microsoft Word and Publisher. Email was used to support the 
project by establishing regular links with each group and indeed, any participant who
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The Media Simulation for 
Universities and Schools

Mina Smalley
EDU
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Email:
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Editorial
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Together on New Newspaper

Workshop One
Headliners 

Caption writing

MESUS is an exciting new University of Glamorgan project aimed at secondary
school pupils. It involves the production of a fortnightly newspaper. Groups of

around twenty pupils per school are joining together to voice their opinions and
develop their journalism skills.

Workshop Two 
Writing style

The newspaper will enable participants to :
Explore local issues

Develop links with other schools
Contribute to an electronic newspaper

Use digital photography
Video Conference

Workshop Three 
Key word activities

Under BT funding, MESUS will encourage, interest and motivate participants to 
learn about new technologies. This project will begin by teaching the basic skills

and then move into areas such as email, desk-top publishing and video 
conferencing. The project is not an information technology course but rather a

course that will utilise high technology to produce a simulated newspaper.
Participants will than have direct experience of just what the new technology can

do in a practical and creative format.

Workshop Four 
Pictures & stories

IMPORTANT - Educational Disclaimer
MESUS represents an educational project based upon the theme of journalism.
Therefore, in order to develop pupil learning, the Internet is used as a means of

communication. We would like to ask all Browsers to be considerate when reading
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Useful Links
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•VI
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Sponsored 
byBT

Figure 4.3: MESUS website homepage
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Workshop One
Headliners

This exercise is designed to encourage participants to think about writing a good headline. For 
each paragraph try to think of a suitable headline - it may be useful to refer back to the 
headline section of 'MESUS Guidelines'
Exercise Two As the millennium draws nearer, fear is being generated by an unknown group. The 
latest scare story circulating is that the armed forces will be on the streets as soon as the clock strikes 
twelve. The story states that computers will crash, leaving banks and building societies quite literally, 
open to the public. An official spokesperson for a leading high street bank has strongly denied that 
security measures will be disrupted at this, or any time.
Exercise Three Digital television, launched last week by the BBC, will enable the broadcast of a vast 
number of new channels. As in America, anyone will be able to broadcast programmes from the comfort 
of their own home. Whilst welcomed by some, others are worried about maintaining standards such as 
the nine o'clock watershed. It is also feared that the general standards of programming will lower as more 
and more programmes compete for audiences.____________

Caption Writing
This exercise is designed to encourage participants to think about writing captions. For each picture try to 
think of a suitable caption - it may be useful to refer back to the caption section of 'MESUS Guidelines' 
Have a good look at the picture below and write a suitable caption. Remember, you do not need to state 
the obvious but should add value to the picture.

Writing for a newspaper is much different to writing an essay, for example. These 
exercises will highlight the difference in style and explain the 'inverted pyramid' model 
used within the industry. It may be useful to refer back to MESUS Guidelines.

Exercise One 
The following pictures tell a story. Have a good look at them and then write the story.
Exercises reproduced with kind permission from Jennifer O'Reilly, Newspapers in Education at the Belfast Telegraph.

Picture One Picture Two Picture Three

Picture Five

4iPw^\ li
Exercise Two

Now, using the same pictures, try and write the story so that it is suitable for a newspaper.
Figure 4.4: MESUS workshops
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had access to an email account. Whilst the facilitator used the standard Microsoft 

Outlook package, there was variance in the school email software. At that period in 

time, schools were not necessarily equipped with email capabilities or, if they were, 

many schools were not generally interested or in favour of allocating email accounts 

to pupils. For MESUS, internet mail was commonly used, with teachers opting to 
use hosts such as Hotmail or Excite. Indeed, the software was not deemed important 

as the simulation placed emphasis on establishing reliable email links regardless of 

provider. Thus, some participants and teachers opted to use their own computers and 

packages (where available) as this tended to be a more reliable method of sending 

participant work via email and email attachment. For those schools unable to 

establish email links or experiencing problems with those links, participant work was 

forwarded to the facilitator via floppy disks or, on numerous occasions written 

materials were sent via the postal system. In summary, schools experienced two 

types of difficulty: compatibility of hardware and software, and connectivity. The 

researcher observed on numerous occasions frustration within MESUS groups with 

slow modem communications which led to an underuse of available equipment. This 

is a serious criticism of ICT management in secondary school with available 

resources being used to a fraction of their full potential due to poor planning.

On receipt of participant work, articles from each group were collated into 

one complete 'newspaper edition'. This edition was copied and pasted, where 

possible, into Microsoft FrontPage so that it could be added to the main MESUS 

website. Where participants had used pictures or photographs, Adobe PhotoShop 

was used in order to reduce the file size so that the website download time was not 
adversely affected and to enhance the picture quality. This edition was also collated 

into an A3 printed copy using the desktop publishing package, Adobe PageMaker. 

This package was chosen due to its compatibility with Adobe PhotoShop as well as 

it's relatively inexpensive cost as compared to other desktop publishing packages. A 

Hewlett Packard DeskJet 1120c A3 colour printer was used to print each newspaper 

edition. This printer also contained the feature whereby A3 pages could be 

automatically reduced and printed in A4, with no reduction to print quality. This 

allowed the facilitator to maintain a complete record of every MESUS newspaper 

edition. Finally, the newspapers were laminated before two colour copies and one 

black and white copy were sent back to the school group.
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The facilitator retained the original copy of each of the participant's articles 
that had been forwarded to the University for inclusion. These original materials 
were then collated so that three independent judges could assess the nature of the 
work produced.

4.4.1 ASSESSING OUTPUT

4.4.1.1 The Pupil Evaluation Questionnaire

The Pupil Evaluation Scale (PEQ) was distributed to each group at the 
beginning and end of participation. The PEQ contained 15 items specifically 
designed to assess participant's self-ratings of their communication and ICT skills 
and their perceptions of the MESUS simulation (Appendix 6). Five items adopted 
the use of a five-point Likert-type attitude scale. These items invited participants to 
rate their computer, interviewing, writing, spelling and photography skills. The 
scale ranged from 1-5 with 1 relating to very good and 5 not very good. Factual data 
was also collated in terms of gender, computer access both at home and at school, 
past experience of using email, the internet, word processing packages and working 
groups. These 9 measures utilised a YES/NO format. Finally, the PEQ incorporated 
10 open-ended questions that sought to gain information about participant's likes and 
dislikes of the simulation. An open-ended format was selected as a method of 
encouraging participants to provide detailed information that was not confined by a 
set number of prescribed responses. These items were used to ascertain key themes 
of the simulation and were used to explore the extent to which the participants 
experienced the key skills of literacy and communication as well as ICT. Two 
independent judges grouped the data according to these three skills.

The PEQ was distributed to schools both at the beginning and end of the 
activity. For phase one, a formal letter was prepared and sent to each school to 
coincide with the first MESUS lesson. This letter included the following paragraph:

As you are no doubt aware, I am researching the MESUS project for an 
MPhil/PhD. Therefore, could I please ask ... that each participating pupil 
fills in the attached questionnaire and that they are returned by the 5 th 
November.
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All five participating schools returned the PEQ prior to beginning the activity 

for phase one, however, difficulty was encountered in recovering the PEQ following 

participation. Again, the facilitator sent a formal letter, with a response rate of one 

school's questionnaires for around half of the participants. Two follow-up phone 

calls were made around two weeks after this letter had been sent. Despite promises 

to return the PEQ from all link-teachers, no further forms were received. Therefore, 

the Researcher's Supervisor, as opposed to the facilitator, sent a second letter. Again, 

no forms were received. No further attempts could be made at retrieving the 

completed forms as the school year had finished.

Following the summer holiday, invitations to participate on MESUS were 

sent to the 44 Compact schools for phase two. The five schools from the previous 

year all expressed their intention to participate on the project again. Thus, the initial 

PEQ letter also contained a call for the previous year's follow-up measures:

As you are all aware, MESUS is still in its infancy and as such we are 
monitoring pupil progress. In assessing the project strengths and 
weaknesses, we may modify and improve continually throughout the project.

However, I note from our records that your evaluation forms were not 
returned for the end of the last academic year. Whilst I understand that you 
all have full timetables I would press you for these forms both from last year 
and also the new questionnaires for this years participants.

I look forward to receiving your completed evaluation forms, which are 
enclosed. This will provide invaluable research data which will allow us to 
disseminate the project ... I would appreciate their return ... before 
December 17 th .

This call for the follow-up PEQ increased the response rate for phase one to 

four out of the five schools. However, the returned PEQ represented less than 50% 

of the participant forms received at the simulation outset. Therefore, from 100 

participants in phase one, 60 before and 27 after were received. A similar pattern 

was noted for phase two. Whilst 77 core participants from 6 schools had been 

identified, 66 before and 31 after were received. Three formal letters were sent to 

each school. In order to encourage link-teachers to respond, a letter of thanks and 

reminder to return the PEQ was sent to each school from the University's Vice 

Chancellor. However, despite this and over four reminder phone calls, no further 

data could be collected. This limited response rate was taken to be a consequence of
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teaching commitments and the demands placed upon teachers within the classroom 

as well as the result of denied access for the facilitator to distribute and collect 

research measures whilst visiting each group.

4.4.1.2 Content Analysis

The facilitator retained original copies of participant work, so that they could 

be content analysed using a seven-point semantic differential scale (Appendix 8). As 

discussed earlier, the scale was designed by the research team and consisted of 40 

items within 4 categories; intelligence, behavioural, emotional and format (Table 

4.2).
CATEGORY
Intelligence 
Behavioural
Emotional

Format
TOTAL

NO. OF ITEMS
15 
5
6
14
40

Table 4.2: Content Analysis Categories

The intellectual section contained 15 dimensions of polar opposites such as 

"confusing argument - clear argument" and "incoherent structure - coherent 

structure". All of the items within the scale incorporated a low score (1) for negative 

ratings (confusing argument and incoherent structure etc) and a high score (7) for 

positive ratings (clear argument, coherent structure) wherever possible. However, on 

some of the format/style items this scoring system could not be followed as many of 

the items were based on either the presence or absence of certain features such as 

graphics or colour. These items used 1 to refer to absence and 7 to refer to inclusion. 

Five items on the intellectual scale related to the facilitator's experiences in reading 

and reviewing participant work.

The behavioural component of the scale referred to both the participant's 

actions when writing the piece, as well as the writing style they used in order to 

motivate the reader for action both during and after reading the article. This section 

asked judges to assess the amount of problem solving included within the article. 

The behavioural component incorporated 5 items out of the total 40.

Items in the emotional category included 'serious-funny', 'aggressive-passive' 

as well as the level of author bias and human interest. These 6 items were intended
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to identify the authors emotional involvement within their work. It is worthwhile 

remembering at this point that participants were instructed to write for a newspaper 

and to appeal to their audience. The emotional ratings were taken as central to this 

objective as it included items which related to engaging the reader. Participants were 

not given set briefs but were allowed to write about topics with which they were 

interested in and so the emotional rating therefore encapsulated involvement with 

their chosen subject.

The final 14-item section was that of format/style reflecting both writing style 

and ICT tools and skills used to present the piece. This section called for decisions 

to be made on the layout of the work, inclusion of, and relevance of graphics and 

headlines as well as use of different fonts. Spelling, grammar and textual style were 

also assessed. Information given by each judge was supplemented with facilitator 

produced data for each article on word length, number of colours used and the use 

and nature of graphics.

Each judge was allocated one copy of this four-page scale for each of the 50 

articles assessed. They were asked to use the seven-point semantic differential scale 

to indicate where they felt the article scored for each separate item. Three articles 

were given at the start of the task to enable each judge to practice the task and to ask 

questions about the scale. The instrument yielded Cronbach's Alpha for each 

subscale of 0.68 (intelligence), 0.64 (behavioural) 0.43 (emotional), 0.83 (format) 

and 0.88 (total). Inter-rater reliability results showed that four of the five behavioural 

items were correlated across all three judges. However, only half the items for both 

the emotional and format categories were correlated. It was decided that too few 

items were highly correlated. Therefore, the average of all three judges' scores was 

taken as the dataset.

4.4.1.3 Interviews

All participants were invited to attend an interview three months following 

participation. This semi-structured interview aimed to build upon the knowledge 

gleaned from the PEQ and lasted for approximately 30 minutes. Questions were 

included on how the participants had experienced MESUS delivery within their 

specific school as well as their relationship with the facilitator and the University.
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Participants were asked if the simulation had yielded different relationships with 
their teachers, affected their perceptions of what university life involved and whether 
participation in the exercise had been a positive or negative experience. Participants 
were also asked about which aspects of MESUS they had particularly like or disliked 
and whether it had effected their skills and subject choice taken for GCSE.

The interview was designed to enable participants to speak openly with the 
interviewer with anonymity assured. Participants were given the choice of whether 
to be interviewed or not and were told that the exercise was merely to shed light 
upon how the simulation operated. Their comments would then be useful in 
modifying the exercise for future participants. In this respect, the interview was 
semi-structured so that the interviewer was able to follow-up prudent points raised or 
to further probe points given. The interview was expected to deliver information 
both on participant key skill development and the project itself. Thus, insights into 
each participant's subjective experiences were gained. The data collected was coded 
using the research themes of key skills, which included Communication and Literacy 
and ICT. An independent judge was invited to collate interview responses and to 
determine the suitability of the themes identified. Whilst the judge suggested the 
inclusion of one more category 'Freedom of choice' the remaining categories were 
found to be appropriate. Therefore, the interview data was grouped according to four 
main themes; Communication, Literacy, ICT and Freedom of choice.

4.4.1.4 Revised Computer Attitude Scale for Secondary School Students

Due to the problems experienced with the return rate of the PEQ, the 
researcher devised a new measure for ICT attitudes during the MESUS simulation. 
This was based on the scale devised by Jones and Clarke (1994) and the modified 
version has since been published (Smalley et al, 2001). This scale (Appendix 9) 
provided the means by which a tripartite frame of attitudes towards computers could 
be assessed, these being affective, behavioural and cognitive components. One 
hundred and forty-seven Phase Two participants completed the scale, which took 10 
minutes to complete. Each participant was presented with 37 items (15 for affect, 10 
for behaviour and 12 for cognition) and a five-point Likert scale. All students were 
informed that the results were for University research and not for school purposes. 
Each item was awarded a numerical score with positive statements given 5 for
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strongly agree, 4 for agree, 3 for neither agree or disagree, 1 for disagree and 1 for 

strongly disagree. Statements with a negative skew were reversed so that strongly 

agree was given 1, agree was given 2, neither agree or disagree was given 3, 

disagree was given 4 and strongly disagree was given 5. The scores were then 

summed to give a total attitude score for each of the 147 scales returned.

4.5 PROCEDURE

4.5.1 THE PLANNING MEETING

The simulation began with an introductory planning meeting geared towards 

inviting secondary school teachers to comment upon and modify the design and 

implementation of the simulation. Representatives from the 44 'Compact' schools 

(Woodrow et al, 1998 and 2002) situated across Wales, were invited to attend a 

planning meeting held at the University. Most of these schools represented 

institutions that the University of Glamorgan had a special relationship with through 

previous initiatives linked with student tutoring (Saunders and Kingdon, 1998). This 

invitation was accepted by representatives from 14 different secondary schools and 

the meeting was held in the second week of September.

The planning meeting began with a brief introduction to the University's 

intention to strengthen its links with local secondary schools. The MESUS activity 

was presented to the gathered teachers before inviting them to freely discuss their 

thoughts about the activity, whether such a proposal was viable and if they would be 

interested in participating. Figure 4.5 contains the proposed project outline, 

presented at the planning meeting.
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The Media Simulation for Universities and Schools (MESUS) involves 
fortnightly rounds of local news gathering by schools pupils in 
simulated journalist teams. Pupils will be introduced to the internet as 
a means for collecting, editing and exchanging local news stories. 
Pupils will develop their creative writing, literacy and information 
communication technology skills throughout the course of the activity. 
Project outputs will be collated into a newspaper edition produced in 
both electronic and hard copy, with each teams news being edited by 
another team who then compiles the completed MESUS newspaper 
issue. Electronic copy will be located on a central MESUS website.

Figure 4.5 Proposed outline for MESUS 

4.5.J.I Flexibility

The first observation made was that despite the intention to launch MESUS 
on the 26th October the differences between each school's timetables made setting 
standardised dates and deadlines impossible for them to adhere to. Moreover, the 
teachers stressed the need for flexibility as their other teaching commitments, 
preparation for the SATS tests and such factors as parents evening would all impede 
upon the time they had available to dedicate to the simulation. As such, it was 
recommended that the simulation should enable schools to fade in and out of the 
project as and when required. It was suggested that each school maintained a 
continual presence in some form, even if it meant inviting another year nine group 
within the school to participate. Again the differences in school timetables were 
noted and the difficulties with access to equipment and communications would make 
this feature of the simulation difficult to operationalise. Therefore, it was decided 
that the activity would take on a 'staggered start1 with each group joining when they 
were able to. Throughout the simulation each school maintained the freedom to 
suspend their participation for a month or more although they were asked to keep the 
facilitator informed as to their actions.

4.5.1.2 Timescales

It was envisioned that MESUS would begin with pen and paper based 
exercises designed to teach basic journalism skills such as headline writing and
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article structure before more advanced technologies and writing skills were needed. 
The simulation anticipated that the first four weeks of operation would involve each 
of the four workshops with each school group aiming to produce their own 
newspaper edition after this. Following previous experience via the TENSAL 
project with adult learners (Saunders and Powell, 1997), the simulation objectives 
suggested that a new edition could be produced every two weeks. Again, time 
constraints made this impossible as in some instances, (such as for ICT lessons), the 
teachers only met with their classes on a fortnightly basis. Moreover, the participants 
were much younger than the TENSAL learners and so it was not feasible to expect 
them to be able to meet these deadlines. The teachers stressed that they would have 
to teach some of the necessary skills (such as writing styles, editing and grammar), in 
some depth before beginning the project. Pupils would then need time to perfect 
these skills, meaning that it was unlikely that they would be able to produce a perfect 
article on their first attempt. Therefore, a monthly cycle was proposed and accepted.

4.5.1.3 Quality

The next proposal for the simulation was that of producing a complete 
newspaper edition within the monthly cycle. This feature was deemed problematic 
following the need to teach basic skills as discussed above. The suggestion was 
made that the first newspapers produced would be limited to a half page per school. 
Quality was seen as a key consideration and with the number of schools involved, 
some element of competition was inevitable. Each school expressed their desire to 
be on an equal footing to the other schools; with the facilitator designated responsible 
for ensuring that the quality of each school's output was comparable.

Language guidelines were also a matter for consideration. In presenting pupil 
work on the internet it was possible that anyone, anywhere in the world would be 
able to view each school's newspaper. Again, the notion of quality was discussed. In 
this respect, MESUS was not seen to be simply a simulation exercise. Moreover, the 
use of the internet to display work resulted in the entire school being on display. It 
should be noted that at the time of the first Planning Meeting, computer use within 
schools was very limited and very few schools had a presence on the World Wide 
Web. Allowing pupil work to be included on the internet represented a big step, 
which the co-ordinating teacher could not make without the approval and consent
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from their Headteachers. Assuming that this was received, the notion of producing a 
very visual output with limited textual summaries was favoured by the group. 
However, in doing this the simulation facilitator and manager felt that the theme of 
journalism would be lost to the production of a mere picture book. Therefore, they 
asked'the teachers to reconsider this position on their return to school.

4.5.1.4 Operation

Despite the worries of featuring schools on the internet, the teachers were 
open to asking pupils to take on journalism roles such as editor, sports writer etc. In 
light of their support, the link teachers proposed that the optimum group size would 
be around 20 participants. This number echoed the simulation designer's views as to 
group size and was taken as a guide for each school. However, two teachers who 
wished to involve their entire classes of 30+ pupils would not be discriminated 
against. The decision of how many pupils to involve was left to the discretion of 
each individual link teacher responsible for implementing the simulation within 
school. This reflected the need for a link teacher to run the workshops and to co 
ordinate the simulation. Whilst the facilitator was 'on hand' to visit and provide 
support to all of the groups it was unfeasible to teach 10+ groups across 10 locations 
every week. The group welcomed this control over the simulation as yet again 
timetabling constraints would not have allowed university staff regular access to 
pupils.

4.5.1.5 Sub-editing

The inter-school sub-editing cycle was not included. Instead, participants 
were encouraged to edit their own articles and to collaborate in the production of the 
newspaper as a whole so that they would be given the opportunity to discuss their 
work with their editorial team. The reasons for the omission of the inter-school 
stage of editing constitute significant research findings in their own right and are 
offered in more detail in chapter six.
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4.5.1.6ICT Skills

When drawing the meeting to a close it was noted that many teachers had 

never used electronic mail (email). Email represented the main method of 

communication for the simulation and as such, the group was invited to an after- 

school workshop. This workshop, held a few weeks later was very popular with the 

teachers. It was only at this point that the limitations of teacher's computer ability 

and access to facilities within the school environment came to light. One teacher had 

never actually used a computer before although he had watched the ICT teacher 

within school. The excitement about having sent an email was overwhelming and 

was reflected in the number of somewhat bizarre messages the facilitator received 

the following day. Due to the success of this workshop and the need for link teachers 

to have some degree of knowledge about computers, it was agreed that the 

simulation would include some form of personal tuition for the teachers as and when 

required.

4.5.1.7 Participation

For Phase One, the response to the first planning meeting identified eight 

schools that were interested in participating on the simulation. Four of these schools 

immediately registered their intention to integrate MESUS into the curriculum of 

English, ICT and/or Media Studies. The remaining four schools expressed their 

intent to approach MESUS as an after-school club activity. A further two schools 

that had initially registered their interest failed to participate due to indecision as to 

how to approach the project and who to nominate at a local level as the link teacher. 

Later discussions with both schools revealed that both were unable to participate due 

to the lack of human resources given as the root cause for one and a school 

inspection in the other.

After three months of operation, the eight remaining schools were further 

reduced to five with whom regular contact could be made and work received from. 

This three-school drop-out was caused by a lack of either human or technology 

resources. Many teachers complained of the difficulties in operating an internet 

based project with equipment that constantly let them down e.g. the computer 

crashed when they attempted to save work. In one school this directly led to a
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decrease in participant motivation as work was lost and email connections could not 

be made. The lack of colleague support was also given as a root cause with email 

accounts given to participants in one school only after intense discussion and 

mediation via the headteacher. Having successfully negotiated email availability for 

the simulation group, these accounts were later found to have so little memory 

assigned that even the simplest of messages could not be transmitted.

A similar picture emerged for phase two with fourteen schools registering 

initial interest. Following two months of operation this number decreased to seven 

groups. Three of the five active schools from phase one retained their dedication to 

the simulation in phase two with their new year nine groups.

4.5.2 INTRODUCING THE SIMULATION

Figure 4.6 provides a description of the MESUS activity as given to year nine 

pupils.

The Media Simulation for Universities and Schools (MESUS) involves 

monthly rounds of local news gathering by schools pupils in simulated 

journalist teams. Pupils will be introduced to the internet as a means 

for collecting, editing and exchanging local news stories. Pupils will 

develop their creative writing, literacy and information communication 

technology skills throughout the course of the activity. Project outputs 

will be collated into a newspaper edition produced in both electronic 

and hard copy. Electronic copy will be located on a central MESUS 

website.
Figure 4.6: MESUS project outline

The simulation did not yield a standardised beginning within each group. For 

the six groups where the facilitator gained access, participants were asked to work 

for the university by becoming journalists and producing informative and exciting 

newspapers. In this manner, MESUS provided an environment whereby participants 

were able to gain employment experience. By effectively 'employing' journalists, 

participants were responsible for completing their work to set deadlines and high 

standards. Participants were expected to produce complete newspapers
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encompassing the central features generally found in these materials such as news 
stories, features, business news and sports.

In this initial briefing session participants were informed that their work 
would be publicly available via the central MESUS website and as such, the 
consequences of their actions would be online newspapers that would have little 
appeal for browsers. In this manner, school groups were encouraged to form 
editorial teams including the roles of editor, sub-editor, sports writers and news 
journalists, in order to promote the transition from classwork to ownership and 
responsibility for their newspaper. Teachers present at these sessions were 
unanimous in their desire to postpone role assignments to a later date and so, the first 
session was generally used to browse through the MESUS site. For phase one this 
involved looking through the general guidelines and workshop exercises. However, 
for phase two, participants seemed to locate the phase one newspapers with 
remarkable speed and interest. In so doing the facilitator noted the greater ease with 
which participants chose topics to write about and what level of detail was required.

For schools who did not conduct the introductory session in computer 
laboratories the rest of the session was given to thinking about a name for the group's 
newspaper and which subjects each participant wanted to write about. In this respect 
content fidelity (Jamieson et al, 1988 cited by Stretch, 2000) was heightened, in that 
participants belonged to a real newspaper with it's own identity.

For the eight groups where the facilitator was unable to gain access, the 
simulation was introduced in a manner determined by the link teacher. Whilst all the 
information above was given to each teacher via email and telephone 
communication, the exact nature with which these schools were introduced to 
MESUS is unknown. Indeed, for seven groups the facilitator was never given access 
to the participants within the school environment.

For both phases, the PEQ was distributed to all participating schools on the 
co-ordinators first presentation to the participants. At this point, it was stressed that 
participants were able to choose which topics to write about and that the University 
would not formally assess their work. The participants were told that the
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questionnaire data would not require their names as it was the project rather than 

them that was being assessed. This point was quite prudent, as many participants 

were wary of what was expected of them and were cautious about filling in forms for 

a University. For these schools, the co-ordinator was able to collect the completed 

questionnaires at the end of the session. However, for schools who declined an 
introductory presentation the questionnaires were distributed via post.

4.5.3 BEGINNING THE SIMULATION

In providing all MESUS information online, it was anticipated that every 
group would have instant access to the material. However, the lack of technology 
resources available to the schools led to a 'staggered start' with some groups having 

no alternative but to request paper copies of general and workshop information. 

Other groups refrained from beginning until the technology was in place. In some 

instances this meant that individual link-teachers acquired internet access in their 

own homes or relied upon colleagues computers and the single school email account.

4.5.3.1 Flexibility

MESUS was most frequently inserted into English, Media and Information 

Technology lessons except where after-school clubs were used. Writing skills were 

therefore developed in line with the NC requirements for secondary schools in the 

United Kingdom. This resulted in a distinct shift away from journalism, as these 

pupils had also to learn about creative writing, poetry, formal writing and book 

reviews (Qualifications and Curriculum Authority, 1999). By allowing teachers the 

freedom to structure MESUS in this manner, it became far easier for them to 

participate in the project. Ultimately, the actual content of written material made 

little difference to the project objectives as the main aim was for pupils to have work 

which could be presented electronically by way of information technologies. 

Meanwhile, the teachers openly welcomed the MESUS activities. It seemed that 

they were relieved to have something tangible on which to teach ICT skills and an 

external partner who facilitated electronic communications. These lessons were 

structured around MESUS, with some schools opting to use the materials throughout 

years nine and ten, regardless of whether the pupils were taking part in the project.
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4.5.3.2 Timescales

The first workshop (Figure 4.4) aimed to introduce the pupils to sending 
email. The actual activity involved the paper-based exercise of writing headlines and 
captions, before sending these via email to the facilitator. Each individual group 
completed this activity in their own specific way. For example, some teachers 
allowed the pupils to logon to the website to access Workshop One and write their 
answers in their textbooks. Other teachers spent one lesson discussing headlines and 
exploring newspaper content and structure before introducing the group to the 
exercise. Moreover, pupils allowed to access the web site were more likely to work 
together due to the limited number of computers available whilst the lesson groups 
were given the exercises on a photocopied sheet and were often expected to work 
alone. However completed, the pupils had to send their work to the project 
facilitator who uploaded it onto the MESUS website. This work was also collated 
into an A3 paper copy that was laminated and returned to the school.

4.5.3.3 Quality and Operation

Following Workshop One, every group began to work upon their own 
newspaper editions. Participants were eager to begin work and to take ownership of 
the newspaper as opposed to completing the remaining workshop activities. The 
flexibility of the simulation allowed this to happen as despite the presence of the 
materials on the website, each group was able to develop the exercise in their own 
individual ways. Some link-teachers expressed their concern as to allowing 
unprepared participants to display their work on the website. It was also deemed to 
be a good opportunity to leam by experience as they began trying to write their own 
articles which appealed to a wide ranging audience. The skills of adapting their 
writing, providing appeal and excitement and explaining themselves could be learnt 
through their involvement within the MESUS group.

At this point the groups were asked to form editorial teams (although some 
had already done so) and it was expected that they would begin the transition 
towards more self-responsibility and independence. Therefore, the MESUS sessions 
were used to generate newspaper output including cartoon drawing or advertising as 
well as feature articles and news stories. Some groups even forwarded poetry and
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others sent book reviews. To this end each edition of MESUS was varied and not 
always in line with journalism or a typical newspaper format.

4.5.4 THE SIMULATION

The simulation operated on a four-weekly cycle with each group expected to 
submit a complete newspaper edition at the end of each month. In practice this 
worked well with the 'core groups' keeping to this timetable. Fifteen newspaper 
editions were produced over the two phases, with each group producing an average 
of 4 editions.

During this cycle each group was given complete freedom to write about the 
subjects and issues that they found interesting. Curriculum-led groups generally 
produced articles that met the NC criteria, however they were also given freedom of 
choice at least once during their participation.

After 5 months (editions) of operation the notion of a 'Special Edition' was 
introduced. This feature of the simulation addressed a number of issues including 
flagging participant numbers and the lack of access that the facilitator had been given 
with participants. This edition was to be based upon the main theme of 'Space'. For 
phase one, participants were provided with the following newspaper title, ' Space 
exploration in the millennium1 , whilst in phase two participants were given the 
question, 'Why go to space?' The edition was timed to coincide with the arrival of 
two Russian Cosmonauts to the University. In exploiting this visit, the simulation 
could be expanded to include opportunity for participants to experience journalism 
for a live event. Thus, participants were expected to conduct research before they 
arrived at the lecture and to discuss within their editorial teams what questions to ask 
the Cosmonauts and what role each member of the group should take on the day, e.g. 
interviewer, photographer etc. The lecture lasted for one hour before allowing 
participants 30 minutes in which to ask questions. This activity proved to be very 
popular, with 225 participants accepting the invitation to attend for each phase. 
Unfortunately, only 50 participants actually attended the event in phase two owing to 
bad weather conditions, which led to school closures across the Welsh valleys.
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Following the special edition, each group returned to its usual newspaper 
format for the remaining four months of participation. The special edition marked a 
turning point within the exercise where participant motivation seemed to rise as they 
realised how many other MESUS participants there were. Whilst participants did not 
speak to each other during the day, although there was ample opportunity given, their 
link-teachers tended to be used as 'spies' who talked to other link-teachers and found 
out about the other groups. The facilitator was also pressed at this point to say which 
group was the 'best'. All the groups appeared disappointed that the facilitator did not 
have a favourite group and all expressed their intention to become the best on their 
return to school.

The use of desktop publishing and webpage design increased over the final 
four editions. Participants began to use their own personal styles for presenting their 
work and began to instruct the facilitator on how to display their work. Indeed, a few 
participants complained when the facilitator made changes to their work or if their 
work would not fit neatly onto the screen. This period of the simulation reflected 
high levels of role-play as participants became confident with their position within 
the editorial team and became proud of their work and their newspaper.

In this manner, the simulation moved from the sending and receiving of a 
simple email message for Workshop One to word-processing articles (edition 1/2), 
importing pictures and clipart (editions 3/4) to using WordArt. The last four editions 
of each phase coincided with webpage design within the curriculum. Thus, the last 
four editions tended to include increased ICT use and sophistication. Although the 
facilitator had encouraged the use of webpage design from the beginning of MESUS, 
link-teachers were reluctant or unable to press ICT teachers to teach the latter parts 
of the KS3 requirements at the beginning of the year. In this respect, the simulation 
had to be structured around participants' capabilities and curriculum tuition (Smalley 
et al, 2002).

A final activity was offered at the end of phase one in order to provide a 
debriefing session. Entitled 'Newsday', this activity involved the production of one 
complete online newspaper in the period of one day. All phase one respondents were 
invited to participate and were expected to attend and report on the 'live' events
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occurring for the Glamorgan International Festival which was taking place at the 
University of Glamorgan campus. Thus, participants from three of the five active 
schools were given such opportunities as interviewing Karl Francis (Welsh Film 
Maker) following his keynote address and conducting a radio interview with Vincent 
Kane (Welsh journalist). In so doing, the ICT and key skills learnt throughout their 
involvement within MESUS were brought to fruition. Whilst this opportunity did 
not present itself for the end of phase two, participants were debriefed via the 
completion of research evaluation materials. The facilitator was unable to gain 
access to all participating schools in order to provide formalised debriefing due to the 
impending summer break which occurred immediately prior to the end of the 
activity. Therefore, the only option available was to send a formal letter of thanks 
from the University of Glamorgan to each secondary school re-iterating MESUS 
objectives and acknowledging the schools commitment and dedication to the 
simulation game.

4.6 SUMMARY

MESUS provided a simulation for secondary schools, with the University of 
Glamorgan at its epicentre. Year nine pupils were targeted for participation in an 
experiential learning activity that was based upon the production of original news 
stories for a schools-based, internet-presented newspaper. The simulation lasted for 
one academic year and introduced literacy, creative writing and information 
communication technology skills as well as key skills through the theme of 
journalism and investigative reporting. Each school based group worked as a team in 
the production of the 'MESUS Newspaper' for inclusion on the central website 
maintained at the University. As such, each group was expected to work to deadlines 
and produce good quality work for an external agency. This work was presented 
alongside other schools' editions and so introduced the teams to each others 
presence.

The simulation was co-ordinated by a central facilitator based at the 
University with link-teachers running the simulation within school. In all, 14 groups 
from 10 schools participated on MESUS over the 2 years of its operation. Following
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teacher recommendation, an intra-school sub-editing cycle was not introduced to the 
exercise.

Whilst 12 groups participated in the activity, data could only be collected for 
177 participants. This reflected access difficulties and the hectic schedules of link- 
teachers, who despite having pledged their support to the collection of research 
questionnaires, failed to return these materials. Participant experiences of the 
simulation were collected using an number of different methods. These included a 
Pupil Evaluation Questionnaire, copies of the work submitted, a revised computer 
attitude scale and semi-structured interviews. Finally, triangulation of the results was 
attempted by including an independent review of the simulation from a 
representative of the Society for the Advancement of Games and Simulations in 
Education and Training (SAGSET). The next chapter will present and discuss the 
results yielded from these methods.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

The Media Simulation for Universities and Schools (MESUS) was created in 
order to address educational policy recommendations by strengthening a higher 
education institution's links with its local secondary schools and by encouraging the 
development of employability skills within 13-14 year old school pupils. The 
simulation was designed with careful consideration of teaching and learning 
pedagogy and incorporated an experiential mode of learning. As a supplemental 
exercise, participation on MESUS was voluntary and as such, it was not subject to 
pre-defmed syllabus criteria. However, the activity was designed with reference to 
the teaching requirements of the English, ICT and key skill Curriculum. Therefore, 
the exploration of the activity sought to identify skill development as well as whether 
this supplemental exercise was deemed to be beneficial both to the participant and by 
them. This chapter presents the results gained from the measures used, with 
particular emphasis placed upon school and gender. Due to the difficulties 
experienced in regards data collection, this section will focus upon the results 
received from three groups. These groups represent three different methods of 
implementation and enable comparisons to be made on every research method 
employed. A brief description of each of the three schools has been included in 
order to aid interpretation. Finally, gender has also been used as an independent 
variable, with one all-male school group, a predominantly female school group and a 
mixed group providing a basis for comparison. The use of gender was included 
following findings from the shorter activity (chapter three). These findings 
suggested that boys and girls viewed their experiences differently, with girls tending 
to be more social whilst boys were found to be more goal-orientated. This finding 
had important implications for the simulation, where the activity encouraged both 
social and goal acquisition.

The chapter begins with participant evaluations of both themselves and the 
actual simulation they had experienced. This is followed by the assessment of 
participant attitudes towards computers. Such analysis included interview data, 
which sought to ascertain perceived personal and skill development, as well as 
perceptions of MESUS. Finally, an independent review was undertaken in order to
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provide a third perspective of the simulation. A summary of this report has been 
included in order to provide an objective measure of the activity (Full Report - 
Appendix 7).

A reminder of the main research hypotheses is given below:

The simulation will provide an effective method of establishing 
university-school links . ;|i

X'>

A university's information and communication resources will be shared*
'$effectively with its local schools ; xjs:-i

A university organised activity will add value to the National Curriculum ;j^ 
The activity will be associated with improved studying rates for young:::
people in school &:-t|
Integrated ICT Learning will be enhanced :^: 
Employability awareness and vocational skills will be enhanced '.-.-.^^ .£$$

Career and educational aspirations will be improved :^^^!:i^^^ 
Figure 5.1: The main research hypotheses

5.2 SCHOOL DESCRIPTIONS

Due to data collection difficulties including non-response and the staggered 
start of the simulation, the three groups who completed all of the research measures 
have been used. These groups came from three different schools, each with a 
different method of implementation. Therefore, a description of each school has 
been provided to aid interpretation of the results presented below.

5.2.1 GROUP A

Participants from Group A were pupils from Kingswood High School, a 
suburban county council co-educational, 11-19 comprehensive school. Kingswood 
School operated across two main sites with 1178 pupil's aged 11-14 in the 'lower 
school' and 1 144 pupils aged 14-19 in the 'upper school'. Approximately 450 of the 
2322 pupils were sixth formers.
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According to the 1999 School Performance Tables published by the Welsh 
Assembly (2000), Kingswood High School reported that 52% of its pupils attained 
five GCSE grades A-C. This result is 3% higher than the Welsh average and 7% 
higher than the Local Education Authority results for that area.

Kingswood implemented the simulation as an after-school computer club. As 
such, group A met once a week and had access to a dedicated ICT teacher. Each 
participant had access to their own networked computer and tended to produce their 
work on the computer as opposed to using pen and paper methods in the first 
instance. Moreover, the group had been subject to a journalism course in year eight 
as part of the English lesson provision and as such, had experience of producing a 
school newspaper. The group attended all three MESUS excursions, with a total of 
11 MESUS newspaper editions produced across phases one and two. In addition, 
one participant negotiated special access to the Rugby World Cup in 1999 as the 
'MESUS University Reporter' and as such, produced a series of reports from every 
match played at the Cardiff Millennium Stadium. This illustrates the freedom of 
choice given to group A, both to attend the club as well as what to write about.

5.2.2 GROUP B

Participants from Group B were recruited from the suburban Marsden High 
School. Marsden was a comprehensive co-educational 11-18 secondary school. The 
school catered for over 1100 pupils in total, including 170 sixth form places housed 
within two main school buildings. Whilst the school library had been equipped with 
networked computing facilities two years prior to the beginning of the simulation, the 
school also had three networked computer teaching rooms.

In 1999, 34% of Marsden High School pupils were awarded at least five 
GCSE grades A-C. This figure was 15% below the Welsh average and 11% below 
the Local Education Authority average.

Both English and ICT teaching staff, who deemed the activity beneficial for 
encouraging these inter-departmental links, implemented the simulation. Group B 
was also the English teachers form group and so benefited from form periods 
dedicated to producing MESUS work. In this manner, group B produced most of its
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work within form periods as well as within timetabled English lessons, many of 
which were conducted in the library's computer suite. Whilst some MESUS work 
was syllabus driven, the group were given freedom of choice within the form periods 
to write about their own personal interests. The fortnightly ICT lessons were also 
dedicated to MESUS work, with the ICT syllabus re-ordered so that it would 
complement the simulation.

Group B suspended their participation for one month due to a school 
inspection. This meant that they were unable to attend one of the MESUS 
excursions. Due to previous problems, Marsden School had implemented a policy of 
four weeks notice necessary before pupils could attend external excursions. 
Therefore, group B was only able to attend one of the three trips. Marsden High 
School produced a total of ten MESUS newspaper editions across phases one and 
two.

5.2.3 GROUP C

Group C participants were from Brook Street county-controlled 11-19 
comprehensive school. The school catered for 799 pupils, including around 90 sixth 
form pupils. Situated on the outskirts of a Welsh town, this English-medium school 
had a pupil to computer ratio of 4.6:1. However, the computing facilities were 
largely restricted to teaching purposes with teaching staff from other departments 
able to book these facilities for pre-specified times throughout the school year.

Brook Street Comprehensive results for pupils achieving at least five GCSE 
grades A-C for 1999, was 41%. Whilst this figure was 8% below the Welsh average, 
it was 1% higher than the Local Education Authority average.

An English teacher implemented the simulation, with lunchtime computer 
room supervision provided by the Deputy Headteacher. The group consisted of an 
entire class of 32 pupils, although a core group of 15 pupils were teacher-selected to 
form the main MESUS editorial team. MESUS work was entirely based upon the 
Kay Stage Three English syllabus, with the editorial team responsible for selecting
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which pupils work to include within the MESUS newspaper. As such, articles 
received by the researcher tended to be from fifteen main authors.

Group C did not receive any ICT support throughout the activity although the 
researcher provided a number of tutorial sessions to the Deputy Headteacher 
throughout the simulation, both in person and via the telephone and email. 
Ultimately, this meant that participants were largely responsible for developing their 
own ICT skills. In addition to the lack of ICT support, group C was only able to 
access ICT facilities during some English lessons and throughout lunch periods.

Group C attended all three MESUS excursions and produced a total of four 
MESUS newspaper editions throughout their participation in phase one.

5.3 PUPIL EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE (PEQ)

5.3.1 PEQ: OPEN-ENDED ITEMS

The open-ended responses produced by the PEQ (Appendix 6) were analysed 
in order to identify the main themes for the subjective perceptions. This analysis 
revealed three main themes with which the participant responses could be grouped. 
An independent judge was employed in order to provide an objective assessment of 
these themes and to group the individual responses according to theme. The judge 
was given the three themes of ICT, Literacy and Communication but was informed 
that these were suggested categories only, and could be changed if more suitable 
themes emerged. The independent assessment concurred with the three themes and 
provided a guide by which to group responses. Table 5.1 provides an illustration of 
each category and the responses it contains. As the table shows, the independent 
judge created an extra category of 'Freedom of Choice'. This category was deemed 
more conducive to those responses where participants commented upon the project 
feature where they were able to choose which subjects to write about or where they 
had named a particular topic that they had enjoyed writing about.

Pearson chi-square tests were used to investigate the relationship between 
category and school/gender, for each item. As such, each item is presented below in
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terms of whether the measure was taken before participation of after involvement on 
the activity.

CATEGORY

ICT

Literacy

Communication

Freedom of choice

PARTICIPANT RESPONSE
Using computers 
Using the internet 
Internet access 
Email use 
Typing 
See finished work (online)
Writing articles 
Reading own work / editing 
Workshops 
Research 
Journalism
Teamwork 
Listening 
Meet new people 
Confidence - with people 
Interviewing 
Communication skills 
Excursions
Specific parts of the project 
Sport

Table 5.1: PEQ Themes for Open-ended Items 

5.3.1.1 Which parts ofMESUS were enjoyable?

Following participation on the simulation, a relationship between which parts 
ofMESUS were enjoyable and school was found (x2 = 30.56, df=8, p<.001). The 
frequency data presented in Table 5.2 suggests that school B had particularly enjoyed 
ICT whilst School C opted for communication and school A had enjoyed the use of 
literacy within the project.

BEFORE Item

Enjoyable parts ICT 
ofMESUS Literacy 

Communication 
Freedom of choice 
All of it 
Total

A
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
4

SCHOOL 
B
5 
19 
5 
2 
3 

34

C
12 
7 
8 
2 
1 

30

Table 5.2: What parts of MESUS were enjoyable? School frequencies for Before results

This finding suggests that school B and school C's perceptions of the 
enjoyable aspects of the project changed after participation. Despite the absence of 
before and after comparisons, Table 5.3 suggests that school B moved from
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preferring literacy at the outset, to opting for ICT at the end of the project, whilst 
school C seemed to have moved from ICT to communication.

25

20

15 --

10 -

ICT Literacy Communication Freedom of
choice

Item

All of it

Figure: 5.2: What parts of MESUS were enjoyable? School frequencies for After results

AFTER Item

Enjoyable parts ICT 
of MESUS Literacy 

Communication 
Freedom of choice 
All of it 
Total

A
1 
3 
0 
0 
0 
4

SCHOOL 
B
20 
8 
0 
1 
2 

33

C
4 
0 
6 
0 
0 
10

Table 5.3: What parts of MESUS were enjoyable? School frequencies for After results

When the relationship between enjoyment and gender was considered, a 
significant relationship was found in the before condition only (x2 = 9.99, df=l, 
/K.05). Table 5.4 illustrates that boys displayed a marked preference for ICT, 
followed by literacy whilst girls tended to opt for literacy and then communication. 
Little difference was noted on the other parts of MESUS.

BEFORE

Enjoyable parts 
of MESUS

Item

ICT 
Literacy 
Communication
Freedom of choice
All of it
Total

GENDER 
Boys Girls

16 4 
11 16 
4 9
2 2
2 2

35 33

Table 5.4: What parts of MESUS were enjoyable? Gender frequencies for Before results
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5.3.1.2 Which parts of MESUS were boring?

When asked which parts of MESUS participants thought would be boring, 
significant results were found between schools (x2 = 21.86, df=10, /K.05) and 
between gender (x2 = 17.78, df=l,p<.05). All three schools anticipated that literacy 
would not be an enjoyable feature. However, only school C stated that they deemed 
ICT to be a boring aspect of the project. School B perceived communication to be 
boring. No significant differences were found for the after measures (x2 = 4.85, 
df=4, p=0.30). It should be noted that the PEQ was completed anonymously and as 
such, links could not be made between the before and after measures. As such, no 
statistical analyses could be made between these measures.

BEFORE Item

Boring parts ICT
of MESUS uteracy

Communication
Freedom of choice
Nothing
Don't know
Total

A
0
4
0
0
0
0
4

SCHOOL
B
0

20
4
0
0
1

25

C
5
9
1
3
3
5

26

Table 5.5: Which parts of MESUS were boring? School frequencies for Before results

When this item was considered in terms of gender preferences, a relationship 
was noted. Whist boys showed a marked tendency towards perceiving literacy as 
boring, the girls scores were more evenly presented throughout all the variables of

30

ICT Uteracy Communication Freedom of Mottling Don't Know 
choice

Item

Figure 5.3: Which parts of MESUS were boring? Gender frequencies for Before results
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ICT, literacy, communication freedom of choice, no features and those who did not 
know. This suggests that the girls were more diverse in the tasks that they deemed to 
be boring.

BEFORE

Boring parts 
ofMESUS

Item
ICT 
Literacy 
Communication 
Freedom of choice 
Nothing 
Don't know 
Total

GENDER 
Boys Girls

2 5 
24 9 
0 5 
0 3 
2 7 
3 3 

31 30
Table 5.6: Which parts of MESUS were boring? Gender frequencies for Before results

When participant perceptions were analysed for the follow-up measure after 
participation, no significant relationships were found (x2 = 1.41, df=2, p=0.50). 
However, no participant gave ICT as a feature that they had found to be boring. 
School B retained its perception of literacy as not enjoyable. More boys than girls 
deemed literacy as boring whilst nineteen participants stated that no feature of 
MESUS had been boring.

5.3.2 PEQ: PARTICIPANT SKILL RATINGS

A Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance test was calculated for the 
participant self-ratings of their skills (computer skills, photography, writing, spelling 
and interviewing). The independent variable of level (before and after) was tested 
against the skills items, each of which consisted of a five-point Likert-type scale 
ranging from 1 (very good) to 5 (poor). The mean and standard deviation results are 
presented in Table 5.7.

When analysing level by skill (before and after) self-ratings, significant 
results were found for spelling (x2 = 4.26, df = l,p < 0.05) as well as interviewing (x2 
= 3.86, df = \,p< 0.05). Closer inspection of the mean scores for the effects of level 
on self-ratings suggests that for ratings of spelling ability, participants' perceptions of 
their own ability decreased following participation. This is also true for interviewing 
skills, although a little more prominent.
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Level

My computer skills are... 

My photographic skills are...

My writing skills are...

My spelling skills are...

My interviewing skills are...

Before 
After 
Total

Before 
After 
Total

Before 
After 
Total

Before 
After 
Total

Before 
After 
Total

Mean

3.84 
3.94 
3.88
3.50 
3.74 
3.60
3.66 
3.40 
3.55
3.69 
3.25 
3.50
3.20 
2.60 
2.95

Std. 
Deviation

.94 
1.15 
1.30

.83 
1.13 

.97

.94 
1.10 
1.01
1.06 
1.25 
1.16
1.06 
1.54 
1.31

N

74 
53 
127
74 
53 
127
74 
53 
127
74 
53 
127
74 
53 
127

X2

1.13

2.45

1.53

4.26

3.86

P

.28

.11

.21

.03

.04

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.7: Mean scores for skill self-ratings by level

H My spelling skills are... 
D My interviewing skills are...

Before After

Level
Figure 5.4: Mean scores for skill self-ratings by level
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5.3.2.1 Participant ratings of their skills by school

Participant self-ratings of their skills for computing, photography, writing, 
spelling and interviewing were investigated across school using a Kruskal-Wallis 
test. Results show that skill self-ratings were significant between school for 
computer skills both before (x2 = 7.47, df = 1, p < 0.05) and after participation (£ = 
13.96, df = \,p < 0.001). Closer inspection of the mean scores (Table 5.9) illustrate 
that school A rated their computing skills much higher than school B, and slightly 
higher than school C before participation. However, school A were the only school 
to rate their computer skills lower following participation, albeit only slightly.

Before /After

before Chi-Square 
dl 

Asymp. Sig
after Chi-Square 

dl 
Asymp. Sig

My computer 
skills are...

7.470 
2 

.024
13.959 

2 
.001

My 
photographic 
skills are...

.552 
2 

.759
5.661 

2 
.059

My writing skills 
are

4.870 
2 

.088
7.763 

2 
.021

My spelling is...

2.073 
2 

.355
2.654 

2 
.265

My interviewing 
skills are...

10.931 
2 

.004
9.358 

2 
.009

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
a. Kruskal Wallis Test b. Grouping Variable: Which school?

Table 5.8: Test scores for skill self-ratings by school
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Which school?
My computer skills are... A

B

C

My photographic skills are... A

B

C

My writing skills are A

B
fc .

C

My spelling is... A

B

C

My interviewing skills are... A

B

C

Before / After
before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

before 
after 
Total

Mean
4.80 
4.75 
4.78
3.77 
3.83 
3.80
3.90 
4.80 
4.13
3.60 
4.50 
4.00
3.49 
3.75 
3.61
3.62 
4.20 
3.77
3.60 
3.25
3.44
3.59 
3.47 
3.53
3.90 
4.20 
3.97
3.40 
2.75 
3.11
3.62 
3.44 
3.53
3.97 
3.70 
3.90
3.00 
3.00 
3.00
2.92 
2.44 
2.69
3.72 
3.80 
3.74

Std. Deviation
.45 
.50 
.44
.71 
.85 
.77
.94 
.42 
.92
.55 
.58 
.71
.68 
.91 
.80
.82 
.63 
.81
.55 
.50 
.53
.75 
.65 
.70
.98 
.79 
.93
.55 
.96 
.78

1.07 
.97 

1.02
.87 
1.06 
.91
.71 

1.41 
1.00
1.11 
1.46 
1.30
.65 
.79 
.68

N
5 
4 
9

39 
36 
75
29 
10 
39
5
4 
9

39 
36 
75
29 
10 
39
5 
4 
9

39 
36 
75
29 
10 
39
5 
4 
9

39 
36 
75
29 
10 
39
5 
4 
9
39 
36 
75
29 
10 
39

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.9: Mean scores for skill self-ratings by school

A significant effect was also found for interviewing skills both before (x2 = 
10.93, df = 1, p < 0.05) and after participation (x2 = 9.36, df = 1, p < 0.05). hi 
looking at the mean scores for each school, school C can be seen to have given
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themselves higher ratings than either of the other two schools both before and after 
participation.

Finally, for participant self-ratings of skill by school, a difference was found 
for writing skills on the after measure only (x2 = 7.76, df = 1, p < 0.05). Comparing 
mean scores suggests that school C tended towards rating their skills as much higher 
than school B rated theirs. The scores also suggest that school C rated their writing 
skills as better than school A's.

5.3.2.2 Participant ratings of their skills by gender

In looking at gender and its effects on skill self-ratings, a series of Kruskal- 
Wallis one-way analysis of variance tests were calculated. Results indicate that 
differences between gender were noted on the before measures of writing skills (^ = 
5.65, df =l,p< 0.05) and interviewing (rf = 8.62, df = l,p < 0.05). In looking at 
Table 5.11, the mean scores suggest that girls considered their skills for both writing 
and interviewing as higher than the boys, prior to participating on the simulation.

Before / After

beforeChi-Square 
df 
Asymp. Sig.

afterChi-Square 
df 
Asymp. Sig.

My computer 
skills are...

.276 
1 

.599
6.775 

1 
.009

My 
photographic 
skills are...

.443 
1 

.506
15.045 

1 
.000

My writing 
skills are

5.648 
1 

.017

.446 
1 

.504

My spelling is...

.395 
1 

.530
2.085 

1 
.149

My 
interviewing 
skills are...

8.621 
1 

.003

.586 
1 

.444
Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
a. Kruskal Wallis Test b. Grouping Variable: What gender?

Table 5.10: Test scores for skill self-ratings by gender
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Before / After What gender? Mean Std. Deviation N
My computer skills are...

My photographic skills are...

My writing skills are

My spelling is...

My interviewing skills are...

before 

after

before 

after

before 

after

before 

after

before 

after

boy 
girl 

Total 
boy 
girl 

Total
boy 
girl 

Total 
boy 
girl 

Total
boy 
girl 

Total 
boy 
girl 

Total
boy 
girl 

Total 
boy 
girl 

Total
boy 
girl 

Total 
boy
girl 

Total

3.97 
3.79 
3.89 
4.38 
3.71 
4.10
3.62 
3.47 
3.55 
4.31 
3.33 
3.90
3.49 
3.97 
3.71 
3.55 
3.67 
3.60
3.72 
3.76 
3.74 
3.21 
3.76 
3.44
2.95 
3.59 
3.25 
2.55 
3.05 
2.76

.78 

.88 

.83 

.78 

.85 

.86

.78 

.66 

.73 

.76 

.66 

.86

.91 

.67 

.84 

.78 

.66 

.73

.94 
1.02 
.97 

1.01 
.89 
.99

1.17 
.61 

1.00 
1.48 
1.36 
1.44

39 
34 
73 
29 
21 
50
39 
34 
73 
29 
21 
50
39 
34 
73 
29 
21 
50
39 
34 
73 
29 
21 
50
39 
34 
73 
29 
21 
50

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.11: Mean scores for skill self-ratings by gender

5.3.3 SUMMARY OF PEQ RESULTS

- A significant relationship was found between school and which feature of the 

simulation that was rated enjoyable.

- Group A rated Literacy
- Group B rated ICT
- Group C rated Communication

- A significant relationship was found between gender and which feature of the 

simulation that was rated enjoyable.

- Girls rated Literacy

- Boys rated ICT
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- All three schools deemed literacy to be a boring feature of the simulation that was 
rated enjoyable.

- A significant relationship was found between gender and which feature of the 
simulation that was rated boring.

- Boys rated Literacy

- Girls produced mixed results, including Literacy, ICT, Nothing as well as 
Communication

- A significant relationship was found between spelling ability across level (before 
and after)

- Perceived spelling ability decreased as a result of participation

- A significant relationship was found between interviewing ability across level 
(before and after)

- Perceived interviewing ability decreased as a result of participation

- A significant relationship was found between computer skills across school both 
before and after participation

- Group A gave the highest rating of their computer skills before participation.

- Group A's perceived computer skills decreased after participation

- Group B gave the lowest rating of their computer skills than the other groups 

before participation.

- Although Group B's perceived computer skills increased after participation, 

their ratings were still lower than the other groups

- Group C's perceived computer skills increased after participation

- A significant relationship was found between interviewing skills across school both 
before and after participation

- Group A self-ratings were the same both before and after participation

- Group B rated their interviewing skills lowest before participation.

- Group B's perceived computer skills decreased after participation

- Group C gave the highest rating both before and after participation
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- A significant relationship was found between writing skills across school after 
participation

- Group A gave the lowest self-ratings of their writing skills
- Group C rated writing skills higher than the other groups

- A significant relationship was found between writing skills across gender before 
participation

- Girls perceived their writing skills higher than the boys

- A significant relationship was found between interviewing skills across gender 
before participation

- Girls perceived their interviewing skills higher than the boys

5.4 CONTENT ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANT OUTPUT

5.4.1 INTER-RATER RELIABILITY

In order to assess participant produced work objectively, three independent 
judges were employed. Each piece of work was allocated a score for items in four 
main categories (intelligence, behavioural, emotional and format) on the Content 
Analysis Rating Scale. For each separate item, a seven-point semantic differential 
scale was used (Appendix 8). This instrument yielded Cronbach's Alpha for each 
subscale of .68 (intelligence), .64 (behavioural) .43 (emotional), .83 (format) and .88 
(total).

Intelligence
15

Behavioural
5

Emotional
6

Format
14

TOTAL
40

Table: 5.12 Items within the Content Analysis Rating Scale

Each judge's individual ratings were collated before an inter-rater reliability 
was calculated for each of the 40 separate items using a Pearsons Product Moment 
correlation. Therefore, the average scores for each category were taken as the 
dataset. For the intelligence category, the results showed that there was a positive 
significant correlation between all three judges (Table 5.13).
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Pearson Correlation 
JUDGE ONE Sig. (2-tailed) 

N
Pearson Correlation 

JUDGE TWO Sig. (2-tailed) 
N

JUDGE Pearson Correlation
THREE Si9'(2-tailedN 

l>

JUDGE ONE
1.000 

50
.486** 
.000 
50

.396** 
.004 
50

JUDGE TWO
.486** 
.000 
50

1.000 

50
.547** 
.000 
50

JUDGE THREE
.396** 
.004 
50

.547** 
.000 
50

1.000 

50
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Table: 5:13 Pearson product Moment Results for the Intelligence Category

For the behavioural category, the results showed that there was no significant 
correlation between Judge One and Judge Three (r= 0.267, N=50 , p = 0.61 -Table 
5.14).

Pearson Correlation 
JUDGE ONE Sig. (2-tailed) 

N
Pearson Correlation 

JUDGE TWO Sig. (2-tailed) 
N

„ ._„,. Pearson Correlation 
ZEE' <*<»*-)

JUDGE ONE
1.000 

50
.358* 
.011 
50

.267 

.061 
50

JUDGE TWO
.358* 
.011 
50

1.000 

50
.446** 
.001 
50

JUDGE THREE
.267 
.061 
50

.446** 
.001 
50

1.000 

50
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Table: 5:14 Pearson product Moment Results for the Behavioural Category

For the emotional category there was no positive correlation between Judges 
One and Three (r= 0.240, N=50 ,p = 0.93 -Table 5.15).

Pearson Correlation 
JUDGE ONE Sig. (2-tailed) 

N
Pearson Correlation 

JUDGE TWO Sig. (2-tailed) 
N

llir. 01. Pearson Correlation
JUDGE p. ,r. L^; tn J\THREE Sig ' (2-ta"e(Jj

JUDGE ONE
1.000 

50
.399** 

.004 
50

.240 

.093 
50

JUDGE TWO
.399** 

.004 
50

1.000 

50
.497** 

.000 
50

JUDGE THREE
.240 
.093 
50

.497** 

.000 
50

1.000 

50
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

Table: 5:15 Pearson product Moment Results for the Emotional Category
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Finally, for the format category the results showed that there was a positive 
significant correlation between all three judges (Table 5.16).

Pearson Correlation 
JUDGE ONE Sig. (2-tailed) 

N
Pearson Correlation 

JUDGE TWO Sig. (2-tailed) 
N

JUDGE Pearson Correlation
THREE Si9' (2-tailedN 

h

JUDGE ONE
1.000 

50
.751** 
.000 
50

.821** 
.000 
50

JUDGE TWO
.751** 
.000 
50

1.000 

50
.714** 
.000 
50

JUDGE THREE
.821** 
.000 
50

.714** 
.000 
50

1.000 

50
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table: 5:16 Pearson product Moment Results for the Format Category

The results showed that two of the four categories were correlated across all 
three judges. However, as Judges One and Three ratings were not found to correlate 
on two of the categories it was decided that too few items were highly correlated. 
Therefore, the average of all three judges' scores was taken as the dataset.

5.4.2 CONTENT ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANT OUTPUT BY SCHOOL

A one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was calculated for 
each category of items, Intelligence (where intelligence refers to the category which 
included such items as clear argument-confusing argument and historical 
information-topical news), Behavioural, Emotional and Format (Appendix 8). 
School was employed as an independent variable in order to ascertain whether 
method of operation and school facilities were significant upon the dependent 
variables of each separate item within each category. Tukey Post Hoc analysis was 
conducted after examination of the MANOVA results in order to illustrate which of 
the three schools included were responsible for the results.

Effect

INTELLIGENCE
Wilks 1 BEHAVIOURAL

Lambda EMOTIONAL
FORMAT

Value

.22

.55

.55

.13

F

2.79
3.81
2.97
4.83

Hypothesis 
df

28.00
8.00
10.00
26.00

Error df

68.00
88.00
86.00
72.00

Sig.

.000

.001

.003

.000
Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level

Table 5.17: MANOVA Results for each category across school
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5.4.2.1 Intelligence

The null hypothesis was rejected, with F (28 ,68) = .2.79, p< .05 (Table 5.18). 
Thus, intelligence apparent within participant work was highly significant across 
school.

SCHOOL

Confusing - Clear Argument

Fictitious - factual

Male orientated - female 
orientated

Literal - use of metaphor / simile

Incoherent structure - coherent 
structure ; ^

Apolitical - political

Difficult - easy

Old audience - young audience

Historical information - topical 
News

No sport - sport

Commonsense - academic

No human interest - human 
Interest

Assuming prior knowledge - no 
assumption of prior knowledge

No disaster / crisis motive - 
Disaster / crisis led

A
B 
C

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total

Mean

4.7817 
3.5950 
3.6400 
4.1526
6.1309 
5.4057 
3.9254 
5.3544
3.7091 
4.0236 
4.4354 
3.9860
1.8543 
1.7143 
2.2562 
1.9196
5.4787 
4.3093 
5.2569 
5.0936
2.3617 
1.5236 
1 .8977 
2.0064
4.8261 
4.5471 
4.7954 
4.7400
4.9422 
5.2607 
4.8969 
5.0196
5.4778 
4.0007 
3.7692 
4.6200
3.2609 
1.6664 
2.3592 
2.5800
2.8835 
2.3343 
3.0254 
2.7666
5.3909 
4.0250 
4.8969 
4.8800
3.4057 
3.2857 
3.9485 
3.5132
1.5504 
1.3571 
1.6415 
1.5200

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level 
Table 5.18: Results for intelligence

Std. 
Deviation

1.0083 
1.3974 
1.1834 
1.2891
1.1591 
1.0955 
2.3379 
1 .7566
.4417 
.3800 
.9078 
.6463
.8470 

1.1385 
1.6121 
1.1604
.8152 

1.1052 
1.3125 
1.1388
1.3218 

.7120 
1.4615 
1.2534
1.0494 

.7241 

.9286 

.9272

.9573 
1.1638 

.9845 
1.0156
1.3146 
1.5417 
1.2213 
1.5552
2.7597 
1.7296 
2.6472 
2.5295

.6485 

.7161 
1.2198 

.8757

.8507 
1.3692 
1 .5893 
1.3313
1.0826 
1.2681 
1.5150 
1.2591
.7149 

1.3363 
1.0577 
.9945

ratings across
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Table 5.18 illustrates significant results for six of the fourteen items, with 
both fictitious - factual and historical information - topical news highly significant. 
In order to determine which school was responsible for these results, the Tukey HSD 
post hoc comparisons are discussed below (Appendix 10).

Confusing - Fictitious - Male orientated Incoherent Historical No human 
Clear Argument factual - female structure - information - interest - human

orientated coherent topical news interest 
structure

Item 
Figure: 5.6: Graph to show significant results for the Intelligence category across school

Confusing Argument - Clear Argument

For the dependent variable of confusing argument - clear argument, school A 
significantly differed from both school B (p<.05) and C (p<.05). No difference was 
noted between school B and C. Therefore, in reviewing the mean scores it can be 
seen that participants from school A tended to produce a clearer argument within 
their work.

Fictitious - Factual

School C significantly differed from both school A (p<.000) and B (p<.05) 
for this variable. Analysis of the mean scores for each school suggest that school C 
tended to produce fictitious work whilst both school A and B were both similar in the 

level of factual information given.
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Male orientated - female orientated

Whilst school A significantly differed from school C (p<05), no other 

differences were noted for this variable. This suggests that school A showed a 

positive skew towards male orientation. The null hypothesis can then be rejected as 

school A, the predominantly male group, did adopt a male orientation in their work.

Incoherent structure - coherent structure

A significant difference was noted between school A and B (p<.05), with 

school B tending towards an incoherent structure. The mean scores show little 

difference between school A (5.47) and C (5.25) in providing a coherent structure to 

their work. This is surprising in that school A's participants had little teacher 

involvement whilst both school B and C were curriculum-led groups suggesting 

greater direction in terms of structure.

Historical information - topical news

School's B (p<.05) and C (p<-05) significantly differed from school A on this 

variable with school A showing a marked preference for topical news. This result 

upholds the notion that the curriculum-led schools (B and C) would tend towards 

historical information as the subjects included within their articles would reflect the 

class syllabus. As school C was an after-school groups it was hypothesised that they 

would favour topical news as they were allowed to have freedom of choice about 

what they wrote about.

No human interest - human interest motivated

Again school A significantly differed from school B (p<.05). This result 

follows the historical information - topical news item above in that school A tended 

towards writing about topical news which could be rated as higher in human-interest 

motivation. School B's use of historical information could arguably be deemed as 

having less human interest.
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Whilst not significant, all three schools equally reported upon subjects and 

events that were not crisis or disaster led. Their work was judged as being more 

suitable for a young audience and relatively easy to understand.

5.4.2.2 Behavioural

SCHOOL

No direction - directing reader 
DURING reading

No direction - directing reader 
AFTER reading

No problem solving - problem 
solving

No action research - authors 
action research

A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total
A 
B 
C 

Total

Mean

4.5652 
3.4764 
4.6146 
4.2732
3.4639 
2.5229 
3.0531 
3.0936
1.9700 
1.7607 
2.5892 
2.0724
5.7961 
5.0236 
4.3323 
5.1992

Std. Deviation

1.1269 
1.4540 
1.0169 
1.2793
1.6111 
1 .5273 
2.0278 
1.7173
1.1857 
1.4412 
1.7048 
1.4134
.9834 
.8308 

1.4530 
1.2287

N

23
14 
13 
50
23
14 
13 
50
23 
14 
13 
50
23 
14 
13 
50

F Sig.

4.28 .05

1.32 0.27

1 .28 0.28

7.77 .001

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.19: Results for behavioural ratings across school

Table 5.19 suggests variance across all but one variable. For author's own 

action research, all three schools demonstrated that participants conducted a limited 

amount of their own research. Indeed, a highly significant result was found for the 

behavioural component of each schools work which was based upon both authors 

actions when writing as well as encouraging the reader to act upon the article (F (g, gg) 

= .3.81, p < .05). In order to determine which school was responsible for these 

results, the Tukey HSD post hoc comparisons are discussed below (Appendix 11)
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No direction - directing reader DURING reading 
No action research - authors action research

Figure: 5.7: Graph to show significant results for the Behavioural category across school

The three schools were found to be significantly different on two of the four 
variables. These were direction during reading and authors own action research. 
Tukey Post Hoc comparisons reveal that school B significantly differed from both 
school A (p<.027) and C (p<.046) for no direction - directing reader DURING 
reading. In reviewing the mean scores, it can be seen that school B (3.47) did not 
tend to direct the reader during reading, whilst school A (4.56) and C (4.61) were 
equal in the level of direction given to the reader. For author's own action research, 
school A significantly differed from school C (p<.001). This suggests that school C 
did not conduct as much research for their work as school A. Again this result is 
surprising as school A attended meetings and participated on the project in their own 
personal time whilst school C could be expected to have been required by the teacher 
to conduct their own research.

5.4.2.3 Emotional

Table 5.20 shows variance across the four variables with the aggressive- 
passive item showing little difference between the schools. With F do, se) = 2.979, p 
< .05, the null hypothesis was rejected. The three schools were found to differ across 

the emotionality of their work, however, post hoc comparisons revealed that only 

two of the five variables were significant (Appendix 12).
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No use of irony - use of irony
No human interest-human interest

B 

Group

.Figure: 5.8: Graph to show significant results for the Emotional category across school 

No use of irony - use of irony

For use of irony, school B and C (p<.014) significantly differed. Whilst use 
of irony was generally very low, mean scores suggest that school C (2.07) tended 
towards higher usage than school B (1.07). Although not significant, school C was 
also higher than school A (1.72).

No human interest - human interest

This variable rates the human interest present within the story. Interestingly, 
school B significantly differed from both other schools (school A = p<.001 and 
school C p<.05). Thus school B showed less human interest on both motivation to 
write the story and emotion within the story.

The three schools were found to be equal on the aggressive - passive variable. 
Thus, all participants within each school tended towards adopting a neutral stance 

within their work.
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SCHOOL

Serious - funny

Aggressive - passive

Biased, one-sided - 
impartial

No use of irony - use of 
irony

No human interest - human 
interest

A
B
c

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total

Mean
2.6370
2.3807 
3.3846
2.7596
4.2896
4.3100 
4.1800
4.2668
2.8839
2.9293 
4.0515
3.2002
1.7243
1.0714 
2.0762
1.6330
5.3904
3.7864 
5.0008
4.8400

Std. Deviation
1.5510
.8653 

1.8648
1.5106
1.1118

.7667 

.6616

.9060
1.4489
1.6855 
1.5386
1.5925
.8328
.1934 

1.3282
.9484
.8195

1.3319 
1.7635
1.4142

N
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50

F

1.67

0.08

2.68

4.55

7.14

Sig.

0.19

0.92

0.79

0.01

0.00

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.20: Results for emotional ratings across school

5.4.2.4 Format

For this category it was hypothesised that not only would all three schools 
significantly differ, but that school A would emerge as the more sophisticated user of 
formatting. This was because school A was the only purely ICT led group, 
illustrating participant motivation to use ICT. The mean scores however do not 
support this hypothesis across all the variables.

The null hypothesis was rejected as the three schools were found to 
significantly differ on their format use (F (26,70) = 4.83, p < .000). Tukey HSD 
comparisons were employed in order to identify which variables were responsible for 
this significant result (Appendix 13).
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SCHOOL

Literal - poetic

Unclear layout - clear layout

Poor quality headline - high 
quality headline

Uninformative headline(s) - 
informative headline

No use of graphics - use of 
Graphics

Irrelevance - relevance of 
graphics to text

No use of colour - use of 
colour

No use of font - use of font

Off the shelf graphics - self- 
generated graphics

Poor textual style - good 
textual style

Bad grammar - good
grammar

Bad spelling - good spelling

Typographic errors - accurate
production

A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B
C

Total
A
B 
C

Total
A
B
C

Total

Mean

1.6374
1.4036 
2.1785
1.7126
5.6083
4.7871 
5.7946
5.4268
4.9709
3.0000 
4.8192
4.3796
5.6091
4.4036 
5.3838
5.2130
6.0148
2.7857 
2.5638
4.2134
6.1596
1.9500 
2.1777
3.9456
5.1739
3.9764 
1.8208
3.9668
3.3326
1.7607 
2.9738
2.7992
3.8409
1.6407 
1.4338
2.5990
4.8122
3.3329 
4.4362
4.3002
4.6096
4.2386
3.9746
4.3406
5.6809
5.1664 
5.3331
5.4464
4.7400
4.6664
4.3854
4.6272

Std. 
Deviation

.5862

.3744 
1.5673

.9384

.7829
1.1733 
1.0407
1.0363
1.0034
1.5789 

.9693
1.4501
1.0335
1.8945 
1.3455
1.4642
1.1786
2.2438 
2.4657
2.5051
1.3890
2.4772 
2.9007
2.9703
1.5984
2.0705 
1.6142
2.1974
1.2636
.8104 

1.7716
1.4525
1.6823
1.3112 
1.7875
1.9636
.7583
.9239 
.7855

1.0154
.9620

1.1195
1.0031
1.0329
.5462
.9842 
.7821
.7696
.7315
.9424

1.3251
.9632

N

23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14
13
50
23
14 
13
50
23
14
13
50

F Sig.

2.53 .085

4.36 .018

13.27 .000

3.36 0.043

19.26 .000

22.01 .000

15.32 .000

6.36 .004

12.61 .000

14.61 .000

1.71 0.19

2.24 0.11

0.56 0.57

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.21: Results for format ratings across school
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Unclear Poorquality Uninformative Nouseof Irrelevance- Nouseof Nouseoffont Offttieshelf Poortextual
lay out-clear headline - high headline(s) - graphics - use relevance of colour-use of -use of font graphics - self- style-good

layout quality informative of graphics graphics to text colour generated textual style
headline headline graphics

item

Figure: 5.9: Graph to show significant results for the Format category across school

Unclear layout - clear layout

The significant result for this variable is due to the difference between school 
B, with both schools A (p<.05) and C (p<.05). Further analysis (Table 5.21) 
revealed that school B's layout was not as clear as either of the other two schools.

Poor quality headline - good quality headline

School B significantly differs from the other schools (school A = p<.000 and 
school C p<.001) for the quality of headline used. Again mean score analysis 
indicates poorer quality headline use for school B (3.0 as opposed 4.9 for school A 
and 4.81 for school C). This result may serve to enhance the variable above as this 
item could include such factors as no headline present or placement of the headline 

as well as its descriptive nature, thus rendering the layout of the work confusing.

Uninformative headline - informative headline

This result follows in that School B's headline was Uninformative. School A 
seemed to provide the most informative headlines as it significantly differed from 

school B (p<.05).
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No use of graphics - use of graphics

School A significantly differed from the other schools (for both schools, 
p<.000) with School A showing a marked preference for using graphics within their 
work. This result is not surprising given that school A is the primarily ICT focused 
group. Thus, knowledge of graphic insertion would be expected.

Irrelevance of graphics - relevance of graphics

Not only was school A more likely to include graphics, they were more likely 
to make the relevance of these graphics explicit to the text. Significant differences 
were found between school A and both school B (p<.001) and C (p<.001). In this 
manner the predominantly male group could be responsible for producing the same 
significant results for the independent variable of gender.

No use of colour - use of colour

School C was less likely to use colour than either school A (p<.001) or B 
(p<.05). Although not significant, school A was more likely to use colour than either 
of the other two schools.

No use of font - use of font

For use of fonts within their work, school B significantly differed from school 
A (p<.001), as school A was more likely to use fonts than either of the other schools.

Off the shelf graphics - self generated graphics

For use of graphics, this variable distinguishes between the 'off the shelf 
graphics such as clipart, and self-generated graphics such as scanned personal 
drawings or photographs. Results indicate that not only was school A more likely to 
use graphics but they were also more likely to use their own self-generated artwork. 
With Tukey HSD results showing marked differences between school A with school 

B (p<.001) and school C (p<.000).
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Poor textual style - good textual style

This variable relates to the visual appearance of text. Therefore it follows 
that school B was significantly poorer in visual style than school's A (p<.000) and 
school C (p<.05).

School B illustrated significant results for unclear layout, poor quality, 
uninformative headline and poor textual style. A tentative explanation would be that 
school B had a relatively low ICT capability, whilst school A was the more 
sophisticated group. However further investigation is needed as these results may 
simply reflect computer access variations between the groups.

5.4.3 CONTENT ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANT OUTPUT BY GENDER

A one-way ANOVA was calculated for each category of items (intelligence, 
behavioural, emotional and format). The independent variable of gender was tested 
against the dependent variables of each separate item within each category. The 
results are recorded below (Table: 5.22).

Effect

INTELLIGENCE
Wilks 1 BEHAVIOURAL

Lambda EMOTIONAL
FORMAT

Value

.45

.82

.91

.36

F

1.78
1.66
.52

3.01

Hypothesis 
df

14.00
4.00
5.00
13.00

Error df

21.00
31.00
30.00
22.00

P

.111

.182

.753

.011
Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level

Table 5.22: MANOVA Results for each category across gender

5.4.3.1 Intelligence

The table (5.23) below illustrates that generally both male and female output 
was rated similarly by the judges. The difference between the mean scores for 
whether the work was male or female orientated is of interest as it would be expected 
that girls would write for a female audience, and indeed, from a female perspective 
whilst boys would write from a male standpoint. Also of interest is the higher mean 
score for boys on the production of work relating to sport.
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boys Gender girls

• Male orientated - female orientated
D Assuming prior knowledge - no assumption of prior knowledge

Figure 5.10: Graph to show the significant results for the Intelligence category across gender

For the intelligence category, F ( 14> 2 i) = .1.78, p = .11. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis that there would be no difference between boys and girls on the 
intelligence rating of their work, was retained.

Closer inspection of the mean scores (Table 5.22) illustrates that a number of 
items are worthy of note. Both boys and girls tended towards producing fact based 
(6.00 and 5.02, respectively), common-sense (2.72 and 2.75, respectively) work that 
was not particularly historical or topical (5.26 and 4.42, respectively). The greatest 
difference was that of male and female orientation (p <.05) with boys tending 
towards a male orientation (mean = 3.7) and girls seeming to opt for a more neutral 
perspective (4.2).
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Gender

Confusing - Clear Argument

Fictitious - factual

Male orientated - female 
orientated

Literal - use of metaphor / 
simile

Incoherent structure - coherent 
structure

Apolitical - political

Difficult - easy

Old audience - young audience

Historical information - topical 
news

No sport - sport

Commonsense - academic

No human interest - human 
interest

Assuming prior knowledge - no 
assumption of prior knowledge

No disaster / crisis motive - 
disaster /crisis led

boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls

Total

boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total

Mean

4.7614 
4.3993 
4.6106
6.0005 
5.0240

5.5936

3.6976 
4.2440 
3.9253
1.7771 
2.1327 
1.9253
5.3333 
5.2007 
5.2781
2.0152 
2.4667 
2.2033
4.6829 
5.0893 
4.8522
5.0476 
5.2887 
5.1481
5.2695 
4.4213 
4.9161
3.6190 
1.4000 
2.6944
2.7295 
2.7560 
2.7406
5.0948 
5.3560 
5.2036

3.1429 
4.4893 
3.7039
1.4600 
1.7780 
1.5925

Std. 
Deviation

.9787 
1.0780 
1 .0222
1.1982 
2.1470

1.7037

.4937 

.5266 

.5700

.8724 
1.1739 
1.0088

.8028 
1.0682 

.9106
1.1612 
1 .6082 
1.3624
1 .0524 

.8671 

.9874
1.0973 
.8530 
.9968

1 .4720 
1 .4834 
1.5160
2.7392 
1.5492 
2.5453

.6637 
1.0261 

.8204
1.0380 

.8672 

.9662

.9750 
1.2471 
1.2723

.6786 
1.0052 
.8322

N

21 
15 
36
21 
15

36

21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36

F

1.01

3.04

10.14

1.08

0.18

0.96

1.54

0.50

2.88

7.97

0.009

0.63

13.22

1.28

P

.30

.090

.003

.30

.67

.33

.22

.48

.09

.008

.92

.43

.001

.26

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level

Table 5.23: MANOVA Results for each category across gender
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5.4.3.2 Behavioural

Gender

No direction - directing reader 
DURING reading

No direction - directing reader 
AFTER reading

No problem solving - problem 
solving

No action research - authors 
action research

boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total

Mean
4.5390 
4.6673 
4.5925
3.3805 
3.6900 
3.5094
1.5852 
2.2453 
1 .8603
5.8086 
5.0660 
5.4992

Std. Deviation
1.1581 
1.0461 
1.0992
1.6846 
1.8920 
1.7543

.7443 
1.3837 
1.0915
.9689 

1.2110 
1.1229

N
21
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36

F

.12

.26

3.42

4.17

P

.73

.60

.07

.04

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.24: Results for the behavioural category across gender

The table above (5.24) shows that the mean scores for boys and girls are very 

similar on all but one variable. This suggests that behaviourally, gender was not 

significantly different. The use of problem solving however does seem to cause a 

slight variation between gender.

The null hypothesis, that there would be no behavioural difference between 

boys and girls in their project output, was retained (F (4,33) = \.66,p = .18).

5.4.3.3 Emotional

The table below (5.25) shows that the mean scores for boys and girls are very 

similar. This suggests that the emotional nature of their work was consistent across 

both genders. The greatest difference noted between the mean scores was for biased 

- impartial work, with boys showing a slight preference towards producing subjective 

articles.
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Gender

Serious - funny

Aggressive - passive

Biased, one-sided - 
impartial

No use of irony - use of 
irony

No human interest - 
human interest

boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total

Mean
2.7457 
2.8213 
2.7772
4.3648 
4.1113 
4.2592
2.8414 
3.2000 
2.9908
1 .6824 
1.7553 
1.7128
5.1738 
5.2007 
5.1850

Std. Deviation
1.5021 
1.7990 
1.6079
1.1201 

.7097 

.9667
1.5452 
1.6700 
1.5849

.8724 
1.1309 

.9735

.9627 
1.1739 
1.0397

N
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21
15 
36

F

.019

.59

.44

.04

.006

p

.89

.44

.51

.82

.94

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.25: Results for the emotional category across gender

Again, there was no significant difference between gender on the emotional 

category (F (5> 3 o) = .528, p = .75). Both boys and girls were equal in the serious 

nature of their work with a slight skew towards producing human-interest stories.

5.4.3.4 Format

Whilst nine of the format items produced similar means for both boys and 

girls, three items are of particular interest (Table 5.26). For use and relevance of 

graphics, the mean scores tend to differ, as well as the use of colour within their 

work.

The table below indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected. Both boys 

and girls did significantly differ in the level of formatting present in their work, F (13, 

22) = 3.01, p < .05. Further analysis shows that the biggest difference was the 

relevance of the graphics used to the text of the article.

When the mean scores are considered (Figure: 5.11) it can be seen that boys 

were more likely to use graphics and also to make the relevance of these graphics to 

the text more explicit. Boys were also more likely to use colour within their work. 

The most surprising result noted was that boys tended to have better spelling within 

their work than girls.
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Gender

Literal - poetic

Unclear layout - clear layout

Poor quality headline - high 
quality headline

Uninformative headline(s) - 
Informative headline

No use of graphics - use of 
graphics

Irrelevance - relevance of 
graphics to text

No use of colour - use of colour
tosifill(IJi»,Ks»-!r

No use of font - use of font

Off the shelf graphics - self- 
generated graphics

Poor textual style - good textual 
style

Bad grammar - good grammar

Bad spelling - good spelling

Typographic errors - accurate 
production

Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
Boys 
Girls 
Total
boys 
girls 
Total

Mean
1.6343 
1.6213 
1.6289
5.4281 
5.5780 
5.4906
4.8095 
4.4653 
4.6661
5.5238 
5.5107 
5.5183
6.0319 
3.4667 
4.9631
6.1429 
2.9767 
4.8236
5.4448 
3.1780 
4.5003
3.1905 
3.1533 
3.1750
3.6033 
2.4207
3.1106
4.6824 
4.3340 
4.5372
4.6038 
4.1113 
4.3986
5.6824 
5.1773 
5.4719
4.6676 
4.4220 
4.5653

Std. Deviation
.5965 
.6024 
.5903
.8633 

1.1368 
.9739

1.1854 
1.0751 
1.1379
1 .0522 
1.2901 
1.1395
1.2246 
2.4682 
2.2224
1 .4598 
2.8789 
2.6531
1.3433 
2.3469 
2.1258
1.3565 
1.5066 
1 .3999
1.3731 
2.5265
1.9951

.7502 

.9337 

.8370

.9405 

.9560 

.9652

.5915 

.8627 

.7493

.7453 
1 .0878 

.8977

N
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36
21 
15 
36

F

.004

.20

.79

.001

16.98

18.79

13.50

.006

3.27

1.53

2.36

4.35

6.49

p

.94

.65

.37

.97

.000

.000

.001

.93

.07

.22

.13

.04 -

.42

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level

Table 5.26: Results for the format category across gender
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Use of graphics Relevance of Use of colour Good spelling
graphics Item

Figure 5.11 Graph to show the significant results across gender for the format category

For the format category, both boys and girls were equal in their production of 
literal rather than poetic articles, and both used informative headlines although 
neither seemed to employ the use of fonts within their work.

5.4.4 SUMMARY OF CONTENT ANALYSIS RESULTS

- A significant relationship was found for intelligence ratings of participant work 
across school.

- Group A developed a clear argument within their work
- Group A adopted a male orientation within their writing
- Group A wrote about topical news stories
- Group A's work had more of a human-interest motivation
- Group B tended to use an incoherent structure
- Group C tended to write about fictitious topics
- All three groups wrote about topics that were not crisis or disaster-led

- A significant relationship was found for behavioural ratings of participant work
across school.

- Group C provided little direction for the reader during reading
- Group C provided less evidence of having undertaken any action research
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- A significant relationship was found for emotional ratings of participant work 
across school.

- Group B had less human-interest
- Group C displayed more use of irony in their work
- All three groups adopted a neutral stance within their writing.

- A significant relationship was found for format ratings of participant work across 
school.

- Group A showed a marked difference in their use of graphics
- Group A were more likely to use different fonts
- Group A were more likely to use self-generated graphics
- Group B tended to adopted a less clear layout
- Group B tended to produce poorer quality headlines
- Group B tended to produce more uninformative headlines
- Group B adopted a poorer textual style.
- Group C were less likely to use colour within their work

- No difference was found for intelligence ratings across gender. As such, the 
following features of participant work was noted:

- Fact-based writing
- Common-sense approach
- No historical or topical stance
- Boys tended to write for a male audience whilst girls tended to adopt a 

neutral stance.

- No difference was found for behavioural ratings across gender

- No difference was found for emotional ratings across gender

- A significant relationship was found for format ratings of participant work across 
gender.

- Boys were more likely to use graphics
- Boys were more likely to make their graphics relevance to the text explicit
- Boys were more likely to use colour
- Boys illustrated better spelling within their work
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- Both girls and boys opted for a literal writing style that used informative 
headlines.

5.5 REVISED COMPUTER ATTITUDE SCALE FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

As suggested earlier (chapter three), the original Computer Attitude Scale for 
Secondary School Students (CASS, Jones and Clarke, 1994) produced low internal 
consistency scores for one of it's components when used for the shorter activity. The 
CASS had provided an ideal tool on which to gauge participant's attitudes towards 
computers by using a tripartite framework of attitudes. Whilst the scale produced 
satisfactory Cronbach Alpha scores for the affective and behavioural components, 
the cognitive component's alpha score of 0.51 was much lower than that found by 
Jones and Clarke (0.88). Therefore, the scale was subject to further consideration 
before it was distributed to the MESUS sample. This section will begin by providing 
a brief overview of the process undertaken in order to provide a more satisfactory 
cognitive component (for a full discussion of the development of the Revised 
Computer Attitude Scale for Secondary School Students, see Smalley et al, 2001).

5.5.1 THE COGNITIVE COMPONENT

Whilst the shorter activity had used a relatively small sample of only 30 
participants, the CASS was distributed to a further 27 participants in order to further 
investigate the cognitive component's alpha score. The results illustrated that both 
the affective and behavioural components produced satisfactory alpha scores. The 
cognitive component was still found to be too low at 0.66. Therefore, the 15 
cognitive items were subjected to further analysis.

Item analysis revealed that some of the cognitive items were dated. As such, 
it was hypothesised that updating these items might rectify this. Table 5.27 presents 
the original items used within the Jones and Clarke scale. Such statements as To use 
computers you have to be highly qualified' or ' All computer people talk in a strange 
and technical language 1 conflict with recent developments where user-friendly 
interfaces such as Windows enable everybody, regardless of previous experience to 
use computers with ease. They were also developed before initiatives such as the
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National Grid for Learning (DfEE, 1997) which encourages young people to gain 
computing experience within the school environment. Therefore, many of the 
original CASS items were updated, or re-worded in order to provide more relevance 
to today's society. A few new items were generated with some statements taken 
from Pelgrum et al (1993).

Computers intimidate and threaten me. (A)
All computer people talk in a strange and technical language (C)
I learn new computer tasks by trial and error (B)
Working with a computer makes me feel tense and uncomfortable *(A)
Computers are difficult to understand *(C)
Other students ask me for help when using the computer (B)
I feel helpless when asked to perform a task on the computer *(A)
Boys like computers more than girls do *j(C)
When I have a problem with the computer, I will usually solve it on my own. (B)
I feel important when others ask me for information about computers (A)
Learning about computers is a waste of time *(C)
Using the computer has increased my interaction with other students. (B)
Computers bore me. *(A)
Anything that a computer can be used for, I can do just as well in another way. *(C)
I develop shortcuts and more efficient ways to use computers. (B)
Working with computers makes me feel isolated from other people. *(A)
Working with computers will not be important to me in my career. *(C)
I would like to spend more time using a computer. (B)
I do not feel I have control over what I do when I use a computer. *(A)
People that use computers are seen as more important than those who don't. (C)
If I can I will take subjects that will teach me to use computers. (B)
Computers sometimes scare me. *(A)
People that work with computers sit in front of a computer screen all day. *(C)
I would like to learn more about computers. (B)
I feel unhappy walking into a room filled with computers. *(A)
Working with computers means working on your own, without contact with others. *(C)
If I need computer skills for my career choice, I will develop them. (B)
I'm no good with computers. *(A)
To use computers you have to be highly qualified. *(C)
If my school offered computer camp I would like to attend it. (B)
Working with a computer makes me feel very nervous. *(A)
Using computers prevents me from being creative. *(C)
I feel threatened when others talk about computers. *(A)
Computers are confusing. *(C)
Computers make me feel uncomfortable. *(A)
You have to a "brain" to work with computers. *(C)
I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a computer. *(A)
Not many people can use computers. *(C)
Computers frustrate me. *(A)
People that work with computers must make really good money. (C) _________________ 

A, affective item; B, behavioural item; C, cognitive item
'Items for which scoring must be reversed t Change scoring for boys 

Table 5.27: The original CASS items (Jones and Clarke, 1994)

5.5.1.1 Selection of Items

Two independent judges were employed in order to assess each of the new 
items generated for the CASS scale with reference to relevance, clarity and 
understanding. This analysis yielded a list of 40 suitable items. The list was
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distributed to 67 year 10 pupils (aged 14+) for them to complete. These pupils 
formed two main groups where 32 were identified as 'high level users' and the 
remaining 35 were 'low level users'. Each group was defined with reference to their 
GCSE subject choices, with the high level users having opted to pursue ICT to GCSE 
level and the low level users having decided not to continue with this subject. The 
40-item list incorporated a five-point Likert scale and was distributed to these two 
groups in order to ensure that the scale would be appropriate across all levels of 
computer use.

A Pearson Product Moment correlation was calculated in order to 
discriminate between the two groups of users (r = 0.50, p<0.01). Criteria for 
selection of an item were based upon whether it reached a score of 0.5 or above. 
Thus, 12 items were selected for inclusion in the Computer Attitude Scale (Table 
5.28)

A Cronbach's Alpha was calculated on the 12 new cognitive items. A score 
of a..88 was found, thus indicating that this revised list of items was satisfactory.

Anything I can do on a computer, I can do just as well without one.*
Working with computers is fun.
Computer work is boring.*
Computer experts understand both the technical aspects and how to use lots of packages.*
Anyone can use computing systems.
Computers should be available in every classroom.
Computers are tools that help me to achieve my goals.
Using the Internet is a waste of time.*
Computer jobs are exciting.
Computer knowledge is important for everyone in society.
Computer skills are essential for my future.
Computers help me to learn things._____________________________

'Items for which scoring must be reversed

Table 5.28: New cognitive items for the Revised CASS scale

5.5.1.2 Test-retest reliability

The updated scale with the 12 revised cognitive items was distributed to 54 
undergraduate students and then administered two weeks later. The use of 
undergraduate students reflected ease of access, and whilst the students were older 
than the scales intended audience, this was not deemed to be problematic. The test-
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retest scores were used to analyse the revised scale as opposed to the participants, 
and so their age would not affect this assessment.

A Spearman's Rho correlation was calculated for the test-retest scores. A 
coefficient of 0.88,/?<0.0 was found. Therefore, the Revised CASS scale was found 
to be reliable for test-retest.

5.5.7.3 Criterion Validity

A MESUS sample of 147 participants were asked to complete the Revised 
CASS. Criterion validity was assessed by comparing the high and low levels of 
computer use via their level of engagement within the simulation (number of editions 
of the newspaper that each participant had worked upon). The Revised CASS scale 
distinguished two of the three components and total attitude score; affective: (t, (84) 
3.08,/KO.OOl), behavioural: (t, (84) 1.28,/?>.05), cognitive: (t, (84) 2.52, /K0.01), 
and total attitude score (t, (84) 2.68, /?< 01). Therefore, the Revised CASS was 
deemed to be a satisfactory scale on which to assess the MESUS sample.

5.5.2 THE REVISED CASS RESULTS

A one-way between subjects ANOVA was calculated for level of engagement 
across the three components and the total attitude score. The level of engagement 
reflected the number of newspaper editions which each participant had contributed 
to, and thus, provides an ideal base on which to assess their level of involvement 
within the simulation. The level of engagement scale ranged from no participation to 
participation on four editions of the MESUS newspaper.

A significant relationship was found between level of engagement on two of 
the three components of the Revised CASS, affective: (F, (4 , 14) 2.93, /><.05), 
behavioural: (F, (4, ]4) 1.85,/?>.05), cognitive: (F, (4 , ]4) 2.8,/K.OS), and total attitude 
score (F, (4> !4) 2.85, /K.05). Tukey Post Hoc analysis was conducted in order to 
illustrate which of the levels of engagement were responsible for the ANOVA 
results.
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Component LEVEL
AFFECTIVE o

1
2
3 
4

BEHAVIOURAL 0
1 
2 
3 
4

COGNITIVE 0 
1 
2 
3 
4

TOTAL 0 
ATTITUDE 1 
SCORE 2

3 
4

..__„ Standard c 
Mean deviation F
31.74 12.11 
28.09 9.88 
25.25 8.66 
28.50 7.56 
24.82 5.45
25.13 7.35 
23.53 5.36 
21.42 4.32 
19.00 3.41 
23.00 7.67
29.45 7.11 
27.53 5.80 
25.67 5.35 
23.83 4.96 
26.03 3.99
86.32 23.99 
73.16 19.14 
72.33 17.03 
71.33 15.29 
73.85 13.64

2.93

1.85

2.8

2.85

P

.05

.123

.05

.05

Shaded areas denote significant results at 0.05 level
Table 5.29: Results for Content Analysis across levels of engagement

Closer inspection of the mean scores (Table 5.29) illustrates an interesting 

pattern of results. For each of the components as well as the total attitude score, 

participants had the most positive attitude towards computers before they engaged 

within the simulation. As Figure 5.12 illustrates, following participation, participant 

attitude lowered before it began to rise steadily in line with continued engagement. 

Tukey Post Hoc analysis revealed that there were significant differences between no 

participation and participation on four editions on the affective component (p < .05) 

and between no participation and participation on four editions on the total attitude 

score (p < .05).
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E) Affective •Behavioural n Cognitive

0
01234 Edition 

Figure 5.12: Graph to show the Revised CASS Mean scores

Further analysis of the effects of participation/no participation was 

undertaken, as it was hypothesised that participation would serve to reduce 

participant attitude towards computers. An independent sample t-test (two-tailed) 

was calculated. A significant relationship was found for one of the three components 

and the total attitude score. Thus, both the affective component (t, (145) 1.85,p<.05) 

and the total attitude score (t, (145) 1.71,/?<.05) yielded significant results.

5.5.3 SUMMARY OF REVISED CASS

- A significant relationship was found for level of engagement and attitude toward 

computer use for the following components:
- Affective, where participants feelings towards computers were gauged

- Cognitive, where participant beliefs, knowledge structures and thoughts 

regarding computers were given
- Total attitude score, where the affective, behavioural and cognitive 

components are collated.

- A significant relationship was found for attitude toward computer use and 

participation on the following components:

- Affective
- Total attitude score
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5.6 INTERVIEWS

Interviews were conducted with 44 of the phase one participants following 
participation on the simulation. An independent interviewer who had had no prior 
contact with either the simulation or the participants conducted the interviews. The 
interviewer had been allocated a semi-structured interview schedule, which had been 
prepared by the researcher. In this manner, the interview questions (Appendix 14) 
were based upon the main research hypotheses. The following section presents the 
interview results in terms of the main hypotheses, a reminder of which are given 
below:

The simulation will provide an effective method of establishing-^
P university-school links ;&% "I
;* A university's information and communication resources will be shared'^

effectively with its local schools ;J| 
:!; A university organised activity will add value to the National Curriculum x>;| 
•;: The activity will be associated with improved studying rates for young peoplell 

. in school 'Wli^ 
v Integrated ICT Learning will be enhanced :•::«•> 
feEmployability awareness and vocational skills will be enhanced ..;|||||| 
giCareer and educational aspirations will be improved

Figure 5.1 a: The main research hypotheses

Whilst %2 tests of association indicated that there was no relationship between 

school or gender and response for each item, a series of %2 goodness of fit tests 
illustrated that the responses did not occur merely by chance. Thus, the interview 
data did not follow a normal distribution and as such, the observed pattern of 
responses significantly differed from the expected values (Brace et al, 2000)

5.6.1 A UNIVERSITY'S INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION RESOURCES CAN BE 

SHARED EFFECTIVELY WITH ITS LOCAL SCHOOLS

The respondents had mixed feelings about what working with a university 
had meant to them. Whilst some participant's felt that working with a university 
would be fun (17.9%) and interesting (12.8%), some also feared that it would be
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harder than schoolwork (12.8%). This item generally produced positive feedback 

that participant's had felt older due to the free choice (7.7%), that it had been a good 

idea as it gave them confidence and made them feel important (7.7%) and they had 

also deemed it to be a good opportunity to find out about a University (7.7%). A chi 

square goodness of fit test illustrated that the respondent's perceptions of working 

with a university followed a normal distribution (%2= 9.36, df=S,p <20.09).

Involvement within the simulation was associated with increased computer 

privileges. Ninety per cent of respondents had been allowed more computer time as 

a direct result of MESUS participation. This meant that the MESUS groups had been 

given teacher permission to access the computing facilities during lunch periods as 

well as after school hours.

Yes No 

Increased computer access
Figure 5.13: Were you allowed more computer time as a result of your participation on

MESUS?

Following increased computer access, 35.9% of the sample identified 

computer skills as the main skill that they had gained from participation (%2 = 80.18, 

df = l,p >18.48). This indicates that participant perceptions of what they had gained 

from their involvement on the simulation did not follow a normal distribution.

Whilst group C had been the only group who had also benefited from special 

permission to leave English lessons in order to word process their articles, they were 

also the only group to identify 'communication' as a key benefit from the activity. 

Moreover, not only did more group C respondents opt for communication than 

computer skills (40% and 24%, respectively), they were also a predominantly female 

group. Whilst 45.5% of the total male contingent gave 'computer skills' as the main
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benefit of participation, 47.1% of the female sample opted for 'communication' 
instead.

Computer skills Confidence Journalistic Teamwork Communication Web design Ability to write Nothing
ex perience concisely

NB: There are no females in the confidence and web design categories and no males in the ability to write 
concisely category

Figure 5.14: What did you gain as a result of your participation on MESUS? Gender results

5.6.2 A UNIVERSITY'S WELL ORGANISED ACTIVITY WILL ADD VALUE To THE 
NATIONAL CURRICULUM

Generally, respondents listed ICT-based activities when asked 'what new 

things did MESUS allow you to do?' Thus, the internet, designing webpages and 

computer use all figured highly (Table 5.30). Interviewing, excursions and the free 

choice element were also given as new experiences (7.9%, 5.3% and 5.3%, 

respectively). As such, participant ratings of the internet was far higher than the 

average score (x2 = 161.73, df = 12, p >26.22). Gender differences were noted, with 

girls also including the opportunity to write in a more interesting manner (5.6%) and 

to produce articles especially for internet presentation.
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RESPONSE
Computer use
Designing webpages
Editorial and IT skills
Excursions
Free choice
Internet
Interviewing
Keyboard skills
Literacy - writing in a more interesting way
Meeting the Russian Cosmonauts 
(Excursion)
No response
Producing articles for the internet
Teamwork

TOTAL (%)
10.5
10.5
2.6
5.3
5.3
39.5
7.9
2.6
2.6

2.6

2.6
5.3
2.6

Table 5.30: What new things did MESUS allow you to do? 

5.6.2.1 Literacy

When asked specifically whether literacy levels had improved as a result of 
MESUS participation, the responses did not occur merely by chance (%2 - 73.11, 
df=6, p >16.81). Boys were more likely to respond with statements based around 
writing style/more inventive writing style than girls (14.3% and 5.6%, respectively). 
Boys also illustrated slightly higher self-appraisals of grammar and spelling ability 
(boys 42.8%, girls 38.9%) and were more likely to note general literacy 
improvements than the girls. This can be seen in that 14.3% of boys stated that their 
literacy did improve, whilst 14.3% did not feel that it had improved. Conversely, 
only 11.1% of girls noted improvements whereas 27.9% did not deem that MESUS 
had had an impact upon their literacy skills.

RESPONSE
Grammar and spelling
Improved
Improved dyslexia
More aware of writing
Writing style / more 
inventive
More practice
Did not improve

BOYS (%)
42.8
14.3
4.8
4.8

14.3

4.8
14.3

GIRLS (%)
38.9
11.1
0
0

5.6

16.7
27.9

Table 5.31: Did your literacy improve as a result of MESUS?
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5.6.2.2 Information retrieval

Approximately 92% of the sample believed that the simulation had improved 
their information retrieval skills, with the responses collated not occurring by chance 

(X2 = 36.18, df = 5, /?>15.09). Of this number, 35.5% gave web-based retrieval 
whilst 21.6% identified paper-based retrieval and 18.9% gave face to face 
information gathering whereby interviewing was used to glean information. Again, 
gender differences were noted (Figure 5.15) with girls tending towards paper-based 
and face to face methods whilst boys tended to give web-based as well as paper and 
web-based retrieval where a mixture of both were used. Moreover, group C was 
more likely to use paper and interviewing techniques than either of the other two 
groups.

Paper-based Web-based Paper and
web

Quicker Interviews Did not 
improve

NB: There are no girls within the 'Did not improve1 category
Figure 5.15: Did your information retrieval skills improve as a result of your participation on

MESUS? Gender results

5. 6.2.3 Computer skills

Interestingly, when asked if respondents thought that their computer skills 
had improved, only two types of responses were collected. These were the ability to 
type faster, and expertise with using the word processing package, which included 
such tasks as using the 'spell checker' and using the formatting commands such as 
making text bold. A chi square goodness of fit test indicated that the results did not 
follow a normal distribution with the ability to type faster yielding a result far higher 

than expected (x2 = 18.75, df = 2, p >9.21). The majority of the sample (52.6%)
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identified faster typing as the major improvement, whilst 18.4% did not think that 

their computer skills had improved. Respondents included web design skills within 

the general 'graphics' questions as opposed to within the 'computer skills' items. 

Thus, 36% of the sample reported improvements in their web design skills with 

33.3% of boys and 40% of girls regarding the simulation as the reason for these 

improvements. The less clearly defined category of 'improved' was given by 66.7% 

of boys and 60% of girls. This response was given to the question, 'did your graphics 

improve as a result of MESUS?' Therefore it is not known how 'improved' was 

defined by the sample, simply that 64% noted an improvement in some form.

5.6.2.4 Communication

Confident Prefer - Peer Teacher Other school Unchanged
improved communcation communication communication

easier easier easier

Figure 5.16: Did your face to face communication skills improve as a result of your 
participation on MESUS? Gender results

For face to face communication, 76.3% noted improvements in their ability to 

interact with adults, with 18.4% giving this as their preferred communication 

medium. Indeed, there was a relationship between face to face communication 

improvement and gender (%2 = 11.32, p >.05), with the x2 goodness of fit test 

illustrating that the majority of participant's commented upon their confidence levels 

(X2 = 91.26, df = 5,p >15.09). Girls were more likely to indicate more confidence in 

their face to face interactions (76.5%) whilst the majority of boys did not note any 

changes in their abilities (33.3%). However, only the male sample experienced an 

improvement in peer, teacher and other school communications, stating that they had
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become easier since their participation on MESUS (4.8%, 9.5% and 4.8%, 

respectively). Group C displayed the highest increases in confidence whilst group A 

were more inclined to deem their face to face communication as unchanged. Group 

A were also the only participants to opt for email as their preferred mode of 

communication, with 50% of this group reporting improvements in their email skills. 

Although groups B and C noted improvements, they were more likely to perceive 

their email expertise to be unchanged (27.3% and 40%, respectively). As such, the 

results were not found to have occurred by chance (x,2 = 27.2, df = 4, p >13.28), with 

participants rating improvements in their email skills appearing much higher than 

expected.

Confident Prefer- Peer Teacher Olher school Unchanged
improved communcation communication communication

easier easier easier

Figure 5.17: Did your face to face communication skills improve as a result of your 
participation on MESUS? School results

5.6.3 THE ACTIVITY WILL BE ASSOCIATED WITH IMPROVED STUDYING RATES FOR 
YOUNG PEOPLE IN SCHOOL

5. 6.3.1 Teacher relationships

Fifty-five per cent of the sample perceived improvements in teacher-pupil 

relationships (%2 = 64.15, df = 5, p >15.09), with 50% of boys and 38.9% of girls 

stating that no changes had occurred. Friendlier (25%), more approachable (17.5%) 

and closer (7.5%) as well as more trusting (5%) were the reasons given for this 

enhanced relationship. Only the boys within group B deemed that not only had the 

relationship remained the same but that it was still of a formal nature. Conversely,
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the entire group A believed that they had a good relationship with the link teacher 
regardless of the simulation.

5.6.4 ICT LEARNING WILL BE ENHANCED

Of the participants interviewed, only one stated that their work had not been 
displayed on the MESUS website. For the remaining respondents, 87.8% stated that 
the online feature had encouraged them to participate (x2 = 134.31, df=2,p >9.21). 
This feature of the simulation was slightly more favourable to the boys than the girls 
(90.9% and 84.2%, respectively), with the female participants tending towards 
putting more effort into their work because of this feature (Table 5.32). However, 
76.5% of girls opposed to 47.6% of boys did not mind that other people could see 
their work. Moreover, the boys were more likely to perceive this as more fun and an 
opportunity to produce a lot of information as well as the chance to work on the 
computer.

RESPONSE

Didn't mind other people seeing work
Like working on the computer
More fun
Opportunity to produce a lot of information
Confident about my work anyway
Make more effort
Already produce my own webpages

%
BOYS
47.6
9.5
9.5
4.8
4.8
19
4.8

GIRLS
76.5

0
0
0
0

23.5
0

Table 5.32: Did it make a difference that anyone with internet access could see your work?
Gender results

5.6.5 EMPLOYABILITY AWARENESS AND VOCATIONAL SKILLS WILL BE ENHANCED

As can be seen from Table 5.33, the sample was divided on how newspaper 
writing differed from other forms of writing (^2 = 52.74, df = 14, p >29.14). 
Although the need for creativity was suggested by the inclusion of such statements as 
'more imaginative', 'punchier style needed', 'more dramatic' and 'more information 
needed from outside of school'. Interestingly, 26.3% of boys as opposed to 12.5% of 
girls perceived there to be no difference. Moreover, the boys expressed the need for 
correct punctuation and grammar usage, the need to be more interesting and a 'more 

complicated writing style'.
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Layout
Punctuation and grammar need to be correct
More detail needed
More informal
Needs to be more interesting
More complicated
More dramatic
Punchier style needed
Journalistic style needed
More factual information
Limited space for articles
More imaginative
Need to appeal to people
More information needed from outside of school
No difference

BOYS
5.3
1.5
1.5
10.5
5.3
5.3
0
0

5.3
0
0

5.3
10.5
5.3

26.3

GIRLS
6.3
0

18.8
6.3
0
0

6.3
6.3
6.3
12.5
6.3
0

12.5
6.3
12.5

Table 5.33: Does writing for a newspaper differ from other forms of writing? Gender results

Generally, participants did not feel that this kind of writing had made them 

think about things differently (%2 = 73.73, df=3,p >11.34). Table 5.33 shows that 

the female respondents stated that they were more likely to consider other people's 

points of view and to be more open-minded. Despite these findings, when asked 

what they had learnt from working within editorial teams (61.5% had participated 

within an editorial team), these gender differences were reduced. Thus, the boys 

expressed the need to 'get along', to be more tolerant of others and to listen to others' 

opinions (Table 5.35).

RESPONSE

Consider other people's points of view
A little bit
More open-minded
No

BOYS
9.5
4.8
14.3
71.4

GIRLS
33.3

0
25

41.7
Table 5.34: Did it make you think about things differently? Gender results

Although one female identified the difficulties in 'controlling' her peers, 

86.2% of the sample believed that their team had worked well together, with the
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remaining 13.8% commenting on occasional clashes or stressful experiences. The %2 

goodness of fit test supported this finding in that most responses fell into the 

'teamwork1 category (x2 = 92.45, df = 9,p >21.67).

Had to compromise
Listened to other people's points of view
Need to get along
Need to be a good communicator
Teamwork
More tolerant of others
Importance of teamwork
Harder to control your peers
Nothing

BOYS
0

18.2
13.6
4.5
31.8
4.5
4.5
0

18.2

GIRLS
14.3
21.4

0
0

35.7
0

7.1
7.1
14.3

Table 5.35: Are there any lessons that you learned about working with others? Gender
results

5.6.5.2 Communication Skills

For general communication skills, 56% stated that after participation, they 

found it easier to talk to people with 24% commenting on their increased confidence 

Oc2 = 92.8, df = 4, p >13.28). Whilst there were subtle gender differences in the 

exact responses elicited (Table 5.36), every participant thought that their 

communication skills had changed.

RESPONSE

Confident
Learnt to speak more
Worked better in groups
Easier to talk to people
Gauged reactions from expressions of the listener.

BOYS
18.2
9.1
18.2
54.5

0

GIRLS
28.6

0
0

57.1
14.3

Table 5.36: Have you developed your communication skills? Gender results

In association with the finding that group C (Table 5.37) were the only 

participants to view communication as a benefit from MESUS participation, this 

group were also more likely to prefer face to face communication (73.3%) than either 

group A (50%) or group B (44.4%). Group A was exactly divided between email 

and face to face preferences, whilst group C opted for face to face communication 

and then email use. In regards gender, 83.3% of girls as opposed to 43.8% of boys
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preferred face to face methods of communication. The biggest difference lay in 
email preference with 37.5% of boys as opposed to only 8.3% of girls.

RESPONSE

Email
Internet
Face to face

A
50
0
50

Group (%)
B

33.3
22.2
44.4

C
13.3
13.3
73.3

Gend< 
BOYS
37.5
18.8
43.8

w(%) 
GIRLS

8.3
8.3

83.3
Table 5.37: Which communication tool do you prefer? Gender and school results

/u

50 -
40 -

20 -
10 - 

n -
' __ -_t ~-'-

Yes No Don't know

Figure: 5.18: Did MESUS affect your GCSE subject choices?

5.6.6 CAREER AND EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS WILL BE IMPROVED

When asked whether the simulation had affected GCSE subject specialism 
decisions, 32% of the sample stated that it had. Of this number, 13.5% were boys 
and 18.9% were girls.

5.6.7 THE SIMULATION

Finally, the participants were asked some general questions as to their 
experiences of the simulation activity. Generally, each participant had been assigned 
to a role (75%) with only 9.5% of the sample stating that they had done little for the 
exercise with the majority of responses occurring within the writing articles category 

Oc2 = 143.48, df = 14, p >29.14). In terms of the nature of the role undertaken, group 
C tended toward more general descriptions (Table 5.38) such as writing articles, 

features, interviewer or researcher. The other two groups, and also the majority of 
boys, tended towards a more precise definition of their role such as Aliens Writer, 

Sports Writer, or Computer Games Writer.
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ROLE

Editor
Sports writer
Computer games writer
Aliens writer
Horoscopes
X-files
Mobile phones
Writing articles
Features
Interviewer
Researcher
No particular role
Desk-top publishing
Internet and digital photography
Did little for the project

A
0

25
25
0
0
0

25
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Group (%)
B
0

18.2
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
0

18.2
0
0
0

18.2
0
0

9.1

C
4
4
0
0
8
0
0

32
4
4
4
32
4
4
0

Gendi 
BOYS

0
18.2
9.1
4.5
0

4.5
4.5
22.7

0
4.5
4.5
18.2
4.5
0

4.5

sr(%) 
GIRLS

5.6
0
0
0

16.7
0
0

33.3
5.6
0
0

33.3
0

5.6
0

Table 5.38: What was your role? Gender and school results

Somewhat overwhelmingly, the trips were deemed to be the best part of 

MESUS across all three groups (37.5%). This was followed by the internet (22.5%, 

where 28.6% boys and 15.8% girls). For the remaining participants, their responses 

varied across computers (10%), teamwork (10%), writing articles (7.5%) and 

meeting new people (5%).

Turning points noted, where participants became more involved in the 

simulation, included the writing of particular articles (10% overall, where 4.8% boys 

and 15.8% girls) and as they learnt more about MESUS (10%). When the separate 

responses pertaining to excursions were added together, 17.5% of responses 

commented on the enjoyment of these trips. This was especially true for the boys 

(23.9%) as opposed to 10.6% of the girls perceiving the trips to be turning points.

When asked what the worst parts of MESUS were, 27.5% replied either 

nothing or Wa' (not applicable). However, planning (boys only, 15%) and deadlines 

(10%) were unpopular aspects of the simulation. The remaining responses included 

headlines, doing the work, arguments as well as writing and typing up. When asked
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if there was a turning point where participants had got less involved 73.2% stated 

that there had not been. For the girls, information retrieval (10.5%) and not being 

allowed to attend the second trip (10.5%) had resulted in them becoming less 

involved. Alternatively, the boys found that the beginning of the simulation (9.1%) 

and when they had other schoolwork made them less involved.

5.6.8 SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW RESULTS

5.6.8.1 A university's information and communication resources can be shared 
effectively with its local schools

- Generally participants had positive feelings about working with a university.
- Participation was associated with increased access to computer resources within 

school.
- Group A and B identified computer skills as the main benefit of the simulation
- Group C was the only group to identify communication as a key benefit of the 

exercise.

5.6.8.2 A university organised activity will add value to the National 
Curriculum

- The simulation increased participants ICT-based learning experiences
- Slight gender differences were noted, with girls welcoming the opportunity to 

write in new ways.
- Development of literacy skills:

- Boys deemed that their writing style had improved
- Boys had higher self-ratings of their spelling and grammar
- Boys were also more likely to note general literacy improvements

- Development of information retrieval skills:
- The majority of participants noted improvements in their information 

retrieval skills
- Girls tended to use paper-based and interviewing techniques
- Boys tended to use web-based resources of a mixture of web and paper 

retrieval methods
- Group C were the only group to opt for paper and interviewing methods

- Development of computer skills:
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- Respondents improved their typing speed
- Expertise at using the word-processing package developed
- Nearly half of the female sample believed that the simulation had improved 

their web design skills
- A third of the male sample believed that the simulation had improved their 

web design skills

- Development of communication skills:
- The majority of the sample experienced improvements in their ability to 

interact with adults
- Girls developed more confidence in their face to face interactions
- Communication with peers, teachers and other schools improved for boys
- Group A was the only group to prefer email communication
- Group C experienced the greatest confidence increases

5.6.8.3 The activity will be associated with improved studying rates for young people 
in school

- Half the sample reported improvements in their teacher-pupil relations

5.6.8.4 ICTLearning will be enhanced

- The ICT component of MESUS encouraged the pupils to participate

- The boys illustrated slightly more enthusiasm about the ICT element

- The ICT component resulted in some girls putting more effort into their work

- The majority of girls and nearly half of the boys were happy to have their work 

uploaded onto the internet

5.6.8.5 Employability awareness and vocational skills will be enhanced

- The respondents were unsure as how writing for a newspaper differed from other 

forms of writing.
- Whilst the majority of participants acknowledged a difference in writing 

style, many different reasons were given, including the increased need for 

creativity as well as the need to be more as well as less formal.
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- A third of the female sample stated that they were more likely to consider other 

people's viewpoints

- The majority of participants had positive feedback about working within an 

editorial team
- Occasional clashes were noted

- When considering the editorial team, boys were more likely to note the need 

to 'get along1 with their peers, to listen to others and the need for tolerance

- When asked about their communication skills, the following results were gained:

- Half the sample reported that following participation, they found it easier to 

talk to people
- The entire sample reported changes in their communication skills

- Group C were the only group to deem communication as the main MESUS 

benefit
- Group A were divided on the preference for email and face to face 

communication
- Whilst the majority of girls preferred face to face communication, 

approximately half of the boys concurred.

5.6.8.6 Career and educational aspirations will be improved

- Only 32% of the sample used their MESUS experiences to inform their GCSE 

subject choices
- Slightly more girls were affected by the simulation in this manner than boys

5.6.8.7 The Simulation

- Three quarters of the sample had taken a particular role for the activity

- The simulation trips were deemed to be the best part of the activity

- Respondents also listed the internet, computers, teamwork, writing articles 

and meeting new people as enjoyable features
- The writing of particular articles and learning more about the simulation 

were turning points where some participants got more involved within the 

activity

- Many respondents did not deem MESUS to have any 'worst parts'
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- Planning and deadlines were unpopular aspects of the activity

- The majority of respondents had not experienced anything within the 
simulation that had caused them to become less involved

- Where participants had become less involved, girls noted information 
retrieval and being refused permission to attend one of the trips. Boys 

gave the beginning of MESUS and periods where their schoolwork 
increased.

5.7 KEY STAGE THREE RESULTS (SATs)

Despite repeated requests a disappointing return was noted for key stage 

results from each of the three groups. However, the results received were for key 

stage three (KS3) only and did not include participant key stage two (KS2) results as 

originally requested. The need for both test results was paramount in that the KS3 

tests were conducted following the simulation exercise. As such, acquiring the KS2 

test scores was deemed necessary in order to provide a basis for comparison. 

However, every link teacher expressed the difficulties in acquiring these results and 

despite agreeing to provide some form of base measure, they failed to provide any 

further material. The following sections will present these limited findings. Whilst 

the description of each level's requirements can be found within the requirements 

section of each NC booklet, it should be noted that pupils are expected to attain at 

least level five at KS3 (Welsh Assembly, 2000).

5.7.1 GROUP A

KS3 results were received for English for only two participants.

- Participant one received a level 7
- Participant two received a level 5

When asked whether these results were as expected, the link teacher did not 

know. As group A operated as an after-school club the link teacher stated that they 

had no way of knowing each participant's academic ability. Therefore little comment 

can be made about these results. Anecdotal evidence received two years later 

suggested that participant one went on to gain a grade 'A' for his GCSE in ICT.
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5.7.2 GROUP B

Again, no basis for comparison was gained for each of the respondents. Of 
the 21 participants with which KS3 results were derived, their English results were as 
follows:

- 1 male respondent received a level '5'
-11 male respondents received a level '4'
- 1 male respondent was absent
- 1 male respondent received a level 'N'
- The 6 female respondents received a level '4'

Anecdotally, the English link teacher stated that every participant had gained 

a grade one whole level higher than she had anticipated. Whilst the link teacher 

attributed this success to the simulation, no empirical evidence could be gained to 

support this notion. Moreover, the number of participants gaining a level '4' is far 

lower than the national average of'6' for this age range.

5.7.3 GROUP C

The English link teacher for Group C forwarded the KS3 results for both the 

MESUS group (English band one) and a 'comparable' group, which constituted of 

pupils in the second English band. Their results are presented in Table 5.39.

GROUP

MESUS
COMPARABLE
MESUS
COMPARABLE
MESUS
COMPARABLE
MESUS
COMPARABLE

KS3 
LEVEL

4

5

6

7

MALE

0
7
9
8
4
0
1
0

FEMALE

0
2
7
10
6
0
5
0

Table 5.39: Table to compare MESUS SATS results with a comparable group

Whilst the MESUS group were awarded higher level grades than the 

comparable group, no further analysis was undertaken. Further discussion with the 

link teacher revealed that the comparable group was a lower level ability group. 

Whilst the link teacher attributed the high level classifications to the simulation, it 

was deemed that there were too many confounding variables, examples of which are 

presented below:
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- Only 15 pupils of the 34 MESUS participants formed the core participants
- Curriculum-led lessons operated in parallel to the simulation
- No key stage 2 level awards were received
- A different English teacher led the comparable group.

5.7.4 SUMMARY OF KEY STAGE THREE RESULTS

The lack of KS2 results for the MESUS participants, made empirical analysis 

meaningless. Whilst anecdotal evidence was received pertaining to the benefits of 

the simulation, the presence of too many confounding variables limit any claims that 

can be made.

The SATS results do allow one main conclusion to be made, however. The 

predominance of level '4' awards for Group B suggests that this group of participants 

were at a lower academic level than groups A and C. This tentative finding will be 

discussed further in relation to the content analysis of participant work within the 

Discussion chapter (chapter six).

5.8 INDEPENDENT REVIEW (SUMMARY FINDINGS)

An independent review of the simulation was conducted in order to gain a 

third perspective of the entire activity. This review was completed by a 

representative of the Society for the Advancement of Games and Simulations in 

Education and Training. This entailed perusal of MESUS output and interviews with 

MESUS participants, link teachers, the researcher and the Director of Studies. The 

results of this report have been summarised below (for the full report see Appendix 

7)

5.8.1 ISSUES WITH PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT

The main problems in attracting and retaining schools for the simulation were:

- Pressures on time and staff made it difficult to integrate the simulation within 

the curriculum.
- Some schools were reluctant to co-ordinate an extra-curricular activity.
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- A lack of ICT facilities within school.

- Inadequate or dated computing facilities.

- Unable to book ICT facilities for an extra-circular activity.

5.8.2 GROUP A

- An after-school MESUS club was set-up.

- The voluntary nature of the group attracted high ability participants.

- The link teacher dedicated their own time in order to assist the group.

- All participants were boys.

- The small number of participants assisted in role allocation and the production 

of high quality work.

5.8.3 GROUP B

- Integrated into the English and ICT curriculum.

- The use of two subjects enabled two subject teachers to work closely with one 

another.

- The group was selected as they were the English teacher's form group and had 

been for the previous two years.

- The group was rated as the 'lowest band' within year nine by the school.

- Integrated group of boys and girls.

- As the participants had been in the same form for two years they worked 

exceptionally well together and treated each other with respect.

- SATs tests and the schools inspection suspended participation for a period of 

one month.
- Produced a complete newspaper edition in only two weeks.

- The only group to include thought provoking articles such as a story about

Kosovo and Jill Dando's death, rather than 'popular' topics such as horoscopes 

or computer games reviews.

5.8.4 GROUP C

- Integrated into the English curriculum.

- No specialist ICT support.
- All participants deemed MESUS to have been a beneficial experience.
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- The core group formed the editorial team and was able to pick articles for 
inclusion from the entire classes output.

- Girl - boy interaction was problematic.

- The Deputy Head, who gave up his free time to help the group, supported the 
link teacher.

- Participants were very supportive of the facilitator.

5.8.5 FACILITATION

- High level of involvement given in order to maintain the simulation.
- Design of excursions to supplement the simulation proved popular.
- Too much facilitation given to participants, e.g. laminated newspaper editions as 

well as uploading work onto the MESUS website.

5.8.6 OVERVIEW OF THE SIMULATION

A failure to meet the proposed participant numbers and the intended number 
of newspaper editions was due to the following factors:

- Lack of staff support within school.

- Lack of email facilities within each school.

- Technical difficulties e.g. computers crashing, limited software packages etc.

- Old computers were not sufficient for the task.
- Poor organisation of work e.g. lost floppy disks, forgot to email work to 

	facilitator
- No respect or adherence to set deadlines.
- Other school activities e.g. SATs test, Inspections, other teaching commitments.

THE BEST FEATURES OF THE SIMULATION WERE:

- The workshop activities - failure to complete these exercises delayed the project 

start.
- Extra activities and excursions.
- Participants dedicated their own spare time to the project.

- Some participants produced work that appeared to be beyond their ability.
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- Improved teacher-pupil relations.

- University-school links developed.

- Year nine participants were the ideal audience in terms of both their maturity and 

the time they had available to devote to the activity.

- The simulation worked best when integrated into the curriculum, as high drop 

out rates were noted for after-school clubs.

- The simulation worked well when an enthusiastic link teacher could be 
identified.

5.9 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The Media Simulation for Universities and Schools adopted a quasi 
empirical-qualitative approach in order to provide triangulation of the results. In this 
manner, the main research hypotheses (Figure 5.1b) were addressed. This chapter 
has presented the main findings from each of the six different research tools used. 
Whilst each section has concluded with a summary of the main findings, this final 
summary section will be used to collate each individual summary. Therefore, this 
summary will merely repeat the section summaries in order to provide a 
comprehensive list of the main findings before they are discussed in detail within the 

next chapter.

^'•^<<':'>y.f'>:<^'-x-K<<-:<-:':->:^^
<*• The simulation will provide an effective method of establishing"!

;: - university-school links
* A university's information and communication resources will be shared

'•:• effectively with its local schools ^

;;;:;;*;. A university organised activity will add value to the National Curriculum ; -i

ijw* The activity will be associated with improved studying rates for young;

|; people in school

%• * ICT Learning will be enhanced

-. * Employability awareness and vocational skills will be enhanced

* Career and educational aspirations will be improved

Figure 5.1b: The main research hypotheses
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5.9.1 PEQ RESULTS

• A significant relationship was found between school and the most enjoyable 
features of the simulation.

• A significant relationship was found between gender and the most enjoyable 
features of the simulation.

• All three schools deemed literacy to be a boring feature of the simulation that 
was rated enjoyable.

• A significant relationship was found between gender and the most boring features 
of the simulation.

• A significant relationship was found between spelling ability across level (before 
and after)

• A significant relationship was found between interviewing ability across level 
(before and after)

• A significant relationship was found between computer skills across school both 
before and after participation

• A significant relationship was found between interviewing skills across school 
both before and after participation

• A significant relationship was found between writing skills across school after 
participation

• A significant relationship was found between writing skills across gender before 
participation

• A significant relationship was found between interviewing skills across gender 
before participation

5.9.2 CONTENT ANALYSIS RESULTS

• A significant relationship was found for intelligence ratings of participant work 
across school.

• A significant relationship was found for behavioural ratings of participant work 
across school.

• A significant relationship was found for emotional ratings of participant work 
across school.

• A significant relationship was found for format ratings of participant work across 
school.
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• No difference was found for intelligence ratings across gender.

• No difference was found for behavioural ratings across gender

• No difference was found for emotional ratings across gender

• A significant relationship was found for format ratings of participant work across 
gender.

5.9.3 REVISED CASS RESULTS

A significant relationship was found for level of engagement and attitude toward 
computer use across affective, cognitive and total attitude score.

A significant relationship was found for attitude toward computer use and 
participation across affective and total attitude score.

5.9.4 INTERVIEW RESULTS

• Generally participants had positive feelings about working with a university.

• Participation was associated with increased access to computer resources within 
school.

• Group A and B identified computer skills as the main benefit of the simulation

• Group C was the only group to identify communication as a key benefit of the 
exercise.

• The simulation increased participants ICT-based learning experiences

• Slight gender differences were noted, with girls welcoming the opportunity to 
write in new ways.

• Development of literacy skills:
- Boys deemed that their writing style had improved
- Boys had higher self-ratings of their spelling and grammar
- Boys were also more likely to note general literacy improvements

• Development of information retrieval skills:
- The majority of participants noted improvements in their information 

retrieval skills
- Girls tended to use paper-based and interviewing techniques
- Boys tended to use web-based resources of a mixture of web and paper 

retrieval methods
- Group C were the only group to opt for paper and interviewing methods
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Development of computer skills:
- Respondents improved their typing speed
- Expertise at using the word-processing package developed
- Nearly half of the female sample believed that the simulation had improved 

their web design skills
- A third of the male sample believed that the simulation had improved their 

web design skills

Development of communication skills:
- The majority of the sample experienced improvements in their ability to 

interact with adults
- Girls developed more confidence in their face to face interactions
- Communication with peers, teachers and other schools improved for boys
- Group A was the only group to prefer email communication
- Group C experienced the greatest confidence increases

Half the sample reported improvements in their teacher-pupil relations

The ICT component of MESUS encouraged the pupils to participate

The boys illustrated slightly more enthusiasm about the ICT element

The ICT component resulted in some girls putting more effort into their work

The majority of girls and nearly half of the boys were happy to have their work 
uploaded onto the internet

The respondents were unsure as how writing for a newspaper differed from other 
forms of writing.

- Whilst the majority of participants acknowledged a difference in writing 
style, many different reasons were given, including the increased need for 
creativity as well as the need to be more as well as less formal.

A third of the female sample stated that they were more likely to consider other 
people's viewpoints

The majority of participants had positive feedback about working within an 
editorial team

- Occasional clashes were noted
- When considering the editorial team, boys were mpore likely to note the 

need to 'get along' with their peers, to listen to others and the need for 
tolerance

When asked about their communication skills, the following results were gained:
- Half the sample reported that following participation, they found it easier to 

talk to people
- The entire sample reported changes in their communication skills
- Group C were the only group to deem communication as the main MESUS 

benefit
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- Group A were divided on the preference for email and face to face 
communication

- Whilst the majority of girls preferred face to face communication, 
approximately half of the boys concurred.

• Only 32% of the sample used their MESUS experiences to inform their GCSE 
subject choices

• Slightly more girls were affected by the simulation in this manner than boys

• Three quarters of the sample had taken a particular role for the activity

• The simulation trips were deemed to be the best part of the activity
- Respondents also listed the internet, computers, teamwork, writing articles 

and meeting new people as enjoyable features
- The writing of particular articles and learning more about the simulation 

were turning points where some participants got more involved within the 
activity

• Many respondents did not deem MESUS to have any 'worst parts'
- Planning and deadlines were unpopular aspects of the activity
- The majority of respondents had not experienced anything within the 

simulation that had caused them to become less involved
- Where participants had become less involved, girls noted information 

retrieval and being refused permission to attend one of the trips. Boys 
gave the beginning of MESUS and periods where their schoolwork 
increased.
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION

In light of governmental changes in recent years that aimed to standardise 

education provision for the under 16s, this research set out to design an activity that 

could be offered to 13-14 year old pupils within South East Wales. The activity sought 

to provide a tool with which the prescribed academic recommendations could be 

delivered alongside vocational education targets. In this manner, the traditional teaching 

and learning paradigm was discarded in favour of a simulation game format whereby a 

game with roles, goals, activities, constraints and consequences was introduced within a 

representation of a real-world system. In so doing pupils were given the opportunity to 

practically apply the knowledge that they had gained within a realistic setting; a 

simulated newspaper environment. Thus, pupils used their existing knowledge and 

skills base in order to engage within a representation of a newspaper editorial team 
working for a local university. This simulation game was designed with consideration 

of the National Curriculum syllabi for English and ICT in addition to key skill targets. 

Therefore, it was hoped that participating pupils would further develop their knowledge 

whilst expanding their practical skills such as communication, problem solving and 

teamwork. This chapter will address each of the main hypotheses (Box A) as well as the 

themes that emerged as a result of the literature review presented in chapter two (Box 

B).
W" "-•-•••--••"--- ------- . ..... .......................... --. .

>: • Provide an effective method of establishing university-school linkslliliilllJv • •..-.-..•:•:•:•. ••'••'•*$__

|i:» A university's information and communication resources can be shared;!
&;' ;-S;:*SK*:-:;>s««*:«*:S-xw^
|: effectively with its local schools

-A university organised activity will add value to the National Curriculum 
The activity will be associated with improved studying rates for younc| 
people in school
Integrated ICT learning will be enhanced 
Employability awareness and vocational skills will be "enhanced''

Figure 6.1: The main research hypotheses
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Is there a 'critical period' where learners are able to fully engage and ••; 
Experience the activity as though it were real. ....... :.^'.;'

^earners must be motivated to participate within the simulation as well as ;; 
llpQtivated to apply their knowledge and to role-play. ;

If • 
^earner's communication skills and understanding of others would increase as ;

a result of their simulation experiences. ^

Figure 6.2: Emerging research themes

Before detailed analysis of the results is presented, a general and important 

finding should first be considered. The simulation was based upon the establishment of 

consistent, credible and reliable communication channels between the university and the 

schools. However, many communication difficulties were encountered, rendering it 

difficult to collect research data at both the qualitative and quantitative levels. Whilst 

information-processing models of communication (Shannon and Weaver, 1971) describe 

communication as a one-way process with the only problem being that of noise, or 

information not meant by the sender, the simulation highlighted another problem in 

communication; that of non-response. Indeed, information-processing models based 

upon 'sender-message-channel-receiver' do not provide for a sender who fails to attract 

the attention and involvement of the receiver, or a receiver who is reluctant to respond. 

Yet this emerged as a central barrier to communication within the activity. Following 

Schramm's (1954; 1970) circular model of communication, receivers do, in fact, display 

'selective attention1 in their interactions. Just as when browsing library shelves 

individuals will only choose books which are of personal interest whether it be by 

subject, author, recommendation or even attractive dust jacket design, individuals do this 

in communication. As such, communication was only entered into when the schools 

deemed it to be necessary, regardless of the communication attempts made by the 

facilitator. This reflects a criticism of Schramm's model in that communication does not 

always occur between individuals with equal balances of power. The teacher took 

ownership of communication as, based within the school environment they had direct 

access to participants and as such, were in a position of power. The facilitator, on the 

other hand, was not privy to this environment and therefore, was reliant upon the 

teacher's desire to communicate with her. In this manner, teachers failed to
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acknowledge deadlines and often refused to interact at all, whilst the facilitator had no 

option but to leave them messages and await a response.

6.2 PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE METHOD OF ESTABLISHING UNIVERSITY-SCHOOL 
LINKS

In attempting to establish links with local schools, a number of key findings were 

noted. Broadly speaking, these findings can be grouped into teacher/school findings and 

pupil perceptions of working with a local university. When recruiting schools to 

participate within the simulation, problems were encountered in identifying a link 

teacher, as well as gaining some level of commitment in terms of teacher time. 

Moreover, resource limitations appeared as a central barrier to participation. Once 

commitment had been gained, problems in gaining access to participants and 

establishing reliable communication channels with the link teacher began to emerge. As 

such, a distinction can be made in terms of attracting schools and in retaining these links 

once established. The significance of the findings presented below, lies in the need to 

gain teacher trust and commitment before effective university-school links could be 

established.

6.2.1 ATTRACTING SCHOOLS

6.2.1.1 Identifying a link-teacher

The simulation game began by inviting representatives from each of the 72 

schools with which the university had prior links through student tutoring initiatives 

(Saunders and Kingdon, 1998). Written invitations were sent to each Compact 

representative; this person being nominated as the main school contact. Where no name 

was given, the letter was sent to the headteacher of the school. One hundred and forty- 

four invitations were issued over the two years (two per school) with 14 schools 

expressing an interest. This 20% response was disappointing and on the face of it was 

not considered to be an acceptable response rate (cf. Mangione, 1995). However, it was 

found that this lack of response was not due to school disinterest; rather the invitations 

simply did not reach the correct person within the school. Indeed, one school (situated 

in the Rhondda valley) not accepting the invitation to attend the initial Planning Meeting
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later expressed their intention to participate. The initial letter had been sent to the 

school's history teacher, as they had been identified as the school contact. It was the ICT 

teacher who showed interest and who began participation. Two months later the ICT 

teacher contacted the facilitator stating that "we feel that we can't really continue and 

offer the level of commitment that is needed" (quoted from an email message received 

from the link-teacher). The Head of English later submitted a complaint to the 

university that they had been excluded from the activity and expressed their desire to be 

included. Despite a verbal apology and invitation, the school did not participate.

The example above illustrates the danger in assuming a rational basis for 

communication within reliable organisational systems. In order to address these 

problems encountered within the first year, invitations were sent to at least two contacts 

within each school; the identified contact as well as the English and/or ICT teachers. 

The response rates decreased. Indeed, whilst the English contact within school K stated 

that they were not interested in participating, the headteacher expressed their interest, 

and asked the facilitator to contact the English teacher. This was true of school D in that 

the headteacher directed a teacher to co-ordinate the school's participation. It is worth 

noting that school K responded by resisting participation for much of the activity by 

refusing to enter into communication with the facilitator and informing the headteacher 

that the facilitator failed to contact them; a situation only brought to light when the 

facilitator and headteacher were brought together in a meeting for purposes away from 

the simulation. By comparison, school D ensured that they were registered as 

participants and then immediately suspended their participation, only rejoining for 

university organised MESUS excursions (for example, to BT offices in the Cardiff city 

centre).

6.2.1.2 Gaining teacher commitment

As the Independent Review highlighted, for a successful relationship, teachers 

who wish to be involved need to be identified. Even with headteacher support, the links 

failed when teachers were forced into participation. This activity highlighted the 

demands place upon teachers within the classroom, echoing government legislation's
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commitment to raising standards by national testing and school league table publication. 

Many teachers found that they simply could not find the time to devote to a 

supplementary activity. One key finding illustrates this point: only one teacher-led 

group ran the simulation as an after-school club (School A). The remaining groups 

offered the activity as part of the English and ICT curriculum-led lessons, with one 

school offering the activity to the entire year nine group although only one group was 

registered as participants. This illustrates the project's success in giving teachers a 

tangible framework around which to teach the ICT curriculum. MESUS provided the 

content for ICT learning through a meaningful activity and therefore achieves a high 

degree of mundane realism (Aronson, 1995).

Whilst the facilitator visited eight interested schools for phase one, the following 

excerpts, taken from the simulation progress report (30/11/98) illustrates a constant 

theme,
'Mike (assigned teacher) has had difficulty getting all the participants to meet 
as they have been unable to integrate MESUS into the curriculum. As such, 
he feels that they are at a distinct disadvantage. Therefore, he will put it to 
Mr X that MESUS should be slotted into the fortnightly tutorial slot.'

And,

'Peter (the school representative) has been struggling to integrate MESUS 
within the school. A meeting was held week beginning 9/11 where MESUS 
was to be considered. Peter has stressed that they are 'in'. 1

Both schools failed to participate, as they were unable to find a suitable method 

of delivering the simulation game. In stark contrast, the following excerpt, from the 

same progress report, has been taken from the only successful after-school club:

The team has completed their first newspaper and is busy writing articles for 
the next one. These articles are all pupil generated and have included the use 
of digital photography. They are going to begin thinking about stories 
suitable for radio. The paper is a school newspaper and so they are gaining 
much enjoyment about showing their work to their peers. 1

The tentative explanation given for the speed and ease with which this school 

adopted the activity will be explored more fully in relation to ICT facilities. Suffice to
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say, that school A was the only school who were able to implement the activity away 

from the curriculum. The Independent Review supported this finding in that the review 

noted high dropout rates for after-school clubs and concluded that the simulation was 

more successful when curriculum integration could be achieved. However, it is 

interesting to note that this was also the school with whom the facilitator encountered 

difficulties in gaining physical access (as opposed to email). Indeed, the failure to gain 

access to pupil key stage three assessment test results also illustrates teacher reluctance 

to have 'outsiders' reviewing pupil performance. In fact only two schools openly 

welcomed the facilitator into the classroom. One such school, school G, failed to attend 

two meetings with the facilitator. Even though these meetings were arranged on school 

grounds, the link teacher was not in school on either of these days. Moreover, on the 

third visit the facilitator was informed that the link teacher was on sickness absence but 

had left her lesson plan for the facilitator to follow. The second school who welcomed 

the facilitator, school B, stated that they were unable to gain the entire group's 

concentration when teaching ICT and so wanted the facilitator to provide support. 

Wherever, possible, the facilitator did attend those school-led ICT lessons that were 

based upon the production of MESUS work.

6.2.2 RETAINING PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Once secondary schools had been identified and registered for participation, 

problems were encountered in retaining these schools. One of the main barriers of 

participation, was that of access to reliable ICT facilities. In 1998, the time when the 

simulation began operation, many secondary schools were in the process of beginning to 

think about updating their systems (RM, 1998). As such, difficulties were noted in the 

availability of these resources in terms of scheduling access to the computer laboratory 

as well as establishing reliable connections to the internet. Moreover, concerns as to 

internet use and email communication were prevalent at that time due to the media 

created 'moral panic 1 as to the inappropriate content of the internet (cf. Lawson and 

Comber, 2000). Teachers were concerned about pupils accessing inappropriate material 

and were aware of the NGfL recommendations of providing 'Walled Gardens' where 

access to internet content could be restricted to child-friendly content. However, in
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reality, many teachers did not know how to do this and tended to respond by merely 

preventing access or supervising pupils by providing one website address which the 

class were allowed to look at. MESUS presented a potential threat to this control of 

internet content as the simulation called for full internet access.

The second source of difficulty in retaining secondary schools lay in establishing 

reliable communication channels with link-teachers. Due to timetabling scheduling as 

well as workload, severe problems were found in contacting the link-teachers. This 

resulted in missed deadlines, inability to gain access to participants, as well as heavy 

demands placed upon the facilitator's time when numerous telephone calls had to be 

made to each school. Whilst early proposals had anticipated communication to take 

place via email, this proved problematic in that many schools simply did not have email 

access.

6.2.2.1 ICT resources

Perhaps one of the major difficulties encountered throughout the entire 

simulation was that of ICT resources. Only one school, school A, did not encounter any 

ICT problems due to the substantial ICT resources available. Indeed, if one computer 

suite experienced technical difficulties, they merely moved to another suite or were able 

to use their home computers instead. For other schools, however, a cause for concern 

was the ICT teacher's reluctance to relinquish their computer resources for other subject 

teachers, an issue which led to one school having to leave the activity,

'things did seem to be improving; ...Our systems manager is working on it, 
but yet again it seems that we will not meet the deadline. I really am at my 
wits end' [email communication from link teacher]

This school also illustrated school reluctance in allocating pupil email accounts. 

Whilst the National Grid for Learning's (DffiE, 1997) proposals stated that every pupil 

would have an email account by 2002, many schools refused to open themselves up to 

the potential dangers of allowing pupils access to a worldwide communication channel. 

This reflects practical difficulties not considered within the NGfL in that the internet is 

not regulated, "...[the] internet is anarchy. No one owns it, no one controls it, no
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government has political authority over it" (King, 1999:175). The educational 

opportunities provided by the internet are immense, with Bharat and Broder (1998) 

estimating that the internet grows by 7.5 pages every second. Yet with no regulatory 

body, the internet has been hailed "...the new capital of vice-filled entertainment" 

(Mantovani, 2001:47), so it is perhaps little wonder that schools have shown reluctance 

in issuing the under 16s with their own email account and unsupervised internet access. 

Indeed, teachers are caught in the middle of a government who is promoting internet 

access for all, and concerns about the dangers of exposing children to pornographic or 

extremist material (Lawson and Comber, 2000).

Moreover, an entire school can only integrate ICT across the curriculum if they 

have networked computer access, something which is by no means consistent across 

South Wales. The variability noted across schools in regard to ICT facilities was 

considerable. As Selwyn states, "[we] must accept that differential access to the 

information superhighway is likely to increase inequalities between learning..." 

(1999b:162). The comparison is dramatic: school A had over 5 dedicated computer 

rooms whereas school J had only one networked computer serving the entire school. As 

stated earlier, in many instances one or two ICT teaching staff within each school have 

found themselves responsible for purchasing the new equipment that the school needs. 

Yet in light of the NGfL's partnering of commercial telecommunications companies, 

schools have become bombarded, and confused by which technology to invest in 

(Selwyn, 1999). Most crucially, they do not seem to have benefited from guidance: 

advice from designated experts who have ICT responsibilities for schools within local 

authorities. This is a crucial downside of introducing commercial companies into the 

school world. These companies prove eager to sign up schools but due to their 

commercial demand, are unable to respond quickly to school's technical difficulties. 

School E provides an illustration of this, as this school had to withdraw from 

participation in phase one due to problems with their internet connection, as the link 

teacher stated, "We have had a lot of problems with our internet facilities, however 

things are looking up and we hope to be up and running soon..." (email communication 

from school E). However, by phase two they had invested in two brand new computer 

suites, using a large telecommunications company to supply and support the entire
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system. The facilitator was invited to this school because the system had failed to work 

as soon as it was installed, despite numerous requests the company had failed to visit the 

school in order to rectify these problems. The system was down for two months. 

Indeed, many schools approached the facilitator for help with their technical difficulties 

or for advice on which systems to purchase. For schools about to purchase new 

equipment, the competitive market and freedom to determine which company to use 

proved to be a minefield for ICT teachers suddenly faced with the task of equipping the 

entire school with reliable systems. This posed the most serious barrier to participation 

in the simulation in that internet connection was a vital element of the activity. Whilst 

software problems did impede upon the MESUS launch, these difficulties could be 

rectified in that the decision was made for the schools to be allowed to use whatever 

software they had available within school. The facilitator was then responsible for 

locating compatible software so that she could open their files and upload the material 

onto the MESUS website.

In basing the simulation activity upon the use of reliable ICT facilities, numerous 

problems were encountered in the prevalence of ancient systems such as school C whose 

latest word-processing software consisted of WordStar for Windows (Micropro 

International Inc, 1994) whilst other schools invested in new systems that had not had 

sufficient testing conducted (e.g. school E). In addition, problems as to the allocation 

and reliability of email connections also emerged.

6.2.2.2 Establishing communication links

Establishing reliable communication channels with each school were 

experienced due to both unreliable email systems as well as the inability of teachers to 

find time to respond to facilitator telephone messages. The first problem was the 

inexperience of teachers in using electronic communication. Within a University 

environment one can be quite flippant about ICT usage; surely everyone has a computer. 

Yet, many groups within society have little or no experience of ICT. This reflects the 

'digital divide1 whereby social classes A, B and Cl have the highest computer access and 

use whilst social classes C2, D and E have the lowest (Russell and Drew, 2001;
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Department of Education and Skills, 2002). As such a workshop was delivered before 

the simulation game was launched in order to up-skill the link teacher's ICT abilities. 

Indeed, participation on the simulation reflected the first opportunity for many English 

teachers to use ICT:

Thanks for the Email - this is my first effort at sending any myself, so please 
let me know if it's worked! School B

Nina I am having problems locating the mesus site- Technology!!!!
School C

I'M SORRY YOU HAVEN'T RECEIVED ANY WORK, IT WAS SENT 
VIA E-MAIL FROM THE MESUS WEB-SITE, i HAVEN'T BEEN INTO 
SCHOOL TODAY BUT I SHALL TALK TO CARL AND SEE WHAT 
HAS HAPPENED. School J (capitals used in original)

Thus, link teachers had to first be taught how to send an email message before 

the simulation could begin. This was deemed to be a good method of establishing a 

communication channel with the school at the outset. However, in some instances, 

schools were only served by one email account (e.g. school's C, D, J), whilst others had 

one account for each department (e.g. school B). For these schools, establishing a 

reliable link was problematic as generally the ICT teacher was responsible for printing 

all the messages before distributing to each individual teacher's pigeon hole.

Therefore - and somewhat incredibly - the telephone was used as the main 

method of contact for each link teacher; the one exception being school A. Even so, and 

as the example of school G illustrates, using the telephone was unreliable because in this 

instance the link teacher failed to inform the facilitator that the meeting had been 

cancelled on two separate occasions. Moreover, the failure to collect research data for 

this school clearly indicates the difficulties in contacting a link-teacher as well as 

gaining some form of agreement that they would take action. Thus, despite an average 

of three reminder telephone calls as well as three letters, from the facilitator, Director of 

Studies and then the University Vice Chancellor, only three schools could be tracked 

throughout the simulation game.
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6.2.3 PARTICIPANT PERCEPTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY-SCHOOL LINK

Once links had been established between the school and the university, pupils 

responded positively to the simulation game. Many participants expressed their initial 

concern as to the standard of work required but these fears soon disappeared once they 

had learnt more about what the activity entailed. Indeed, participants became so 

embroiled within the simulation that they did not appear to consider the relationship with 

the university. When asked about their preferences and dislikes about MESUS, not one 

participant acknowledged the university's involvement at all. Indeed, as Ewing et al 

(1998) state, it is the teacher who deemed the introduction of a new adult into the 

classroom as advantageous to pupils. For many schools, pupils are confined to a small 

number of teaching staff throughout their school lives, making the involvement of 

another adult from outside school beneficial.

6.3 A UNIVERSITY'S INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION RESOURCES CAN BE 
SHARED EFFECTIVELY WITH ITS LOCAL SCHOOLS

The simulation game was based around a central website which served to 

provide a reference point to all the participating groups. The site was used to encourage 

link-teachers and participants to access the internet and to view other participants work 

as well as to review their own project output. Throughout the two-year operation of the 

simulation game, the website logged 1400 'hits' and offered participants across 11 

different secondary schools a shared learning space (cf. Wheeler, 2001). However, 

many opportunities via a networked computing link were never exploited. Despite 

numerous attempts to encourage participants to communicate with each other through 

the use of electronic mail (email), the majority of participants did not engage in such 

activity. This rinding is interesting in that communication models assume that if the 

channels are there, they will be used. Yet MESUS revealed that this is not always the 

case. Indeed, whilst computer-mediated communication (CMC) has been viewed as a 

channel which enables shy or reluctant communicators to interact (e.g. Short et al, 1976; 

Kiesler et al, 1984), Grint's (1992) study of Open University (OU) students suggests that 

rather than being an electronic bridge, it is, in fact an electric fence. Unlike the 

anonymity yielded by public access discussion boards, the simulation only involved 

learners within one geographical location and eliminated anonymity by using school 
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name as well as individual pupil names. It is likely that this heightened the fear of 

public ridicule (Mansbridge, 1983) and served to deter participants from interacting with 

each other. Moreover, whilst the potential to hide behind anonymity was greatly 

reduced, the only way for other participants to know that they were there was if they 

communicated, as one of Grint's students states, "I don't feel obliged to participate 

because they don't know I'm there do they? (Grint, 1992:164)

The facilitator created two discussion groups in order to encourage participants 

to communicate with each other. Whilst the first discussion group, based around 

computer games, did attract a number of messages, closer inspection revealed that these 

messages all originated from the same secondary school (Group A). Alternately, Group 

B responded to this call for interaction by adding a line of text at the bottom of each of 

their articles inviting other participants to send in comments about the topics covered. 

However, following school concerns as to inappropriate use of the internet (Lawson and 

Comber, 2000) as stated above, it was decided that the all interaction should be directed 

to the facilitator's email address. Whilst this measure may have served to dissuade 

participants to interact with each other, analysis of the website log files revealed that a 

number of 'hits' did not originate from any of the identified groups. This finding 

suggested that the simulation game was open to the internet community and as such lent 

support to the use of an adult's email account as opposed to encouraging participants to 

use their own - sometimes personal - email accounts. Thus, whilst only a limited 

number of responses were received, none of them came from other MESUS participants. 

Rather, they came from other pupils in surrounding schools or from adults who were 

attempting to find their classmates from years gone by. As such, the MESUS website 

provided a mutual cognitive environment, not just to learners within the simulation but 

also to past pupils and peers with similar interests. As Sperber and Wilson (1995) claim, 

cognition is geared towards the maximisation of relevance. Following this claim, 

individuals who perceived the website to be personally relevant were attracted to it. 

Whilst these messages could be viewed as interference or noise form other 

communication systems leaking into the simulation, they also served to heighten content 

fidelity (Jamieson et al, 1988 cited by Stretch, 2000). Moreover, these messages 

reinforced the notion that anybody with internet access could see participant output.
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Where participants invited comments about their work, it was found that rather 

than entering into dialogue with the author, participants merely wrote their own version 

of the article. This reflects Selman's (1980) stage theory of social cognition whereby 

adolescents learn to conceptualise and understand the thoughts of others as well as their 

own thoughts, feelings and attitudes towards others. In order to develop social 

behaviours, Selman proposed that social cognition involved four developmental stages. 

The first stage involved the child's (5-9 years) initial awareness that other people could 

adopt a perspective different from their own (Coleman and Hendry, 1990). Thus 'subject 

perspective-taking' stage then transcends into the 'self-reflective thinking' stage (7-12 

years). According to Coleman and Hendry (1990), this stage encapsulates a crucial 

cognitive advance. The child becomes aware that not only do others have their own 

different perspectives, but that they may also be aware of the child's perspective. 

Following Selman, MESUS participants were able to acknowledge their peers 

perspectives but also illustrated the more complex social cognition contained within 

Selman's third stage. In this manner, the simulation participants demonstrated 'mutual 

perspective-taking' (10-15 years) in that they did not simply accept their peers 

perspectives but were able to see all parties perspectives from a third standpoint 

(Coleman and Hendry, 1990). This more generalised viewpoint represented the 

acknowledgement of all stances and may have spurred participants to write the article 

from this vantage point. This would follow in that Selman's final stage, that of 'in-depth 

societal perspective-taking' (15+ years) involves the co-ordination of all viewpoints, 

including the individual, group and society at large (cf. Perry's 'Relativism', 1968). 

According to Selman, this involves a higher, more abstract level of interpersonal skills, 

skills with which the simulation participants may not have fully developed. Rather, the 

learners seemed to respond by wanting to produce their own 'better' version than supply 

the author with feedback. Mutual perspective-taking would account for this in that 

whilst participants were able to acknowledge these different perspectives, they were 

unable to co-ordinate them in a manner akin to providing constructive feedback to the 

original author. This is interesting in that two participants from school B did receive 

responses to their 'Letters to the Editor' section and were described by the link-teacher as 

'walking on air1 because somebody had replied to them. One tentative explanation is that
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the Letters to the Editor section attracted responses from University staff, thus one of the 

receiving participants said that she 'felt important' because a university Professor had 

taken her seriously and responded to her query. In this light, participants appeared to 

expect adult feedback to their work but did not seem willing to undertake this task 

themselves.

This finding is perhaps not surprising in that unlike higher education, the pre-16 

education system rarely invites peers to mark each other's work or group contributions. 

Indeed, this period of adolescence is marked by the importance of peer group alliance 

and membership (Erikson, 1968). In order for the adolescent to become independent 

and to learn the social skills and strategies necessary for adulthood, Coleman and 

Hendry (1990) argue that they need peer group affiliation. Failure to conform can result 

in peer pressure which serves to endorse group norms and loyalties. By inviting peers to 

mark each others work, young people were effectively being invited to break these codes 

and norms by criticising each others academic accomplishments, at a time when they are 

particularly receptive to peer-group mores and social interactions (Berndt, 1979; 

Brittain, 1963, cited by Coleman and Hendry, 1990). However, the simulation game 

had intended to introduce a 'sub-editing cycle' which actively encouraged participants to 

give each other feedback on their articles and to engage in participant to participant 

interaction via email. Surprisingly, when this design feature had been presented in the 

initial Planning Meeting, it was greeted negatively as the entire group of teachers present 

felt that learners would become too attached to their work and would not benefit from 

receiving comments from their peers. One teacher put forward the point that learners 

needed to retain some kind of authority in their work, without this pupil self-confidence 

was at risk. Teachers believed that learners would benefit from sub-editing 'strange copy' 

but saw pupils having their own work sub-edited as a destructive element of the 

simulation. They believed that conflict between schools would appear and that 

participant motivation would be negatively affected. In light of these comments, in 

addition to the adoption of a staggered start for the schools and the lack of connectivity, 

the sub-editing cycle was not introduced.
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It is therefore an unknown as to how participants would have reacted to this 

design feature. A tentative conclusion as to the lack of participant to participant 

communication and teacher ambivalence to sub-editing lies in the competition between 

schools. Whilst participants felt that they could outdo each other (cf. Pajares and 

Valiante, 1999), teachers felt that school to school conflict would emerge. Indeed, the 

fear of failure is an important variable in achievement related behaviour (Atkinson, 

1977). Whilst learners high in Need for Achievement (nAch) attribute their performance 

to internal factors such as ability and effort, low scorers are more likely to adopt external 

reasons such as lack of facilities and resources (McClelland, 1961). Thus, the teaching 

profession appears painfully aware of the difference between richer and poorer schools 

(Furlong et al, 2000) whilst pupils appear to socially compare themselves (cf. Bandura, 

1977) believing that if they try hard they will produce work of a higher standard. Rather 

than commenting upon their peers work, participants devoted their time to outdoing their 

peers. This finding was consistent whether they perceived the work to be of a high 

standard or ridiculed the article.

These difficulties resulted in a failure to exploit the full potential of creating a 

shared learning space between the university and the 11 registered schools. Without the 

sub-editing cycle, a linear communication model (Shannon and Weaver, 1971) emerged 

with participants expected to interact with each other purely because the resource to do 

this was available. In failing to provide a clearly defined purpose for the different 

editorial teams to communicate with each other, little participant to participant 

communication took place. The social nature of communication was not acknowledged 

as participants were not give a basis on which to begin meaningful interactions. 

Moreover, whilst participants were used - for example, to writing book and film reviews, 

they were unaccustomed to issuing constructive criticism to their peers based in different 

secondary schools. This somewhat alien task was met by participants choosing to create 

their own independent communication as opposed to enhancing the communications of 

others. Therefore, without the sub-editing cycle, the sharing of a university's 

information and communication resources was limited to the shared learning space 

yielded by the MESUS website.
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6.4 A UNIVERSITY ORGANISED ACTIVITY WILL ADD VALUE To THE NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM

The university organised activity added value to the National Curriculum (NC) 

by extending the classroom through offering a practical learning environment across a 

number of different sites. The simulation called for the application and development of 

learners' skills, including both academic and vocational education targets. Not only did 

the activity provide an alternative teaching and learning methodology, it also offered a 

new form of assessment where participants were subjected to an external organisation's 

(the university) perceptions of their work but also were expected to present their work to 

their peers (in other secondary schools as well as their own), their parents (if they had 

internet access) and the internet society. Moreover, the simulation invited participants to 

assess their own skills and abilities, something with which they are capable of, when 

given the opportunity (Arnold, Willoughby, & Calkins, 1985; Beyer, 1990, 1998; Beyer 

& Bowden, 1997; Borkenau & Liebler, 1993; John & Robins, 1994; Kurman & Sriram, 

1997 cited by Beyer, 1999).

Without the key stage three assessment results, no indication of school rated 

academic ability could be gained. However, in reviewing the PEQ and interview data it 

was found that measurements of 'perceived natural talent' could be gleaned and 

compared with the independent ratings of participant work. Perceived natural talent 

refers to an individual's ideas about their own inherent ability as opposed their explicit 

performance (Green, 1974 cited by Bornholt, 2001). Perceived natural talent is central to 

an individual's sense of achievement, influencing intentions about further study 

(Bornholt, 2001), with low self-beliefs having the potential to cause pupils to 'short 

change' themselves academically (Pajares and Valiante, 1999). In light of this support 

given to the value of pupil self-ratings, perceived natural talent was deemed to play a 

crucial role in participant success, or indeed failure, at school. As such, participant self- 

beliefs as to English, ICT and key skills abilities are presented below.
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6.4.1 ENGLISH SKILLS

Eighty per cent of the sample perceived the simulation to have had an impact 

upon their literacy skills. Despite previous research findings as to girls having more 

favourable attitudes towards literacy (e.g. Hendley et al, 1995, West, 1999), this study 

found mixed results. When interviewed, boys were more likely to perceive 

improvements in their writing abilities but also commented upon their use of innovative 

writing styles. Group A, (the all male group), perceived improvements in their literacy 

skills following participation. Boys were also more likely to rate their use of correct 

spelling, a finding that received corroboration by the independent judges' assessment of 

their work. Although this finding should be treated with caution, as Wigfield et al 

(1996) have illustrated, girls tend to be more self critical and conservative in their 

ratings. In addition, the higher level of spelling may simply reflect boys increased use of 

the spellchecker facility available on most word-processing packages.

hi structuring MESUS around the National Curriculum requirements, the writing 

skills adopted within the simulation illustrated a distinct shift away from journalism, 

towards creative writing, poetry, formal writing and book reviews (ACCAC, 2001). It 

would appear that by introducing computer use to these writing tasks, the simulation 

served to encourage boys to improve their literacy skills. As West states, some boys will 

never write a letter but they will send an email; MESUS exploited the opportunities 

provided by computer use where participants are more open to writing on screen than on 

paper. In this respect, the simulation did not find support for Teese et al's belief that 

"where boys can avoid English they often do, and when they can't they fail"(1995: 108- 

9, cited by West, 1999).

The simulation found that participants welcomed the opportunity to use different 

writing styles, to be more inventive and to have more opportunity to practise their 

writing skills. This held true for both boys and girls.
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6.4.2 ICT SKILLS

Following the NC guidelines, participants used ICT to engage within research 

and to conduct surveys. Whilst Group A consistently appeared to adopt more 

sophisticated ICT use in their inclusion of graphics, colours and fonts, 67% of boys and 

60% of girls perceived improvements in their graphics skills. The research illustrated an 

interesting difference in definition use between the researcher and the participants. 

Whilst the researcher deemed 'computer skills' to refer to both networked and stand 

alone computer functions (ranging from using a mouse, surfing the internet and the 

efficient use of various software packages), participants did not appear to agree with this 

definition.

Whenever participants were asked about their 'computer skills' they responded 

with reference to word-processing software. When asked about graphics skills, which 

the researcher had used to refer to drawing pictures on the computer, participants 

referred to web design skills. Email and internet skills were only commented upon when 

participants were specifically asked about these skills or when asked general questions 

about the features of the simulation game. In light of these assumptions, more care 

should have been taken in both choosing and explaining the terminology used. Wallace 

(1999) refers to six different environments when considering the internet alone. Yet, 

with the availability of such a vast array of software, the question of which abilities 

'computer skills' refers to, emerges as a key consideration. A stand-alone computer 

involves many different functions from word-processing to processing numerical data as 

well as designing pictures and playing games. This task diversity renders the use of the 

generic term 'computer skills' virtually meaningless. Indeed the ICT curriculum refers to 

information tasks such as developing ideas, exchanging information and reviewing work 

(DfEE, 1999). The curriculum instructs the use of databases, spreadsheets and 

presentation software but does not seem to explicitly refer to exact computer literacy 

skills. Alternatively, Ewing et al (1998) lists accessing resources, creating resources and 

communication as the essential characteristics of computer literacy.
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Following Ewing et al's (1998) definition of computer literacy, the simulation 

provided participants with resources in the form of various writing and design 

guidelines, links to 'Fleet Street1 (hyperlink to various UK and International online 

newspapers) as well as to participant output. Participants were expected to create 

resources for electronic presentation, in the form of word-processed and desk-top 

published articles and graphics. Finally, participants were expected to communicate via 

email and discussion boards as well as through their newspaper articles. The simulation 

served to add value to the NC in that it brought together the three components of 

computer literacy in an integrated manner. Rather than providing independent ICT 

lessons within each component on a fortnightly cycle (as in the NC), the simulation 

emphasised the cohesion of these tasks by enabling participants to understand how ICT 

could be used as a generic tool. This ranges from enabling research through to the 

creation and final presentation of knowledge.

6.4.3 KEY SKILLS

In order to maximise response rates and to encourage participants to provide 

honest self-ratings, the PEQ invited participants to respond anonymously. This measure 

was employed in light of the increased use of tests within schools as well as the desire 

for the simulation not to be viewed as simply another school project. In so doing it was 

not possible to compare before and after measures nor was it possible to track 

participants though the activity. However, some tentative comparisons can be made 

concerning perceptions of the most enjoyable and the worst features of the simulation.

Group A displayed a shift away from deeming literacy as boring prior to their 

involvement, to rating literacy as the most enjoyable feature following involvement. 

Group B also deemed literacy to be boring prior to the simulation beginning, but unlike 

group A this group appeared to retain this view, opting instead for ICT as their most 

favoured part of the activity. Finally, group C also perceived literacy as boring and were 

the only group to perceive the communication opportunities yielded by the activity as 

their most enjoyed part. The interview results provide some support to these findings. 

These data indicated group A's preference for literacy (they tended to prefer
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communicating via the text-based email), group B's preference for ICT (in that they 

opted for computer-mediated communication tools) and group C's favouring of face to 

face communication.

All three groups reported increased confidence in their verbal communication 

skills, with boys rating themselves to be more confident in their interactions with 

teachers as well as their peers. Furthermore, boys tended to note improvements in their 

ability to work effectively in groups. This was something which they attributed to their 

new ability to be more 'open-minded'. The majority of the sample stated that they were 

more inclined to consider other points of view and had learnt about the need and value 

of teamwork. In following the NC key skill's criteria, participants stated that they were 

able to discuss issues within their editorial teams, with the interview data suggesting that 

they had also undertaken a degree of reflection about the experiences of working within 

groups. Thus, participants commented upon the need to listen and to compromise. They 

also noted that at times group work could be stressful.

Although not all participants had access to email, many participants were able to 

send the facilitator at least one message. Every group had access to the MESUS website 

and as such, were made aware of the presence of the other MESUS groups. In this 

respect, participants were aware of their role in an activity which was bigger than just 

their school. Being part of a 'newspaper company' enabled participants to adopt a 

'MESUS identity', as they were members of their own select community. This has much 

relevance to Mead's (1934) original notion of generalised other influences within the 

socialisation process.

Participants were also encouraged to retrieve information from a variety of 

sources and to select relevant sources for their work. Approximately 92% of the sample 

believed that the simulation had improved their information retrieval skills. Participants 

tended to use both web and paper resources with each group illustrating their preference 

for literacy, ICT or more direct social interaction. Thus, group C's preference for face 

to face communication was exploited through their negotiation of access to individuals 

with whom they could interview. Whilst each group did conduct some form of research,
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some problems were noted in encouraging participants to review and modify their work. 

It appeared that participants tended to forward their copy to the facilitator as soon as 

they had finished writing. Furthermore, they rarely checked their writing for errors. 

However, once their articles had been uploaded onto the MESUS website, the authors 

were quick to express their concern about the errors which had suddenly appeared within 

their work. In response, they directed the facilitator to the areas that needed altering 

such as spelling mistakes, missed text or inaccurate reporting. Whilst the review process 

was undertaken after submission, it was deemed to be a valuable lesson as participants 

quickly learnt about the need to read their work having experienced the embarrassment 

of presenting their mistakes 'live1 on the internet. This desire to avoid embarrassment 

follows Goffinan (1970) who stressed that the base of all human interaction was to meet 

the expectations of others and thus, avoid embarrassment at all times. The internet 

became the stage, or front region, where participants wished to present their most 

favourable image. Behind the scenes participants were able to prepare themselves for 

this 'on-screen performance' and as such, were able to reprimand the facilitator for not 

checking their work, and to make as well as amend their errors, without fear of 

damaging their performance. Just as actors learn their lines in order to perfect their 

performance, the simulation allowed participants to learn new methods of writing and 

presenting themselves in order to perfect their presentation of self via the internet (cf. 

Goffinan, 1970).

6.5 THE ACTIVITY WILL BE ASSOCIATED WITH IMPROVED STUDYING RATES FOR 

YOUNG PEOPLE IN SCHOOL

The limited number of key stage three assessment results obtained, along with 

the lack of key stage two comparison results rendered it difficult to determine the 

studying rates of participants. Without baseline measures of participant academic 

assessment results yielded by the key stage two tests, the key stage three test results 

obtained were virtually meaningless. Indeed, the only conclusion that could be drawn 

from the results presented was that Group B consisted of participants of a slightly lower 

academic level than either Group A or Group C. Anecdotally, Group B link-teachers 

believed that the simulation had helped to improve participant performance, with the
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group moving from being the lowest band in year nine to being the top ICT band for 

year ten. Therefore, the effect of the simulation upon academic standards could not be 

experimentally investigated.

The results collated indicated that participants dedicated much of their own 

leisure time to the activity. This suggested that unlike traditional teaching and learning 

methods, the simulation game served to inspire participants and encouraged them to 

further their own learning experiences away from the confines of the classroom. This 

use of lunch periods and evenings supports the notion that ICT can promote a 

'curriculum without walls' (Bentley, 1998) where learning was not limited to the 

constraints given by time and place. Rather, the activity enabled learners the freedom to 

pursue their own interests according to their own schedules.

Furthermore, the simulation enhanced teacher-pupil relationships within the 

classroom. Participants stated that their teachers had become friendlier, more supportive 

and perceived them to be more responsible. As Hall and Raffo (2001) illustrated, 

teacher-pupil relations have a direct impact upon attitudes towards school. In their 

study, Hall and Raffo's results indicated that work experience placements reinforced 

learners negative attitudes towards school in that adults within the workplace gave the 

pupils more autonomy and used only their first names. On return to school the pupils 

found it difficult returning to an environment where they felt that they were treated like 

children and had to address their teachers in a formal manner. Therefore, the simulation 

revealed a new form of teacher-pupil relationship in that rather than being the giver of 

knowledge, the teacher adopted a new role where they facilitated pupil learning. It is 

this new role of facilitator, of enabler, which Wheeler (2001) deems will replace the 

teaching and learning paradigm with the inception of ICT within the classroom. The 

simulation provided an example as to how ICT can allow pupils "...to direct their 

studies, with the teacher acting as a guider, or motivator rather than as a director" 

(Forsyth, 1996:31). Thus, improved studying rates were noted as the learners took the 

lead with the teacher taking a more supportive role in the background. With the removal 

of the role of knowledgeable teacher (Ruben, 1999), the teacher became instead an 

enabler of learning using the materials designed and delivered outside of the classroom.
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6.6 INTEGRATED ICT LEARNING WILL BE ENHANCED

A significant difference was found between levels of engagement and computer 

attitude, with more positive attitudes related to little or no previous experience. Once 

participants began work on the simulation, their favourable attitudes dropped 

dramatically before rising steadily in line with increased involvement within the activity. 

Even after involvement on four editions, generally representing a minimum of four 

months participation, attitudes did not reach the highly positive original ratings. 

Considering that the simulation was designed in accordance with NC ICT 

recommendations, the adverse reactions experienced by participants on beginning the 

activity were deemed worthy of further scrutiny.

Level of participation ranged from no involvement on the simulation to 

participants who had contributed to one, two, three or a total of four MESUS newspaper 

editions. The simulation game offered participants the opportunity to use ICT as a tool 

for producing content as opposed to learning ICT functions in isolation from each other 

as well as away from their uses within the wider social world. Rather than simply 

learning about the word-processor, for example, learners had to use the word-processor 

in order to reach the pre-defined goal of creating news articles for inclusion within an 

online newspaper. Thus, ICT was not only used as a means to an end, but also involved 

assigning meaning to these tasks through participation on a social activity (McCormick 

and Scrimshaw, 2001). Moreover, integrated ICT learning took place with learners 

accessing and creating resources before communicating these resources with the social 

world (cf. Ewing et al, 1998). Therefore, the finding that participants were more 

favourable before using ICT to achieve these tasks tends to support a developmental 

view of computer literacy where learner's feelings, thoughts and attitudes towards 

computers develop in line with their increasing expertise.

In order to highlight this apparent development, insight can be gleaned from 

Perry's Model of Intellectual Development (1968). Perry proposed that students moved 

through a 'scheme' of intellectual and ethical development when undertaking higher 

education study. The scheme was based upon the four main categories of dualism,
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multiplicity, relativism and commitment to relativism. Initially, students adopted a 
dualist perspective in that they deemed truth to be absolute. Whilst in this phase 
students merely absorbed the information presented to them by their lecturers, accepting 
it to be correct. Although Perry's study was based upon a much older age range based in 
the USA Higher Education sector, certain parallels can be noted. It would appear that 
participants with little or no computer experience viewed computers favourably because 
of their adoption of a dualist perspective. Computers were either good or bad. With so 
many media, educational and governmental messages bombarding young people as to 
the benefits and need for computers in society, computers were generally perceived as 
'good'. As the group were introduced to computers, through the simulation game, their 
attitudes became less favourable. Following Perry, this was due to the realisation that 
their initial view was too simplistic (Multiplicity). The participants became uncertain in 
their views as they became familiar with the complexities of technology use and began 
to learn new skills such as desk-top publishing and using Search Engines to locate 
information.

As the learners experience developed through their involvement in subsequent 
editions, they entered Perry's category of 'Relativism'. Thus, participants began to make 
order of the chaos (Finster, 1989). Faced with so many new functions and computer 
uses, the pupils began to develop their confidence in these abilities and to understand 
which tools were best suited to each task, e.g. Microsoft Word's 'WordAif tool was 
often used for headline design. Moreover, participants developed their ability to see the 
strengths and weaknesses of each tool in terms of the goal they wished to achieve. For 
example, whilst WordArt emerged as the ideal tool for creating headlines, it was not 
suitable for presenting the main text of the article. Rather, participants adopted the use 
of colour for their text and/or background as the best method for presenting their work. 
Therefore, the ability to accept that something can be both good and bad can be 
advantageous with the challenge being that of deciding when to use each tool based 
upon its strengths and weaknesses (Finster, 1989). As the learners became more 
confident in their decisions as to which tool to use, or when to apply different computer 
functions, they began to move into the final category; Commitment to Relativism.
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Participants illustrated certainty in their attitudes towards computers at the 

beginning of the simulation before actual experience caused them to realise that 

computer use was more complex than they had originally anticipated. Once this 

realisation had been made participants on the simulation developed their skills and 

began to evolve in their computer abilities and perceptions of computers. Following this 

tentative explanation of the results found, a significant difference was found between no 

participation and involvement on four editions suggesting that participants on the 

simulation had not reached computer maturity. Indeed, many participants did not reach 

the web design stage or participated in email communication and as such, were not able 

to explore all the aspects of computer literacy. This would suggest that when pupils are 

introduced to computer literacy, they must be given sufficient time to progress through 

these stages.

Moreover, the move from positive attitude before participation to a negative 

attitude following minimal involvement would also suggest that shorter ICT workshops 

could be detrimental to participant's views about computers. However, the inclusion of 

ICT within the simulation did serve to encourage pupils to participate, with boys only 

slightly more enthusiastic than girls. Whilst girls felt that they needed to put more care 

and attention into their work, the majority of them reported positive feelings towards 

having their work presented on the internet. The simulation game attracted a similar 

number of both boys and girls (53% and 47%, respectively). The findings presented 

thus far suggest that if girls are encouraged to use ICT, their confidence rises (Kirkman, 

1993). This was the crucial strength of the simulation in that even though girls were less 

likely to perceive ICT as an appealing feature of the simulation, they were encouraged to 

participate on the basis of the literacy and communication opportunities provided. 

Moreover, unlike traditional teaching and learning practices, participants enjoyed the 

freedom to structure their own workload and were able to work at their own pace.

These findings indicate the importance of the effects of access upon computer 

attitudes. Whilst much of the access research focuses upon the inequality of access (e.g. 

Facer and Furlong, 2001; Joiner et al, 1997, Littleton et al, 1998; Sutton, 1991), many 

researchers agree that children need to be given the opportunity to use computers in
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order to compete in the information society (Nobel, 1984, cited by Sutton, 1991, Comber 

et al, 1997). This view represents the rationale behind the NGfL, with high levels of 

computer experience associated with producing more competent and knowledgeable 

computer users (Martinez and Mead, 1988). Yet, whilst gender inequalities (Kirkman, 

1993; Brosnan, 1998; Straker, 1989, Podmore, 1991, Kay, 1992, Bannert and Arbinger, 

1996 and Littleton, 1996 cited by Littleton et al, 1998) and social inequalities (Selwyn, 

1999b; Facer and Furlong, 2001), there has been little focus on the duration and content 

of ICT tuition (Brookover and Lezotte, 1988).

It is not sufficient to merely introduce computers into the classroom, the 

traditional teaching and learning methods will need to change in order to fully exploit 

the opportunities provided by ICT and to help pupils realise these opportunities. Whilst 

the government has acknowledged the prevalence of 'drill and practice1 computer tuition 

by providing funding for teachers themselves to become computer literate, it is not 

sufficient to merely use ICT to replace traditional teaching resources. Indeed, pupils 

themselves criticise the creation of false ICT tasks (Furlong et al, 2000) with many 

initiatives simply substituting ICT for books (Lloyd, 2000). These findings suggest that 

if pupils are to master computer literacy skills they must be able to use the computer for 

a variety of tasks with the freedom to make mistakes (Furlong et al, 2000). Yet teachers 

operate in an environment which values school inspections and national attainment 

targets (e.g. key stage three tests). As such, the need for achieving these standards is 

often guided by the adoption of low-risk teaching methods. The creative development 

and use of ICT is therefore discarded as high-risk with the fear of failure governed by 

league table publication.

It should be emphasised that any conclusions presented here should be treated 

with caution due to the confounding variable of curriculum-led ICT lessons which 

participants attended throughout the duration of the simulation. Nevertheless, it would 

appear that pupil attitudes towards computers became more negative with limited levels 

of experience. Following Piaget, who believed that children were active builders of their 

own intellectual structures, children need the materials with which to build this 

knowledge (Piaget, 1972 cited by Papert, 1980). Rather than merely embarking upon
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drill and practice or merely following the teacher's verbal instructions from the front of 

the classroom (Facer and Furlong, 2001), it would appear that pupils need:

The imaginative use of technology in education.. .Without imagination, the 
technology becomes the focus and learning is perceived in technical, 
quantified techniques which obstructs, even obliterates real learning...

Altany, 1999:73

The active learning techniques employed within the simulation allowed 

participants time to explore and master these skills. Moreover, the simulation game 

fostered imagination not just in the topics with which they wrote about but in the 

presentation of their work and the inclusion of additional items such as pictures, graphs 

and colour. Whilst Barker (1994, cited by Brosnan, 1998) and Savenye (1992) suggest 

that teacher computer training should last for a semester, or for 12 weeks, this research 

suggests that pupils need a longer period of tuition which is not merely curriculum-led 

but that incorporates the use of active learning and enquiry. In this respect, the 

simulation identified a need for both student learning as well as teacher training. This 

research therefore, highlighted the need for a holistic approach which involves both 

pupils and teaching staff.

6.7 EMPLOY ABILITY AWARENESS AND VOCATIONAL SKILLS WILL BE ENHANCED

The use of a simulation game served to extend the traditional teaching and 

learning paradigm (Ruben, 1999) contained within the school classroom with 

participants introduced to a learning environment that extended beyond the classroom. 

Whilst the simulation was co-ordinated by a facilitator based at a local university, the 

articles which participants submitted were presented on the central simulation website. 

In this manner, pupils were made aware of the wider social context in which they were 

situated, acknowledging that their peers in other schools would have access to their work 

as well as internet surfers throughout the world. This point is reinforced in that the 

MESUS website registered browsers from over 18 different countries including the 

USA, Denmark, India, and Australia. The sample were made aware of the fact that the 

website had been registered on a number of Search Engines including UK Plus, for
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example. Therefore, in producing newspaper articles for such a vast potential audience, 

participants were encouraged to consider the needs of their audience.

The majority of pupils acknowledged that the simulation called for the use of 

different writing styles compared to those with which they were accustomed within 

schoolwork. There was a tendency for authors to assume prior knowledge on the part of 

the reader. A significant difference was noted between boys and girls, with the data 

suggesting that boys were more inclined to make this assumption, hi many 

circumstances, the facilitator found the articles to be difficult to understand as they were 

based upon unfamiliar topics, more accessible to a younger audience. The topics 

included 'Pokemon' (a cartoon series in vogue at that time), or school based events such 

as the school policy of compulsory uniform wearing. In this respect, a 'common-sense' 

approach tended to be adopted with participants assuming that their audience was aware 

of these topics and their relevance to school pupils. Despite the inclusion of emotive 

topics such as school uniforms, underage pregnancies and the lack of leisure facilities 

available to young people, all three groups adopted a neutral stance in their writing.

In terms of the three dimensions of intellect, behaviour and emotion gender 

differences were noted. However, subtle differences between schools were found. 

Whilst group B and C based many of their articles around the NC, Group A's freedom to 

write about topics of interest elicited a writing style indicative of journalism. Thus, 

Group A's work was found to be topical, human interest motivated with a clear 

argument. Furthermore, this group tended to write for a male audience, a characteristic 

that may have been due to the predominance of sport and computer game articles. The 

curriculum-led groups (B and C) tended towards historical information with subjects for 

their articles tending to reflect the NC syllabus, (for example, poetry and book reviews).

The most notable differences between each group's work lay in the format and 

style with which they were presented. Group A had the most sophisticated ICT use 

(including colour, fonts and self-generated graphics such as photographs). This finding 

follows in that group A was an after-school computer club and was co-ordinated by an 

ICT subject teacher. Each participant within this group had access to their own
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computer within the club and many had computers at home. In this respect, group A had 

high levels of computer access and appeared more familiar with design as they were the 

only group to use a desktop publishing package. Group B's work was rated lower in 
terms of textual style and layout used. It should be noted that it was this group with 

which the facilitator had been asked to provide support with ICT lessons. The ICT Link 

teacher had expressed difficulties in maintaining participant concentration when 
teaching new computer tasks.

Clear gender differences were found with boys more likely to use graphics and 
colour. As discussed earlier, the higher level of correct spelling use may have been 

indicative of boys greater familiarity with the computer software's spellchecker.

However, it should be noted that not all participant work was received. Indeed, it 

emerged that many link-teachers were taking a sub-editing role through altering 

participant work before it was sent to the university. As such, content analysis was only 

undertaken on work that could be attributed directly to an author and which had no 

indication of teacher amendments. The reluctance of teachers to allow participants to 

forward their work directly to the facilitator reflected anxiety as to the use of the internet 

to display work which resulted in the entire school being on display. In this respect, 

MESUS was not seen to be simply a simulation exercise. Although the aim of 

simulation design involves the replication of a representation within a safe environment, 

learner involvement is heightened by providing content fidelity (Jamieson et al, 1988 

cited by Stretch, 2000), whereby the activity is challenging enough for learners to take it 

seriously. The teachers illustrated their acceptance of this in that they found the 
challenge of school representation on the internet to be a very real consequence of the 

activity. The simulation moved from being a 'pretend' newspaper to being a real outlet 

for school marketing and promotion.

6.8 CAREER AND EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS WILL BE IMPROVED

The simulation was not designed to be viewed by participants as an artificial 

learning environment; rather it aimed at developing participants vocational and
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employability skills. The simulation game set deadlines, something which participant's 

deemed to be the worst part of the activity. Planning the workload and meeting 

deadlines were not seen as desirable components of the simulation, with the occasional 

clashes noted within one of the groups attributable to arguments between participants 

because of unfinished work. Actually being responsible for 'doing the work' as well as 

writing articles and then typing them up also featured as features that participants did not 

enjoy. However, these dislikes were not rated as sufficient enough to cause them to 

withdraw from participation. Indeed, information retrieval and school demands were the 

main causes for participants to become less involved. It was also found that participants 

needed time to familiarise themselves with the simulation before they decided to become 

more involved. Thus, it was the transition away from workshop completion and 

simulation briefings towards role allocation that enabled participants to become involved 

in the activity. As such, 75% of the sample had a specific role within the exercise 

ranging from 'Editor' to 'Photographer' whilst some participants within groups B and C 

did not have specific tasks but rather were asked to help wherever necessary. The 

majority of the sample gave positive feedback when asked about their editorial team 

although they tended to comment upon the valuable lessons they had learnt about getting 

along and relying on other people to complete their tasks. Thus, whilst one girl 

commented upon the difficulties that she had experienced in controlling her peers, a 

male editor noted that shouting at his team had not been the most desirable course of 

action.

The facilitator decided to visit the pupil-led group due to concern about the 

number of arguments, which this group had experienced. Surprisingly the team felt that 

they had learnt a great deal and even though they readily admitted to feeling anxious at 

times and not wanting their male editor to shout at them, the entire group stated that they 

would participate again. This presented a number of difficulties in that whilst the 

facilitator deemed that the position of Editor was too much for one pupil, the group 

appeared to have learnt some valuable lessons. According to Bales and Slater (1955) in 

their work on small and unstructured groups, leadership is split into two channels, that of 

task and socio-emotional. Once a decision has been made as to who will lead the 

groups, or who will guide the group towards task completion, a socio-emotional leader
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will emerge who will help group members to contribute, express themselves and attain 

their targets. However, whilst the pupil-led group's editor emerged as the task leader, 

observational research data did not suggest the presence of a socio-emotional leader. 

This may have accounted for the high levels of anxiety within the team, as the editor 

assigned work, blamed them for missed deadlines and tended to appear aloof and 

impersonal; all features of an autocratic leader (Lewin et al, 1939). Yet despite the 

editor's dominance of the group, interview data revealed that the participants all viewed 

the experience positively.

A tentative explanation for this can be derived from Fiedler's (1978) field work 

on favourability and leadership. Fiedler identified three main factors of favourability, 

with high favourability consisting of good team relations, clearly defined goals and 

acceptance of the leaders position of authority, whilst low favourability was defined as 

the reverse. Fiedler found that in situations of high favourability as well as low 

favourability, an autocratic, or task-oriented leader was most effective. This suggests 

that the MESUS participants understood the editors actions were necessary for them to 

achieve success and as such, accepted his commands and assertiveness as a means of 

producing good quality MESUS newspapers within the set deadlines. Moreover, post- 

participation interviews illustrated the editor's belief that his experiences on the 

simulation had given him the courage to take subjects that he knew were hard and that 

would require a lot of his time. The interview was conducted when the participants had 

left year nine and yet already the editor was considering enrolling at night school in 

order to begin work on a Computer 'A' level, despite being only 15 years of age. Whilst 

this participant was perhaps a deviant case, he acknowledged the time management 

skills that he had learnt on the simulation. His deputy editor, a rather nervous female 

participant, also stated that she had more confidence and that she felt that she had the 

dedication to go to university and achieve her ambition of becoming a psychologist.

The majority of participants did not feel that the simulation had affected their 

GCSE subject choices. Only slight differences were noted, with girls more inclined to 

perceive the simulation to have had an impact upon these decisions. Even though the 

simulation had been designed to encourage ICT learning it aimed to enhance the skills
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valued by employers, namely initiative, motivation and communication skills (Chaplain, 

2000). In this respect, the simulation did improve communication skills and had 

encouraged participants to be more creative in their work and time management skills. 

It could also be deemed that ten months participation on a supplementary activity 

reflected high levels of motivation.

6.9 SUMMARY

This research explored the design and implementation of a media simulation for 

universities and schools. The research was based upon the notion that by employing a 

simulation game format, the activity would yield the flexibility needed to work with 

secondary schools alongside the NC. As such, a simulated newspaper was created with 

the game features of assigning learners roles such as journalist, goals in that complete 

newspaper editions had to be produced and activities, including workshops as well as 

attending visiting speakers at the university. In order to do this constraints were placed 

upon participants with each group's newspaper editions having to consist of original 

copy produced using ICT resources, within a set timeframe. Finally, the learners were 

subjected to the consequences yielded by presenting their work on the internet alongside 

their peers, as well as contributions from other secondary schools. Therefore, a 

representation of an online newspaper environment was designed in order to encourage 

the learners aged between 12 and 14 years of age, to be creative in the motivated 

direction of English, ICT and key skills use (Bell and Kerry, 1982, cited by Jones, 

1989).

The research found that establishing links between a university and its local 

schools was subject to a variety of administrative, organisational and interpersonal 

problems. Establishing contact with an enthusiastic link-teacher who was prepared to 

co-ordinate a supplemental activity turned out to be a 'hit and miss' affair. The lists used 

to identify school contacts were not suited to the task as they tended to identify sixth 

form teachers interested in widening access initiatives (Woodrow et al, 1998 and 2002) 

rather than an activity for year nine students. As the simulation was a new initiative, 

teachers were wary about committing their time and giving pupils the freedom to
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represent the entire school on the internet. Yet, even with motivated teaching staff, the 

lack of reliable ICT facilities across South Wales resulted in a number of schools having 

no alternative but to withdraw from the activity. With the NGfL (DfEE, 1997) nearing 

its scheduled target completion date, it remains to be seen whether consistency in ICT 

provision proves attainable. Yet at the time of this research, consistent and reliable ICT 

access was by no means common (KM, 1998).

The research suggests that participants responded favourably to the shift away 

from passive learning techniques towards active application and enquiry. In adopting a 

student-centred approach, it was found that whilst participants did not particularly enjoy 

the tasks or planning and meeting deadlines, they displayed high levels of motivation. 

The learners understood the problems and devised strategies to generate the content for 

their newspapers including conducting surveys and actively researching stories using 

books as well as internet resources. Participants collated this information and related it 

to the task that they had been given: producing interesting and appealing copy. The 

learners became active builders of their intellectual development (cf. Piaget, 1972 cited 

by Papert, 1980), using not just the classroom but the wider social environment as a 

means for learning.

The simulation enabled participants to develop a wide range of academic and 

vocational skills. Writing styles improved, literacy levels rose and individuals learnt to 

work together in an effective manner. Whilst only one or two participants commented 

on their increased motivation when writing about particular topics of interest, few 

learners acknowledged the wide range of topics that they encountered through their 

participation. From the Kosovo crisis to sporting events, learners approached new 

subjects with startling enthusiasm and ability. Learners became autonomous, devising 

surveys to investigate mobile phones, computer games and even whether the local fish 

and chip shops were good value for money. Teachers were generally on hand to provide 

support and guidance when asked. This reflected the move away from traditional 

teacher-pupil relationships as the knowledgeable teacher became an enabler: the passive 

learner began to take the initiative and devise imaginative ways in which to present 

appealing information to a wide ranging internet audience.
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The central theme which emerged from this investigation was the need to 

develop pupil confidence. Containing young people within classrooms appeared to 

prevent them from experiencing the wider social environment and developing the 

necessary skills for interacting, not just via computer-mediated communication but face 

to face communication as well. By enabling the learners to develop their skills 'in here' 

or within the safe simulated environment, they became more able to use these skills 'out 

there 1 (Mead, 1934) when the activity became more social and collaborative. The 

learners did not enter into conflict with other school groups as anticipated by the link- 

teachers but rather learned from each other. Indeed, the opportunity to work 

collaboratively heightened self-confidence as well as teaching valuable lessons on 

listening to others and compromising.

The need to develop learner confidence was also revealed with regard to attitudes 

towards computers. With little or no computer experience the sample rated computers 

highly yet within approximately one month of actual experience these perceptions 

plummeted. The learners needed time to explore the technology, make mistakes and use 

'trial and error' methods as opposed to the more usual 'drill and practice' (Olsen, 1988) in 

order to develop their expertise and confidence. Moreover, the learners needed time to 

experiment with the presentation of themselves as their messages were communicated to 

the online community. Therefore, this notion of developing communication skills will 

be developed in the next section, which addresses the themes identified in the literature 

review.

6.10 EMERGING THEMES

This research was based upon the use of a teaching and learning methodology 

based upon the notion of the benefits of experiential learning. As such, a detailed 

discussion of the nature of simulation game use was presented in chapter two. This 

section explores the move away from traditional teaching and learning practices where 

learners passively absorb the information with which they are presented. Rather, the 

simulation game incorporated active learning techniques where participants were
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expected to direct their own learning experiences and apply their knowledge within a 

dynamic setting. Therefore, it is important to ask whether a 'critical period1 was 

identified wherein learners became engaged with the activity in order to produce 

motivated and communicative students.

6.10.1 Is THERE A 'CRITICAL PERIOD' WHERE LEARNERS ARE ABLE To FULLY ENGAGE 
AND EXPERIENCE THE ACTIVITY As THOUGH IT WERE REAL?

An obvious yet important guiding principle is that learning more about the 

simulation enabled participants to engage within the activity. In this respect, the manner 

in which the simulation was presented became an important element for consideration. 

Again, the MESUS website's role in creating a representation of a real newspaper 

company's site came to the fore: participants were able to browse the site and familiarise 

themselves with the activity. Students in schools not able to access the site found it 

harder to conceptualise the simulation. They were not given the opportunity to visualise 

and imagine where the work would be featured. Without access to the 'mutual cognitive 

environment' (Sperber and Wilson, 1995) participants were not able to access the realism 

and relevance needed for them to accept the situation and interact within it via their 

mental representation. In these cases, the simulation appeared to be more mystifying 

than inspiring. It was harder to begin as lack of computer access served to deter 

participants from engaging within the activity. Moreover, even though these groups 

completed Workshop One they were often unable to view their work on the internet, 

having to 'make do' with the hard copy printout instead. Lack of computer access served 

to reduce both mundane and experimental realism (Aronson, 1995), as the activity 

simply became another classroom assignment with no incentive to become actively 

involved.

For the groups who were able to see the website and their completed Workshop 

One output, participants quickly took ownership of the newspaper. In all of these cases, 

the group chose to boycott the remaining Workshop activities in their enthusiasm to 

produce their own newspapers. This was particularly apparent with the pupil-led group 

in that editorial meetings were held every lunch hour with each 'journalist'; being
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assigned a specific story. This group produced an interesting case study as even though 

they only produced a limited number of editions, their levels of engagement were 

exceptionally high. Much of this group's involvement within the simulation only came 

to light when a special visit was made to the school in order to investigate the number of 

arguments which occurred within this team. The group had devoted a substantial 

amount of their time to the simulation. They took the activity very seriously as the email 
message below indicates:

Dear Miss Smalley:

Enclosed are the results of Workshop One.

I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself, [name], The Editor, 
and [name], Deputy Editor. We and the rest of our Editorial Team are 
looking forward immensely to working for Mesus.

If you would like to E-Mail me my E-Mail address is:

It appeared that group consensus was achieved as to the particular stance in 

which an article would be produced. This meant that for some articles, covering 

sensitive topics (such as teenage pregnancy), the group spent many meetings putting 

forward their views and discussing the research that the lead writer had compiled. This 

led to missed deadlines and arguments due to this as well as to differences in opinion. 

The after-school club also placed more emphasis upon being part of a team and having 

complete ownership of the newspaper. This group produced a 'meet the team' section 

and tended to include each other within their work, suggesting that the group enjoyed a 

special relationship and common identity due to their involvement within the simulation. 

Therefore, the critical period of the simulation appeared to involve the transition from 

merely taking part in an activity, to 'owning a newspaper1 and having complete 

responsibility in organising the workload and deciding what form the newspaper should 

take. Even though the curriculum-led groups received more teacher direction in what 

they could write about they too took ownership of the paper and revelled in the high 

esteem in which their peers held them. Thus, by offering the simulation to only one 

group within the school, participants experienced the benefits of being chosen to 

represent the school. They viewed their selection as a sign of their ability not only
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academically, but in terms of having the maturity and being responsible enough to 
represent the school.

In promoting simulation use, the activity enabled learners to actively engage in 
their own learning experiences. One of the main themes that emerged was the 
importance of being able to manage their own time, possibly due to the restrictive nature 
of the NC where learners must attend lessons and follow the teachers pace and content. 
This transition from passively absorbing material to actively structuring the simulation 
received support from the email communications made to the facilitator. Unfortunately, 
only one group completed the permission slip that allowed the retention and 
reproduction of pupils' private communications and so detailed analysis could not be 
conducted. However, reflecting the teacher email, participant's first messages were 
tentative with senders wary as to whether the communication would reach its 
destination. Yet, once a reply had been received, participants seemed to grow in their 
confidence and became more assertive in how their work should be used. Thus, where 
work was sent via email attachments, messages typically took the form, This is an 
article about X, for Y edition, within Z section. Please keep my layout and design'. 
Without detailed analysis it is only possible to speculate as to how participants viewed 
the facilitator. However, it is highly likely that they saw her as an employee who was 
responsible for following their instructions. Indeed, complaints were received if the 
facilitator changed the article in any way, (for example, if the background colour was 
unavailable).

When one starts on this kind of project, one realises that newspaper work is 
not a gimmick, since space, time .. .and a reliable team have to be found 
straight away Landa, 1992:23

The nature of the simulation incorporated the urgency of collecting and 
presenting stories in order to meet set deadlines. The facilitator originally instigated 
these deadlines. However once participants gained the prestige of being one of only a 
handful of pupils within the school to have work on the internet, their motivation 
increased. Therefore, as well as the importance of participants ownership, the 
perceptions of others towards them emerged. As Mead states, "Selves can only exist in
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definite relationships to other selves" (1934:163). The simulation provided the 

opportunity for participants to experience new roles that they would not ordinarily have 

access to. Again Mead captures this as ".. .[what] goes on in the game goes on in the life 

of the child all the time" (1934:160). The activity allowed learners to enter the game of 

life and to experience new roles within a safe environment where they would not be 

subject to ridicule if, for example, nobody subscribed to their online newspaper. Indeed 

the simulation provided its own audience in that learners came from eleven different 

geographical locations, albeit within South Wales. The learners all had one thing in 

common: they all accepted the representation to be true (cf. Sperber and Wilson, 1995) 

and as such, they formed a 'MESUS community'. Just as Ratcliff (2002) concludes, the 

self is socially developed with the presence of other learners, giving the activity social 

meaning and a chance to develop their social skills together.

The secondary school teacher's reactions to the activity also reinforced the notion 

of the simulation as real. By expressing their concern and demonstrating the need for 

careful consideration as to what could be electronically presented, they encouraged the 

participants to consider their actions. Therefore, by creating an environment in which 

participants could accept it as real and take it seriously enough to find it challenging, 

learners were able to engage within new learning, experience new roles and 

consequently create and shape their own behaviours in response to these new stimuli.

6.10.2 LEARNERS MUST BE MOTIVATED To PARTICIPATE WITHIN THE SIMULATION As 
WELL As MOTIVATED To APPLY THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND To ROLE-PLAY.

When designing the simulation game, careful attention was given to enhancing 

experimental and mundane realism (Aronson, 1995). Both factors are important 

considerations as they serve to influence participant motivation, by encouraging them to 

accept the representation as real as well as to aid engagement within the simulated 

environment. It was not sufficient to merely inform participants that there was a 

'pretend newspaper company'. In order to create a rich and informing learning 

environment, participants were given access to a centralised website; the company's 

virtual base. By offering a centralised information source, participants were able to
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access information about the simulation and were given something tangible on which to 

base their perceptions of the company. In short, they were provided with a mutual 

cognitive environment. This measure was employed in order to enhance the content 

fidelity of the simulation game (Jamieson et al, 1988 cited by Stretch, 2000) as well as to 

provide a real consequence to participant actions. In this manner, just like a real 

newspaper, participants' newspaper editions were made available to the general public, 

albeit those with internet access. However, the simulation gained more credibility in 

that many paper-based newspaper companies were beginning to offer their papers over 

the internet by establishing their own online versions of their newspapers (for example, 

the Western Mail newspaper is available online via the 'icWales' portal). The simulation 

did in fact, become 'real' in that teachers expressed their concern about allowing pupil 

work to be displayed online. By uploading their work onto the website, the teachers felt 

that the entire school was being represented and as such, made it clear to participants 

that their work had to be of a high standard. Even with this attempt at ensuring quality, 

many teachers still played a central role in reviewing participant work before it could be 

forwarded for inclusion. Participants became 'ambassadors', responsible for representing 

their schools within the virtual community. This position brought with it prestige and 

heightened process fidelity (Jamieson et al, 1988, cited by Stretch, 2000) with 

participants receiving notoriety within the school from their peers. Indeed, participants 

became faced with the challenge of producing better articles (experimental realism) for 

each edition in order to retain their prestige as well as to compete with the other editorial 

teams.

In response to this challenge of producing good quality copy, participants were 

able to experience real roles, problems and responsibilities. Further insight into the 

influence of role-play can be gained by reference to Goffman's 'Presentation of Self in 

Everyday Life 1 (1970) as participants' desire to present themselves favourably became 

paramount. In Goffman's terms, each participant became an actor whose social 

interactions were 'performances' directed at behaving in accordance with the role of an 

internet journalist (or Content Producer) with the main aim of producing well-written 

and visually superior articles for inclusion within their MESUS Newspapers. Thus, 

participants became involved in presenting themselves electronically, with considerable
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time spent on determining which thoughts and pictures that they should use. Despite the 

restriction of screen and file size, the learners were able to actively choose which fonts, 

size of lettering, style of headline, positioning and colour that would present in 

Goffman's (1970) terminology, their preferred image for others to see. The simulation 

game enabled participants to present themselves in many different ways as they 

experimented with various personae (Underwood, 1998). Participants were able to 

experiment both with their new role and with how others viewed their electronic self. 

Just as actors take on theatrical roles to present themselves to audience, participants took 

on roles or masks, to present to the generalised other (cf. Mead, 1934). This is what 

Goffman (1970) deems the dramaturgical analysis of social interaction whereby 

impression management is likened to that of acting where the individual can be seen as 

an actor or actress taking part in the many social scenes which pervade human existence. 

The value of the simulation lay in its provision of a safe place for participants to 

experiment with these new roles, both in terms of working for an external newspaper 

company and also how to present themselves on the internet, hi so doing the activity 

yielded a specific focus for the group in that, learning about the world of work without 

being involved in it or having a specific focus is difficult (Jamieson and Harris, 1994, 

Harris et al, 1997, cited by Piper and Piper, 2000). Thus, new roles could be identified, 

rehearsed and then broadcast via the internet.

The internet became what Goffman would term a 'front region1 in that this was 

where the audience were situated and where presentations had to be framed. 

Alternately, the classroom became the 'back region' where the editorial team conspired 

together to produce favourable presentations. Whilst the sub-editing cycle was not 

available to provide feedback, participants status within school and ability to view each 

others work provided a good source of 'audience reaction' whereby the social norms and 

rules of electronic presentation could be learnt via social comparison and imitation (cf. 

Bandura, 1977). However, due to it's relative infancy and lack of regulation, the internet 

has few social norms in that anybody, anywhere in the world can create whatever pages 

they desire in whatever form. With so much information to choose from, the internet 

audience is able to pick and choose which presentations they receive without fear of 

reprisal from the authors in that the authors are not present when their image is viewed.
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"At any given time and place in physical life, we can look around and see 
who else is there. Based on that assessment, we can adjust our presentation 
of self (Wynn and Katz, 1997:319).

The internet does not provide this looking glass (cf. Cooley, (1902 [1992]). 

Feedback is seldom received, leaving the individual with no mechanism on which to 

modify their presentation. This results in a mismatch between the individual's intended 

impression and the audience's received impressions (Sherman et al, 2001). The 

individual is then left to his or her own devices, with a vast array of different types of 

style featured on the internet.

The original MESUS website was designed in accordance with a newspaper 

metaphor in order to support and emphasise content fidelity. However, the editorial 

teams did not conform to this style opting instead for their own individualised layout and 

style. This was most marked for Group A whose computer literacy and access was 

much higher than the other groups. Thus, this group tended to experiment with the 

presentation of themselves in terms of layout as well as content of the presentation. The 

internet became the theatre that gave participants

".. .the feeling that they [had] been transported from ordinary world to world 
of pure imagination" (Wong, 1999:1)

Learners became motivated to participate as they accepted the challenge of 

representing both themselves and their schools to the internet community. The 

simulation provided them with roles on which to experiment, both virtually on the 

internet and physically within the classroom as they strived to produce good quality 

copy to an audience not confined to school grounds. Therefore, the motivation was 

heightened as participants accepted the responsibility with which they were given and 

the opportunity to experience a new social learning environment from the safe confines 

of the MESUS community.
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6.10.3 LEARNER'S COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND UNDERSTANDING OF OTHERS WOULD 
INCREASE As A RESULT OF THEIR SIMULATION EXPERIENCES.

Whilst the sample dedicated much care and attention into the presentation of 

themselves, the internet does not allow individuals to frame their communications. The 

linearity and form of traditional presentation are altered on the internet as the 

information includes hyperlinks where readers are able to jump from link to link as and 

when they deem appropriate. Information can be presented in standard paragraph form, 

or bullet points, with the preferred method used determined by the author or designer. 

Yet these presentations of self reside in Cyberspace and will only be viewed if and when 

the generalised other (cf. Mead, 1934) accesses them. Access may be direct if the web 

address is known, meaning that the presentation is seen in isolation, or it may be reached 

via other sites from which it has been hyperlinked, such as the MESUS website. 

Moreover, the site may also be found purely by accident or in response to a general 

search term entered onto one of the many Search Engines.

With so many different methods of locating the presentation, it is difficult for the 

designer to frame the communication. For MESUS, headteachers and peers tended to 

directly access the work and reviewed it in terms of school representation as well as the 

individual's presentation of themselves. Editorial teams and university staff entered via 

the main MESUS 'gateway' and so reviewed each editorial teams newspapers in relation 

to each, comparing the content and assessing the range of topics covered as well as the 

level of English and ICT skills. Finally, as the site was registered on a number of Search 

Engines, some browsers entered this site with a certain subject or enquiry in mind, and 

as such viewed the content in terms of this agenda. Therefore, as Sherman et al (2001) 

illustrate, regardless of the time and care attributed to presenting the self electronically, 

these messages are often lost on the browser. As Kiesler et al (1984) argue, computer- 

mediated communication (CMC) is subject to depersonalisation. Without access to non 

verbal cues as to expressions and inflection, impression formation is simply based upon 

communication through text (Talamo and Ligorio, 2001). This represents the major 

difference between CMC and non-mediated communication (NMC) in that NMC 

provides the individual with more opportunity to frame the message (Goffman, 1970).
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Awareness of these intrinsic qualities of communication media was illustrated with the 

majority of the sample preferring the high social presence yielded by face to face 

communication (Short et al, 1976). Thus, the majority of the sample valued the 

feedback offered via NMC even though they neglected to enter into any form of 

electronic communication with each other. In this respect, the potential of developing 

social and collaborative learning via CMC was not exploited (cf. Matheson and Zanna, 

1998). Nevertheless, the inclusion of technology within the simulation offered learners 

the "...play space for thinking about the real world" (Turkle, 1997:153, cited by 

Mantovani, 2001), in that learners were able to assume new roles in order to develop 

their understanding of different social environments and perspectives.

With so many participants inspired to participate due to the online component of 

the simulation, the activity motivated learners to apply their knowledge and to role-play. 

Yet, as the previous discussion has illustrated, the electronic presentation of self, whilst 

important to the individual, is in danger of becoming just another chunk of data within 

Cyberspace.

The inclusion of 'Communication' within 'Information' and Technology' 

acknowledges that information technology involves socially interacting human beings, 

albeit within a virtual environment. As the research findings illustrated, participants 

tended to prefer face to face communication, with the majority of the sample 

commenting upon significant increases in self-confidence. This is startling in that the 

government is endorsing increased electronic communication alongside the production 

of confident and communicative young people. This means that pupils must be confident 

in their communication skills before they are able to manipulate these skills according to 

medium.

Thus the circumspect performer will adjust his presentation according to the 
character of the props and tasks out of which he must build his performance

(Goffman, 1970:217).

However, it is not until year 11 that participants are given the opportunity to 

leave school grounds and present themselves to adults in a work setting or indeed to
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University Lecturers on campus tours. On these occasions, pupils are expected to 

behave politely, act responsibly and offer articulate communication. All this is based 

upon their experiences within the secondary school corridors as well as the family: such 

experience is then generalised and transferred to an unfamiliar higher education 

environment.

The simulation became social and collaborative due to flagging participant 

numbers as well as the need to exploit the opportunities of visiting speakers and events 

at the University. It was this additional feature with which participants responded most 

favourably, even when compared to increased internet access. This supports Facer and 

Furlong's (2001) claim about the myth of the technofriendly child which assumes that 

students have a natural talent and desire to use computer technologies. Indeed, Facer et 

al (2001) illustrate the prevalence of the myth by reference to newspaper stories and 

television advertisements which permeate this assumption. They give as an example, 

the BT advertisement which shows a young boy beating his father at chess (ET 

campaign, ITV, 15 th August, 1999 cited by Facer et al, 2001). Thus the boy is portrayed 

as an expert computer user who unthinkingly enjoys using the computer. Yet, not all 

young people are interested in computers and even those who are, tend to benefit and 

enjoy social interaction. Generally, the boys stated that they felt more able to 

communicate with other people and to express their thoughts due to the opportunities 

presented within the simulation for face to face communication. The girls commented 

upon the increased confidence that they had in the ability to interact socially. Thus, in 

extending the experimental realism of the activity by bringing the different editorial 

teams together to report upon 'live' events (such as interviewing visiting speakers), the 

simulation identified participants' inexperience in talking to strangers; whether peers or 

adults. Whilst one or two members of each group took the lead and spoke to the 

facilitator, the majority of the sample tended to 'speak to their feet' reflecting lack of 

confidence and shyness in these skills. This also highlights the differences between the 

safe environment within school and the external world.
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6.11 SUMMARY

In adopting the experiential learning technique of a simulation game, learners 

became absorbed within the activity and were motivated to apply and communicate their 

knowledge. Sternberg's (1998) identification of five elements to learning, metacognition, 

selective attention, thinking, knowledge and motivation - is of crucial relevance here. It 

is argued that the activity highlighted the presence of each stage as well as proposing a 

sixth element, that of social interaction.

The simulation provided the environment by which learners could be introduced 

to the different kinds of problem encountered within a news organisation. 

Metacognition was elicited as learners recognised the problem and applied their 

knowledge and skills to this task. By providing an appealing environment of newspaper 

production the activity sought to encourage learners to selectively attend to the process 

of actively applying their knowledge. Thus, the group were encouraged to be creative 

when considering which topics to write about and to use their skills to apply this 

knowledge in interesting ways. Sternberg's final element, that of motivation was 

captured by the careful design of the replicated environment.

The simulation game incorporates ICT use both as a tool as well as means for 

presenting the finished work. Learners accepted the representation as true in that the 

activity presented real consequences where the risk of producing low quality work could 

result in public ridicule. Indeed, as 'school ambassadors' the learners experienced the 

activity as though it were real as they became 'actors' performing on the internet stage. 

The presence of other learners and teacher acceptance of the activity further endorsed 

the notion of the simulation as real. Moreover, the autonomy given to learners 

encouraged them to take on roles, problems and responsibilities as they were challenged 

with the task of producing their own newspaper identity and reputation. In taking 

ownership of the newspaper, participants moved from being passive learners to actively 

constructing their own learning experience.
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The simulation game also identified a sixth element, not considered within 

Sternberg's theory of learning. The activity highlighted the significance of 

communication within learning, providing support to the social constructivist position. 

This position encompasses the role of peer and teacher-pupil interaction and deems 

'learning as participation1 (Murphy, 1999). Learning does not occur in a vacuum rather it 

occurs within a larger social environment. Thus, the activity introduced learners to the 

notion of learning to be part of a community. Indeed, participants became part of the 

editorial team, the wider MESUS community as well as the internet community. As 

McCormick and Scrimshaw (2001) argue, this view of learning is not simply based upon 

the acquisition of concepts but goes further by including behaviour, values and identity. 

The simulation provided the means for this, as the presentation of self was considered 

both electronically and physically. Participants were faced with learning new 

behaviours by the taking of roles and introduced to new situations such as discussing 

controversial topics and attending the University of Glamorgan as 'on the scene' 

reporters. Therefore, learners engaged within the activity due to its reliable 

representation and the challenges it brought. Indeed, increased responsibility and the 

need to express themselves further enhanced the values of the learning experiences and 

served to make the relationship between education and work more transparent (Rees et 

al, 1996).
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7.1 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

This thesis has sought to explore the design and implementation of a 

simulation exercise in the South East Wales area for the period 1998-2000. The 

impetus for the exercise came from governmental legislation which introduced a 

narrowly defined and rigorously tested National Curriculum. This notion of a 

'National Curriculum 1 caused the teaching profession to become responsible for 

delivering a standardised educational programme of study. The penalty for failing to 

achieve these targets was the public 'naming and shaming' of these 'sub-standard1 

schools.

Alongside the need to produce pupils experienced in achieving high test 

scores came the realisation that good school pupils did not necessarily equal good 

employees. Employers vocalised their scepticism about the competence of school 

leavers and stressed the need for young people to have initiative, motivation and the 

ability to communicate. The government responded to these concerns by 

implementing a key skills programme aimed at equipping young people with 

personal skills. Therefore, against this backdrop of achieving academic excellence 

founded on producing a competitive workforce was the need to produce good 

citizens equipped with social and collaborative skills.

Many of the ideals encompassed within educational policy were based upon 

the assumption of equality. Thus, standardisation would result in the production of 

young people equipped with a generic academic and vocational skill base. Individual 

schools would achieve national averages because they had access to the same 

teaching schedules. Yet, the UK lagged behind Europe, Wales lagged behind the UK 

and Mid Glamorgan lagged behind Powys (Rees et al, 1996). Indeed, substantial 

variations existed in the number of qualified school leavers from area to area. Again, 

the government responded by naming these areas 'Education Action Zones' and the 

race began to motivate underachievers to become high achievers. With the more 

industrialised areas associated with the highest levels of underachievement,
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education policy now turned its attention to providing clear school-employment links 

as well as encouraging the formation of higher education-school links.

Educational reform did not end there, having instigated clear teaching aims 

for academic and vocational development, the production of an ICT literate 

workforce came to the fore. Thus, ICT looked set to revolutionise not only teaching 

and learning but also the UK's competitive edge. Teachers received new curricular 

programmes to follow and schools were expected to provide every pupil with access 

to a networked computer.

Whilst the National Assembly for Wales hailed technology integration to be 

the greatest challenge to the teaching profession (1999), the teaching profession were 

still, in fact, reeling from the earlier educational reforms that had taken place. 

Perhaps it is of little surprise that teachers opted to concentrate on academic 

provision in light of the risk of later repercussions. However, this left scope for a 

higher education institution to establish links with its local school based upon the 

provision of an activity focused upon ICT and vocational skill learning. In so doing, 

these links could add value to the National Curriculum without adding to the 

demands placed upon the teaching profession.

In order to design a suitable activity, traditional methods of instructional 

pedagogy were discarded in favour of the experiential learning technique of 

simulation gaming. Indeed, the teaching of vocational skills and development of ICT 

expertise lent themselves to this form of tuition. By allowing learners the 

opportunity to interact with teaching material and discuss central topics with their 

peers, the learning of the need and techniques of social collaboration could take 

place.

The activity was designed so that it's mode of delivery was flexible enough to 

be operated alongside the National Curriculum constraints. Moreover, the activity 

adopted a student-centred stance emphasising the importance of enabling learners the 

opportunity to apply what they have learnt. Furthermore, a real world system was 

replicated within a safe environment so that learners could understand the links 

between education and the wider social world. The simulation provided pupils with
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the chance to experience what it would be like to be a journalist working for an 

online newspaper. This particular representation was employed so that participants 

would experiment with new roles and yet still have the scope to develop their 

academic interests. Learners became 'news reporters', 'feature writers' or technical 

ICT specialists: the choice was theirs although every group member was expected to 

contribute to the editorial team. The simulation game format was adopted in order to 

provide learners with the opportunity to apply their knowledge, to embark upon 

deeper level learning where concepts were turned into actions and individuals 

worked within groups rather than in isolation.

Bringing young people together in a new environment with specific roles and 

tasks introduced new forms of communication. Negotiation, problem solving and 

expressing thoughts and opinions were a necessary feature of the simulation. In 

order to develop these communication skills participants learnt from each other by 

both giving and receiving feedback. In this respect, a simulation game promotes the 

basic human need for social affiliation as well as the means by which young people 

can experiment and develop their own sense of identity. Consequently, the 

replicated environment must be designed in a manner in which learners can accept as 

true and offer a mutual cognitive environment where each individual has the 

necessary means in which to accept the representation. This is the strength of ICT in 

that it can provide a shared learning space for individuals situated within different 

geographical locations.

As society embraces ICT, young people need not only become computer 

literate; they also need the skills to present themselves across this new medium. 

Unlike traditional communication media, ICT reduces the transmission of anything 

but the message itself and as such, reduces the scope for framing the message or 

supplying non-verbal data. This has affected communication in two fundamental 

ways. On the one hand, there is less risk for communicators in that computer- 

mediated communication encompasses less social presence and so less danger of 

being rejected. Conversely, psychological distance yielded by computer-mediated 

communication also serves to promote self-awareness as opposed to the 

considerations of the effects of the message upon the receiver. The dichotomy 

between the greater propensity for social collaboration and less consideration of
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others has emerged with the prevalence and speed with which computer viruses 

spread, providing a devastating example of how this medium can be exploited. The 

use and abuse of computer-mediated communication comes down to one single 

factor: the individual.

With ICT in its infancy, designing an activity based upon the social 

collaborative uses of computer-mediated communication provided an ideal 

opportunity to teach young people about the positive aspects of this medium. The 

target population were identified as 13-14 year old year nine pupils following teacher 

recommendations and the indication that children as young as 12 and 13 were 

beginning to fade away from compulsory schooling. As such, the activity was 

designed to motivate young people to applying themselves to the simulation game. 

Accordingly, the simulation game was based upon the National Curriculum but 

delivered in a more appealing manner. Thus, learners were expected to develop their 

literacy skills and yet had the autonomy in what they wrote about. Computer tasks 

had to be learnt but in a manner which stressed their relevance to achieving wider 

objectives. Key skills were developed because they were a necessary part of the 

activity, learners had to work together in order to achieve the central goal of 

producing good quality newspapers. A simulation game provided the ideal 

mechanism in which to enable learners to adopt and adapt these skills as well as the 

flexibility to be run alongside the National Curriculum. In addition, the activity was 

designed in conjunction with teacher recommendations not just in terms of which 

target audience to use but also in the mode of delivery and in terms of content. This 

position received support in that the initial approach of using a computer game 

(chapter three) did not allow the learning of these skills and proved unpopular when 

teachers were expected to leave school premises. This shorter activity revealed that 

to achieve these goals, the activity would have to be offered for far longer than just 

one day. Moreover, the positive feedback from learners as to the use of role-play as 

well as the differences in behaviour for boys and girls, supported the use of a 

newspaper simulation. Indeed, media and education had been linked before with 

successful results. As such, the Media Simulation for Universities and Schools 

(MESUS) was designed.
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MESUS invited learners to become journalists for an online newspaper. The 
university took the role of 'editor' whilst fourteen editorial teams were enrolled from 
eleven different secondary schools. The simulation operated for two years with each 
round lasting for twelve months. Newspapers were produced in one-month cycles 
and were presented on the central learning space yielded by the MESUS website. 
The learners were introduced to the activity gradually with pen and paper exercises 

before ICT was introduced as a tool, these tasks were simply faster when a computer 
was used. Following the first workshop exercise, each editorial team's work was 
presented on the website, for all the groups to see. This measure served to heighten 
learner enthusiasm before they became responsible for producing the complete 
newspaper consisting of original copy produced using ICT.

Given the flexibility offered by simulation use, the activity was implemented 
in two main ways. The first involved integration within the curriculum. This took 
the form of placing MESUS within either the English or ICT curriculum. In this 
respect, teacher feedback was considered in that they moved away from the use of 
pure journalism towards the inclusion of creative writing and were able to 
incorporate syllabus work within the activity. Whilst one school was able to achieve 
complete integration by offering the simulation through both English and ICT 
lessons, this was the exception. The second method of delivery was as an after- 
school computer club. The entire simulation was co-ordinated centrally from the 

University of Glamorgan.

Once the activity had been designed, a number of problems were encountered 
in acquiring participants. Identifying an enthusiastic teacher with the time to devote 
to the simulation was the first hurdle noted. The assumption that sending one 
invitation to an entire school would elicit the identification of an appropriate link- 
teacher was misguided. It is highly likely that the introduction of a new initiative 
along with the pressures faced by the teaching profession caused these letters to be 
overlooked. However, a number of schools did respond and registered their initial 
interest. Yet even with motivated school representatives, the lack of access to 
reliable ICT facilities caused many schools to withdraw from the activity. For those 
who were able to participate, many link-teachers had first to be taught the skills
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needed to send email and access the internet before MESUS could be presented to 

pupils.

The research findings supported the adoption of active learning styles with 

participants responding positively to the tasks that they were given. Even when these 

tasks featured participant perceived unfavourable aspects of planning and adhering to 

deadlines, the group met these challenges. In this manner, learners became active 

builders of their own learning experiences, identifying topics to write about, using a 

variety of media to research these areas and ICT to collate and present their findings. 

New writing styles began to emerge with a marked preference for adopting a neutral 

stance even when discussing controversial topics, such as teenage pregnancy. 

Indeed, the MESUS newspaper included a wide variety of topics ranging from hiking 

to graffiti and computer games to reading. Although participants did not 

acknowledge the breadth of knowledge that they gained, they were aware of their 

increasing communication expertise.

Imaginative ways of presenting information emerged, as the groups were able 

to experiment with their presentations within the confines of the protective 

simulation environment. Whilst the initial positive stance towards computers 

decreased on beginning the activity, the sample were undeterred and displayed both 

dedication and determination in learning a wide range of computer skills. This 

reflected a crucial strength of the activity in that it gave learners sufficient time in 

which to explore new things, develop ideas and master the complexities of the new 

tasks with which they had been assigned. This was an important finding in that 

varying levels of confidence were found to be linked with different levels of 

experience. Therefore adopting a twelve-month timeframe appeared an appropriate 

duration for an activity of this type.

Within this twelve month timeframe, a 'critical period1 of around two months 

participation was identified as a crucial time where learners were able to engage and 

experience the simulation game as though it were real. This critical period was 

directly attributable to two factors: exploring the virtual MESUS environment and 

having presented within this environment. By designing a central resource for the 

simulation game, the activity provided participants with a mutual cognitive
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environment that enabled them to form a mental representation of the replicated 
system. In so doing, participants were not only able to conceptualise MESUS but by 
being presented within this representation, participants were given a new identity, 
that of being a member of the MESUS community. This marked a distinct shift 
away from learning within the confines of the classroom toward being part of a wider 
social network.

Uploading learner's responses to the first workshop exercise resulted in 
increased level of motivation that inspired the group to begin working on their own 
editions of the MESUS newspaper. This signalled the transition from passive 
learners to active constructor as the learners took ownership of the activity and began 
to think creatively and innovatively about what their newspaper should look like and 
what they should include as content. The learners grasped the opportunity, with 
which this new found autonomy gave them, dedicating their own leisure time to the 
production of 'copy'. Thus copy had to be of a high standard, as the learners became 
responsible for presenting the school electronically. Thus, the simulation was given 
more impetus as the teachers expressed their own concerns as to the consequences of 
producing sub-standard material. Therefore, the learners became school 
ambassadors responsible for communicating positive messages about the school as 
well as about themselves. The presentation of self became a focal point as the 
learners began to experiment with new roles. Fonts, colour, layout and inclusion of 
graphics were all employed as a means of presenting the electronic self to the 
internet audience. Feedback was received in the form of the electronic presentations 
of other members of the MESUS community specifically, as well as the internet 
community at large. Participants were able to review, modify and reflect upon their 

presentation from the safety of the simulation environment.

Electronic presentation was not the only form of communication used. The 
activity brought the MESUS community together on a number of occasions as well 
as bringing the learners together within their editorial teams. In response to these 
increased opportunities for communication confidence levels rose. Pupils said that 
that they found it easier to talk to their teachers as well as their peers in other 
schools. The value of face to face communication experience emerged as a key 
finding. With young people confined to classrooms, exposed only to familiar
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relationships, it is little wonder that employers have expressed their scepticism as to 
the personal skills of school leavers. Without the ability to express themselves no 
amount of academic qualifications will prepare them for leaving school. The world 
is a social environment where humans interact in relation to each other and develop a 
sense of themselves through the actions and reactions of others. Learning is not 
simply something that one does alone but rather is something which is enhanced, 
improved and developed through the involvement of others.

This research explored the design and implementation of a simulation activity 
for school pupils across South East Wales. The activity was based upon the delivery 
of an experiential learning technique in order to teach English, ICT and key skills 
according to recommendations contained within the National Curriculum, hi so 
doing, this research highlighted the need to enable young people the opportunity to 
develop their communication skills and to acknowledge the value of learning as a 
social phenomenon. Against the backdrop of the need for well-educated computer 
literate young people, this activity emphasised the benefits of allowing young people 
freedom from the constraints of a standardised educational system. By enabling 
learners the chance to take ownership of their own learning, confident and 
communicative young people emerged.

7.2 THEORETICAL FINDINGS

One of the central findings of this research has been the value of social 
interaction within teaching and learning. Simulation gaming emerged as a powerful 
teaching and learning method whereby a learning environment could be created that 
was conducive to both academic and vocational skill acquisition, hi providing this 
environment learners were given a reason to interact and were able to apply 
knowledge and experiment with new roles. It was this unique ability to develop not 
just the skills needed to apply knowledge practically, but also to develop inter 
personal skills and self-awareness that gave the simulation game a distinct advantage 
over traditional teaching and learning methods. However, throughout this thesis a 
number of theories have been presented in order to explain and interpret the different 
elements contained within simulation gaming. It has become increasingly apparent 
that no one single, unifying perspective is sufficient enough to comprehensively
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account for the complexities of this experiential learning technique. Moreover, as 

Ruben (1999) stated in chapter two, many designers have overlooked the notions of 

validity and reliability making it difficult to present simulation gaming research 

findings to wider academic communities. Without this, simulation gaming is merely 

a tool for a limited number of enthusiasts.

Based upon the research findings this section tentatively puts forward a 

conceptual framework on which simulation gaming can be considered. This 

framework calls for an inter-disciplinary approach following Wax (1969:63, cited by 

Becher and Trowler, 2001), in that"... the various disciplines are professional rivals 

for the same subject areas ... each studying the same subject matter, while giving 

different labels to their actions" yet the main problem is that "the gaps among our 

disciplines are much too large". Simulation gaming highlights these gaps as it does 

not simply involve one discipline, but rather brings different perspectives to bear 

within one main methodology. It does not matter whether it is a simulation game for 

Education, Business or Chemistry; the core elements remain the same. Whilst 

debriefing enables learners to acknowledge and understand what they have learnt, 

without early design consideration to such things as role-play and self-awareness, 

learners may fail to understand the interpersonal lessons that they have learnt whilst 

clearly seeing the academic achievement. Put simply, a holistic approach to 

simulation gaming will not only enable better design and implementation but will 

also allow a multi-perspective approach to emerge whereby simulation gaming may 

become more than merely a tool akin to the classroom blackboard.

7.2.1 A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR SIMULATION GAMING

The Conceptual Framework for Simulation and Gaming (Figure 7.1) has been 

devised with reference to the main findings presented thus far. Whilst this thesis was 

based upon the creation and implementation of an educational simulation game, the 

proposed model is intended as a general framework for simulation games of all 

types. Whether educational activities, training exercises or purely for fun, it is 

suggested that there are five main steps, or design considerations, that must be 

followed.
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The framework begins with The Wider Context1 which involves 
contextualising or embedding the activity into the intended environment. This initial 

step will not only enable the designer to frame the activity but also provide guidance 
for the next phase of the design sequence; Activity Characteristics. Step two of the 
framework provides for the inclusion of Ellington et al's (1982) design process 
model. This model proved invaluable in designing the MESUS activity and as such 

has been inserted into this framework in its entirety. Whilst the model directs the 
design process of simulation gaming, it does not sufficiently aid consideration of the 

development of interpersonal skills or the wider effects of simulation gaming away 
from the central topic (such as developing ICT expertise). Therefore, the notions of 

learning style, the individual and the group have been included. Whilst some 
simulations are geared towards enhancing and developing interpersonal skills, the 

practical emphasis within simulation and gaming brings with it learning, both in 

isolation and collaboration, regardless of the explicit aim. This framework highlights 

the inclusion of primary targets such as applying knowledge of chemistry as well as 
these secondary outcomes or additional experiences. In so doing, simulations and 
games provide a rich learning environment that must be tailored to the amount of 
time and attention that learners are able to devote to them. Thus, a simulation game 
that is to be presented within a one hour teaching slot would be less complex than 
one offered over a larger period of time. This activity:time ratio is an important, and 
perhaps obvious, consideration (step 5). Without time to engage within the activity 

and to begin the process of identifying and applying knowledge, all learning value is 
lost. Learners simply will not understand what is expected of them. In this respect, 
the final stage calls for the systematic recording and reporting of activity evaluations. 
In order to identify whether learning has taken place and the desired learning 
objectives have been met, baseline and follow-up measures are necessary. Indeed 

assessing whether the time and effort given to the design and implementation of the 

system, over the use of more traditional teaching styles, can only be devised from the 

adoption of these techniques.

This section will provide a detailed description of the conceptual framework 

for simulation and gaming with reference to both the findings and key themes 
presented. In so doing, the need for a multidisciplinary approach to simulation and
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gaming will become apparent. Therefore, alongside the proposed framework, Figure 

7.1 clearly identifies the seven main approaches encompassed.

7.2.2 THE WIDER CONTEXT

Following chapter one's review of educational policy, the framework begins 

with the review and analysis of the environment in which the simulation game will 

be situated. To illustrate this point it is useful to consider the structure of 

undergraduate courses of study. Many courses are divided into manageable teaching 

units, or modules. Yet by dividing one large topic into a number of smaller units 

many students struggle to understand how each of the constituent parts fit together to 

form the breadth of the subject of study. Indeed, many students do not consider the 

'bigger picture' at all. This is where a simulation game can be used effectively to 

bring together the different units of knowledge in order to solve one larger problem. 

For example, a simulation based upon the operation of a commercial organisation 

may include the modules of Personnel, Marketing, People and Work Organisations 

and Business Strategy to name but a few. In so doing, student experiences 

throughout the course of study are brought together within a practical context with 

the relations between subject area made explicit.

Understanding the wider context enables the designer to situate the activity 

into the wider environment and helps to yield a realistic replication as opposed to 

merely presenting learners with an artificial setting. That is not to say that all 

simulations must encompass an entire course syllabus, or subject area, but that 

situating the simulation within the wider context can aid the production of both 

mundane and experimental realism. Thus, if an activity is targeted at providing 

learners experience within a personnel department for example, analysis of the wider 

environment can yield information as to the most common mistakes or detrimental 

behaviours of interview candidates as well as realistic job descriptions for learners to 

use. In so doing the simulation game becomes a representation of real systems, 

subject to real consequences and threats.

For MESUS, the wider context included government policy, the National 

Curriculum and the Secondary School environment. Chapter one of this thesis began 

with a review that sought to provide information as to the current legislation
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STEP ONE: The Wider Context

Policy considerations (e.g. NC, ICT) 
Society (e.g. Secondary school staff) 
Institutional processes (e.g. inter-school relations) 
Contextualising the curriculum

STEP Two: Activity Characteristics
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Figure 7.1 A Conceptual Framework for Simulation and Gaming
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regarding National Curriculum standardisation and the inclusion of ICT. This review 
highlighted the economic implications of producing an ICT literate workforce as well 
as the concerns of employers as to the skill base of young school leavers. Thus, the 
idea to design an activity evolved from one that merely strengthened university- 
school links as proposed in the Dearing Report (1997), to one that encompassed 
educational policy and economic considerations. In this manner, this activity did not 
set out to bring the entire National Curriculum together, but rather identified one 
particular area and placed that within a wider focus of surrounding issues.

In providing an activity for institutions away from the university 
environment, insight had to be gleaned as to the structure and timetabling issues 
within secondary schools at that time. The simulation game had to capture its target 
audience. Thus, if one lecturer wishes to bring an entire undergraduate course 
together within a final simulation activity, they must liaise and co-ordinate their 
efforts with their colleagues not only to design the activity, but also to deliver and 
evaluate the learner's efforts.

The first stage of this framework involves understanding the context in which 
the activity will take place as well as the wider issues around the identified subject 
matter. For the purposes of this thesis, educational policy and secondary school 
environments were considered. Whilst difficulties were encountered in working 
alongside schools, due to communication and technical problems, without initial 
teacher consultation it is doubtful whether the simulation game would have been able 
to attract participants at all. Therefore, understanding the wider context does not 
provide a guarantee of success but it can eliminate the chances of failure due to 
insufficient understanding of the wider environment in which the activity will take 
place. Moreover, it can also ensure the utility of the simulation game designed.

7.2.3 ACTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS

As already acknowledged this stage of the framework simply repeats 
Ellington et al's design process model (1982). Such questions as, why do you want 
to develop a simulation game, who the game is for and the specific learning 
objectives are considered at this stage. This stage involves detailed examination of 
the specific subject on which the activity is based with Ellington et al drawing
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attention to the division between educational activities and those designed for fun or 
to make money. Whilst these differences will affect the specific characteristics of 
the activity, they will still encompass the remaining phases of this framework.

Ellington et al's design model formed the basis of chapter three and provided 
a valuable method for clarifying the aims and objectives of MESUS as well as 
calling for attention to be made to the target audience. In order to avoid repetition, 
the reader is directed to chapter three in order to review the model and to 
demonstrate how it directed the design phase of this research. Suffice to say, the 
model enabled MESUS to be designed by emphasising the need to consider exactly 
what the game was for as well as issues of utility. In this manner, the model serves 
to remind designers that it is not always necessary to design a new activity. Rather, 
by spending a relatively small amount of time, suitable simulation games can be 
identified and compared with the desired learning aims and objectives. Whilst the 
alternative activity included in chapter three was not found to be suitable, it provided 
useful data on which to refine the design criteria and informed the decision to 
consider the TENSAL activity. As Ruben (1999) has noted, it is not always possible 
to assess existing simulation games as many descriptions fail to identify whether 
these activities do what they were designed for. Or indeed, do not provide sufficient 
guidance for a facilitator to use someone else's materials without needing to embark 
upon detailed investigation and enquiry. Therefore, when attempting to identify 
whether a suitable activity already exists, designers are simply not given enough 
information on which to base this decision.

7.2.4 LEARNING STYLES: KOLB (1984) AND STERNBERG (1998)

In addition to the main teaching and learning objectives (academic focus) 
identified within 'Activity Characteristics' simulation gaming can add value and 
enhance other skill domains. Whilst MESUS aimed to enhance ICT skill 
development it was also found to positively affect communication skills, confidence 
levels and self-awareness (vocational focus). It is at this stage where the 
multidisciplinary nature of simulation gaming emerges in that whilst teaching staff 
may wish their learners to apply their knowledge, simulations enable learners to 
develop themselves, both individually and collaboratively. Therefore, this level calls 
for designers to think about secondary learning outcomes.
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paces. However, simulation gaming enables learners to actively engage with the 
materials and can present them with new opportunities for learning away from the 
traditional teaching and learning paradigm. Thus despite concern as to the number of 
'underachieving boys' (West, 1999), this research illustrated that when given freedom 
of choice and the opportunity to use technology, their work was of a high standard, in 
some cases much higher than that of their female counterparts. A tentative 
conclusion is that boys do not always thrive when forced to learn from traditional 
instructional techniques, yet can display high levels of ability and understanding 
when given alternative strategies.

Kolb's theory is useful in understanding teaching and learning in that it not 
only places importance upon 'learning by doing' but also emphasises that different 
people learn in different ways. Whilst this research did not intend to identify 
participants learning styles by using simulation gaming, it automatically gave 
learners the opportunity to negotiate their own routes through the learning materials. 
Thus, boys within the sample tended to prefer using and communicating using 
technology whilst female participants tended to opt for paper-based resources and 
face to face contact.

In addition to these considerations as to learning style and information 
presentation, Sternberg's learning process theory yields insight into the five elements 
involved. It should be noted that even when simulation games are not designed with 

specific educational aims, they must still adhere to these elements. For example, in a 
'shoot em up' game, players must first identify that there is a problem (shoot all 
spaceships), devise strategies to solve this problem (keep 'fire' button engaged), 
selectively attend to the problem (keep eye on all spaceships) and to apply 
knowledge (knowing that spaceships must be hit in the centre and knowing how to 
do this), whilst all the while the player must be motivated to play. Whether the 
simulation game is designed as a means of enhancing educational training or to make 

a profit, Sternberg's theory proposes that metacognition, selective attention, thinking 
strategies, knowledge and motivation are all vital components. This is where content 
and process fidelity of simulation design can be used effectively in encouraging 
learners to not only engage within the activity but to actively apply themselves to the 
lessons contained within such designs. By providing a realistic and challenging
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environment, where learners encounter the consequences of their actions, albeit in a 

protected environment, motivation can be enhanced.

Whilst inclusion of a sixth element, of social interaction, has been put 

forward, this element will be discussed in the following sections. Suffice to say that 

designers must consider the ways in which individuals learn, both in isolation as well 

as in collaboration. Moreover, any consideration of simulation gaming must include 

theories of learning as well as active learning strategies. For this thesis, the work of 

Kolb and Sternberg provided the theoretical base, yet it is by no means suggested 

that these are the only theories available. Rather the notion of including 

psychological theories of learning and learning styles has been introduced to the 

understanding of simulation gaming.

7.2.4.1 The Individual: Goffman (1970)

According to Erving Goffman, social interaction can be viewed in terms of 

theatrical performances. Just as actors take on theatrical roles to present to an 

audience, individuals take on roles or masks to play to the generalised other. 

Goffman believes that the desire to present oneself favourably is paramount with 

individuals using masks in order to present themselves in a positive light. New roles 

are learnt by way of masks where the individual consciously plays the role 

considering all behaviour and contemplating the generalised others responses. Away 

from the stage and the generalised other, the individual may retreat to a back region 

in order to refine and enhance their performance. This process enables them to 

become accustomed to their role and so allows the mask to be discarded as the 

required behaviours become part of the self.

This precis of Goffman's dramaturgical model illustrates its application to 

simulation gaming and participant experience. For MESUS, clear distinctions were 

made between the 'online1 front region and the 'offline' back region where 

participants were able to experiment and refine their performances before uploading 

their work onto the internet. The participants illustrated their desire to present 

themselves favourably via the use of colour, font and layout as well as the breadth of 

topics included within their newspaper editions. In this respect, the sample 

illustrated concern as to the presentation of their 'electronic self (Miller, 1999) where
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considerable time and effort went into determining which thoughts, pictures and 

colours to use. Following McLuhan's (1975) contention that technology alters the 

sense ratios, participants did seem to develop their visual capabilities. As such, 

MESUS became a predominantly visual newspaper rather than simply the traditional 

newspaper format of black and white columnar pages.

Whilst Goffrnan's model yields valuable insight into social interaction it does 

not provide an adequate explanation as to why gender differences in the presentation 

of self emerged. Indeed, boys were significantly more likely to use more creative 

and visually superior presentations than girls when using technology. Boys also 

appeared more aware of the generalised other in face to face encounters commenting 

upon the need for compromise and tolerance. Whilst these male reflections recorded 

after the event do not highlight actual behaviour or intention the fact that differences 

were noted between gender and communication medium suggests that Goffrnan's 

model is insufficient in itself. The dramaturgical model does not lend itself to the 

interpretation of these differences and does not explain what makes a good social 

actor or social repertoire.

7.2.4.2. Communication processes: Schramm (1970) and Sperber and Wilson (1995)

The Osgood-Schramm circular model of communication incorporates the 

notion of individuals who both send and receive messages and as such provides for 

the role of feedback within communication acts. As equals in the process, 

individuals encode, or transmit, decode, or receive, and interpret the message. 

Moreover, Schramm (1970) describes the message as separate from both the sender 

and receiver at some point during the communication process. Thus, the sender is 

able to focus upon the message as a distinct and separate entity, and so is able to 

assess the message in terms of whether it was as intended by reference to feedback 

gained. Feedback from the receiver may take many forms from a yawn or nod in 

face to face communication to the more direct agreement or disagreement either 

verbally or in written format.

Furthermore, Schramm acknowledged that communication does not occur in 

a vacuum but rather is susceptible to the situation and relationships of the 

communicators. As discussed earlier, non-response emerged as a key barrier to
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communication within MESUS. Whist Schramm tends to assume that 

communication occurs between communicators who have equality in the 

communication process, this is not always the case. Balances of power such as 

teacher-facilitator result in imbalances within communication acts. This resulted in 

teachers taking ownership of MESUS communications, by refusing to interact and 

failing to listen to activity directions. Power differences also emerged within the 

pupil-led MESUS group with the pupil editor able to reprimand, set deadlines and 

criticise his peers within the editorial team. Again, Schramm seems to assume that 

communication feedback is always positive. Yet, the presence of negative feedback 

and the fear of negative feedback had the sub-editing cycle been introduced, 

demonstrates that it is a very real consequence of communication. The complete 

failure to find shared meanings, or common ground, on which to interact, is largely 

ignored.

In considering the notion of roles, stranger to stranger communication is not 

really included. Although Schramm states that both past experiences and societal 

norms of normal conduct will guide communication, he does not acknowledge novel 

situations. For MESUS, pupils who did not know each other were expected to work 

together over a relatively novel communication medium: the internet. Taken with 

the unusual aspect of participating in an online newspaper facilitated by a local 

university, it is highly probable that both teachers and pupils had little past 

experience to guide them. It is perhaps not surprising that participants did not 

engage in dialogue with each other. Therefore, Schramm's model may just be too 

circular. Feedback is not always positive, if it is received at all. Thus, unlike 

Schramm's model proposes, participants did not communicate purely because they 

had the available means, they were able to actively choose when and how to interact.

Following this rationale, simulation gaming encompasses communication 

processes and as such, careful consideration must be given to these theoretical 

perspectives. Whilst Schramm's model suggests that response is guaranteed and that 

feedback will always be positive, this was not supported in the MESUS simulation. 

Indeed, this activity highlighted the need to consider both non-response and 

negativity. Thus, simulation games should not rest upon the assumption that learners 

will need to talk but rather should look at ways to encourage learners to interact with 

each other. By including communication theories, social interaction is brought to the 
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fore and the value of simulation gaming to interpersonal skill development can be 

addressed (Ellington, 2000). In running MESUS, the assumption was made that the 

parties involved would communicate because the relevant means were available. 

This turned out to be a dangerous assumption which affected operation in that 

participation became sporadic and the full potential of the activity was not exploited. 

Therefore it is suggested that had more thought and attention been paid to how and 

why people communicate, the activity would have yielded a richer learning 

experience with participant to participant interaction via technology included.

In considering how and why people communicate, Relevance Theory 

(Sperber and Wilson, 1995) proposes that individuals possess different cognitive 

environments based upon their past experiences and cognitive abilities. Whilst two 

people may be in the same room with access to the same information, their mental 

representations will and do, differ. For communication to occur, some form of 

common ground must be found. This is what Sperber and Wilson call the 'mutual 

cognitive environment' which means that, using the example above, each of the two 

people have access to the same assumptions about the room and are able to mutually 

manifest all of the manifest assumptions (Sperber and Wilson, 1995). If the sender 

knows the cognitive environment of the receiver, they are then able to infer what 

assumptions will be made. As this theory is based upon the notion that human 

cognition is geared towards the maximisation of relevance and that every act of 

communication communicates a presumption of its own optimal relevance, by 

referring to the mutual cognitive environment the chances that the communication 

will be deemed relevant can be heightened and so, it will be accepted. It follows 

then, that had MESUS not been perceived as an optional extra to the National 

Curriculum, link teachers would have been more amenable to interacting with the 

facilitator. In short, MESUS was not deemed relevant.

In including Sperber and Wilson within this framework, Sternberg's (1998) 

notion of selective attention is reiterated. This means that when presenting 

participants with information about the activity, these resources contain within them 

an inherent notion of relevance. This feature can be used and manipulated leading to 

such possibilities as the inclusions of 'red herrings' and dead ends which serve to 

refine critical analysis skills and data analysis. However, simulation materials must
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be amenable to the target population and so, as in this case, learners were only given 
relevant information about MESUS. Once familiarity with the task was achieved, 

learners were then expected to critically evaluate and assess the credibility and utility 
of internet-based material. Assessing relevance has become a vital skill within what 
has been called the 'information society' with information retrieval tasks conducive to 
simulation gaming. Whether it is determining the truth within internet claims or 
assessing the world at large, simulation gaming can deliver.

In addition, Sperber and Wilson's notion of 'mutual cognitive environments' 
are also of significance. In replicating reality, simulation designers tend to focus 
upon providing a 'realistic copy1 of the desired system and yet, Sperber and Wilson 
also suggest that providing individuals with the same environment can aid 
communication. Not only are learners able to accept the representation as true but 
they are also able to share a group identity where participants are invited to become 
part of a special 'simulation community'. Just as the MESUS website yielded a place 
where learners were able to join together, all simulations bring individuals together 
whether it is the shared experience of a 'shoot 'em up game' or the MESUS activity. 
This emphasises the need for social interaction perspectives to be brought into 
teaching and learning methodology, as well as the need to understand how 
individuals work together and learn from each other.

7.2.5 AcTiviTY:TiME RATIO: PERRY (1968)

Thus far, the conceptual framework has encompassed learning theories, 
symbolic interactionism, communication and cognitive psychology. This section 
introduces the implications of determining the optimum timeframe and activity 

complexity for the activity in association with a social psychology perspective.

As Millans highlighted, adequate time must be given to the operation of the 
simulation game (1999). Without which, learners are merely 'walked through1 the 

activity with little opportunity for active learning to occur. Or indeed, may become 
lost or confused in an activity that did not run its course. Whilst the need for balance 
between mundane and experimental realism is needed, designers must also balance 

the complexity of the learning objectives with what learners can meaningfully 

decipher within the available time. 
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In order to highlight the significance of duration on participant, Perry's Model 

of Intellectual Development will be reviewed briefly. In his study based upon the 

USA Higher Education sector, Perry proposed that learners move through four main 

stages of intellectual development. The scheme was based upon the four main 

categories of dualism, multiplicity, relativism and commitment to relativism. With 

learners moving from a dualist perspective, where they deemed truth to be absolute, 

to the realisation that something could be both good and bad, or contain both 

strengths and weaknesses. Rather than adopting a 'tabula rasa' approach where 

learners are simply viewed as blank tablets on which to provide knowledge, Perry's 

model provides for active learners who move through a sequence of stages in pursuit 

of knowledge. As such, learners must be given the time to move through these 

stages and to develop or make sense of the information that they have learnt.

The results presented in chapter five suggested that had MESUS been 

delivered over only a four-week period, the activity would have served to negatively 

affect participants attitudes towards computers as opposed empowering them. This 

finding poses significant implications in that for every subsequent MESUS edition, 

participants attitudes rose slowly until finally after one academic years involvement 

their attitudes were only slightly lower than before participation. It appeared that 

with little or no experience, participants demonstrated over-confidence in their 

abilities and perceived technology favourably. However, once they had gained 

limited experience their beliefs about their abilities and attitudes towards computers, 

plummeted. There appeared to be a mismatch between their beliefs about their skills 

and their actual skills. This resulted in a sequence very similar to Perry's model with 

participant attitudes rising in accordance with the development of their skills.

These results suggest that if an activity does not allow learners to practice and 

develop their abilities, then it runs the risk of producing negative rather than positive 

learning experiences. Whilst technology use was a relatively new phenomenon when 

MESUS was launched, many simulation games do attempt to cover new topics. If 

the timeframe is limited, the simulation game may not enable the learner to engage 

within the environment and embark upon 'trial and error' learning. Moreover, 

learners may only experience 'error' and not be given the time to modify the 

strategies used in order to achieve success. The value of debriefing is vital to this in
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that where learners have not attained the set objectives, a good facilitator will enable 

them to understand what happened, why it happened and how, if given another 

chance, they could successfully meet the challenge. Therefore the notion of 

empowering learners is a vital ingredient within active learning techniques, even 

when learners fail, debriefing enables the learner to learn from their mistakes and 

understand what they have learnt.

7.2.6 EVALUATION

The final level of the conceptual framework for simulation and gaming is 

based upon Research Methods. In order to assess whether the initial learning 

objectives have been met, some form of evaluation must take place. As the MESUS 

example illustrated, without baseline measures of participant skill levels both before 

and after the activity it is impossible to assess what, if any, value the activity has 

added. Indeed, it would have been preferable to have included measures that had 

been taken after a time delay of around six months in order to assess whether deep 

learning had occurred. Where possible a control group of learners who have not 

experienced the activity should also complete these measures. Without the 

systematic recording of skill acquisition, learning outcomes and evaluation into how 

the activity operated as well as participant reactions, it is difficult to identify 

examples of best practice or indeed, identify areas that need further development. 

For simulation gaming to emerge as a multidisciplinary field in it's own right 

designers must open themselves up to objective analysis. If it is not clear whether 

the simulation game does what it was designed to do there is little value in running it 

again.

7.2.7 SUMMARY

A conceptual framework for simulation and gaming has been presented based 

upon the research findings and key theories presented within this thesis. The 

framework calls for a multidisciplinary understanding of simulation gaming and calls 

for researchers and designers to adopt more systematic methods of recording their 

findings.
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It is not suggested that simulation designers become experts in the fields of 

education, symbolic interactionism, psychology, communication and research 

methodology. Rather, acknowledgement and consideration of these elements when 

creating activities is suggested. Although simulations exist which are based upon 

atheoretical bases and small sample sizes, it is suggested that the full educational 

value and power of simulation gaming cannot be achieved unless both the academic 

and vocational stances are considered. Therefore this research offers a contemporary 

and original contribution to the field of simulation gaming based upon the need to 

develop a multi-perspective model.

7.3 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

Following the educational reforms that have taken place over the past 15 

years, this research sought to design and implement an educational activity aimed at 

enhancing university-school links and adding value to the National Curriculum. 

Thus far, this thesis has discussed in detail the stages of design, methodology and 

results generated from a simulation activity for secondary school pupils in South East 

Wales, hi order to clarify the main findings of the research, the seven original 

objectives identified at the outset are presented below with a brief summary of the 

level of achievement gained.

7.3.1 THE SIMULATION WILL PROVIDE AN EFFECTIVE METHOD OF ESTABLISHING 
UNIVERSITY-SCHOOL LINKS

Despite experiencing difficulties in attracting and retaining the secondary 

schools, the activity developed links with eleven schools. These links involved the 

consistent production of work from each school for the period of one academic year.

7.3.2 A UNIVERSITY'S INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION RESOURCES WILL BE 
SHARED EFFECTIVELY WITH ITS LOCAL SCHOOLS

Following teacher guidance, the sub-editing cycle of the activity was not 

introduced. Without this measure, pupil-to-pupil communication was limited. 

Therefore, the project website served as the only shared resource.
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7.3.3 A UNIVERSITY ORGANISED ACTIVITY WILL ADD VALUE To THE NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM

Without access to key stage three assessment results, no indication of school 

rated academic ability could be gained. Moreover, by 'adding value' to the NC, it 

was not possible to control for the effects of this simulation activity. However, 

participant self-rating scores suggested:

- 80% of the sample perceived this to have had an impact upon their literary skills. 

This tended to be based upon the use of a more inventive writing style.

- The activity brought together computer literacy skills including, assessing 

resources, creating resources and communication. As such, by combining 

English with ICT, content was given to the ICT curriculum in a meaningful 

manner.

- All three groups of participants reported increased confidence in their verbal 

communication, although each group differed in their preferred method of 

communication. The results suggest that the activity encouraged collaboration 

within the school groups.

- 92% of the sample believed that the activity had improved their information 

retrieval skills.

7.3.4 THE ACTIVITY WILL BE ASSOCIATED WITH IMPROVED STUDYING RATES FOR 
YOUNG PEOPLE IN SCHOOL

- Whilst teachers believed that the activity had helped to improve pupil 

performance, this could not be empirically validated.

- Participants involved in the simulation tended to devote their leisure time to the 

activity suggesting that the simulation inspired pupils to further their own 

learning experiences away from the classroom environment.

- Improved studying rates were noted to a limited extent in that participants began 

to take responsibility for their own learning with the teacher adopting a more 

supportive role.
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7.3.5 INTEGRATED ICT LEARNING WILL BE ENHANCED

- As stated above, the activity provided the means by which the English 

curriculum could be combined with the ICT curriculum. Furthermore, the three 

elements of computer literacy were combined in that participants researched 

their work, created articles and presented the finished product on the MESUS 

website.

- The results suggest that participant attitudes towards computers became more 

negative with limited levels of experience. However, as experience increased, 

more positive computer attitudes were noted.

7.3.6 EMPLOYABILITY AWARENESS AND VOCATIONAL SKILLS WILL BE ENHANCED

- The inclusion of a central simulation website heightened awareness of the wider 

social context in which the participants were situated. They became aware that 

their work would be subject to the scrutiny of people away from the familiar 

school environment. As such, participants began to consider different writing 

styles, topics and modes of presentation in order to appeal to the wider 

audience.
- The activity special events increased communication opportunities for the 

sample. Thus, participants conducted interviews with university lecturers, BT 

staff and Russian cosmonauts. Moreover, participants leamt how to interact 

with strangers and became aware of their behaviour in unfamiliar contexts. In 

so doing, the development of self-awareness was a key finding.

- By establishing deadlines, participants were responsible for managing their 

time, prioritising their workload and using their initiative; the skills valued by 

employers (Chaplain 2000).

7.3.7 CAREER AND EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS WILL BE IMPROVED

- The majority of participants did not feel that the activity influenced their GCSE 

subject choices.
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7.4 SUMMARY OF THE ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTION

In explaining the objectives identified above, this thesis has contributed three 

main original findings. First, a sixth element to be included within Sternberg's five 

elements to learning. It has been argued that the simulation highlighted 

metacognition, selective attention, thinking, knowledge and motivation but has also 

added social interaction to this framework. The activity highlighted the importance 

of communication within learning. Learning as participation became a central 

theme, with learners given assistance in order to reach their potential and master the 

new skills introduced (cf. Vygotsky).

Secondly, in explaining university-school links, this research has contributed 

to what is known about forging links between educational establishments. The 

research found that in establishing these links, a variety of administrational, 

organisational and interpersonal problems were encountered. In addition, extraneous 

factors such as educational policy changes caused the system to become unstable. 

Consequently, the activity had to adopt a flexible approach. Therefore, this research 

documents some of the problems and possible strategies for enabling a university to 

work effectively alongside its local secondary schools.

Finally, the introduction of a conceptual framework for simulation gaming 

calls for a multi-disciplinary approach. The simulation game itself became an object 

of study as the design and implementation of this activity was explored throughout 

this thesis, hi so doing, it became clear that no one unifying perspective was 

sufficient to comprehensively account for the complexities of simulation gaming. As 

such, a framework was proposed incorporating the main theoretical positions drawn 

upon throughout this research.

7.5 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The introduction of the National Curriculum and standardisation of pupil 

attainment targets have affected the manner in which instructional techniques have 

been formed. In order to present the school favourably many teachers have opted for 

low-risk strategies where they impart their knowledge to an 'attentive1 audience. Yet 

in order to implement cross-curricular ICT use, more inventive strategies are needed
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where the processes yielded by ICT can be put to task on the content of other 

National Curriculum subject areas. Educationalists and teachers must be encouraged 

to introduce more active teaching and learning methods into the classroom so that the 

full array of computer applications can be explored. In so doing, pupils may explore 

computer use and develop their skills at their own pace in order for them to adopt 

more positive attitudes towards this technology. Future research can be directed at 

identifying the process by which disillusioned computer beginners transcend into 

adept and confident technology users.

MESUS highlighted the limited opportunities pupils have to develop their 

communication skills. In offering a number of activities away from the classroom as 

well as increased responsibility for their work output, valuable lessons were learnt as 

to inter-personal skills and self-awareness. Research into the key skills programme 

may identify the strategies by which young people confined to the classroom can 

engage with each other effectively. Inter-school liaison and collaboration is one such 

possibility that should be explored. Indeed, many pupils will continue their 

educational and work careers alongside their peers, suggesting that early lessons in 

meeting and interacting can aid skills identified as important to future employers.

Whilst gender differences within the school environment has received much 

attention, MESUS illustrated that both boys and girls developed confidence and 

produced good quality work when allowed to choose the medium. Whilst boys opted 

for technology, girls preferred face to face interaction. These differences in learning 

styles should be researched further. Although both genders must be equipped with 

the necessary skills to operate the different kinds of media, acknowledging 

preferences and including different instructional modes of delivery will enable all 

learners to flourish.

An important contribution of this research has been the introduction of a 

conceptual framework for simulation gaming. This framework calls for a 

multidisciplinary approach as well as the systematic recording of the simulation 

game, its utility, reliability and validity. In providing this, active strategies which 

achieve these goals can be identified. Educationalists and teachers will then be able
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to select the most appropriate method for use in the classroom within the time 
constraints of the National Curriculum.
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APPENDIX ONE : TREASURE HUNT: An Alternative Activity?

The shorter, alternative activity aimed to address the issue of encouraging 12- 

14 year old learners to use ICT in a productive manner. This exercise took the form 

of an enjoyable computer-based simulation designed to improve face to face 

communication, build team working skills and problem solving. Fifteen pupils were 

invited to the university campus for one day to play the computer game. Results 

showed that whilst all participants found the day to be beneficial, it was too short a 

timeframe for in-depth ICT experience and development to take place. Pupils 

enjoyed the taking on of'roles' where they could embed their actions into a character 

separate from themselves. Moreover, gender differences were also noted for 

behaviour and role taking. In response to these findings, a number of design 

implications were noted. This section will begin by briefly exploring research into 

ICT and the gender differences noted in appeal and ability before describing the 

study in detail.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In teaching ICT as a subject in its own right, there is a real danger of 

alienating parts of the pupil population. Research suggests that there is a clear 

gender divide with Brosnan's (1998) USA based study estimating that 99% of 

computers are bought by men. Moreover, computer magazines generally illustrate 

males as 'experts' and females as 'subordinates' (Ware and Stuck, 1985, cited by 

Brosnan, 1998). Computer games tend to target the male audience with 'shoot em 

up' games such as "Doom", military tactical games such as "Age of Empires" and 

flight simulations such as "X-Wing". In light of this 'masculinisation of computing' 

(Brosnan, 1998) it is perhaps little wonder that girls tend to view computers less 

positively than boys (Martin, 1991, Todman and Dick, 1993 cited by Littleton et al, 

1998, Whitley, 1997). Within schools boys and male teachers generally use 

computers far more than girls and female teachers (Straker, 1989, Podmore, 1991, 

Kay, 1992, Bannert and Arbinger, 1996 and Littleton, 1996 cited by Littleton et al, 

1998). Yet, with the growing need for an information society, successful ICT 

teaching must target all of the school population. Therefore, the University of 

Glamorgan sought not to alienate reluctant or 'technophobic' (Brosnan, 1998)
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learners but rather wanted to enable learners to use technologies in a useful and 

productive manner.

Whilst the preceding discussion suggests that there is simply a divide 

between girls and boys in their computing ability, in reality the situation is far more 

complex. According to Littleton et al (1998) patterns of computer use simply 

amplify pre-existing patterns of social inequality. Moreover, differences exist within 

the sexes, with low achieving boys and high achieving girls having more positive 

attitudes towards computers (Kirkman, 1993). However, much research focuses 

upon the more general differences between the sexes. This can be seen by access 

differences, in that boys tend to have more access to computers both at home and at 

school (Janssen-Reinen and Plomp, 1997, Kirkman, 1993). Sanders (1984, cited by 

Kirkman, 1993) shows that computer game culture is an important part of the 

socialisation process in boys and as such their confidence and skill merely reflects 

greater access and experience. However, Kirkman (1993) suggests that if girls are 

also encouraged to use computers, their confidence and ability rises. Furthermore, 

girls' confidence continues to rise with each experience.

The majority of computer games and educational software packages are 

designed specifically for boys (Kiesler, Sproull and Eccles, 1986, Whitley, 1997). 

This poses the question as to how susceptible boys are to this design and whether, in 

fact this does serve to estrange girls from computer culture. Littleton et al (1998) 

investigated the superficial aspects of software on 52 eleven and twelve year olds by 

asking both boys and girls to play two computer games: KING AND CROWN or 

HONEYBEARS). Both games were identical with the only difference being the 

pieces used. Thus, KINGS AND CROWNS featured kings, pirates, ships and planes 

whilst HONEYBEARS featured teddy bears. They found that boys were not affected 

by which software they used. Conversely, girls were found to be highly context 

sensitive. Whilst the boys achieved equally across both games, the girls performance 

differed in response to the software and preferred HONEYBEARS. As such, 

Littleton et al (1998) argue that girls the girls preferred HONEYBEAR because they 

were able personify the game characters, ensuring that no character was left out 

during play and show a marked preference for one or two pieces.
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1.2 APPLICATION

In light of these research findings and government policy requirements for IT 
tuition throughout school, a small study was undertaken, based upon a popular 
commercial computer game, 'WARCRAFT II: TIDES OF DARKNESS 1 (Blizzard 
Entertainment, 1996). The study invited fifteen 13-14 year olds to the University of 
Glamorgan for the sole purpose of playing a computer game. Participation was 
voluntary in order to assess whether girls would actively avoid such an activity. 
Approximately equal numbers of both sexes opted to attend (8 girls and 7 boys). The 
study aimed to gain a preliminary insight into the attitudes and skills of pupils in 
locally based secondary schools towards computers.

The WARCRAFT game encompasses a facility whereby a new level of the 
game can be designed and added by the user. New levels include all of the familiar 
characters and features of the main game. A new level of the game had already been 
developed, entitled TREASURE HUNT which was aimed at teaching computing 
skills and encouraging teamwork and communication amongst its players. This 
reflects the need for encompassing ICT and English NC objectives within the 
activity. TREASURE HUNT was also designed to be networked and as such, 
allowed many users to play the game in one of two teams. Each team consisted of a 
maximum of three players who worked together within the following roles; army, 
navy and airforce. Their task was to reach a designated area on the map before the 
opposing team. The computer took the seventh role, of artificial intelligence and 
randomly attacked both teams throughout the game.

The original WARCRAFT design allowed for two teams by giving two sets 
of characters: humans and ores. Players were randomly assigned to each side. 
Therefore, TREASURE HUNT yielded a sound device on which to allow secondary 
school students the opportunity to spend an entire session using a computer and 
learning how to manipulate characters in the pursuit of a given objective, hi this 
respect, TREASURE HUNT was based upon the ICT NC recommendations in that it 
encouraged participants to find things out, develop their ideas, exchange information 
with their team members as well as review, modify and evaluate the strategies that 
they employed. Moreover, participants were required to interpret the TREASURE
HUNT environment and to discuss this with their team members in the task of
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finding a suitable route to the designated area. It was expected that the study would 
allow a snapshot into how students, of varying abilities and gender, perceived the 
game and computing as a whole. It was hypothesised that TREASURE HUNT 
would have a positive effect on ICT attitudes of secondary school students aged 
between 13 and 14 years. Furthermore, the game was expected to have a positive 
effect on communication. As the game relied upon team meetings and the 
construction of a game strategy, it was thought that players would discuss the game 
and possible methods of play, with each other. The game itself was taken as the 
independent variable whilst the Computer Attitude Scale for Secondary Students 
(Jones and Clarke, 1994) was used to determine students attitudes towards computers 
by using a five-point Likert scale. In using this scale, a specially designed tool for 
this age group could be used rather than simply modifying an adult based measure.

1.3 METHOD

1.3.1 Design

An independent groups design was employed because the small number and 
limited time period ruled out the counterbalancing of conditions for the same 
subjects. Whilst all participants experienced the same computer game environment, 
they were randomly assigned to one of two conditions; 'Ores' or 'humans'. All 
participants took part in a practice session in order to familiarise themselves with the 
game, commands and features (such as 'mining gold'). Once they had successfully 
completed three levels of the game by themselves, they were divided into two teams 
of three players. The independent variable was the game itself; a specially designed 
level of the popular 'WARCRAFT II - TIDES OF DARKNESS' game.

The dependent variables were the computer attitude scale self-report ratings 
both before and after the game. Participants were informed that it was the game that 
was being investigated rather than their performance in order to minimise any 
feelings of self-consciousness. It was stressed that the purpose of the game was to 
win by reaching the designated area before the other team. The data was analysed 
using a T-test (related) at the 0.05 significance level so that the before and after 
measures could be explored.
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1.3.2 Participants

An opportunity sample of 15 year nine secondary school pupils aged between 

13-14 years olds was adopted. Thus, eight local schools who were already 

participating on a University of Glamorgan project, were invited to the campus for a 

one day workshop. As the study relied upon networked computer availability, places 

were limited to 6 per day - with all participants having access to a computer. Five 

schools expressed their intention to take part in the study and invited all pupils to 

state their interest in attending. From this information, teachers at each school 

selected which pupils were allowed to attend. One school failed to attend the first 

workshop. This resulted in the first workshop being limited to only one school and 

as such, 3 participants. During workshop one, another school notified the 

experimenters that they were unable to attend workshop two. This was due to 

feasibility problems in releasing a teacher for a whole day in order to accompany 

only three pupils. Due to the time constraints this posed, school B was asked to 

invite a further 3 pupils from their school. The third and final workshop was 

attended by two Welsh medium schools. From the 4 schools who attended, eight 

girls and seven boys participated in the study.

1.3.3 Materials

This study used seven networked Macintosh computers to run the game. In 

order to allow six users, three CD-ROM copies of the game were needed. Computer 

attitudes toward computers were gained by using the Computer Attitude Scale for 

Secondary School Students (Jones and Clarke, 1994, Appendix 2). Measures taken 

after the computer game also included two sections on which aspects of TREASURE 

HUNT players would retain and those which they would like to change should they 

play the game again.

1.3.4 Procedure

As participants were both self and school selected, a practice session was 

conducted during the morning period of each workshop. Once baseline measures 

had been completed for the Computer Attitude Scale, each pupil was instructed to 

open 'WARCRAFT'. All participants played independently and had access to help 

and guidance from the facilitators. In order to ensure that all participants had the 
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same understanding of the game, including commands and tasks, they were all 
expected to complete the first three levels as 'human' players. For the purposes of 
familiarity with the game, high scores were not necessary.

Following a 45-minute interval within which no ICT rehearsal was possible, 
participants were randomly allocated to one of two conditions; the Ores or the 
Humans. Whilst the characters differed visually, they had been designed as 'equals', 
with access to the same resources and with the same game objective to follow. Each 
group had three players, except for workshop one where only three participants 
attended. In this session the group was allocated to the 'human' side and the 
facilitators in conjunction with the computer, played as the 'ores'. The facilitator 
introduced TREASURE HUNT by explaining that the commands and features were 
the same as for WARCRAFT - the game they had been playing during the morning 
session. Both teams (Ores and Humans) were to play against each other in order to 
reach a certain point on the map. The first to reach this point would win the game. 
On each side the roles of army, navy and airforce were randomly assigned to each 
player. Participants were then taken to their computers, with the ores positioned on 
one side and the humans opposite them on the other. Finally, the electronic 
messaging system was demonstrated, with all participants successfully sending and 
receiving a message before the game began.

PRACTICE SESSION - WARCRAFT

c I
45 minute interval

TREASURE HUNT

Figure A.I: TREASURE HUNT Structure
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All players were observed throughout the game, which lasted from 60-90 

minutes. This data was presented in the form of sociometric diagrams as they 

provide an ideal method for displaying the communications and relationships of 

group members (Ward, 1966). The facilitator called a mandatory strategy meeting at 

approximately thirty minutes into the game, where players were encouraged to talk to 

their teammates. Following this, all groups were informed that they were free to 

move around their side of the room. This would become necessary as only the 

airforce had access to a complete map of the island. Regardless of progress, the 

game was stopped at the same time each day. All participants completed the 

Computer Attitude Scale again before a 10-minute feedback/discussion session 

began. Data was also collected on player perceptions of the game itself at this point 

by using a computer use and computer skills Likert-type questionnaire.

1.4 RESULTS

An independent groups design was employed with all participants completing 

a 'Computer Attitude Scale for Secondary Students' both before and after playing the 

TREASURE HUNT game. This scale was divided into three components; affective, 

behavioural and cognitive. Before analysing the data in details, the internal 

consistency of each element was calculated.

Affective
Behavioural
Cognitive
TOTAL

Before
.88
.75
.43
.85

After
.88
.74
.59
.87

Table A.I: Internal consistency of the computer attitude scale

A Cronbach's Alpha was calculated for each of the components (Table A.I). 

The coefficients for both the affective and the behavioural components indicated a 

high level of consistency both on the before and after measures. However, the 

coefficient for the cognitive element on both the before (.43) and after (.59) scales 

indicate a low level of consistency. This result may be due to a number of factors, 

not least the small sample size used. Yet, whilst the overall sample size was small 

(15 participants) this did not effect two of the three variables. Therefore, it seemed
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likely that the cognitive component simply did not test the cognitive attitudes of the 
students. The implications of this finding have been subject to further investigation 
(Smalley et al, 2001), yet for the purposes of this study it was deemed most 
appropriate to discard the cognitive component data.

Generally, the mean scores for the affective and behavioural data illustrate 
that both the before and after scales provided similar results, with a high score 
indicating a positive attitude. Figure 1.2 shows little support for differences between 
the two conditions across the two measures of affect and behaviour.

Affect Behaviour 
Component

Figure A.3: Mean scores for Affect and Behaviour components for the alternative activity

T-tests for paired samples (independent) investigated the statistical 
differences for the two conditions of before and after the game across the two 
components (Appendix 3)

The affective component, yielded a t (i,H) score of 1.28, p>.05. This result 
illustrates that there was no significant difference for the affective ratings before and 
after experience of TREASURE HUNT. Following on from this, the behavioural 
rating was also not significant (t (1,14) = 1.13,/»>.05).

Mann-Whitney tests (Appendix 4) were conducted on both sets of data in 
order to determine whether there was a statistical difference between girls and boys 
attitudes. On the affective 'before' scale, for N] = 8, N2 = 7, the expected value, U on 
a two-tailed test at 0.05 significance level, was 13 with observed value U at 16. 
Therefore, there was no difference in attitude between boys and girls on the affective
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scale 'before1 scale with N, = 8, N2 = 7, the expected value, U (one-tailed test at 0.05 

significance level), was 13 with observed value U at 17.5.

Girls
Gender

Boys

Figure A.4: Mean scores for girls and boys on the affective component for the Alternative Activity

For the behavioural 'before' scale, NI = 8, N2 = 7, the expected value, U (one- 

tailed test at 0.05 significance level), was 13 with observed value U at 30. The 

behavioural 'after' scale, had an observed value U, at 23.5. Therefore, there was no 

difference found between boys and girls computer attitude ratings for the behavioural 

component.

Girls Boys

Gender
Figure A.5: Mean scores for girls and boys on the behavioural component for the Alternative Activity

1.4.1 Perceptions of the Game

As the TREASURE HUNT game was a relatively new tool, each of the 15 

participants were asked to rate the game in terms of enjoyment, addiction and 

whether they had found it difficult to play. The notion of 'addiction' was included 

due to ethical concerns as the potential addictive value of games (Shotton, 1989).
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Figure A.6: Pupil perceptions of Treasure Hunt

Figure A.6 illustrates that the majority of participants found the game to be 

enjoyable, with only 2 having experienced difficulty.

Finally, the participants were asked to rate the effects the game had on their 

communication whilst playing, and indeed whether they believed the game did call 

for communication with others at all, use of a Likert-type scale noted that the 

majority (12) of participants did acknowledge communication as a key aspect of the 

game although only four perceived negotiation as necessary. Figure A.6 illustrates 

that both planning strategy and working together were also essential elements (11 

and 10 respectively).

Ratings

Figure A.7: Effects of Treasure Hunt on communication

A series of chi square goodness of fit tests were conducted for each of the 

four variables: communication, planning, negotiation and working together 

(Appendix 5). On pupil perceptions of the need for communication, y? = 5.4, p<.05. 

This indicates that more participants stated that TREASURE HUNT forced them to
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communicate than would have been expected within a normal distribution. For both 

planning and negotiation, %2 = 3.26, p<.05. However, ratings illustrate that whilst the 

perceived necessity of planning increased, negotiation decreased. Finally, the scores 

for whether TREASURE HUNT forced players into working together was not found 

to follow a normal distribution (%2 = 1.66, p<.05).

Whilst the results above indicate that participants perceived the need for 

increased communication and planning following the game, these results do not 

illustrate actual behaviour during the game. Therefore, observational data was 

collected throughout each gaming session. These observations have been presented 

in the form of sociograms as they are an ideal platform on which to gain 

understanding of the patterns of pupil relationships throughout a classroom based 

activity (Ward, 1966).

School A

5 Minutes
30 Minutes

35 Minutes
43 Minutes

57 Minutes
50 Minutes
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59 Minutes

KEY

Person 

Communication

Multiple 
communication

+ Rejection 

/\ Facilitator

Roles

1 = Army 2 = Navy 3 = Airforce

As the game began all three players became engrossed in their screens, 

unaware of each other. Players 2 and 3 continued to ignore each other as the game 

progressed, whilst player 1 had no alternative but to communicate with the others. 

This was due to the physical positions of each player: players 2 and 3 were able to 

see each other and their computers whereas player 1 was seated some distance away. 

The physical distance between players became more apparent as the game progressed 

into 30 minutes, with player 1 appearing to become more and more isolated.

Following a facilitator enforced strategy meeting, player 7's importance to the 

game was made clear. In order to win the game, the troops had to enter the island; 

no other team player could do this. The facilitator also emphasised that only the 

airforce (player 3) had access to complete maps of the island. Thus, players 1 and 2 

could not see where the island was nor where enemy Ores were hiding. In this 

manner, the need for teamwork was paramount.

This meeting had a direct effect on interaction with more planning taking 

place. Players 1 and 3 began to communicate more with player 1 making numerous 

comments to the team as a whole. The communications at the 43 minutes mark 

illustrate player 3's desire to win the game as they moved from a relatively isolated 

player to a more communicative player.

In the last 10 minutes of the game (50-60 minutes) frustrations began to 

mount between both players 2 and 3 to player 1. Despite repeated messages for 

player 1 to mobilise the troops, player 1 seemed reluctant to do this. More and more 

pressure was placed upon 1 with messages sent via email as well as verbal orders to
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'move in'. The facilitator intervened at this point as the comments were becoming 

more forceful. Player 1 's response simply involved turning away and ignoring the 

team. Eventually, 59 minutes after starting the game player 7 did move the troops in 

and won the game. In response player 3 stated 'Eventually! She strolls in just like 

she always does'.

Feedback

One hour was a very good time in which to successfully complete the game. 

The facilitator expressed the belief that more strategy meetings were needed. 

However, the group firmly believed that meetings merely held up the game and that 

they instinctively knew what they had to do without talking to each other. Therefore, 

all three players discredited the need for teamwork in planning and negotiation.

Player 1 stated that they had not felt isolated from the other players due to 

their physical locations.

Roles

ORCS
1 = Navy (School C/F)

2 = Airforce (School C/F)
3 = Army (School B/M)

HUMANS
4 = Navy (School C/M)

5 = Airforce (School B/M)
6 = Army (School B/M)

As soon as both teams had taken their places hate messages were emailed 

across the teams. These messages involved death threats that the other team would 

all 'die horrible deaths!'. Team 1 (players 1,2,3} joined together closely at the 10 

minute mark and appeared to be deeply involved in planning and negotiating their 

strategy. However, at the 19 minute mark the game ended with Team 2 (players 

4,5,6) winning by default. This was due to the complete loss of all army troops in 

Team 1. Although all players had been clearly told not to lose human resources, 

player 3 had no troops left and seemed to lose status within the team. Team 2 

remained unaware of why the game was re-set and saw this as an opportunity to hold 

a team meeting to discuss the best strategy to use.
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Schools B anrl
KEY

Person 

Communication

Multiple 
communications

••••••••••••••>• Rejection

/\ Facilitator

Start 5 Minutes

10 Minutes 19 Minutes

GAME ENDS

New Game 7 Minutes
STRATFfiY

13 Minutes

©

© 

© 15 Minutes

In the second game, players 1 and 2 moved together to discuss progress. 
Player J's loss of status seemed to be exemplified in this increased isolation from the 
team. In Team 2, player 5 took charge and began to lead and direct the team on play. 
At the 13 minute stage, players 1 and 2 attacked each other. All players had 

expressed their confusion as to who was who, which highlights the need for stronger 
team colours so that they identify their team-mates more readily.
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Again, after 14 minutes team 1 lost the game due to the loss of all troops. 
The team had a quick discussion and decided that the game should proceed. 
Although they have no opportunity to win, Team 2 was very close with Player 4 
moving around the team in order to help bring them to victory.

The rest of the session was given to individual play of WARCRAFT as the 
players did not wish to play TREASURE HUNT again.

School D
KEY

Person ..............^. Rejection
Communication /\ Facilitator

19 Minutes

22 Minutes 
STRATEGY

27 Minutes

0
5 W F

38 Minutes
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60 Minutes

©
63 Minutes 

DISCUSSION
©

70 Minutes

©
f?o/es

ORCS
1 = Navy (F)

2 = Army (M) 
3 = Airforce (F)

HUMANS
4 = Army (M)

5 = Airforce (F)
6 = Navy (F)

Due to a last minute cancellation, School D was the only school to attend this 
session. Therefore, the school had been asked to bring six pupils who were 
randomly assigned to the human and ore teams.

For the first twenty minutes of the game all players attention was on their 
computer screens as they familiarised themselves with the game environment. Cross 
team communication was limited and mainly consisted of boasting and goading the 
other team, e.g. 'I have the best x, and you will all die!'.

At 22 minutes into the game a strategy meeting was called. There was little 
discussion within each team, with both female players taking the lead and informing 
the others what they had to do. However, despite player 7's (female) best efforts, her 
team did not wish to spend their time mining gold ignored her. As one facilitator 
was talking to Team 2, Team 1 complained that this was not fair. Therefore, both 
teams were stopped and the facilitator gave the same advice to both teams. This 
consisted of explaining that only the airforce has access to the entire map and that the 
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troops were the only pieces able to enter the island. Again teamwork and 

communication were highlighted.

Following the strategy meeting the reverse was found with little 
communication taking place as players seemed to concentrate more on their 
computers and the 'action'. Due to the lack of discussion, another strategy meeting 
was held at 38 minutes. Player 1 still dominated the discussion, with player 3 
unheard throughout the meeting. Team 2 failed to talk to each other at all.

Ten minutes later, the facilitator became aware that team 1 could only win if 
player 3 interacted with player 2. Despite repeated persuasion, player 3 refused to do 
this. Following player 4's plea for help player 6 moved to help. Once 4 had been 
helped, 6 returned to their seat and did not interact with anyone again. Player 2 was 
warned at this point not to lose anymore of their troops.

A break for discussion was called 63 minutes into the game as the facilitators 
were concerned that Team 1 were making little progress. Player 1 spent this time 
eavesdropping on team 2's meeting. Following a time reminder, players 2 and 4 took 
the lead and began giving their team orders. Again, player 2 was warned not to lose 
their troops.

Throughout the final 15 minutes players 2 and 4 both got up and desperately 
attempted to organise their teams. However, player 2 was unable to salvage the 
game as they had lost all of their troops. 
Feedback

Despite several warnings and the schoolteacher's help, player 2 lost all the 
troops which made it impossible for Team 1 to win the game.

The teacher advised the facilitators that randomly assigning the pupils to each 
group had been detrimental to the game. The teacher felt that by allowing the three 
shy pupils to work together, the game would have been much fairer. In splitting the 
friends up, the session had replicated the classroom setting where the six pupils were 
clearly divided into two groups. Dividing them had caused the three quieter pupils to 
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lose confidence whereas the teacher felt that had they been kept together they would 
have all been more confident and would have given a stronger game. Figure 3.8 
below illustrates the pupils choice of team, illustrating that the three quieter pupils (1, 
4 and 6) were divided into opposing teams.

Figure A. 8: Preferred grouping

The observations from all three schools illustrate that participants showed a 
marked tended towards communicating only when it was necessary for the game. 
The need for teamwork was not generally adopted with each player concentrating on 
individual tasks. Following the %2 results above, players did not perceive negotiation 
to be necessary and seemed to merely tell the others what they had to do wherever 
appropriate. Thus, teamwork was not always apparent within the game with sporadic 
communications made. Finally, whilst most players seemed to plan their moves the 
fact that two participants repeatedly ignored advice (not to lose their pieces) tends to 
suggest that they either did not care or that they did not plan their moves in advance.

1.4.2 Participant Perceptions of TREASURE HUNT

Both the sample size and variance of responses made quantifying the 
responses to the last two items difficult. Therefore, participant feedback on changes 
they would make to TREASURE HUNT and also the aspects of the game they would 
most wish to keep have been recorded in Tables A.2 and A.3. Moreover, in trialling 
the game, these data were deemed significant in deriving player perceptions and 
'userfriendliness' of the game for future developmental consideration.
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If 1 could make changes to the game 1 would...
Add more speech and more weapons designs. Also 1 would
Easier to move around and be able to see the map.
Quicker to add to excitement.

make it user-friendly.

Make it more futuristic like command and conker
Win
Use sorcery
Have it as more teams against each other, to get to the goal
Like to get hold of a wizard, dragon, be able to make bridges
Make the game more action based with the maps simplified
Have brought more people, wildlife and flowers
Give more information at the beginning of the game
Simplify maps

, be able to make more

Have more boats, planes etc
Table A.2: Pupil Feedback on the changes they would make to TREASURE HUNT

If I could keep anything it would be...
Almost all of it. All I would do is make the above changes (1 above)
The idea of working together from different computers and being able to send messages.
The challenge
The bow and arrow men
Armv
All of it.
The same different types of groups, troops, planes and navy.
The ships
The level design because it is complex and great fun.
The ships - they were excellent - very recommended!
The ores, because they are so sweet.
The Griffin aeroplanes__________________ 
The characters, working facilities e.g. mining, lumbering.
The variety of characters which is featured.
The sheep (only joking). The variety of buildings that you could build.

Table A.3: Pupil Preferences for TREASURE HUNT

The data in the tables above has been recorded in participant's own words. 

Interestingly, there is no mention of ICT in any of the responses given. The main 

participant recommendation was to simplify the game and to re-design the game 

map. This reflects the limitation of computer games; the only parts of the map that 

could be seen were those that fit onto the screen. Also of interest was that only one 

reference was made as to key skills. Thus, only one participant had found the 

groupwork element of the activity enjoyable. Following Littleton et al (1998) one 

female respondent did appear to personify the characters, stating that she would keep 

the 'Ores' as they were 'sweet'. However, the small sample sized used limit the 

generalisability of these findings.
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1.5 DISCUSSION

The computer game, TREASURE HUNT was not found to have an effect on 

the affective and behavioural computer attitudes of secondary school students aged 

between 13 and 14 years. Significant results were found for the game's effect on 

communication. This observation can be divided into four parts. Students stated that 

TREASURE HUNT forced them to both communicate and to plan their strategy. 

Students did not believe that the game made them negotiate with their team and 

failed to acknowledge the need to work together. This result is to some extent 

artefactual in that without the need for teamwork negotiation would not be necessary. 

However, these ratings were merely participant perceptions after they had played the 

game.

During the game, communications tended to be sporadic and very dependent 

upon the action. Some participants remained isolates until the game called for their 

players to fulfil an important task required to win. For those players who took a 

leadership position tended not to discuss what was necessary for their team; instead 

they informed each player about what they had to do. In this manner communication 

patterns changed continually throughout the game with those involved in the action 

taking centre stage until their objective was achieved. For example, on two 

occasions whilst players were awaiting their 'moment' but did not concentrate on the 

team; but instead they engaged in their own private battles with the result that on 

both occasions the game was lost as their pieces had all been killed.

Therefore, the significance of the communication results may only be taken 

as perceptions given after the event. They may not clearly illustrate what pupils had 

done or indeed, what they would do if given the opportunity to play again. 

Furthermore, participants may have only indicated the answers they felt were correct 

by the facilitators. Thus, the participant may wish to create a good impression by 

adjusting their responses to what they believe the facilitator wants (Bryman, 2001). 

Alternatively, ratings may show participant beliefs following a period of reflection 

on how their team had played the game. As this study did not include the 

opportunity to reflect on progress it was not possible to evaluate the effects 

TREASURE HUNT had on subsequent interactions. 
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The duration of this activity may also have effected the affective and 
behavioural variables. A period of one day may not have been sufficient for 
participants to change their beliefs or indeed, to reflect and consider them. Therefore 
a key conclusion from this study was that a longer timescale was needed.

Participant recommendations for the game involved further developing 
TREASURE HUNT in order to provide a more complex game environment with 
clearer guidelines on how to play. Following Littleton et al (1997) the girls did show 
a marked preference for the 'ores' as opposed the humans. Given the opportunity 
many of the girls would have preferred to play with these characters as they emulated 
'Ferbies', the popular talking teddy bears in vogue at the time. The girls tended 
toward personifying these pieces not wanting any to be left out and seemed to take it 
personally if the boys attacked their players. Whilst the boys did not personify the 
pieces to such a degree they did take on their roles and bickered as to who was more 
important: army, navy or airforce. One particular boy likened his play to the SAS as 
he was not noticed when he made his move and wiped out the enemy.

In using a university-based laboratory and what is usually a leisure activity, 
the format adopted for the alternative activity reduced the presence of ecological 
validity to a great degree. Although the activity did have a high degree of 
experimental realism, as shown by the high level of involvement participants 
illustrated in the sociometric diagrams. The majority of the sample had never visited 
a university before and as such, experienced high levels of anxiety and uncertainty 
about what was expected of them. The task of playing a computer game added to the 
anxiety as this activity is usually a leisure activity undertaken at home and not within 
an educational setting. Indeed the invitation to play a game conflicted with 
expectations of what a university constituted leading to what Newcomb terms 
'disequilibrium' (1953), whereby their prior beliefs and expectations were at conflict 
with what actually occurred on the day. Participants may have experienced 
heightened arousal throughout the day because of this, coupled with a motivational 
incentive based on missing their usual classroom based lessons. As evidence of this, 
it is worth noting that all participants offered their services to the facilitators for the 

rest of the week.
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In providing such an artificial setting it is difficult to ascertain whether 

participants behaved in the same way at school. School D provides an interesting 

example of this discrepancy as participants were unwilling to interact when randomly 

assigned to teams away from their preferred partners. Thus, in removing pupils from 

the familiar school environment, giving them a novel, 'fun1 activity and dividing them 

into groups away from their friends makes it difficult to generalise these findings 

across the school environment.

The methods used in the study reflected this as they were largely based upon 

the study itself and participant reactions to the game. In this manner, participant 

attitudes towards ICT were only collected on one scale; CAS. Despite being an ideal 

scale to evaluate pupil attitudes, this scale only seemed to provide reliable measures 

on two of the three scales; the behavioural and affective. The cognitive component 

produced low internal consistency, meaning that if this scale is to be used in future, 

further investigation is needed to discover whether this component is adequately 

measuring pupil cognition.

The rating scales used identified participant perceptions based upon the game 

and, as such, may only be indicative of how they felt at that time in response to 

TREASURE HUNT. In order to gain insight into pupil attitudes and skills a more 

generalised scale is needed. Whilst the scale did produce useful evidence it did not 

address the original research themes of ICT, Literacy or Communication. Moreover, 

TREASURE HUNT did not adequately cover these themes nor did it provide an 

interesting enough activity to capture learners attention; Group B and C opted to play 

WARCRAFT rather than TREASURE HUNT for the remainder of their session. 

Although self-rating scales are subject to individual perceptions as to ability, they do 

provide a clear indication of how participants feel about themselves and their skills. 

For a study focused upon the introduction and use of ICT within school this form of 

rating can provide valuable insight into how pupils feel about technology. However, 

the statements used here, were too activity and teamwork focused. For this measure 

to be used reliably in future, more specific ICT skills and attitudes must be targeted 

without specific reference to one activity. Furthermore, objective measures should 

also be introduced in order to ascertain actual ICT skill and ability. These results
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could then be used together to provide a comprehensive picture of both attitude and 

ability (actual and perceived).

The qualitative data collected as to perceptions of TREASURE HUNT was 

not quantified here due to sample size and variance of responses. Nonetheless, the 

responses given provided insight into perceptions and 'userfriendliness' of the game 

that would not otherwise have come to light. Participants were free to give feedback 

based upon their views yet were shielded by the anonymous nature of the data 

collection process. In this way, honest comments were given about the importance 

of many different features of the game without the limitations of researcher 

generated statements. It is possible that given a larger sample size, key themes 

would have emerged, thereby enabling quantification.

Finally, the use of sociometric diagrams provided an illustration of how these 

four small groups interacted during the course of the activity. Their use was however 

of limited value, especially in relation to the identification of isolates and of 

communication that was virtually always task motivated. More sophisticated aspects 

of communication analysis were not completed because so little overall 

communication with others was observed. Larger studies may make the use of 

sociograms complex as numerous participants would need to be tracked or early 

decisions as to which members of the groups should be followed more closely would 

need to be made. Moreover, the illustrations yielded a picture of how individuals 

behaved within a group setting. As stated earlier, the randomisation of participants 

to groups had clear effects on later interactions, thus providing insight into how the 

participants responded to group pressure. This may have been different had they 

chosen their own groups or worked alone (Coolican, 1995). This measure also 

makes it difficult to compare interactions across groups. Sociograms identify 

relationships within one group and so allow facilitators to track interactions and 

intervene if appropriate in order to prevent the initiation of isolates or dominant 

leaders from emerging (Ward, 1966). Therefore, the TREASURE HUNT data 

cannot be transferred or generalised as it merely illustrates what occurred within the 

university computer laboratory on each specific day that TREASURE HUNT was 

played.
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The results presented should be treated with caution due to the sample size 
and weaknesses as outlined above. However, it was not deemed practical to repeat 

this exercise with larger numbers. Rather, three main findings were considered to be 

worthy of increased consideration: longer duration, gender differences and the taking 
on of roles. Pupils were not given enough time to learn new skills, consider them, 
reflect and put them into practice. TREASURE HUNT highlighted a pupil tendency 
to become involved in the activity and to take on the roles and direct their actions 
accordingly. Finally, when it comes to role play there may be a marked tendency foe 
girls to behave in different ways to boys. Moreover, simulation game's do offer an 
appropriate methodology as they generate experimental realism, motivation and 
arousal. The lack of ecological validity in TREASURE HUNT suggested the need 
for a more relevant and employability oriented activity. Therefore, a longer 
simulation activity was deemed more conducive to teaching this age group ICT skills 

as indicated within the National Grid for Learning.
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APPENDIX TWO: Computer Attitude Scale For Secondary Students
(Jones & Clarke, 1994)

Items

Computers intimidate and threaten me.

All computer people talk in a strange and 
technical language

1 learn new computer tasks by trial and error

Working with a computer makes me feel tense 
and uncomfortable
Computers are difficult to understand

Other students ask me for help when using the 
computer
1 feel helpless when asked to perform a task on 
the computer
Boys like computers more than girls do
When 1 have a problem with the computer, 1 
will usually solve it on my own.
1 feel important when others ask me for 
information about computers
Learning about computers is a waste of time

Using the computer has increased my 
interaction with other students.

Computers bore me.
Anything that a computer can be used for, 1 
can do just as well in another way.
1 develop shortcuts and more efficient ways to 
use computers.
Working with computers makes me feel 
isolated from other people.
Working with computers will not be important 
to me in my career.
1 would like to spend more time using a 
computer.
1 do not feel 1 have control over what 1 do when 
1 use a computer.
People that use computers are seen as more 
important than those who don't.
If 1 can 1 will take subjects that will teach me to 
use computers.
Computers sometimes scare me.
People that work with computers sit in front of 
a computer screen all day.
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1 would like to learn more about computers.

1 feel unhappy walking into a room filled with 
computers.
Working with computers means working on 
your own, without contact with others.
If 1 need computer skills for my career choice, 1 
will develop them.
I'm no good with computers.
To use computers you have to be highly 
qualified.
If my school offered computer camp 1 would 
like to attend it.
Working with a computer makes me feel very 
nervous.
Using computers prevents me from being 
creative.
1 feel threatened when others talk about 
computers.
Computers are confusing.

Computers make me feel uncomfortable.

You have to a "brain" to work with computers.

1 get a sinking feeling when 1 think of trying to 
use a computer.
Not many people can use computers.

Computers frustrate me.
People that work with computers must make 
really good money.
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APPENDIX THREE: TREASURE HUNT T-tests

AFFECTIVE BEFORE SCORES

P1
P2
P3
C1
C2
C3
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
CR1
CR2
CR3

BEFORE
22
39
32
32
21
18
30
19
18
17
36
33
29
32
26

404

AFTER
21
27
31

_ 26
26
17
29
15
16
15
35
36
30
31
29

384

d(B-A)
1

12
1
6
-5
1
1
4
2
2
1

-3
-1
1
-3

120

d2

1
144

1
36
25

1
1

16
4
4
1
9
1
1
9

1254
26.93 25.6

(Sd)2 400

t = 20

x254-400 
14

t= Id

VZd2 "(Zd)2

N-1

20

V 3810 -400

14 

df=14

= 20

A/3410

= 20 = 1.28

15.61

t = 1.28 critical value = 2.977 at .01
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Retain null hypothesis i.e. no big difference in affect scores before or after 
Treasure Hunt.

BEHAVIOURAL BEFORE SCORES

P1
P2
P3
C1
C2
C3
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
CR1
CR2
CR3

BEFORE

23
39
28
24
23
21
23
10
18
14
28
25
23
22
22

324

AFTER

18
19
25
28
23
20
12
14
15
14
28
23
23
23
23

308

d(B-A)

5
1
3
-4
0
1

11
-4
3
0
0
2
0
-1
-1

S16

d2

25
1
9
16
0
1

121
16
9
0
0
4
0
1
1

S2042

M= 21.6 M = 20.53 = 256

t =

1.13

16

5x204-256 
14

16 = 16 = 16

V 15 x 204 -256 V 3060 - 256 V 2804

= 16

14.15

14 14 

df = 14 (N-1) t = 1.13 critical value = 2.977 at .01

Retain null hypothesis i.e. no big difference in affect scores before or after 
Treasure Hunt.
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____APPENDIX FOUR! Mann-Whitney Tests for TREASURE HUNT 

Affective ratings for boys and girls

BEFORE
GIRLS
39 15
32 11
194
17 1

36 14
33 13
32 11
267

234 Ti = 76

BOYS
226

32 11
21 5

182.5
309

182.5
298

170 T2 = 44

MEAN = 29.25 MEAN = 24.29

U = n 1 n2 +nx (nx +1) Tx -> U = 8 x7 + 8 x9-76 = 56 + 36-76 = 16

Therefore, the null hypotheses is retained (critical value = 10 at the .05
significance level).

AFTER

GIRLS
278

31 72.5
15 1.5
15 1.5
35 14
36 15

31 12.5
299.5

219 TT = 74.5

BOYS
21 5

266.5
266.5
174

299.5
163

30 11

165T2 =45.5

MEAN = 27.38 MEAN = 23.57 

U = 8 X 7 +~8~X~9 - 74.5 = 56 + 36 -74.5 = 17.5 2

Therefore, the null hypotheses is retained (critical value = 10 at the .05
significance level).
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Behavioural ratings for boys and girls

BEFORE

GIRLS
204

28 14.5
10 1
142

28 74.5
25 13
226.5
226.5

16962

BOYS
239.5
24 12
239.5
21 5

239.5
183

239.5

10558

MEAN = 21.12 

U = 56 + 36 - 62 = 30

MEAN = 22.14

Therefore, the null hypothesis was retained (critical value is 13)

AFTER

GIRLS
196

25 13
142.5

28 14.5
23 10
23 10
23 10
142.5

16968.5

BOYS
185

28 74.5
23 10
207
12 1
154

23 10

13957.5

MEAN = 21.12 MEAN = 19.86

U =56 + 36-68.5 = 23.5

Therefore, the null hypothesis was retained (critical value is 13)
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APPENDIX FIVE: The Effects of Treasure Hunt on Communication, 
Planning, Negotiation and Working Together: Chi 
Square Goodness of Fit Results

H2: Communication will improve as result of Treasure Hunt

Observed
Expected

IMPROVED
12
7.5

DECREASED
3

7.5
15

O-E
12-7.5 = 4.5
3-7.5 = 4.5

(O-E)'
20.25
20.25

(O - EWE
2.7
2.7

X'=5.4
For df = 1, the critical value for pZ 0.05 is 2.71 of a type one error.

Plannina will improve as result of Treasure Hunt

Observed
Expected

IMPROVED
11
7.5

DECREASED
4

7.5
15

O
11
4

E
7.5
7.5

O-E
3.5
-3.5

(0 - E)'
12.25
12.25

(O - EWE
1.63
1.63

X'=3.26
For df = 1, the critical value for pZ 0.05 is 3.26 of a type one error.

Neqotiation will imorove as result of Treasure Hunt

Observed
Expected

IMPROVED
4

7.5

DECREASED
11
7.5

= 15

O
4
11

E
7.5
7.5

O-E
-3.5
3.5

(O-E)'
12.25
12.25

(O - EWE
1.63
1.63

X*=3.26
For df = 1, the critical value for pZ 0.05 is 3.26 of a type one error (negative direction 

thus, negotiation decreased as a result of the game).

Workinq toaether will imorove as result of Treasure Hunt

Observed
Expected

IMPROVED
10
7.5

DECREASED
5

7.5
15

O
10
5

E
7.5
7.5

O-E
2.5
-2.5

(O - E)'
6.25
6.25

(0 - EWE
.83
.83

X*=1.66

normally distributed.
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APPENDIX SIX: Pupil Evaluation Questionnaire

Please circle the correct answer.

Gender: BOY GIRL 
Age: ...................................

General

Do you have access to a computer at school? Yes No

Is this for timetabled subjects only? Yes No

Does this include internet access? Yes No

Do you have a computer at home? Yes No

If yes, do you have internet access? Yes No

Specific 

Is MESUS
Included in your classes 
An after-school club ?

Do you think that MESUS will be Easy Hard Don't Know

Why? ................................................................................

What part of MESUS do you think will be most enjoyable? 

Why?

What part of MESUS do you think will be boring? 

Why?
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Skills

What skills do you think that you will need for MESUS?

My computer skills are
Very good Good Average Not very good Poor

My photographic skills are
Very good Good Average Not very good Poor

I can:
Email Yes No 
Use Internet Yes No 
Word process Yes No

I would describe my writing skills as
Very good Good Average Not very good Poor

My spelling is:
Very good Good Average Not very good Poor

Have you ever interviewed anyone? Yes No

My interviewing skills are
Very good Good Average Not very good Poor

Are you a good team worker? Yes No 

Do you like working in teams? Yes No

Development

What do you think that MESUS will teach you?

Will it help your communication skills? Yes No 

What other benefits will it give?

Thank you for your time.
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APPENDIX SEVEN! MESUS - An Interim Evaluation - SAGSET
__________Administrator and Education Consultant_____

MESUS is a project, which was submitted by the University of Glamorgan in 
1998. They were successful in being awarded a grant by British Telecom. MESUS 
is Media Simulation in University and Schools. The basic concept was that schools 
in SE Wales and the University would combine forces to produce a "newspaper" in 
both paper and electronic form.

I was asked to be evaluator because of my experience in the secondary sector 
where I spent 30 years, 26 of those as Head of Department. Whilst a teacher I also 
had experience of running activity weeks with groups of Year 10 pupils where the 
objective was to produce a "newspaper". I ran these weeks on four occasions so I 
already had an idea of the pros and cons of such a project. I have also been involved 
in SAGSET since 1987 when I first met Professor Danny Saunders at a SAGSET 
conference he as organising at the University of Glamorgan. SAGSET is the Society 
for the Advancement of Games and Simulation in Education and Training. During 
my 12 years with SAGSET I have been chair for 4 years and Treasurer for six whilst 
for the past four years I have been the Administrator as well as the treasurer. This 
has of course given me an insight into the complexities and intricacies of simulation. 
During this period I have produced several classroom exercises simulating a variety 
of activities. All this experience fits me quite well as the evaluator of such a project.

My first objective was to read all I could about the project as it was 
unfolding. I read the details many times over and made notes so that I had a pretty 
good insight into the project when I arrived in Wales to visit the co-ordinator, Nina 
Smalley and four of the five schools involved. I had prepared a questionnaire, which 
was to give me general guidelines to enable me to gather more information both from 
the pupils and both school and University staff. I was also able to glean more 
information regarding the three extra activities - a visit to BT, the visit of two 
Russian Cosmonauts and the final activity of the first phase when three schools 
visited the University and produced a "newspaper" in both electronic and paper form 
on one day. Quite a remarkable achievement when you consider the pupils did 
virtually everything themselves. There will be more details of these visits later in the 
report.

It would seem practical to divide the Evaluation into two sections, the first 
dealing with the schools and the second being the staff interviews. This should cover 
the whole project including the three extra activities.

THE SCHOOLS

Initially it was proposed that four schools would be an ideal number. Nina 
Smalley invited all 22 schools in SE Wales who are Compact schools to an initial 
meeting. Representatives of 16 schools turned up to the meeting and eventually 
twelve agreed to embark on the project. Five schools completed the first part of the 
project with varying degrees of success. It is probably worth mentioning here why 
some of them failed to get off the ground. Rather than name the schools it is best to 
make some general points. Firstly there was the problem of integration. The best 
method is for the project to be integrated into the curriculum but this is not always ————————-———————————————— 286



possible because of pressures of time and also staffing difficulties - one school in fact 
failed because of the antagonistic attitude of the deputy head who wrecked the 
project. Other schools failed because the pupils were not prepared to complete the 
project as an extra-curricular activity. A second reason was the IT equipment - 
computers and the Internet are such wonderful things but they can go wrong and 
when that happen and there is no back up, pupils and staff alike lose heart and 
interest fades. Unfortunately, although they were specifically asked if I could visit 
these schools, noe of them seemed keen to meet me. However, the positive thing is 
that five schools did achieve success and this was one more than originally 
envisaged. I will take each one in turn in the order that I visited them.

SchoolC

School C integrated MESUS into the English curriculum although the ICT 
had to be done by a volunteer group of fifteen during the lunch hour. The first 
questionnaire was based on finding out the problems and the benefits of each group 
after I had spoken to the whole class about my role on the project.

The first questionnaire had failings because it allowed one or two pupil in 
each group to dominate so I quickly amended it so that I asked each individual in the 
group what their involvement in the process was, so that everybody had to speak and 
give an opinion. This school was good, every pupil benefited from the project. For 
some it had been an enhancement of their English lessons but they did not wish to 
develop it further. Others had gone further and spent a considerable amount of time 
co-ordinating the articles and developing the "newspaper". They were at a slight 
disadvantage because they had no specialist ICT staff support. There was also the 
problem of interaction between girls and boys - there was very little and this did 
cause some problems. I would like to point out however that this happens in all co 
educational schools. Whenever group are formed they are invariably single sex 
groups. There does not seem to be a solution to this because if a teacher insisted on 
mixed groups it is likely that the project would fail completely. Every pupil felt they 
had benefited from being part of the project and they were very supportive of the co 
ordinator, which was confirmed when they presented her with a bouquet of flowers 
at the end of our visit. The staff had worked well together, the English teacher 
providing the sore by structuring her English lessons so that the pupils could produce 
the articles and a senior member of staff, who had several roles in the school, finding 
time to assist with the ICT, even though he was not an expert. School C did take part 
in the day at the University but did not quite complete the task because of ICT 
difficulties, although I understand that it was completed later.

SchoolD

School D was totally different except in one respect - there was the division 
of the sexes once again which did cause difficulties. This was a totally voluntary 
group who did the project during their lunch hour once a week. The ICT teacher was 
kind enough to let the pupils use his facilities but as he was the only ICT teacher in 
the school he could not give further assistance. This group had difficulties because 
the editor was the most talented but he was also too dominant. The girls in the class 
felt that they had got no positive feedback - it was negative or non-existent. There 
did no seem a clear plan and a lot of the session were spent arguing rather than 
making progress. This is, I suppose, only natural when there is little or no staff
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presence. However everyone interviewed had gained something from the project and 
they were prepared to continue into the next school year. Although during the period 
they never quite managed a full newspaper it all came together on the final day at the

University. They all co-operated and were able to achieve in one day through co 
operation what had eluded them throughout the year. I think credit should be given 
where credit is due. They kept going and achieved whereas other schools with a lot 
more support never got it off the ground.

School A

School A was not a Compact school but had heard about the project through 
connections at the University so they were allowed to join. Perhaps there is a lesson 
to be learned from this. Just inviting Compact schools perhaps excluded some 
schools who would have made a success of the project and saved time trying to 
support schools who were obviously going to fail for a variety of reasons. They had 
to do the whole project after school, as it could not be integrated into the curriculum. 
It started with a large group of pupils with a very enthusiastic ICT specialist who 
gave up his time willingly, The group dwindled throughout the year with the girls 
opting out altogether and only five boys remained at the end. This may have been 
the school's strength because everyone had to play a part and they were all 
enthusiastic for it to succeed. When the group was bigger pupils could hide and little 
was done but a small, dedicated group was able to produce several newspapers of 
high quality. Unfortunately, they had to miss two of the extra activities because of 
other school commitments because I am sure they would have made a great success 
of the Newsday at the University.

SchoolB

School B had the best structure of all. The class had the project integrated 
into both the English and ICT curriculum. The two teachers involved worked very 
closely together. The group chosen had been with the English teacher during the 
whole of their time at the school. They were not a group of high fliers but there was 
certainly an ability to work together. Never have I seen a group who worked so well 
together. They had respect for each other and there was even an intermingling of 
girls and boys. Other school commitments SATS and the like - meant that they did 
not produce as much as they should have. Their crowning achievement was the 
production of one paper, which they did in a fortnight. One boy even wrote an 
article about Kosovo and another pupil one about Jill Dando, which was very 
creditable, as it would have been so much easier to write the horoscope page.

SCHOOL E

School E was the one school I was unable to visit. Their progress seems to have 
been patchy. They started well with the children working through the scheme. They 
had problems with their email and faded out of the project for a while although they 
did return for the Russian Cosmonaut event. They are to work with School F to 
produce further editions. They did however attend the Newsday at the University 
and were successful in getting their 'paper' out on time.
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STAFF

There were several staff involved at the University. They were:

Professor Danny Saunders, leader of the project, Nina Smalley. The co-ordinator, 
Leanne Richards, Sue Wales, Tim Hutchings and Mark Brake.

Sue is the Open Learning Editor at the EDU. Her connection with MESUS was the 
visit of the cosmonauts and the Newsday when she was part of the team who assisted 
Nina. She felt that pupils had a lot to do, too much maybe, but they did get through 
it. The kids had total control with the staff rarely used. She thought it had been a 
very successful day. Sue's greatest contribution probably came about through her 
connections with School F where she was a parent governor. The school did not join 
the project in 1998 but attended the cosmonaut visit. Through Sue's efforts, and 
maybe because of there is a new head, they will be starting the project in the next 
academic year. At least four staff are interested with strong support from IT and 
English and there is an IT room available.

Mark is the astronomy lecturer at the University. Mark was involved in the 
Newsday. He has a portable planetarium called a star lab, whereby people can enter 
an inflated dome, the ceiling of which simulates the night sky. He was able to 
accommodate all the pupils in groups of 15-20. Perhaps Mark's major contribution 
to the project was his organisation of the Russian Cosmonaut visit. The cosmonauts 
were in the Midlands and through Mark's efforts they came down to Wales. It was a 
big event with many schools attending, including the current MESUS schools, as 
well as those with potential for the next academic year. They day was an enormous 
success with the children able to interview the cosmonauts as well as see their space 
suits including the inner garment. 1200 children attended altogether, 250 of them 
being part of MESUS.

Leanne's role at the University is to improve communication. She was involved with 
the project through being part of the team on Newsday. Her main role was to assist 
with the technology when the pupils were producing their electronic version of the 
newspaper. Leanne thought the project had been a great success and had improved 
relations between the schools and the university.

Tim's role was to be involved in the Newsday and also to assist Nina with the 
production of the web site.

It should be noted that all the staff were in a support role and yet made a vital 
contribution to the project. The amount of text in the evaluation does not reflect their 
contribution because I don't wish to keep repeating the same information over and 

over again.

Nina Smalley is the project co-ordinator and it was largely her efforts, which kept the 
project afloat. Nina began the project in July 1998 by inviting the 22 Compact 
schools to take part. 16 showed an interest and 12 agreed to start. This reduced to 4 
plus one other non-Compact school who joined after hearing about the project. As 
the original submission had proposed four this was in line but meant that valuable 
time was used up on schools who were either unwilling, or unable to take part. The
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initial aim had been 8 issues but at the fist steering meeting it was decided that five 
would be a more realistic aim. This resulted in School C producing 6, School D 3 or 
4, School E2, School A 2 and School Bl. The latter 3 however all produced a 
'newspaper1 at the Newsday at the University. The failure to meet the targets was due 
to a variety of reasons. These included the lack of staff support, email not being 
available until later in the year and old computers and organisation of disks, not 
bothering about deadlines, other school activities especially SATs interfering. Nina 
did more than enough to facilitate this, perhaps even too much as she produced the 
'paper1 laminated it and put the material on the web. The pupils had initially 
embarked on a set of workshop exercises which none of them appeared to do after 
the first one, which was a pity as it was very successful. The timetable therefore did 
not really get going until November 1998 and it wasn't until then that the first 
'newspaper1 was produced. The extra activities have been very successful - the only 
failure being the video conferencing. There was however much that was good about 
the project. A lot of pupils put their own time into it and there was co-operation 
between them. Some pupils produced work that would have seemed to have been 
beyond their abilities and staff pupil relations improved. There was also the 
establishment of the link between the schools and the University, the fruits of which 
have yet to be seen.

Danny Saunders, Professor of the EDU at the University of Glamorgan is the project 
leader. He first got the idea in 1987 when he saw a simulation by Bill Gamson called 
'Whats News' which was based on a newspaper putting student sin a role. He 
developed the idea with David Crookall, whereby they intercepted Reuters news with 
a short wave radio and created front pages, which they then compared with the 
national newspaper. In 1996, with capital from the Socrates fund, Danny developed 
the TENSAL project, which created a newspaper with various European groups in 
France, Scandinavia, Scotland and Wales. This background prompted Danny to 
submit a bid for BT funding when it was announced in 1997. The bid was submitted 
in early 1998 and the University of Glamorgan was successful in their bid in spring 
1998.

The basis of the project was to centre on a full time project co-ordinator and Nina 
Smalley was appointed. It was to be in two phases in SE Wales under the direct 
supervision of the University of Glamorgan and the second using the University's 
associate colleges elsewhere in Wales. The prudent use of funds may allow the 
project to go into phase three. Money has been saved out of the initial projection by 
not purchasing display boards, which were though to be too expensive and of little 
use, and the national grid for learning has provided equipment.

The day at BT had mixed fortunes. The video conferencing failed and Danny 
thought that the idea although good in theory was in practice boring to adults and 
children alike. The email which was set up by BT was not as successful as it should 
have been because it came late and schools had difficulty operating it. This is 
something Danny feels can be improved in future. One exciting thing to emerge 
from the BT day was the suggestion from a teacher that there should be web trading 
and children could design web sites, perhaps for their parents who had small 
business They have now the support of the Welsh Development Agency who have 
earmarked £250,000 to develop this with the University and BT providing the forum.
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Danny felt that the cosmonaut day had been a great success and although obviously it 
can not be repeated it is hoped that a similar event can be organised next year.

The Newsday was a disappointment in that 2 out of the 5 schools could not attend. 
Perhaps MESUS expects too much, schools are under tremendous pressure from all 
kinds of angles to partake in activities which disrupt the normal timetable, which 
causes problems. The three schools who attended did however produce their 
newspaper from scratch in the day which was a very creditable performance 
considering they had no support from the local newspaper the Western Mail, which 
would have added something to the day. They did receive support from the local 
Belfast paper but the geographical logistics made it impossible for them to help on 
the day. This problem of active support from the press must be addressed next year. 
Perhaps the new Welsh Mirror will lend some support. Danny was well satisfied 
with the help he had received from University staff although the students had not 
been involved.

Some of the schools had been a problem. The project initially approached the Head, 
and in some cases communication stopped, as it stayed on a deputy head's desk and 
no further progress was made. Success depended on an enthusiastic teacher taking 
up the reins and developing the project. Sometimes technological difficulties 
sabotaged the project. Sometimes the equipment was inadequate and on other cases 
teachers did not have enough time or expertise to make progress. Next year the 
project will build on the success of this year - pupils who have made a success of the 
project this year will be allowed to continue and develop their talent. Often there 
was a large drop-out rate due to the fact it was done out of hours so the less able were 
not inclined to take part and a small core of more able pupils took over. The project 
worked best when it was integrated in the curriculum.

Next year the extension of the project may be difficult. Some of the associate 
colleges had not even replied to the offer or had responded and dropped out or 
missed planning meetings. There would be a problem in that the associates were in 
North Wales and therefore not so easily supervised by the co-ordinator. There would 
have to tight control of the finance so that associates would not take the money and 
then not produce the results. Success would be maintained in Glamorgan with 
probably double the number of schools. There was a possibility a part-time assistant 
would be appointed to support Nina, and there would be a determined effort to have 
copy edited by another school, although there was always the problem of children 
making fun of other children's efforts. There will also have to be a greater effort put 
into getting the local press involved - their expertise is vital to make the project more 
realistic.

THE FUTURE

Careful use of resources has meant that the project can be continued next year into 
other areas of Wales. There would I suggest have to be changes.

New Areas - the new areas will not have the benefit of a full time co-ordinator and 
therefore funding of £6000 will have to be carefully controlled or money will be 
wasted. It will be necessary for the associate colleges to monitor the project 
carefully and schools will have to produce the results to enjoy the benefits.
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Technology - Obviously new computers for all would be ideal but it is beyond the 
remit of this project. However, each pupil who fulfils the task should be given their 
own email number and should have two floppy disks. There were several incidences 
when material was lost because it was saved on the hard disk and was not there when 
re-visited later and where just one disk was used for the whole group it proved 
impossible at the end of the session to save everybody's material.

Deadlines - These are important it is at the core of the newspaper industry and it 
must be simulated although obviously down to days and not minutes. A four week 
cycle, something like this would be appropriate, after 7 days all word processing to 
be complete, after 14 days the text to be set out in 'newspaper1 format and emailed to 
another school, after 21 days returned from the other school, after sub-editing, and by 
the last day of the month the final copy should be edited and put on the web with a 
paper copy laminated. Initially the University should assist with the last stage but 
eventually the school should be totally independent.

Inter-school co-operation - This is a very important aspect. Initially it was intended 
that the four schools would send copy from school A to school B etc but that never 
happened. A better method might be to send copy from a school with experience of 
the project to one without and vice versa. If the deadlines above are to be observed 
then this should work quite well if the email is in place.

Vouchers - Rewards for each school could be given in the form of vouchers, which 
can be issued after each stage. These can be saved up and spent at the schools 
discretion to support the project. For example, a laminator could be purchased or a 
trip to newspaper arranged. This would encourage schools to meet deadlines. Prizes 
should be given for best articles, best adverts, best photographs etc etc for each 
edition.

The Programme - This should be on the following lines.

In September a visit to BT to explain their involvement in the project and to issue 
email, with instruction on audio and video conferencing. It is important that the 
latter is not too detailed as pupils will be bored unless they are able to use it 
themselves.

An initial meeting at the University when pupils can be given an outline of the 
project and what is expected of them. As part of the day they should produce the 
front page of a 'paper1 where a lot of guidance has been given an perhaps just four 
editions per school produced based on given headlines - rather like the first workshop 

in 1998.

In October produce a newspaper according to the plan in number three. Each month 
a newspaper could be produced, increasing the potential each time, for example, in 
November add an advert, in January a photograph etc etc. It would seem practical to 
produce 8 editions in the year missing out the months of December, May, July and 

August.
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The Roles - These should be changed for each edition so that you are not a reporter 
for the whole year and more pupils have the opportunity to be editor etc etc

The Visits - The BT visit and the Newsday at the University should be retained. 
Obviously the successful cosmonaut visit can not be repeated but something like 
it might be tried. The Welsh Rugby team for example especially if they have a 
successful world cup.

The Press - It is important that the press is involved and it was disappointing to see 
the lack of it so far. As the Western Mail do not seem to want to be involved 
then overtures should made to other local papers, or failing that national press in 
the form of the Welsh Mirror.

The Pupils - Year 9 is the best choice. They have the maturity to do it and they are 
not preoccupied with GCSE although the SATS prevent them producing an 
edition in May. The expertise of the pupils who have been part of the project, 
and who will be in Year 10, should not be lost. Those interested should be 
allowed to advise and assist, where appropriate, or even continue as full members 
of the project if they wish to do so.

Evaluator, August, 1999
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APPENDIX EIGHT: Content Analysis Semantic Differential Scale

MESUS Newspaper Editions - Content Analysis 

ARTICLE CODE -

Intellectual

CONFUSING 
ARGUMENT

FICTITIOUS

MALE 
ORIENTATED

LITERAL

INCOHERENT 
STRUCTURE

APOLITICAL

CLEAR 
ARGUMENT

FACTUAL

FEMALE 
ORIENTATED

USE OF METAPHOR 
SIMILE

COHERENT 
STRUCTURE

POLITICAL

DIFFICULT HARD

OLD AUDIENCE

HISTORICAL 
INFORMATION

NO SPORT

YOUNG 
AUDIENCE

TOPICAL NEWS

SPORT 
DOMINATED
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COMMON- 
SENSE

ACADEMIC

NO HUMAN 
INTEREST

HUMAN INTEREST 
MOTIVATED

ASSUMING PRIOR 
KNOWLEDGE

NO ASSUMPTION O. 
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE

NO DISASTER/ 
CRISIS MOTIVE

DISASTER/ 
CRISIS LED

Overall intelligent rating:

POOR GOOD
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Behavioural

NO 
DIRECTION

DIRECTING
READER DURING

READING

NO 
DIRECTION

DIRECTING
READER AFTER

READING

NO PROBLEM- 
SOLVING

PROBLEM 
SOLVING

NO ACTION 
RESEARCH

AUTHORS ACTION 
RESEARCH

Overall behavioural rating:

POOR GOOD
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Emotional

SERIOUS FUNNY

AGGRESSIVE PASSIVE

BIASED ONE 
SIDED

IMPARTIAL

NO USE OF IRONY USE OF IRONY

NO HUMAN 
INTEREST

HUMAN 
INTEREST

Overall emotional rating:

POOR GOOD
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Format / Style

LITERAL POETIC

UNCLEAR 
LAYOUT

CLEAR LAYOUT

POOR QUALITY 
HEADLINE

HIGH QUALITY 
HEADLINE

UNINFORMATIVE 
HEADLINE(s)

NO USE OF 
GRAPHICS

INFORMATIVE 
HEADLINE(s)

USE OF 
GRAPHICS

IRRELEVANCE
RELEVANCE OF 

GRAPHICS TO TEX

NO USE OF 
COLOUR

NO USE OF 
FONT

OFF-THE-SHELF 
GRAPHICS

USE OF COLOUR

USE OF FONT

SELF-GENERATE: 
GRPAHICS

POOR TEXTUAL 
STYLE

GOOD TEXTUAL 
STYLE
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BAD 
GRAMMAR

GOOD GRAMMAR

BAD 
SPELLING

GOOD 
SPELLING

TYPOGRAPHIC 
ERRORS

ACCURATE 
PRODUCTION

Overall format / style rating:

POOR GOOD
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APPENDIX NINE: Revised Computer Attitude Scale for Secondary 
________. School Students (Smalley, Graff and Saunders, 2001)

Computer Attitude Scale

Name:... ... ... ... ... ...... School:

Gender:...... ... ... ... .... Age:

Are you currently participating on the MESUS project? YES

If yes, how long have you working on MESUS? .......

How many editions has your work been included in? .......

NO

... months

Items

Computers intimidate and threaten me.

Anything 1 can do on a computer, 1 can do just 
as well without one.

1 learn new computer tasks by trial and error

Working with a computer makes me feel tense 
and uncomfortable

Working with computers is fun.

Other students ask me for help when using the 
computer
1 feel helpless when asked to perform a task on 
the computer

Computer work is boring.

When 1 have a problem with the computer, 1 will 
usually solve it on my own.
1 feel important when others ask me for 
information about computers
Computer experts understand both the technical 
aspects and how to use lots of packages.
Using the computer has increased my 
interaction with other students.

Computers bore me.

Anyone can use computing systems
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1 develop shortcuts and more efficient ways to 
use computers.
Working with computers makes me feel isolated 
from other people.
Computers should be available in every 
classroom.
1 would like to spend more time using a 
computer.
1 do not feel 1 have control over what 1 do when 1 
use a computer.
Computers are tools that help me to achieve my 
goals.
If 1 can 1 will take subjects that will teach me to 
use computers.

Computers sometimes scare me.

Using the Internet is a waste of time.

1 would like to learn more about computers.
1 feel unhappy walking into a room filled with 
computers.
Computer jobs are exciting.
If 1 need computer skills for my career choice, 1 
will develop them.
I'm no good with computers.
Computer knowledge is important for everyone 
in society.
If my school offered computer camp 1 would like 
to attend it.
Working with a computer makes me feel very 
nervous.
Computer skills are essential for my future.
1 feel threatened when others talk about 
computers.
Computers help me to learn things.

Computers make me feel uncomfortable.
1 get a sinking feeling when 1 think of trying to 
use a computer.
Computers frustrate me.

Thank you for your time.
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APPENDIX TEN: Tukey Results For Content Analysis Multiple Comparisons 
__ Intelligence Component and School_____

Dependent
Hspgfi&nt

QgfiSsgig -
§lflffljsinq - 
6fflHP»nT
Argument

Fictitious - 
factual

male 
orientated - 
female 
orientated

literal - use 
of 
metaphor / 

simile

incoherent 
structure - 
coherent 
structure

apolitical - 
political

difficult - 
easy

(1) SCHOOL (J) SCHOOL
(1) SCHOOL (J) SCHOOL 

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A 6] 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B fl 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B ft 
C 

C ft 
E

A B 
C 

B ft
C

C ft
B

Mean

1.1867
1.1417

-1.1867
-4.5000E-02

-1.1417
4.500E-02

.7252
2.2055
-.7252
1.4803

-2.2055
-1.4803!

-.3144
-.7263
.3144

-.4118
.7263
.4118
.1401

-.4018
-.1401
-.5419
.4018
.5419

1.1694
.2218

-1.1694
-.9476
-.2218
.9476
.8382
.4640

-.8382
-.3741
-.4640
.3741
.2789

3.070E-02
-.2789
-.2482

-3.0702E-02
.2482

Std. Error

.3973

.4067

.3973

.4514

.4067

.4514

.5203

.5326

.5203

.5912

.5326

.5912

.1981

.2028

.1981

.2251

.2028;

.2251

.3950

.4043!

.3950

.4488

.4043

.4488

.3537

.3621

.3537

.4019

.3621

.4019

.4156

.4255

.4156

.4723

.4255

.4723

.3181

.3256

.3181

.3615

.3256

.3615

Sig.

.012

.019

.012

.995

.019

.995

.352

.000

.352

.041

.000

.041

.261

.002

.261

.171

.002

.171

.933

.584

.933

.455

.584

.455

.005

.814

.005

.058

.814

.058

.119

.525

.119

.710

.525

.710

.657

.995

.657

.772

.995

.772

95%
Lower Bounc
Lower Bound

.2253

.1576
-2.1482
-1.1374
-2.1259
-1.0474

-.5341
.9164

-1.9844
4.947E-02

-3.4945
-2.9112

-.7940
-1.2171

-.1651
-.9567
.2354

-.1330
-.8159

-1.3804
-1.0960
-1.6281

-.5768
-.5443
.3134

-.6545
-2.0254
-1.9203
-1.0980

-2.5006E-02
-.1677
-.5656

-1.8441
-1.5171
-1.4937

-.7688
-.4909
-.7574

-1.0488
-1.1 23C

-.8188
-.626£

Upper Bounc
Upper Bounc

2.1482
2.1259
-.2253
1.0474
-.1576
1.1374
1,9844
3.4945

.5341
2.9112
-.9164

-4.9469E-02
.1651

-.2354
.7940
.1330

1.2171
.9567

1.0960
.5768
.8159
.5443

1.3804
1.6281
2.0254
1.0980
-.3134

2.501 E-02
.6545

1.9203
1.8441
1.4937

.1677

.7688

.5656
1.5171
1.0488

.8188

.4909

.6265

.7574
1.1230
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old 
audience - 
young 
audience

historical 
information 
- topical 
news

no sport - 
sport

Commonse 
nse- 
academic

no human 
interest - 
human 
interest

assuming 
prior 
knowledge 
-no 
assumption 
of prior 
knowledge
no disaster 
/ crisis 
motive - 
disaster / 
crisis led

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A
d

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

-.3185
4.525E-02

.3185

.3638
-4.5251 E-02

-.3638
1.4771
1.7086

-1.4771
,2315

-1.7086
-.2315
1.5944

.9016
-1.5944

-.6928
-.9019
.6928|
.5492

-.1419
-.5492
-.6911
.1419
.6911

1.3659
.4939

-1.3659
-.8719
-.4939
.8719
.1199

-.5428
-.1199
-.6627
.5428
.6627
.1933

-9.1104E-02
-.1933
-.2844

9.110E-02
.2844

.3475

.3557

.3475

.3949

.3557

.3949
.4607
.4716
.4607
.5235
.4716
.5235
.8428
.8627
.8428
.9576
.8627
.9576
.2874
.2941
.2874
.3265
.2941
.3265
.4155
.4253
.4155
.4721
.4253
.4721
.4260
.4361
.4260
.4841
.4361
.4841
.3421
.3502
.3421
.3888
.3502
.3888

.633

.991

.633

.630

.991

.630
.007
.002
.007
.898
.002
.898
.152
.553
.152
.751
.553
.751
.147
.880
.147
.097
.880
.097
.005
.482
.005
.166
.482
.166
.957
.433
.957
.365
.433
.365
.839
.963
.839
.746
.963
.746

-1.1596
-.8157
-.5225
-.5918
-.9062

-1.3194
.3621
.5673

-2.5921
-1.0354
-2.8499
-1.4984

-.4452
-1.1862
-3.6341
-3.0104
-2.9895
-1.6248

-.1462
-.8538

-1.2446
-1.4813

-.5700
-9.9095E-02]

.3604
-.5353

-2.3714
-2.0144
-1.5232

-.2706
-.9111

-1.5982
-1.1509
-1.8342

-.5126
-.5087
-.6347
-.9387

-1.0213
-1.2252

-.756£
-.656£

.5225!

.9062
1.1599
1.3194

.8157

.5918
2.5921
2.849E
-.3621
1.4984
-.5673
1.0354
3.6341
2.989S

.4452
1.6248
1.1862
3.0104
1.2446
.5700
.1462

9.909E-02
.8538

1.4813
2.3714
1.5232
-.3604
.2706
.5353

2.0144
1.1509

.5126

.9111

.5087
1.5982
1.8342
1.0213

.7565

.6347

.6565

.9387
1.2252

Based on observed means.
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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APPENDIX ELEVEN: Tukey Results For Content Analysis Multiple 
___ Comparisons Behavioural Component and School

Dependent 
Variable
no direction 
- directing 
reader 
DURING 
reading

no direction 
- directing 
reader 
AFTER 
reading

no problem 
solving - 
problem 
solving

no action 
research - 
authors 
action 
research

1) SCHOOL

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

(J) 
SCHOOL

B
C
A
C
A
B
B
C
A
C
A
B
B
C
A
C
A
B
B
C
A
C
A
B

Mean 
Difference 

(I-J)

1.0888
4.9398E-02

-1.0888
-1.1382

4.940E-02
1.1382

.9411

.4108
-.9411
-.5302
-.4108
.5302
.2093

-.6192
-.2093
-.8285
.6192
.8285
.7725

1.4638
-.7725
.6913

-1.4638
-.6913

Std. Error

.4072

.4168

.4072

.4627

.4168

.4627

.5783

.5919

.5783

.657Q

.5919

.6570

.4763

.4876

.4763

.5412

.4876

.5412

.3686

.3773

.3686

.4189

.3773

.418S

Sig.

.027

.992

.027

.046

.992

.046

.244

.768

.244

.701

.768

.701

.899

.419

.899

.286

.419

.286

.102

.001

.102

.235

.001

.235

95% 
Confidence 

Interval
Lower 
Bound

.1033
-1.0582
-2.0743
-2.2580

-.9594
1.839E-02

-.4584
-1.0217
-2.3405
-2.1203
-1.8434
-1.0599

-.9435
-1.7993
-1.3621
-2.1384

-.5608
-.4813
-.1196
.5506

-1.664
-.3224

-2.377
-1.704

Upper 
Bound

2.0743
.9594

-.1033
-1.8387E-02

1.0582
2.2580
2.3405
1.8434

.4584
1.0599
1.0217
2.1203
1.3621
.5608
.9435
.4813

1.7993
2.1384
1.6646
2.377C

.1196
1.7049
-.5506
.3224

Based on observed means.
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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APPENDIX TWELVE : Tukey Results For Content Analysis Multiple 
_____ _____Comparisons Emotional Component and School

Dependent
serious - 
funny

aggressive 
- passive

biased, 
one-sided - 
impartial

no use of 
irony - use 
of irony

no human 
interest - 
human 
interest

('> SCHOOL SCHOOL

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A
B

Mean 
Difference

.2562
-.7477
-.2562

-1.0039
,7477

1.0039
-2.0435E-02

.1096
2.043E-02

.1300
-.1096
-.1300

-4.5373E-02
-1.1676

4.537E-02
-1.1223
1.1676
1.1223

.6529
-.3518
-.6529

-1.0047
.3518

1.0047
1.6040

.3897
-1.6040
-1.2143

-.3897
1.2143

Std. Error

.5052

.5171

.5052

.5740

.5171

.5740

.3131

.3205

.3131

.3557

.3205

.3557

.5222

.5345

.5222

.5933

.5345

.5933

.3004

.3075

.3004

.3413

.3075

.3413

.4287

.4382

.4287

.4871

.438£

.4871

Sig.

.868

.326

.868

.198

.326

.198

.998

.938

.998

.929

.938

.929

.996

.084

.996

.152

.084

.152

.086

.492

.086

.014

.492

.014

.001

.650

.001

.042

.650

.042

95% 
Confidence

-.9663
-1.9991
-1.4788
-2.3931

-.5038
-.3853
-.7781
-.6660
-.7372
-.7309
-.8851
-.9909

-1.3091
-2.4612
-1.2183
-2.5581

-.1259
-.3136

-7.4125E-02
-1.0960
-1.3800
-1.8308

-.3924
.1786
.5666

-.6722
-2.6414
-2.3931
-1.4516

3.561 E-02

Upper 
Bound

1.4788
.5038
.9663
.3853

1.9991
2.3931

.7372

.8851

.7781

.9909

.6660

.7309
1.2183

.1259
1.3091

.3136
2.4612
2.5581
1.3800

.3924
7.412E-02

-.1786
1.0960
1.8308
2.6414
1.4516
-.5666

-3.5607E-02
.6722

2.3931

Based on observed means.
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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APPENDIX THIRTEEN: Tukey Results For Content Analysis Multiple 
Comparisons Format Component and School

Dependent
literal - 
poetic

unclear 
layout - 
clear layout

poor quality 
headline - 
high quality 
headline

Uninformati 
ve 
headline(s)

informative 
headline

no use of 
graphics - 
use of 
graphics

irrelevance 
- relevance 
of graphics 
to text

no use of 
colour - use 
of colour

1) SCHOOL (J)
A B 

C 
B A 

C 
C A 

B
A B 

C
B A! 

C 
C A 

B
A B 

C 
B A 

C 
C A 

B
A B 

C 
B A 

C 
C A 

B
A B 

C 
B A 

C 
C A 

B
A B 

C 
B A 

C 
C A 

B
A B 

C 
B A 

C 
C A 

B

Mean 1 Std. Error

j
.2338 .3082

-.5411
-.2338
-.7749

.3159

.3082

.3502^
.5411 .31551
.7749 .3502
.8211

-.1864
-.8211

-1.0075
.1864

1.0075
1.9709
.1516

-1.9709
-1.8192

-.1516

.3294

.3372

.3294

.3743

.3372

.3743

.4012

.4107

.4012

.4559

.4107
1.8192] .4559
1.2056

.2253
-1.2056

-.9803
-.2253
.9803

3.2291
3.4509

-3.2291
.2219

-3.4509
-.2219
4.2096
3.9819

-4.2096
-.2277

-3.9819
.2277

1.1975
3.3531

-1.1975
2.1557

-3.3531
-2.1557

.4740

.4852

.4740

.5385

.4852

.5385

.6427

.6579

.6427

.7303

.6579

.7303

.7387

.7561

.7387

.8393

.7561

.8393

.5917

.6057

.5917

.6723

.6057

.6723

Sig.

.730

.210

.730

.079

.210

.079

.042

.846

.042

.026

.846

.026

.000

.928

.000

.001

.928

.001

.037

.888

.037

.174

.888

.174

.000

.000

.000

.950 _j

.000

.950

.000

.000

.000

.960

.000

.960

.118
.000
.118
.007
.000
.007

95%
Lower

-.5121
-1.3046

-.9798
-1.6225

-.2225
L7.2698E-02

2.397E-02
-1.0023
-1.6183
-1.9132
-.6296
.1017
.9999

-.8422
-2.9418
-2.9225
-1.1455

.7160
5.851 E-02

-.9489
-2.3526
-2.2836
-1.3994

-.3231
1.6736
1.8587

-4.7845
-1.5455
-5.0432
-1.9893
2.4219
2.1519

-5.9973
-2.2590
-5.8118
-1.8036

-.2345
1.8873

-2.6295
.5285

-4.8190
-3.7828

Upper
.9798
.2225
.5121

7.270E-02
1.3046
1.6225
1.6183

.6296
2.3968E-02

-.1017
1.0023
1.9132
2.9418
1.1455
-.9999
-.7160
.8422

2.9225
2.3526
1.3994

-5.851 OE-02
.3231
.9489

2.2836
4.7845
5.0432

-1.6736
1.9893

-1.8587
1.5455
5.9973
5.8118

-2.4219
1.8036

-2.1519
2.2590
2.6295
4.8190

.2345
3.7828

-1.8873
-.5285
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No use of 
font - use of 
font

off the shelf 
graphics - 
self- 
generated 
graphics

poor textual 
style - good 
textual style

bad 
grammar - 
good 
grammar

bad spelling 
-good 
spelling

Typographi 
cs errors - 
accurate 
production

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C

C A^ 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

A B 
C 

B A 
C 

C A 
B

1.5719
.3588

-1.5719
-1.2131

-.3588
1.2131
2.2002
2.4070

-2.2002
.2069

-2.4070
-.2069
1.4793

.3760
-1.4793
-1.1033

-.3760
1.1033

.3710

.6349
-.3710
.2640

-.6349
-.2640
.5144
.3478

-.5144
-.1666
-.3478
.1666

7.357E-02
.3546

-7.3571 E-02
.281C

-.3546
-.281C

.4459

.4565

.4459

.5067

.4565

.5067

.5483

.5612

.5483

.6230

.5612

.6230

.2760

.2825

.2760

.3136

.2825

.3136

.3451

.3533

.3451

.3922

.3533

.3922

.2545

.2605

.2545

.2892

.2605

.2892

.3294

.3372

.3294

.3742

.3372

.374C

.003

.713

.003

.053

.713

.053

.001

.000

.001

.941

.000

.941

.000

.385

.000

.003

.385

.003

.534

.182

.534

.780

.182

.780

.118

.383

.118

.833

.383

.833

.973

.548

.973

.735

.548

.735

.4927
-.7459

-2.6511
-2.4393
-1.4634

1.3080E-02
.8733

1.0488
-3.5270
-1.3008
-3.7652
-1.7145

.8114
-.3076

-2.1472
-1.8622
-1.0597

.3444
-.4643
-.2201

-1.2063
-.6851

-1.4900
-1.2130

-.1015
-.2827

-1.1304
-.8665
-.9783
-.5332
-.7237
-.4615
-.8708
-.624E

-1.170'
-1.186

2.6511
1.4634
-.4927

1.308E-02
.745S

2.4393
3.5270
3.7652
-.8733
1.7145

-1.0488
1.3008
2.1472
1.0597
-.8114
-.3444
.3076

1.8622
1.2063
1.4900
.4643

1.2130
.2201
.6851

1.1304
.9783
.1015
.5332
.2827
.8665
.8708

1.1707
.7237

1.1869
.4615
.6248

Based on observed means.
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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____ APPENDIX FOURTEEN: Interview Schedule______

Can you remember how you felt when told about MESUS? Were you given the choice to

participate?

What did you think would be expected from you/ what would you have to do? 

How did working on a University project make you feel? What is a University (i) then (ii)

now? 

Did the online work make you want to participate? Did it make a difference that anyone with

Internet access could see your work? 

What was your role?

Did MESUS allow you to do new things? If so, what? 

Which skills did you use and did they improve as a result? In what ways? 

Literacy
Information retrieval

Computer skills: Internet, Tools etc

Communication: Email Face to face Written 

Did you put more or less care and attention to your MESUS work? E.g. did you spend

longer checking your spelling etc. 

Do you think that your writing style for the articles differed from your usual schoolwork?

Does writing for a newspaper differ from other forms of writing? Did it make you think

about things differently?

How did you feel about an 'outsider' commenting on your work? 

How would you describe your relationship with the teacher throughout MESUS? 

Did you work together as an editorial team? If so, how did the team work together? Was

this the first time you had worked in a group? Are there any lessons that you learnt

about working with others? 
Were you allowed more computer time as a result of MESUS? Did your IT skills develop?

In what ways? 
Have you developed your communication skills? In what ways? Which communication tool

did you prefer to use and why? 

What were the best parts of MESUS? Why? 

What were the worst parts of MESUS? Why?

Was there a turning point in the project where you suddenly got more involved? 

Was there a turning point in the project where you suddenly got less involved? 

What if anything, do you feel that you have gained from your experiences on MESUS? 

Do you think that there were any differences between boys and girls? 

Did MESUS influence your option choices? What subjects have you taken? Have you a

particular career in mind? 
Is there anything else you would like to add?
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